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Abstract 
 
Aesop’s fables, the first western literary works transmitted to China, opened up the field 
of translations in China in the nineteenth century. But there had been more than one 
transmission, and the process by which the Chinese absorbed Aesop was long and complicated. 
This dissertation explores when and how the transmissions of Aesop’s fables into China took 
place in history and how these fables influenced Chinese writing of yuyan 寓言, an analogous 
genre in Chinese literature. It attempts to provide as comprehensive a picture as possible of the 
history of the transmissions and analyses of examples that are relatively representative in respect 
to the transformation of the genre in the Chinese milieu.   
In order to provide both theoretical and empirical bases for this endeavor, I have divided 
the dissertation into three parts. The first part gives definitions of the relevant genres and origins 
of the fable, or similar genres, in the West, India, and China. At the early stage, the western 
tradition of using fables in education and preaching indirectly paved the way for their 
transmission to China. The second part is devoted to the transmissions of Aesop’s fables to 
China in the pre-modern eras. Given archeologists’ discoveries of the manuscripts of the Aesopic 
fables found in the Western Regions of China in the early twentieth century, one chapter deals 
with the obscure transmission that occurred no later than the sixth century and tries to clarify the 
influence of Manichaeism in the transmission dated by archaeologists to the eighth or ninth 
century. The other chapter of part two discusses the Jesuits’ adaptation and use of Aesop’s fables 
in their Chinese sermonic works in the seventeenth century. The third part considers the 
transformation of the genre of the fable after its encounter with the Chinese yuyan. In the 
Chinese author Li Shixiong’s 李世熊 work, we get a glimpse of an early combination of the two 
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genres in terms of literary techniques. Later, the Chinese translations of Aesop’s fables in the 
nineteenth century show that more elements from Chinese literary traditions were mixed in the 
fables.  
The process reveals the challenge that the fable brought to the Chinese literary sphere. 
The traditional Chinese concept that the truth had to be represented by historicized narration 
faced the challenge of a genre known for its fictitious story picturing a truth that was not 
necessarily grounded in a historical event. 
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Notes 
 
The use of Chinese names follows the original order in the Chinese custom; that is, the 
surname goes before the first name. As for the spelling, I adopted the pinyin system throughout 
the dissertation, except for a few cases in the quoted passages. They are kept that way to 
maintain the authors’ original writing. 
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Introduction 
 
Aesop’s Fables can be considered the most well known literary work of moral teaching in 
the world, and yet it is now classified as children’s literature. The simplicity of the fable form 
makes it a good tool for primary education. In my view, however, the fable should be put back 
into its cultural context in order to be understood correctly; for fables can carry different layers 
of meaning. Any listener or reader naturally asks what moral a narrator is trying to express when 
a fable is used in this or that situation. That is the fable’s intended effect. In antiquity, the fable’s 
original function was to enhance rhetoric. It was first used by Greek orators and writers to 
illustrate a point, because its concise form and moral-teaching feature were convenient for people 
who wanted to give quick examples. The earliest fable can be found in Hesiod’s work from 
around the eighth century BCE, while the practice of recording fables was confirmed through the 
existence of the first collection compiled by Demetrius of Phalerum, an orator at the end of the 
fourth century BCE. Talking animals usually, but not always, appeared in the stories.  
Fables were the first western literary works that the Chinese became familiar with. At the 
same time, they were aware that this type of narration was similar to one that existed in their own 
culture. In fact, the definition of a genre in the western literary tradition has long obstructed the 
perception of a similar genre existing in another culture. In Chinese literature, a genre called 
yuyan 寓言 (metaphorical language) performs functions similar to the fable. But yuyan is a more 
generic term that could really encompass all the western genres of parable, fable, allegory, and in 
some cases, satire. The first yuyan, dated around the sixth century BCE, appeared in the form of 
a historical anecdote in the Zuo zhuan《左傳》(The Chronicles of Zuo). But through the works 
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of the pre-Qin Chinese philosophers, we can be certain that the use of it first became popular in 
the Warring States period around the fourth century BCE. 
This dissertation is guided by the following questions: When and how was the Aesopic 
fable transmitted from the West to China and what were the effects of that transmission for the 
development of the Chinese genre analogous to the fable, the yuyan? The fable and the yuyan 
converged over time through a series of transmissions; however, the scholarship on this subject 
is scanty. The small number of treatises that can be found are mostly written in Chinese. Only a 
few scholars have focused directly on the comparison of these two seemingly diverse but similar 
genres after their merging in Chinese literature. The story of that merging is fascinating, 
complex, and important. 
We can observe that Aesop’s Fables started to influence the Chinese literary genre of 
yuyan at the beginning of the seventeenth century. After the Jesuits Matteo Ricci and Diego de 
Pantoja included Aesop’s fables in their sermonic works as part of their missionary activity in 
China, Nicholas Trigault translated a number of Aesop’s fables into Chinese in 1625. Soon 
afterwards, Li Shixiong 李世熊 first imitated Aesop’s style when he put together the first 
Chinese Aesopic fable collection, Wu gan《物感》(Contemplation on Animals, 1654). This is 
probably the earliest attempt by a Chinese writer to amalgamate the genres of fable and yuyan. In 
his work we can see the preliminary transformation, which includes both sinicization of the 
Aesopian fables and westernization of the Chinese yuyan, through changing the narrative 
components and patterns. The contents of Li’s work mainly criticize the corrupt rule and social 
problems near the end of the Ming and the early Qing dynasty. Then, in the seventeenth century, 
the translations of Aesop’s fables in Robert Thom’s, Zhang Chishan’s 張赤山, and Lin Shu’s 林
紓 works serve the three basic functions of the fable: education, entertainment, and criticism. 
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Their renditions reveal two basic trends of treating these animal narratives, compared to the 
original texts: long embellished stories and short pungent satires. Thom’s and Zhang’s 
translations belong to the former type. They change the narration and add additional elements 
embellishing the stories in order to sinicize the fables; while Lin’s work falls into the latter type 
due to its succinct and straightforward style.  
          
This dissertation is divided into three parts: The first part establishes the cultural 
backgrounds: Chapter 1 defines the genres and explains the origins of western fables and Indian 
fables, as well as their functions within their distinct social contexts. Chapter 2 focuses on the 
tradition and history of the Chinese yuyan and gives some examples. Chapter 3 introduces the 
western tradition of using Aesop’s fables in education and in medieval sermons. It also draws 
attention to the arguments about truth and falsehood in the Middle Ages. The theme of the fox 
and the subgenre, the beast epic, derived from it are mentioned through the comparisons of a set 
of moralized fables for religious purposes. The rationale of using animal exempla in medieval 
pulpit literatures provides the background and reason for the missionaries to insert fables in their 
sermons.  
The second part focuses on the transmission of the fable from the West to China: Chapter 
4 gives archaeological evidence, the relevant scholarship, and my research on the possible route 
of transmission of one Aesopic fable into China. Historical variants of this fable, “The Father 
and His Quarrelsome Sons,” were recorded in the Wei shu《魏書》(The Book of Wei) in the 
sixth century and the Meng gu mi shi《蒙古秘史》(The Secret History of the Mongols) in the 
thirteenth century. In chapter 5, I discuss the Jesuits’ use and translation of Aesop’s fables in the 
seventeenth century and the historical background in China that determined the Chinese 
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reception of their missions and works. The discussion covers the fables in Matteo Ricci’s Jiren 
shi pian《畸人十篇》(Ten Discourses of a Paradoxical Man), Diego de Pantoja’s Qi ke《七克
》(On Overcoming the Seven Capital Sins), and Nicolas Trigault’s Kuang yi《況義》(Analogy).  
The third part deals with the transformation of the genre: In chapter 6, I discuss two 
works consisting of animal narratives that were compiled or written after the importation of 
Aesop’s fables in the same period: Dong Deyong’s 董德鏞 Ke ru《可如》(Could Be Models) 
and Li Shixiong’s Wu gan (Contemplation on Animals). Examples from these two works are 
analyzed in order to understand the influence of Aesop’s fables at this stage. Chapter 7 is 
devoted to the three most influential translations of Aesop’s fables in China in the seventeenth 
century: Robert Thom and his teacher Mun Mooy’s Yishi yuyan《意拾喻言》(Esop’s Fables), 
Zhang Chishan’s Haiguo miaoyu《海國妙喻》(Marvellous Fables of the Seabound Countries), 
and Lin Shu’s Yisuo yuyan《伊索寓言》(Aesop’s Fables). The distinct features of their works 
and a direct comparison of the fables from these translations and from their source texts are 
included in order to show the variations. The discussion in this chapter centers on the works 
before 1919, the year of the May Fourth Movement.1 This year is commonly acknowledged as 
the line of demarcation separating the “recent” from the “modern” Chinese literary works.2 
                                                
1 The May Fourth Movement was a seminal event in 1919, which aimed to remove imperialism and to reform the 
Chinese culture with western thoughts. It was characterized by the drastic rejection of the Chinese traditions and 
values. 
 
2 In the studies of modern Chinese literature, Chinese scholars before the 1980s divided the periods of literary 
development into three stages in order to look into the drastic changes in these eras: the recent jindai 近代, 1840-
1919; the modern xiandai 現代, 1919-1949; and the contemporary dangdai 當代, 1949 to the present. The recent 
period represents an intermediate stage of transition from ancient to modern times, between the first Opium War and 
the May Fourth Movement. The modern period covers the time between the May Fourth Movement and the 
establishment of the People’s Republic of China. And the contemporary period generally indicates the time after 
1949. Some scholars have questioned such a division in academia, for there is no sufficient theoretical support for it 
apart from those essential historical events (Yang Chunzhong 24-30, 50-51). I used the May Fourth Movement to 
mark the end of my research because it was unarguably a turning point for China both historically and culturally, 
and that requires scholarly treatment beyond the scope of this dissertation.   
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Regarding the fable as a genre, in this dissertation I have relied on Ben Edwin Perry’s 
definition to identify an Aesopic fable, and have used his monumental works, Aesopica, 
translated by Lloyd W. Daly, and Babrius and Phaedrus, to trace the sources of translated 
Chinese fables. H. J. Blackham’s The Fable as Literature gives a comparison of fable with other 
similar genres; it also provides a survey of western fables. The tables in Frederick Whitesell’s 
“Fables in Mediaeval Exempla” are the main reference for me regarding the application of fables 
and new fables found in sermons. As for Chinese yuyan, Chen Puqing’s 陳蒲清 Zhongguo gu 
dai yu yan shi《中國古代寓言史》(A History of Ancient Chinese Yuyan) and Zhongguo xian 
dai yu yan shi gang《中國現代寓言史綱》(Outlines of the History of Modern Chinese Yuyan) 
gather large corpuses of Chinese yuyan; the latter especially provided initial clues for my 
research on Dong Deyong’s and Li Shixiong’s works. Ge Baoquan’s 戈寶權 Zhong wai wen xue 
yin yuan《中外文學因緣》(The Causes and Effects of the Exchanges between Chinese and 
Western Literature) was crucial, for Ge identified fables appearing in the Jesuits’ works and 
wrote down the precious texts of the three extant copies of Trigault’s Analogy to be printed in 
this book. He also gives rich information of all the Chinese versions of Aesop’s fables from 1840 
to the 1980s. Li Shixue 李奭學 analyzes the Jesuits’ use of fables from the theological aspect. Ji 
Xianlin 季羨林, Xue Keqiao 薛克翹, and Liu Shouhua 劉守華 look into the influence of Indian 
(Buddhist) literature on Chinese literature. Concerning the fragments of the manuscript found in 
the Turfan area, scholars such as Rásonyi Nagy, Jes P. Asmussen, Hans-Joachim Klimkeit, and 
Peter Zieme have done a lot of work to identify and date the texts. My research of the 
transmission of the two Chinese versions of “The Father and His Quarrelsome Sons” owes much 
to Werner Sunderman’s translation of the Iranian version in the finds, as well as to R. 
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Merkelbach’s article, “Manichaica (10): Eine Fabel Manis [Manichean Studies (10): a Fable of 
Mani’s]”, Zhou Weizhou’s 周偉洲 thorough research on the north-western tribes, and Chen 
Yuan’s 陳垣 and Lin Wushu’s 林悟殊 works on Manichaeism in China.  
In the part of Chinese Aesopic fables and Chinese translations, Sun Qi’s 孫琪 thesis 
offers Li Shixiong’s biography and her analysis of his fables from a historical point of view. Zhu 
Puwen 祝普文 talks about some general features of Li’s work and identifies some yuyan that Li 
adapted into fables. Leo Tak-hung Chan 陳德鴻 provided valuable insight for me about the three 
translations of Aesop’s fables in the late Qing in terms of the translation studies. Tao Ching-sin 
杜政羨 did a thorough research on the historical background of Thom’s Esop’s Fables and 
evaluated it in light of translation theories. Guo Yanli 郭延禮 and Yan Ruifang 顏瑞芳 both 
talked about the three translations in general. The latter in particular, drew attention to the 
translations in terms of Chinese poetics in the introduction to Qing dai Yisuo yuyan han yi san 
zhong《清代伊索寓言漢譯三種》(Three Versions of Chinese Translations of Aesop’s Fables 
in the Qing Dynasty) republished by him.  
With this dissertation, I hope to have provided a more complete reference for the history 
of the transmission of Aesop’s fables to China and the transformation of the genre, just as the 
title indicates. My dissertation differs from previous research in scope and method. I tried to find 
the most plausible route of the earliest transmission of Aesop’s fables into China by looking into 
history. And I placed an emphasis on the genres of fable and yuyan, and the possible influence of 
Indian fables, in order to better interpret the changes and development of the fable in the process 
of transmission. The introduction of the ancient and medieval usage of the fable provides the 
background of the western tradition to compare with the Chinese tradition. At the same time, it 
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explains why Jesuits would have used fables, fictional and seemingly crude examples, in their 
solemn works. In addition, the early usage shows that the fable, unlike most other genres, does 
not demand absolute faithfulness, for in its origin it is oral rather than written; and it had been 
widely employed by orators and preachers, and rewritten by fabulists, in the western tradition 
before it entered China.3 The Jesuits’ preference of the fox character can also be explained 
through its importance in the medieval beast epic.  
I used Vladimir Propp’s Morphology of the Folktale in order to establish a tentative 
paradigm of Aesop’s fables as the framework for examining the structure of Li Shixiong’s 
Chinese Aesopic fables. Instead of checking whether or not the translated fables in the Jesuits’ 
works and in the late Qing are “faithful” to the original, like those critics who scrutinized them 
with translation theories, I have tried to explain the phenomena of transformation in terms of the 
confrontation between the western and Chinese literary traditions and cultures. Since the 
translated fables in the nineteenth century, unlike Li’s created fables, basically follow Aesop’s 
pattern, I have adopted Mieke Bal’s theory of narrative to show how the components of the 
variations either incline to develop into complete stories, or tend to evolve into satire.   
Aesop’s fables, being the first western literary works that the Chinese are aware of, in 
fact have some features similar to the ancient Chinese yuyan. When they appeared in religious 
sermons in the seventeenth century, they were imbued with Catholic doctrines. Although the 
Jesuits’ intention of converting the Chinese was not very successful in the end, the genre 
stimulated the creation of the first collection of the Chinese Aesopic fables. Two hundred years 
later, a process of modification in several versions of translation, by either the collaborative 
westerners and Chinese or by the Chinese literati themselves, shows that the Chinese went 
                                                
3 See, for example, the differences in the set of rewrites of “The Fox and Wolf” in chapter 3, or the different versions 
of “The Cat and Aphrodite” in chapter 7, by the western authors. 
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through different stages in absorbing the genre as well as the concept of composing such kind of 
narratives. The results turned out to initiate a revolution concerning the representation of truth in 
Chinese fiction.  
  
PART I ORIGINS AND TERMS 
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Chapter 1: Allegory, Parable, Fable 
 
Before getting into the discussion of the fable, I must clarify the definitions of some 
literary genres that share similar qualities and may cause confusion. In Kinds of Literature 
(1982), Alastair Fowler re-establishes the concept of genre. Instead of the traditional way of 
seeing it as a mere means of classification, Fowler asserts that genre is concerned rather with 
communication and interpretation (37). Identifying a literary work by its genre helps the reader 
understand and evaluate the meanings that the author tries to convey. The definition of a genre 
likewise entails necessary elements that constitute the reader’s expectation. Hence it is a literary 
concept built on a consensus regarding the necessary elements thereof, which may vary 
according to time and place. It is also noteworthy, says Fowler, that “[w]ith modern genres, 
boundaries are even more indistinct and shifting, overlapping and allowing intricate mixture. 
Necessary elements are sparse” (39). This is not a surprising phenomenon, as later authors 
devote their energies to creating unique works, in which innovation is an essential factor no 
matter which genre these literary pieces are originally supposed to belong to. To be sure, the 
blurring of distinctions of genres is even an unavoidable part of cross-cultural literary 
experiences. Therefore, in order to limit the scope of this research, we need to set a clear 
definition of the fable by listing its necessary elements, despite the grey zone caused by either 
the vertical accumulation of works within a culture, or the horizontal accretion of them covering 
two or three cultures. Variations within the definition will be addressed in the relevant chapters 
that follow.  
Allegory, parable, and fable are three literary types that are often placed side by side due 
to their affinities in their use of metaphor and simile. According to Douglas Gray in his The 
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Oxford Companion to Chaucer (2003), allegory originated with the ancient rhetorical figure 
allegoria, “veiled language,” or “figurative, metaphorical language,” simply put, “speaking of 
one thing to mean another.” Yet the precise definition of the term in light of the later use is rather 
“an extended metaphor, in which a metaphorical discourse is elaborated into a narrative” (Gray 
11). In the definition from Merriam-Webster’s Encyclopedia of Literature (1995), besides its 
characteristic of being a symbolic fictional narrative, the article states that “[i]t encompasses 
such forms as fable, parable, and apologue and may involve either a literary or an interpretative 
process” (35). The first half of the sentence imparts the modulation4 (i.e., generic mixture) of 
allegory, that it is more like a mode rather than a “kind,” which, as Fowler states, often consists 
of certain elements to form a generic repertoire, whereas a mode is pervasively used as adjectives 
are used. Just as genres like satire, pastoral, and comedy can become adjectives to modify other 
genres as satirical, pastoral, or comic, allegory can be used to describe any literary kind as 
allegorical; but “modal terms never imply a complete external form” (Fowler 106-107). Hence, it 
should not be surprising to hear terms like allegorical parables or allegorical fables, though the 
latter barely makes sense due to the limit of the fable form. Because a fable always refers to 
“something else,” it is intrinsically allegorical. The earliest religious application of allegory can 
be found in the Old Testament in Isaiah (5:1-7) (Gray 11), where the prophet sings a love song in 
which God is his lover and Israel, his lover’s vineyard. Because the vineyard, which produces 
sour grapes, did not meet his lover’s expectation—a manifestation signifying the disobedience 
and unfairness of people of Judah—his lover decides to “make it a wasteland.” Consequently, a 
disaster comes to the land of Israel, as described in the following verses. Unlike the 
                                                
4 Fowler uses this term to call generic mixtures taking place because of literary taste, author’s misunderstanding, and 
modal transformations (191-92). 
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personification allegory prevalent in the medieval era, the use of this kind of symbolic allegory is 
widespread in literature from every period, from Homer to Goethe, and up to T. S. Eliot. 
In his The Fable as Literature (1985), H. J. Blackham differentiates allegory from fable 
by saying that 
the allusion in allegory is to something particular, and in fable to something 
general. Rather, although both may embody general conceptions in particular 
forms, with roles in a particular action, fable will do this to focus attention on an 
illuminated patch exposed to thought, whereas allegory tends to explore 
labyrinthine manifestations with delight in the description. (xv)  
He also adds that one key factor that can be used to mark the distinction between the two is 
personification of the abstraction in allegory. This literary technique enables abstractions, such as 
love, philosophy, or greed, to take on a human appearance and behavior. He says that compared 
to the lengthy narrative of allegory, which typically presents life as a voyage with a sequence of 
images, the fable stresses only one aspect of human life in one action (xv-xvi). Blackham’s 
clarifications of the two genres are mostly accurate, except that “personification allegory” is just 
one kind of allegory. The other kind, according to Merriam-Webster’s Encyclopedia of 
Literature, is symbolic allegory, “in which a character or material thing is not merely a 
transparent vehicle for an idea, but rather has a recognizable identity or a narrative autonomy 
apart from the message it conveys” (35). This kind of allegory represents typically what we 
know about the term “allegory” as an extended metaphor. Well-known examples include Divine 
Comedy, Gulliver’s Travels, and Animal Farm. Blackham further points out that it is the power 
of fable “not merely to represent but mainly to inform a conception” that makes it surpass the 
scope of allegory (xvi). Since the animal models can be compared to both human and animal 
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experiences, the invention of a fable requires a scientist’s observation and a poet’s insight, 
similar to the discovery of an objective or subjective truth. 
Regarding symbolic allegory involving animals, The Bestiaries, derived from the ancient 
Greek Physiologus or Book of Nature (c. 200 CE), demonstrate medieval man’s view on animals 
as God’s creations. They were extended verses of animals taken from Theobaldus’s 11th-century 
Latin Physiologus (Lambdin, “Bestiaries”). Intended to teach religious lessons, the essentially 
homiletic verses to a great extent are contrary to Aesop’s worldly wisdom. The Bestiaries, as 
accounts of fictitious natural history, turn animals into medieval religious symbols. Gerhart B. 
Ladner’s words in “Medieval and Modern Understanding of Symbolism: a Comparison” (1979) 
explicate the formation of medieval theocentric ideology: “It was one of the fundamental 
character traits of the early Christian and medieval mentalities that the signifying, symbolizing, 
and allegorizing function was anything but arbitrary or subjective; symbols were believed to 
represent objectively and to express faithfully various aspects of a universe that was perceived as 
widely and deeply meaningful” (227, my italics). Since people in the Middle Ages believed 
nature to be meaningful and that everything happened in it was symbolic evidence of God’s 
actions, allegory became indispensable to them.  
As Christianity came to dominate the West, both allegory and parable became popular in 
the Middle Ages: the former was applied to almost everything by the medieval audience as a 
means to discover God’s will—to use Charles Dunn and Edward Byrnes’s words in the 
introduction to their co-edited Middle English Literature (1973), “for a medieval man the whole 
world was a symbol”—the latter appeared in the Bible or sermons as God’s teaching (9). 
According to Dunn and Byrnes, a medieval reader would view the world through four levels of 
allegory, a framework that was originally a consensus reached by western (Latin) commentators 
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by the twelfth century regarding the meanings in the text. This combination of four-fold 
interpretation has been discussed by the early fathers, such as Origen, St. Jerome, St. Augustine, 
and later, Martin Luther. It was summed up in verse by Augustine of Dacia in 1282: 
Littera gesta docet, quid credas allegoria, 
Moralis quid agas, quo tendas anagogia.    
(The letter teaches what happened, the allegory teaches what you should believe, 
the moral what you should do, the anagoge what you should aim at.)5 
Thus the biblical exegesis includes the literal, the allegorical, the moral, and the anagogical, i.e., 
the mystical approach concerning afterlife, meanings to provide guidelines that integrate the 
understanding and action, as well as consolidate the faith of the Christians. Compared with the 
typical layman’s interpretation of an allegory, the ecclesiastical reading adds the fourth sense to 
lay emphasis on the ultimate goal, heaven, which is a strong incentive for keeping one’s faith. A 
comparison between the interpretive processes of allegory and fable shows that allegory, by 
constituting complex correlations within the story, allows metaphors to be interpreted within the 
literary context; for instance, Virgil in Dante’s Divine Comedy, a symbolic allegory, represents 
both a guide of the narrator’s journey and the concept of reason, while also directly assuming the 
role as an unbaptized pagan who lingers in Limbo; he is also a projection of Dante’s views. In 
contrast, the metaphors in a fable, owing to the fable’s simple structure, most of the time stand 
for things and people outside the story. It is this characteristic that frees it from the complex 
associations within the text proper and makes it a good practical, rhetorical device that teaches 
people moral behavior. 
                                                
5 My translation slightly differs from Dunn and Byrnes’s (9). I also consulted Daniel Metzger’s “Christ in the 
Psalms: A Consideration of Luther’s ‘Preface of Jesus Christ’” for the use of the so-called four-senses approach to 
Scripture.    
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As for parable, Merriam-Webster’s Encyclopedia of Literature defines it as “[a] usually 
short fictitious story that illustrates a moral attitude, a doctrine, a standard of conduct, or a 
religious principle” (855). Blackham distinguishes parable from fable: the first is characterized 
by “dependence confined to the particular,” and the second is characterized by “independence 
and generality” (xv). He identifies Jotham’s story in the Bible (Judges 9:8-15) as a fable, in 
which the trees looked for a king among themselves. The olive, the fig, and the vine all refuse to 
be kings because they have to take care of their own work. Only the bramble, a bush with sharp 
points, gives an ironical consent in that, barely having enough shade to protect others, it wants 
them to come into its shade, or fire will burn out of it, threatening the cedars of Lebanon. Jotham 
made up the story to mock Abimelech, one of his brothers, who, after becoming the king, killed 
his sixty-nine brothers. Only Jotham, the youngest, escaped the slaughter. Blackham sees this 
story as a fable because it can be separated from the context of the Bible and has a rather general 
application. In contrast, the example of parable in the Old Testament is the story that Nathan told 
David about a rich man who had a lot of flocks and herds but took a poor man’s only lamb to 
treat his guest (2 Samuel 12: 1-7). Nathan invented it to expose David’s sin of taking Uriah the 
Hittite’s wife, Bathsheba, by telling him, “Thou art the [rich] man.” Blackham claims that this 
story is ancillary, “not remaining as an independent statement in narrative form for general 
application” as a fable does (xiv). Then he used Kafka’s Metamorphosis to exemplify fable’s 
“daring metaphoric power in a transformation act of general significance,” which does not exist 
in parable. He agrees that Jotham’s story was also “invented for the occasion,” and is “not self-
contained as a fable should be. But it is in the mode of a fable, and it does scrape into the 
[Aesopic] collections”6 (xiv).  
                                                
6 Here, Blackham cites B. E. Perry’s Babrius and Phaedrus, p. 475, where the story of Jotham was recorded in the 
Appendix, originally published in Perry’s Aesopica. 
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Concerning the dependence of a story, Blackham contradicts himself, for he cites two 
examples that both depend on the biblical contexts. Why can Jotham’s story stand on its own but 
Nathan’s cannot? As for the morals being general or particular, the first story may tell a universal 
lesson that choosing someone who has not done, and is not capable of doing, good service for 
others to be king, is bringing ruin to oneself. However, the moral in the second story can also 
indicate that one who is already better-off should not rob a poor man of his property. It seems 
that Blackham’s distinction is rather based on the “daring metaphoric power” involved in a 
transformation—that trees chose a king—which in fact is not required for a fable. For stories that 
feature human characters, such as “The Middle-Aged Man and His Two Mistresses,” “The 
Astronomer,” “The Farmer and His Sons,” “The Landlord and the Sailors,” and many more in 
the collections of Aesopic fables,7 do not demonstrate any fantastic metaphoric power in a 
transformation; a small number of them even have historical figures such as Diogenes the cynic, 
Demades the orator, and Roman politicians such as Caesar and Pompey. They resemble 
everyday occurrences, as in Nathan’s story. The reason that Blackham gives, that Jotham’s story 
is in the mode of a fable, does not vindicate his definition, but is rather built on his theory of 
fable, which has not been fully examined. In this respect, his conclusion relies more on the fact 
that this story has been included in B. E. Perry’s Aesopica (1952), a critical work for researchers 
of the Aesopic fables. As a matter of fact, Perry himself identifies Nathan’s story as a fable in his 
introduction to his Babrius and Phaedrus (1965), in order to show that the primary aim of many 
fables is satirical rather than instructive8 (xxii). It would be more accurate to say that both stories 
                                                
7 These examples are recorded in Perry’s Aesopica: #31 “The Middle-Aged Man and His Two Mistresses,” #40 
“The Astronomer,” #42 “The Farmer and His Sons,” #391 “The Landlord and the Sailors.” They all present simple 
occurrences that happened in daily life. English translations can be found in Lloyd W. Daly’s Aesop without Morals. 
 
8 “[F]or example: . . . [I]n the words of Nathan applying his fable about the unjust conduct of a certain man to King 
David (2 Samuel 12, 1-6), ‘Thou art the man.’ This is typical of many fables the primary aim of which is not 
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were originally devised to support religious teaching, and both could be separated from the 
context to indicate a general lesson. If one wishes to define the genre by a story’s earliest 
application, both should be put in the category of parable.  
The fable as a literary genre normally refers to fables taking after Aesop’s style. It is not 
to be confused with the beast epic (or beast fable), which is a medieval genre flourishing in the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries in northern France, western Germany, and Flanders (Lambdin 
52). The beast epic usually consists of a series of linked stories with animal characters, intended 
to satirize the church or the court. A cleric at Charlemagne’s court, Paulus Diaconus, adapting 
Aesop’s “The Sick Lion, the Wolf, and the Fox”9 into a short poem in the late eighth century, is 
said to be the first to have begun this type of writing, among which Reynard the Fox is the best-
known. According to Kenneth Varty, author of Reynard, Renart, Reinaert and Other Foxes in 
Medieval England (1999), the trend of Reynard started in about 1150 with a Latin verse epic 
written in a clerical milieu, called the Ysengrimus. It established the feud between the wolf 
Ysengrimus and his nephew, a cunning fox, Reinardus. Stories centered on this fox arose in 
France starting in the 1170s, forming twenty-six branches of the Roman de Renart. Later it 
inspired the German Reinhart Fuchs,10 Flemish Van den Vos Reynaerde (better known as 
Reinaert de Vos), and the Italian Rainaldo e Lesengrino. After a century, “Renart was fast 
becoming, or had even become, a powerful symbol for falsehood and treachery” (Varty 25-26). 
                                                
instructive but satirical or in the nature of personal denunciation, and of those fables which consist mainly in a jest 
or a clever bit of repartee” (Perry, Babrius and Phaedrus xxii). 
 
9 #258 in Perry’s Aesopica. It is about a sick lion who was visited by all animals except the fox. The wolf seized the 
chance to slander the fox, yet the latter, having heard his words upon arrival, recommended the lion to cure his 
illness by putting on a wolf’s skin. Hence the wolf was skinned alive. 
 
10 This Middle High German beast epic was written by Heinrich der Glichesaere probably around 1191. According 
to Varty, this is the first foreign adaptation of Reynard (25). The main source of Goethe’s famous Reineke Fuchs, 
published in 1794, however, was the 1498 Low German Reynke de Vos, an adaptation of Reynaerts Historie, which, 
in turn, is a re-handling of the Flemish Van den Vos Reynaerde (Varty 26, 266). 
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The way in which the Reynard tales were narrated is overall highly satirical. With animals 
having names of their own, detail is given to portray lively characters and to develop longer plots, 
so much so that the focus is no longer on the lesson of simple actions as in Aesop’s fables, but 
rather on the literary aspect of the stories, i.e., the development of the characters and of the plot. 
That is why brevity and didacticism have been declared by some authors and critics, such as 
Phaedrus, Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, and B. E. Perry, to be the most distinctive and essential 
features of the fable. The middle English “The Fox and the Wolf,” written between 1275 and 
1300, is the earliest beast fable in English dealing with Reynard. By 1400, Chaucer’s ingenuity 
in combining parable with a dream within the frame of a beast fable in the “Nun’s Priest’s Tale,” 
a mise en abyme in the Canterbury Tales, presents the wily Reynard with a formidable opponent, 
Chanticleer, who can preach about dreams. It would not be far-fetched to take the variation of the 
form as Chaucer’s experiment in mingling the dream vision, beast epic, parable (as in the dream), 
and a little element of the fabliau11 (a dirty joke about polygamy) to the purpose of preaching, as 
well as guiding his reader in the right way of reading his work. 
Enough has been said about the western genres that are similar to the fable. Let us now 
turn to the Chinese definitions for these literary types. One should by no means take for granted 
that there exists a complete equivalence between the terms used in two different literary spheres. 
Using the Chinese classic Dream of the Red Chamber as an example, Andrew H. Plaks attempts 
to provide the fundamental differences between allegory in the Chinese conception and that in 
the western tradition in his Archetype and Allegory in the Dream of the Red Chamber (1976). He 
concludes that “[t]he significant difference between the two traditions seems to lie in the precise 
                                                
11 The Fabliau was a kind of satirical, comic tale in verse, popular in the late 12th- and 13th-century France. Despite 
the literal meaning of the term “little fable,” it does not aim for any moral instruction whatsoever, but parodies the 
courtly love with bawdy subject matter with immoral clerics, foolish husbands, and promiscuous wives (Ruud 223-
24).  
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relationship that holds between sense and sententia [moral, or judgment]” (125). The western 
reading heads toward something beyond the intelligible detail, yearning for metaphysical 
meanings by taking an ideal perspective pertaining to another world, i.e., heaven; in contrast, the 
Chinese tradition looks for a practical but total vision of the present objects, for the “sum total” is 
already on the same plane; it is “invisible only in its extent, and not in its essence” (110). That is 
to say, for the Chinese, what they need to know is already present, and the essence of the whole 
can be perceived through the present objects, even if they cannot physically see the whole picture. 
Hence, it seems that, due to the diverse philosophical cognition, the Chinese need to comprehend 
the synecdoche, a figure of speech by which a part represents the whole (for example, “wheels” 
can stand for an automobile, and “sails” for ships), or, rarely, the whole represents a part; while 
the West comprehends the metonymy as a figure of speech consisting of the use of one thing for 
another thing with which it is closely associated because of the common experience (hence the 
“crown” or “scepter” can stand for the king, or “Hollywood” for film industry) (Abrams 98-99). 
The difference between the two is that the signifier in the synecdoche is taken from the signified 
object itself (from which it cannot be separated) but the signifier in the metonymy exists outside 
the signified object. Plaks therefore disagrees with an allegorical reading of the Dream of the Red 
Chamber, because the work does not direct the reader to look for something beyond the fictional 
narration. For instance, the previous and present lives of the two protagonists, Baoyu and Daiyu, 
are all presented in the novel in detail with a realistic touch. There is no need to search for 
meanings outside the text in order to understand the text. But for western allegories, the reader 
has to learn the significance by relating the characters or events to concepts not present in the 
narration; for example, allegories like the Romance of the Rose, Piers Plowman, The Faerie 
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Queene, or the Divine Comedy, are conceived through pure imagination. The journeys, though 
conceptually true, are non-empirical.12  
The Chinese yuyan, however, if we see it through Plaks’s theory, is unlike the Chinese 
allegory. It is similar to the western allegory in its application of metonymy. In her Animal 
Allegories in T’ang China (1993), Madeline K. Spring ultimately chose “allegory” to indicate 
yuyan, which is an all-inclusive term for metaphorical stories. Coleridge’s defining “allegory as 
extended metaphor” qualifies the term as a better substitute for yuyan, despite the awkwardness 
of phrases like philosophical allegory, religious allegory, satirical allegory, or animal allegory, 
which on occasion suggest a literary frame larger than necessary; for sometimes one can simply 
say parable (for the first two), satire, or fable instead. Nevertheless, such phrases are most natural 
and common when these adjectives are combined with yuyan in modern Chinese expressions. 
Another problem is that since allegory is a mode, it does not tell the form of the text, but just the 
symbolic representation of the narration. Even the adjective adds only the characteristic of this 
figurative speech, rather than a shape for the whole text. But in Chinese literature, yuyan is not 
just a mode but also a genre. It can be used as an adjective like the mode, allegory, and can also 
stand alone to refer to any story that simply contains metaphors, or to a figurative story 有寄寓
性的故事, as Chen Puqing 陳蒲清 defines in his Zhongguo gu dai yuyan shi《中國古代寓言
史》(A History of Ancient Chinese Yuyan, 1983) (2). 
                                                
12 Plaks makes Xiyou ji (Journey to the West, or Monkey) an exception by saying that “the main emphasis is more on 
horizontal breadth than vertical depth of experience” and the reader is not encouraged to adopt the idea of a literal 
quest (110). But this causes confusion as to how one can get “horizontal breadth” of experience without actual 
movements. In my point of view, Journey to the West was inspired by Xuanzang’s (Tripitaka) record of his journey, 
Da tang xi yu ji (Great Tang Records on the Western Regions), so the plot did not come from thin air. It is still 
empirical in the sense of the historical fact. Even though the portrayals of the characters largely rely on animal 
symbols, the significances of the arrangements are explicit within the narrative (i.e., one gets punished when doing 
evil and rewarded when doing good). The interpretation can be found within the text itself. 
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The term 寓言 yuyan first appeared in the Zhuangzi《莊子》as the title of chapter 27, in 
the miscellaneous chapters, which, with the outer chapters, are assumed to have been compiled 
by Zhuangzi’s disciples (J. Huang 15-20). Some translators took the term yuyan to be 
metaphorical language; some loosely rendered it as “legends,” “quoted words,” or even 
“suggestions.” More literal are “lodged words,” for the character of “yu” means to lodge. Since 
“yan” simply means words, “yuyan” can mean “words lodged within other words.” Yuyan 
therefore becomes a vehicle or medium of several meanings.  
Zhuangzi gives the reader a rationale of his work at the beginning of this chapter, “Yuyan 
makes up nine tenths of it; words of authority make up seven tenths of it; words after drinking 
come forth day after day, harmonized by the Heavenly Equality”13 (slightly modified translation 
from Burton Watson 303). He further explains that as for yuyan, they are borrowed from outside 
(the discourse) for elucidation (jie wai lun zhi 藉外論之), since a father’s praises of his own son 
work less well than an outsider’s. This aspect of “borrowing from outside” explains that yuyan is 
an application of metonymy in terms of Plaks’s distinction of the western and Chinese allegories. 
“This [heavy use of the device],” Zhuangzi said, “is not my fault, but the people’s fault. For they 
assent to views that agree with their own and reject those which do not agree. They pronounce 
‘right’ what agrees with their own views and ‘wrong’ what does not” (ibid. with my 
modification). Then he goes on to clarify the words of authority. They are speeches of the elders; 
because these words are generally held in high regard, Zhuangzi considers them effective in 
stopping disputes. Taken together, these two types of words are able to persuade with the least 
possible discord. Thus, in view of this prominent philosopher’s rhetorical skills, it is 
                                                
13 The original text of this line and the following explanations: 寓言十九，重言十七，巵言日出，和以天倪。寓
言十九，藉外論之。親父不為其子媒。親父譽之，不若非其父者也；非吾罪也，人之罪也。與己同則應，
不與己同則反；同於己為是之，異於己為非之。重言十七，所以已言也，是為耆艾。 (G. Chen 727-28).  
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comprehensible that the proportions of yuyan and words of authority reveal an overlap of the two 
types aiming for strengthening eloquence. The third type, words after drinking, as he said, “are 
words that come forth naturally like water brimming from the cup, renewed each day according 
to the Heavenly Equality. They can continue without limit and be used to the end of our years.”14 
We may perceive that this type includes the previous two types and generally characterizes 
Zhuangzi’s speeches. The concepts of boundlessness and the nurture of life are both tied with the 
Heavenly Equality. It must be noted that “Heavenly Equality” here has no strong religious 
connotation, but is to be understood as the equal portion allotted by nature. The representation of 
this idea consists in the cycle of nature, since “there are myriad kinds of matters, but each of 
them connects with one another as to form a ring, which has no beginning or end. This is called 
the natural equalizer, which is the same as the Heavenly Equality.”15 With the explication of 
these three types of words, Zhuagzi establishes his ground of using yuyan as a vehicle to 
illustrate the ideal way of living. In this picture, there is no discrimination of kinds, let alone 
classes or hierarchies. The carefree style of his narration more or less influences the broad 
definition and application of yuyan, as it is a vehicle that carries various types of meanings for 
effective rhetoric, and the words renew each day according to nature, like brimming water that 
can fit into any shape. The founding ground that makes yuyan relevant in his philosophy, then, is 
the connection between all the matters that form a ring in nature. 
If we too were to make a connection between the yuyan and the fable, it seems that the 
broad definition of the former must be narrowed down and the narrow definition of the latter 
should be broadened. B. E. Perry’s definition of the Aesopic fable in his monumental critical 
                                                
14 巵言日出，和以天倪，因以曼衍，所以窮年。(G. Chen 728; my English translation with the use of Watson’s 
translation of 天倪 as “Heavenly Equality”).  
 
15 萬物皆種也，以不同形相禪，始卒若環，莫得其倫，是謂天均。天均者天倪也。(ibid.). 
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edition, Aesopica, is the most detailed and useful one that I found and will be applied throughout 
this research. He defines the Aesopic fable as consisting of three features:  
(1) unlike the chria16 . . . or the historical example . . . , it must be obviously and 
deliberately fictitious, whether possible or not; (2) like the proverb expressed in a 
gnomic aorist (e.g., “the fool found out after the event”), which is essentially the 
same thing in embryo, but unlike the Physiologus-lore and unlike the Homeric 
simile, both of which are framed in general terms, it must purport to be a 
particular action, series of actions, or an utterance that took place once in past time 
through the agency of particular characters; and (3) it must be told, at least 
ostensibly, not for its own sake as a story . . . , but for the sake of a point that is 
moral, paraenetic [hortatory] or personal. (ix)  
In short, an Aesopic fable must be fictitious, have actions carried out by characters, i.e., a plot, 
and aim to make a point. This list does not include a “talking animal” or an animal. In other 
words, a talking animal or an animal is not a requirement in order for a story to be an Aesopic 
fable, though in its later development, this factor seems to be a trademark of the Aesopic 
tradition. The third condition makes it clear that the point to be put forth is not necessarily moral. 
It may be created for persuasion, or to make a point for a personal reason, except telling a story 
just to appreciate the story per se. This excludes the elaborated long narrative that tends to 
demonstrate the author’s artistic skills, like the beast epic or allegory, yet includes the parable, 
which satisfies all three conditions. However, the Chinese yuyan, often told in the form of an 
anecdote, would have a problem meeting the first requirement. This could be key to an 
examination of the formation of a new genre after the two confront one another, as Todorov 
                                                
16 The chria, or chreia, refers to the saying or action tied to certain circumstances and attributed to a certain person. 
It is often compared with the gnome, an anonymous and universal maxim. While the chria also takes the form of a 
question and answer and sometimes serves for enjoyment, the gnome is always exhortative (Calboli Montefusco).  
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maintains in his Genres in Discourse (1990) that “[a] new genre is always the transformation of 
an earlier one, or of several: by inversion, by displacement, by combination” (15). Before 
examining the merging of the Greek Aesop into the Chinese yuyan, we must first discuss the 
main characteristics of the Aesopic tradition.  
 
1. Aesop’s Fables 
 
Aesop’s fables have been known for nearly two thousand six hundred years. The earliest 
complete example of fable can be found in Hesiod’s Works and Days, where, after his 
description of moral decay of mankind through five periods,17 he censures mankind’s misuse of 
power, for it generates further evils and places human beings on the level of animals. In the 
fable, a hawk seizes a nightingale, who asks for mercy. Sarcastically, the hawk instructs his prey, 
“ ‘He is a fool who tries to withstand the stronger, for he does not get the mastery and suffers 
pain besides his shame.’ So said the swiftly flying hawk, the long-winged bird” (ll. 210-211). It 
does not matter whether the hawk is to be identified with kings who abuse their earthly power, or 
with Zeus, who is associated with the inexorable fate; the loss of justice on the part of the weak 
is vivid in this scene. Hesiod, acknowledged by the ancients as a contemporary of Homer, whose 
epic poems the Iliad and the Odyssey can be dated to c. 700 BCE,18 composed this fable about 
one hundred years before Aesop lived. Nevertheless, the fact that Hesiod, unlike Homer, gave a 
didactic purpose to poetry, in some way sets up the earliest model for the fable.   
                                                
17 Five periods are namely the “golden,” “silver,” “bronze,” “heroic,” and “iron” ages of man. 
 
18 Homer, the author of the Iliad and the Odyssey, lived in the second half of the eighth century BCE (Mannsperger). 
According to Manfred Landfester, Hesiod, living around 700 BCE, was about one generation younger than Homer 
(Landfester). 
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Regarding the moral of fables, Blackham employs an interesting and pertinent analogy: 
“If they teach morality, it is not the morality of the Sunday school; rather, an open-eyed 
Baconian morality” (9). This statement distinguishes between religious morality and empirical 
truths obtained in human life, a distinction that may be applied to the opposition between Apollo 
and Aesop in the latter’s romantic biography. A fable, when put into practice, stimulates 
mankind’s capacity of analogizing events, and deducing cause and effect, with the established 
images in its brief plot. Since its story is usually simple and its characters few, the fable enables 
abstract concepts to be visualized and understood within a short time. Because the time, place, 
and actors in a fable are not fixed as they are in historical events, the messages embedded in the 
narrative can be recognized as directly universal, and hence more applicable on a wide range of 
occasions.   
Aesopic fables are not canonical texts, but rather texts that are retold and rewritten to 
serve the user’s need. This flexibility of the genre as such made it difficult for scholars to 
establish critical editions and to trace the sources of each fable passed down to us, while at the 
same time “its mechanical structure as narrative,” as Perry observes, “alone remains constant 
throughout all the particulars and is unmistakable” (“Fable” 65). Perry’s affirmation of the 
genre’s stability and individuality ties in with his belief that genre as an abstraction exists only in 
the mind; one genre does not cause the emergence of another, like an organism giving birth to an 
offspring, as 19th-century theorists assumed, but only supplies material to the creative mind. He 
believes that these materials are only one among many influences that contribute to a new genre.  
The unique, ancient Life of Aesop was published for the first time in Perry’s monumental 
Aesopica in 1950. In this work, we can also access the historical tradition of the Greek Aesop 
through the authentic 471 Greek fables found in various collections of Aesopic fables, whether 
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these fables were accurately or loosely ascribed to Aesop. In his general preface, Perry 
acknowledges that a modern editor of Aesopic fables undertakes the task to put in front of the 
reader “a useful repertory of the materials and traditions,” whether or not he is concerned to 
distinguish what Aesop said from what he probably did not say. It is the fable’s didacticism and 
usefulness in general that, in Perry’s view, are most important. He points out that these two main 
features of the fable in the ancient Greek and Roman periods, and in the Byzantine, made the 
application of the fable prevalent in rhetoric.  
“Fable is as fable does” (“Fable” 66) is how Perry defines it, and this phrase possibly 
becomes the basis from which derive all of the fable’s subsequent definitions. For the 
rhetoricians in the first century, the purpose of the Aesopic fable is to “illustrate a truth of some 
kind by means of a story;” that is to say, a fable is “a fictitious story picturing a truth” (ibid. 74), 
as Theon defines it in his Progymnasmata.19 Perry himself regards this as the best definition of 
the Aesopic fable that can be given. Looking at this phrase more closely, one can see the 
contradiction of lies and truth within the genre that epitomizes the essence of literature as a 
whole. Nevertheless, the present participle, “picturing,” suggests that the former works in the 
service of the latter, and further suggests that the necessity of the creation of a fable consists in 
its support of the prominent role of a truth by providing images, both to illustrate the truth and to 
facilitate the memory of it. The definition itself, simple as it may seem, requires to be understood 
in the strictest sense in order to maintain the significance of the genre. Even the article “a” 
modifying the word “truth” restricts the complication, and to some extent, the length, of the 
story. Perry continues, saying that this truth “is a general proposition relating to the nature of 
things or to types of human character or behavior, with or without an implied moral exhortation” 
                                                
19 Theon was the first-century rhetorician and teacher of rhetoric. His Progymnasmata were textbooks of rhetoric in 
the first and the second centuries. 
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(ibid.). In most cases, one finds that an Aesopic fable depicts worldly wisdom, frequently the 
wisdom of survival enacted by animal characters. For example, in “The Fox and the Grapes,” a 
hungry fox is unable to reach the grapes; in “The Rooster and the Fox,” the Rooster almost loses 
his life because of his love for flattery; in “The Bat,” uncertain about the outcome of the war 
between the birds and beasts, the bat keeps changing sides in order to save his own life, but 
suffers disgrace after peace is restored. This feature of practical wisdom appeals to the common 
people and the lower classes. Perhaps the interest in such wisdom comes from the legendary 
Aesop himself, who is said to have been a slave.  
 
The Life of Aesop   
  
The facts of Aesop’s life are disputed and tinged with legendary colors because of the 
Life of Aesop, also known as the Aesop Romance, a work that provides a short biography of him 
and his use of fables. Scholars still argue whether or not the Life of Aesop was composed as an 
integral part of the earliest extant collection of fables, the Augustana recension, ascribed to 
Aesop, according to Perry, dated probably not later than the second century (Aesopica xii). It is a 
narrative that describes how Aesop, as a dumb and ugly slave from Phrygia, received the ability 
of excellent speech from the goddess Isis; then, after working for Xanthus, the philosopher, as a 
house servant for a period of time, he was freed by Xanthus and became famous for solving the 
national crisis of Samos, all because of his outstanding skill of telling fables. However, in the 
end, he offended Apollo and the men of Delphi, who later falsely accused him of stealing a 
golden cup from the temple and threw him off a cliff. Lloyd W. Daly, in translating part of 
Perry’s Aesopica in his Aesop without Morals, began his introduction with the metaphor of the 
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mirror of self-examination, in order to describe the main characteristic of Aesopic fables, which 
is that the animals in the fables mirror people’s truest selves (11). When it comes to the Life of 
Aesop (Vita Aesopi) regarding the manuscript recensions, the question seems to be whether it is 
the Life that mirrors the fables or the other way round. Up until now, three recensions of the Life 
have been discovered,20 among which the best known might be Maximos Planudes’s (c.1255 - 
c.1305) version of the Life, in the so-called Accursiana recension. His Life of Aesop, together 
with the fables, according to Perry, constituted the vulgate Greek Aesop for more than 300 years 
after Bonus Accursius first printed them at Milan around 1479 (Aesopica xiii).  This could be the 
reason why there has often been a misunderstanding that Planudes was the author of the Life. 
The fact is that the real author of the Life remains unknown. 
Even if fictional elements have been added to the Life, enabling its classification as a 
“romance,” the historicity of Aesop should not be discredited. According to Maria Jagoda 
Luzzatto, the reliable sources dated no later than the Alexandrian period in the fourth century 
BCE provide evidence that Aesop was born in Thrace on the west coast of the Black Sea and 
died in Delphi in 564/3 BCE, while later literary sources argue that Aesop was a Phrygian 
(“Aesop”). She further assertains two biographical details:  
(1) [Aesop] was a slave in Samos and had belonged to a man named 
Xanthus/Xanthes (Aristot. Fr. 573 R. from the collection of constitutions) and 
then to another man, whose name was Iadmon, son of Hephaestopolis (Hdt. 
                                                
20 There are two pre-Byzantine versions G and W, as well as a Byzantine version Pl (edited by Maximos Planudes), 
also called the Accursiana Recension; Perry recovered G in his Aesopica, whereas W is now considered closer to the 
original (Luzzatto, “Aesop Romance”). 
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2,134,3;21 Aristot. loc. cit.). (2) [Aesop] was sentenced to death by the city of 
Delphi and was thrown from the cliff of Hyampeia. (“Aesop”) 
These two pieces of information both come from Aristotle and Herodotus, both of whom Perry 
also trusts to be more plausible sources regarding Aesop. As for the account in Plutarch’s 
Banquet of the Seven Sages and in the Life about Aesop’s connection with Croesus, King of 
Lydia, Perry considers it a literary invention, because Aesop died four years before Croesus 
became king (Babrius and Phaedrus xxxviii-xl).  
Some authors in antiquity indirectly help to attest the existence of the man Aesop through 
their works. In the fifth and fourth centuries BCE, writers such as Aristophanes, Plato, and 
Aristotle ascribed the fables that they included in their works to Aesop. Among them, the most 
significant and controversial example might be that in Plato’s (428/7 – 348/7 BCE) Phaedo, in 
which Socrates mentions Aesop before he dies in prison. Released from his fetters and feeling 
the pleasure in his leg, Socrates tells a fable that he imagined Aesop would have made on pain 
and pleasure to explain their kinship. Then being asked why he has previously composed verses 
of Aesop’s fables, he says that in his past life, the Muses commanded him repeatedly in the same 
dream to “make music and work at it” (60B-60E). At first, he thought that philosophy was the 
greatest kind of music; but later, in order not to disobey the Muses, he made a hymn to Apollo 
and then metrical versions of Aesop’s fables, for he considered a poet “must compose myths and 
not speeches, since I was not a maker of myths, I took the myths of Aesop, which I had at hand 
and knew, and turned into verse the first I came upon” (61A-61B). It is intriguing that Socrates 
thinks Aesop is a maker of myths yet does not make metrical lines; hence, to a certain extent, he 
complements Aesop’s works by elevating their artistic value.  
                                                
21 Hdt. stands for Herodotus. 
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The ancient Greek fables are related to myths in a very fundamental way. According to 
Luzzatto, “the oldest sources . . . call [Aesop’s] work logoi and the author logopoios.” The 
sources that she cites include Herodotus, Aristophanes, and Aristotle. “Logos,” according to 
Leslie Kurke, author of Aesopic Conversations (2011), is “Herodotus’s standard term for a prose 
fable . . . , and Herodotus is our earliest source for Aesop”; that is to say, Aesop is “not a poet, 
but a prose storyteller (logopoios)” or a prose-maker (371). It is different from a myth-maker 
(muthopoios); as Luc Brisson explains in Plato the Myth Maker (1998), in Plato’s application of 
the term, “the myth-maker par excellence is the poet” (146). Kurke sees that Socrates’s 
preference for muthos, instead of logoi, when referring to Aesop’s work, “raises the possibility 
that Platonic muthos, universally and unproblematically understood as ‘myth’ in the reading of 
Plato’s diologues, may—at least on occasion—denote Aesopic fable” (254). Certainly, in the 
Phaedo, the connection between Socrates’s contribution first of a hymn to Apollo and then of the 
versified Aesopic fables may imply a reconciliation between the god and the slave—one 
standing for literature of high culture, while the other, of folk culture—provided that Plato 
conceived this scene based on his knowledge of the romantic biography of Aesop. Or if the Life 
originated after Plato’s time,22 the anonymous author might have by chance responded to Plato 
by having the legendary Aesop, punished by Apollo, die with a desire for vengeance. Aesop’s 
vengeful mind before his death may be regarded as resisting harmony, hence, as resisting the 
music of poetry.  
Luzzatto’s brief clarification sheds light both on the relationship between logos and 
muthos, and on the main difference between the ancient Greek fables and fables in the later 
transmission after the first century BCE. She identifies the cosmogonic background of the fables 
                                                
22 The Morgan Codex G was dated by Perry approximately to the latter part of the first century CE to the second 
century CE (Babrius and Phaedrus xvi). 
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as the archaic tradition of Aesop. It consists of elements of “aetiology” and “the presence of pre-
Olympic and Olympic gods” (“Aesop”). Examples in her list include fables that are related to 
Egyptian cosmogonic myth, such as “the first lark and the father’s corpse” in Aristophanes, and 
“the scarab beetle, the eagle, and Zeus” in Aristophanes and the Life of Aesop. The scarab beetle, 
says Luzzatto, was inspired by the Egyptian sun myth. The fable about the fox, the perjured 
eagle, and Zeus originated from an old Babylonian myth of Etana. And the fable in which 
Momus criticizes Zeus, Prometheus, and Athena for their creations, cited by Aristotle, came 
from the theme of an old drinking song. The disappearance of such “Ionian-archaic wisdom,” 
which deals with aetiology and origins in the natural world, in later Aesopic collections, in 
Luzzatto’s view, reduces Aesopic authenticity. We might consider this as one characteristic lost 
in the earliest transmission of the fables from the Greek to the Roman, though this phenomenon 
might have taken place earlier than the Roman’s absorption of Aesop’s works.    
In addition to their low status in literature, Aesop’s fables were often associated with 
politics as a device of forceful expression. In his Histories, Herodotus records how the Persian 
king, Cyrus, rejected the Ionian Greeks’ offers of submission with a fable. The Ionians resisted 
him at first; not until they heard that Croesus and the Lydians had been subjugated did they 
surrender. Hence, Cyrus told a fable of a flute player, “The Piping Fisherman” in Perry’s 
Aesopica, as his reply. Just as the flute player says to the fish in his net, “You don’t need to 
dance for me now, since you wouldn’t come out and dance when I played my flute,” the king 
made his meaning clear to the Ionians without saying no. Not only does the Life of Aesop provide 
“a perfect illustration of this allegorical use of a fable” (14), in Daly’s words, but it also specifies 
in the second part of the biography Aesop’s role as an ambassador and details how his witty 
fables have saved nations from being eliminated in political conquests or annexation.  
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 In Rhetoric, Aristotle also testifies to the value of fables and the existence of Aesop with 
an example pertaining to political situations. The word “logos” to him means the capacity of 
rational speech or argument (Rahe 21). When discussing argument by example, the foundation of 
reasoning, he introduces two kinds of examples: one in the mention of past actual facts, the other 
in the invention of facts. Of the latter, he goes on to say, there are again two types: illustrative 
parallels and fables. For the former, he gives an example of Socrates’ speech, where incidents are 
put together with an explicit use of simile: “Public officials ought not to be selected by lot. That 
is like using the lot to select athletes, instead of choosing those who are fit for the contest;” while 
for the latter, Aristotle tells the fable of “The Fox and the Hedgehog” that Aesop used when 
defending a popular leader at Samos (Rh. II 20). In this fable, a fox was swept into a hole and, 
unable to get out, suffered swarms of fleas fastening on her body. A hedgehog, passing by the 
hole, asked if he could remove the fleas for her, but the fox declined, saying that removing them 
would only attract a new group of fleas with fresh appetite to drink up the rest of her blood. With 
this fable, Aesop made the point that his client was wealthy enough in his position. If they put 
him to death, his successors, who were not rich, would come along to empty the treasury. 
Aristotle then affirms the convenience of fables in public speech:  
Fables are suitable for addresses to popular assemblies; and they have one 
advantage-they are comparatively easy to invent, whereas it is hard to find 
parallels among actual past events. You will in fact frame them just as you frame 
illustrative parallels: all you require is the power of thinking out your analogy, a 
power developed by intellectual training. But while it is easier to supply parallels 
by inventing fables, it is more valuable for the political speaker to supply them by 
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quoting what has actually happened, since in most respects the future will be like 
what the past has been. (II 20) 
In this passage, though giving credit to fables, Aristotle emphasizes the effectiveness of actual 
facts, that is, history, for a political speaker who wishes to make a persuasive argument. At the 
same time, he correlates Socrates’s simple illustrative parallel to Aesop’s fable with the use of 
analogy. The realms of politics, philosophy, and literature are thus combined on this point. The 
difference lies in “the power of thinking out your analogy.” Since factual examples are concrete 
and unalterable, all one needs to do is to memorize them well in order to put them to use; 
however, to think out a fable immediately requires intellectual training. This may explain why 
the earliest compilation of Aesopic fables was for orators’ consultation. 
 
Transmission History 
 
The first collection of Aesopic fables was compiled by Demetrius of Phalerum, an orator 
in the fourth century BCE. As Ruth Stafford Kovac states in her dissertation, The Aesopic Fable 
in Ancient Rhetorical Theory and Practice (1950), this collection was probably intended to be 
used as a reference book by orators and writers. Before this, fables had appeared only in a 
dispersed manner in poetry, history, and philosophy. Unfortunately, this collection does not 
survive. The second collection is the Augustana recension, which might have been based on a 
first- or second-century compilation. This is the recension that Maximos Planudes adapted for his 
fourteenth-century vulgate edition and passed down with his Greek Life of Aesop, together with 
Rinuccio da Castiglione’s Latin translation. The third collection is Phaedrus’ Latin verse fables 
written before 55 CE, perhaps based on Demetrius’ collection with some of his own material, yet 
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these additions seem rather inferior and not to fit into the fable’s form. Three Medieval Latin 
prose paraphrases are derived from this collection: “Aesop of Ademar,” “Aesop ad Rufum,” and 
“Romulus.” The fourth and last collection is Babrius’ Greek verse version, which might also 
have the Augustana recension as its basis and seem to contain some supplements coming from 
the Assyrian Story of Ahiqar. Around the beginning of the fifth century, Avianus put Babrius’s 
work into Latin elegiac distichs. The linguistic sophistication of this group made it suitable for 
children’s education and popular as a textbook until the fables of Walter of England, a verse 
collection based on a Romulus derivative, Recensio gallicana (a fifth or sixth century redaction 
of Phaedrus’s version), gradually replaced it in the twelfth century. On the one hand, the 
prevalence of the latter inspired the creation of religious moral fables by Odo of Cheriton. On the 
other hand, the Romulus Nilatinus, or Romulus of Nilant, an eleventh-century Latin adaptation of 
the Romulus story, was the model for the Esope of Marie de France, “the first medieval 
collection of fables in the vernacular” (Dithmar). This Latin adaptation was also the source of 
Rabbi Berechja ha-Nakdan’s Fox Fables, which were composed near the end of the twelfth and 
beginning of the thirteenth century. The influence of the medieval Latin versions of Babrius and 
Phaedrus carried on into the Renaissance, with Heinrich Steinhowel’s translations of Romulus, 
Avianus, Petrus Alphonsi, the Facetiae of Poggio Bracciolini, and Rinuccio da Castiglione. 
Steinhowel’s Latin-German edition was translated into French by Julien Macho, whose French 
edition was in turn translated into English and published by William Caxton in 1484.  
This is basically the textual history of the fable before the Jesuits adapted it to their 
religious missions in China in the early seventeenth century. Afterwards, the significant 
contributions to the dissemination and development of fables in the western world include Sir 
Roger L’Estrange’s English translation (1669), which adds fables from the Greek Aesopic 
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tradition to Steinhowel’s version, and Gotthold Ephraim Lessing’s (1729-1781) theories for 
fables, which emphasize brevity and the absence of embellishment.23 Jean de La Fontaine’s 
twelve books of fables, mostly based on Phaedrus, were published in 1668, 1678, and 1694. His 
verse fables inherit Phaedrus’s satirical expressions, albeit not extreme brevity, which he used to 
praise Phaedrus with (Blackham 14).   
The relationship between myths and fables calls attention to the method of transmission 
of tales, as well as an early transition of society. Phaedrus’s versified version of fables, written in 
the first century, is one of the earliest extant collections. Perry compares Phaedrus’s attempt at 
making verses from reference books of fables to Ovid’s from those of myths with 
Metamorphoses (Aesopica xci). Their literary achievements seem incomparable, since 
Phaedrus’s fables brought him little success due to his modest poetic skills and unsophisticated 
material, whereas Metamorphoses was probably one of the most read and influential works in 
western literary history. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that fables are once again paralleled with 
myths after Socrates’s versification of Aesop’s fables, which he termed “myths.” The oral 
transmission that contributed to the popularity of fables and myths might have established 
similar tales in the Greek tradition. In this respect, fables might have played a role in the 
transition from the oral to the literary phase of society. From Eric A. Havelock’s point of view, 
the rhetorical tradition represents the old oral world in contrast to the philosophical tradition, 
which represents the new chirographic literary world. The transmission of fables is also strongly 
concerned with the oral or written forms and agents. Regarding the origin of the genre, Perry 
negates the possibility of an Indian source of Aesop’s fables, but suggests that the influence 
rather went in the opposite direction (“Fable” 102-103). Upon seeing that two of Babrius’s 
                                                
23 Information in textual history and transmission is based on Classical and Medieval Literature Criticism, “Aesop 
(c. 620 B.C. – c. 564 B.C.) – Introduction” (1-4), and Brill’s New Pauly, “Fable.” 
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fables, not found in other Greek or Latin texts, resemble the Assyrian Ahiqar, he inclines to the 
view that the fable was influenced by the neighboring Sumerian-Babylonian-Assyrian tradition 
instead: “The Sumerian pattern of fable-proverb . . . has been cultivated as a form of rhetorical 
expression, either oral or written, by peoples of the Near East and adjacent lands, including the 
Greeks and the Hebrews. It is one of those cultural inheritances which the Greeks were bound to 
receive almost subconsciously from their western Asiatic neighbors . . . ” (“Fable” 79). As to 
whether there has been any influence of Indian fables on Aesopic ones, scholars hold different 
opinions.  
 
2. The Indian Fables 
 
It is said that Western Greece, Eastern China, and Southern India are the three ancient 
nations where the fable originated, though in reality Chinese yuyan is often neglected in this 
domain, and as a matter of fact, some scholars claim that the only origin of the fable is India.24 
British scholar of the Pāli language, T. W. Rhys Davids, who translated the 550 Jatakas or 
Birthlets from the original Pāli form, claims that the reason why the fairy tales, parables, fables, 
riddles, and moral stories in the Buddhist Birth Stories bear resemblance to the Western ones is 
simply that “the Western stories were borrowed from the Buddhist ones” (his italics, iii). 
According to Chennabasappa Ishtalingappa Pawate, a story in the Jatakas about a peacock called 
“Baveru Jataka” suggests that Indian merchants used to go to Babylon for trading. The stupa of 
                                                
24 The discussion on this theory can be found in “The Migration of Fables” in Pawate’s The Panchatantra and 
Aesop’s Fables (48-53). Scholars who are of this opinion include Theodore Befey, Gastar, Max Müller, Emmanuel 
Cosquin, Rhys Davids, Ernest Rhys, L. D. Barnett, Norman Brown, Lin Yu-tang, H. G. Rawlinson, P. N. 
Kawthekar, Joseph Gaer, Sir William Jones, Weber, Keller, La Fontaine, and A. S. P. Ayyar (109). 
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Bharhut,25 built between 250 and 200 BCE, has twenty-eight fables from the Jatakas on its 
monuments; this indicates that the Jataka tales and fables might have been circulating in the 
fourth century BCE (49). Then, Alexander the Great’s invasion of India in 326 BCE caused a lot 
of valuable information to be transported to the West, including the fable. T. A. Sinclair’s 
opinion on this transmission is strong:  
The stock of popular tales received many additions through the Oriental peoples 
with whom the Ionian Greeks were in touch. This is well exemplified in the fables 
of Aesop. The animal fables like other folk-fables easily passed from one nation 
to another. Not only from the lands of Asia Minor but from Egypt and India came 
fables which were told among the Ionian Greeks. (159-160)  
However, Perry opposes the influence from India, despite acknowledging the possible input from 
the Sumerian-Babylonian culture (“Fable” 79-80): 
Kalilah and Dimnah was translated into Greek from an Arabic version by Symeon 
Seth about 1080 A. D. and was widely circulated in many copies under the title 
Stephanites and Ichnelates; but this famous fable-book, derived from the Indian 
Panchatantra, exerted thereafter, strange to say, not the slightest influence upon 
the traditional Greek Aesop. In the entire Greek tradition, previous to modern 
times, there is not, insofar as I can discover, a single fable that can be said to come 
either directly or indirectly from an Indian source.26 (ibid. 102)  
It seems that the controversies on this issue cannot be resolved until further archaeological 
evidence is found and examined.  
                                                
25 A stupa is a dome-shaped monument serving as a Buddhist shrine. Bharhut, located in Central India, is famous for 
its Buddhist stupa of the Jataka tales.  
 
26 This article of “Fable” first appeared in Studium Generale 12 (1959): 17-37.  
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The fable and the parable are almost synonymous in Indian literature, as Biscoe Hale 
Wortham says in the preface to his translation of the Hitopadesa (1979), “The parable, or the 
fable, which is only the same thing under another name, has always been the favourite Eastern 
method for conveying instruction” (8). The best-known collections of the Indian fables may be 
the Jatakas, Panchatantra, and Hitopadesa. The Jatakas, according to M. Winternitz’s A History 
of Indian Literature (1987), can be rightly translated as the “Stories about the Previous Birth of 
the Buddha,” for the word Jāta means “born;” or the “Bodhisatta-Stories,” in which a Bodhisatta 
(Pāli Satta, Sanskrit Sattva-), a being that is destined to attain enlightenment (bodhi), undergoes 
numerous rebirths before becoming a Buddha (vol. 2, 108). A Jataka means a story describing 
the process of the Buddha’s one form of life in his previous existences, which could be either a 
human being or an animal, playing any role within a story. The original Jataka-book, consisting 
of only verses, is one part of the Khuddaka Nikaya (minor collection; Chinese: xiaobu 小部), the 
second division of the Pāli Canon of Theravada Buddhism, as opposed to Mahayana Buddhism 
and Vajrayana Buddhism. It is the preachers who supplemented the prose as a commentary as 
needed (Winternitz 111). The text and commentary (namely the verses and the prose narratives), 
as T. W. Rhys Davids says in the introduction to his translation of the Jataka tales, were passed 
down to the time of the Council of Patna around 250 BCE, and in the following year, when they 
were carried to Ceylon, the commentary was translated into Singhalese, the Aryan dialect of that 
region. The present form of the Pāli original was actually a retranslation of this version in the 
fifth century (ii). The pattern of the Jataka tales, shaped in the fundamental Buddhist thought of 
transmigration, may be even more convincing regarding the human-animal parallelism of the 
fable, and more effective in the preaching of ethics and morality.  
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Unlike the Book of Jatakas, the Indian folkloric Panchatantra contains secular morality 
stories, aiming at advising rulers how to govern their kingdoms. The Panchatantra, meaning “the 
five books,” educates rulers on the principles of polity. According to Franklin Edgerton, the 
earliest Sanskrit Panchatantra is now lost. Many versions in different languages were based on 
the Pehlavi, a middle Iranian language version, which was translated in the sixth century by a 
physician named Burzoe or Burzuyeh under the command of the Persian king, Chosrau 
Anosharvan (531-579 CE). Although this Pehlavi version is no longer extant either, in about 570 
CE it was translated into Arabic under the title, Kalilah and Dimnah, taken from the names of 
the two jackals, Karataka and Damanaka, who are the main characters in the first book of the 
Brahman Vishnusharma’s story for teaching the three dull princes. This work was so popular that 
many renditions in other languages were derived from it, such as the Greek version translated in 
the eleventh century by Symeon Seth, called Stephanites kai Ichnelates, and an Old Salvonic 
(Old Bulgarian) version based on it in the twelfth or thirteenth century. Later on, the Greek 
version was again translated into Italian, Latin, and German. Meanwhile, the Arabic was 
rendered into medieval Spanish in the thirteenth century and into Hebrew in the twelfth or 
thirteenth century. Then, around 1270 CE, John of Capua translated this Hebrew version into 
Latin, which received considerable popular acclaim in the Middle Ages. On this version was 
based a German translation, Das Buch der Beispiele der alten Weisen, at the end of the fifteenth 
century, and an Italian version by someone named Doni in 1552, which was translated into 
English in 1570, called The Morall Philosophie of Doni, in the reign of Queen Elizabeth I.27 The 
exact date of the composition of the Panchatantra is hard to pin down. Dr. Johannes Hertel, who 
worked hard to edit the Sanskrit text, believes that it was composed in the second century BCE in 
                                                
27 The brief text history presented here is mainly based on Franklin Edgerton’s introduction to The Panchatantra 
(12-13). 
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Kashmir, but the stories were much older, which means they had been circulated through word 
of mouth before they were actually written down. He also says that there were “no less than 
twenty-five recensions of the work in India” (Ryder 3-4). Thus it is not surprising that nowadays 
we find that different editions contain an unequal number of stories.  
Some stories in the Panchatantra actually share the same contents with the Jatakas. 
Huang Baosheng 黃寶生 identifies several such stories in the Panchatantra:  
Because they come from the same source, the fables (or parables) from every 
religion often share the same or similar stories. For example, in the 
Panchatantra,28 the sixth, the sixteenth, and the eighteenth stories in Book 1; and 
the story of the main thread and the seventh story in Book 4, resemble 
respectively, the 38th story, “The Crane Jataka,” the 215th story, “The Tortoise 
Jataka”, the 357th story, “The Quail Jataka,” and the 189th story, “The Lion Skin 
Jataka,” in the Pāli Buddhist Birth Stories. (Huang 312; my translation)  
By “the same source,” Huang might refer to folklore, which was spread orally through travel or 
migration. Xue Keqiao 薛克翹 thinks that this should have resulted from the popularity of these 
stories among the public at the time, rather than that the former plagiarized the latter (“The 
Panchatantra” 78). As far as the stories are concerned, those in the Jatakas have simple 
storylines, which fall into a pattern, as Winternitz mentions, beginning with words like “[a]t such 
and such time . . . , the Boddhisatta was reborn in the womb of such and such being” (108) 
followed by the story. Hence it is fairly easy for Buddhist monks to transplant any popular story 
                                                
28 Huang indicates the stories as in Arthur W. Ryder’s translation of Dr. Johannes Hertel’s version of the 
Panchatantra, which dates back to 1199 CE (Ryder 4), “The Heron that liked Crab-Meat,” “Shell-Neck, Slim, and 
Grim,” and “The Duel between Elephant and Sparrow” in Book 1;” and “The Monkey and the Crocodile” and “The 
Ass in the Tiger-Skin” in Book 4. He seems to have skipped the corresponding story of “The Monkey and the 
Crocodile” in the Jatakas, the 208th story, “The Crocodile Jataka.” 
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to the Jataka frame. He notes that this practice was also carried out by preachers of other sects in 
India in the service of their own religions, and centuries later by Christian monks as well (109).  
Though not so much for a completely religious purpose as for the expediency of 
narration, there is also a conspicuous pattern in the Panchatantra, that is, one character bringing 
up a hint of the story as a comment on the current situation, and then another character asking, 
“How was that?” a story within the story begins. Then, when one boxed story comes to an end, 
the character, in order to resume the main thread, repeats his comment, “and that is why I say . . . 
,” to bring the reader back to the main story. Take “The Heron that liked Crab-Meat” as an 
example. It is a story within the story told by Victor (Damanaka), one of the two main jackal 
characters in Book 1, to explain his plot of setting the king and the bull against each other with a 
shrewd device exemplified in the story. In Victor’s story, “How the Crow-hen Killed the Black 
Snake,” a jackal discusses with his crow friend how to prevail upon a black snake who has eaten 
all the crow’s chicks, and introduces another story, “The Heron that liked Crab-Meat,” to 
illustrate how a greedy foe is defeated by his own greed. In this way, the reader may get lost in 
labyrinthian narration. Hence, the versified prompt lines work, first as a hint, to open and, as a 
reminder, to close the gate to an inner story: “A heron ate what fish he could, / The bad, 
indifferent, and good; / His greed was never satisfied / Till, strangled by a crab, he died” (Ryder 
76).  
Compared to the Jataka, the story in the Panchatantra stresses more the relationships 
between the animals, which, as a result, are highly anthropomorphized. This can be observed in 
the detailed descriptions of the characters and the way they address each other. As we see in this 
story, the heron is old and contrives a tale to deceive the fish and the crab, saying that a number 
of fishermen are going to cast a net into the pond. These characters have more lively 
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conversation and thought centering on friendship before the heron takes the real action of eating 
the fish and the crab: “By this artful speech they [the water-dwellers] were so led astray that they 
said: ‘Uncle! Friend! Unselfish kinsman! Take me first! Me first! Did you never hear this? Stout 
hearts delight to pay the price / Of merciful self-sacrifice, / Count life as nothing, if it ends / In 
gentle service to a friend’” (Ryder 77-78). These verses emphasize that the right course of a 
friend is to help regardless of his self-sacrifice. Ironically, those who plead for the heron’s self-
sacrifice end up sacrificing themselves to be his food. Contrary to the Jataka tale, in which the 
fish ask the heron to take a representative to see the new pond first, and the crab, too, distrusts 
the heron, none of the water-dwellers in this version is suspicious of him. Thus, upon discovering 
the heron’s scheme, the crab’s lament about the betrayal of a friend even underlines the lesson: 
“Ah me! Friends are foes and foes are friends / As they mar or serve your ends; / Few discern 
where profit tends.” Again, “If you will, with serpents play; / Dwell with foemen who betray; / 
Shun your false and foolish friends, / Fickle, seeking vicious ends” (Ryder 79). The rhymes here 
not only highlight the moral but also intensify the crab’s dramatic flaw, as if he were a tragic 
hero who must pay dearly to learn a lesson. The exaggeration becomes comprehensible when the 
crab comes to his resolution: “Man is bidden to chastise / Even elders who devise / Devious 
courses, arrogant, / Of their duty ignorant. . . . / When danger must be met, / Strike, and forget 
your fears” (ibid., my italics). The word “man” clearly shows that he is putting on a human 
garment to illuminate the moral, for it does not make sense for him, a crab, to follow man’s 
standard of ethics.        
In making a connection between the two works, Pawate also discusses the theory of 
karma underneath the propaganda of worldly wisdom, arguing that the Panchatantra is actually 
based on the karma law: “The teaching of Vishnusharma fundamentally is that the karma law is a 
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moral law . . . . All our worldly wisdom is subject to this inevitable moral law of karma. 
Vishnusharma’s teaching is, therefore, that our worldly wisdom should never lead to immoral 
acts though they seem to be profitable at present” (75-76). Karma means “‘action, work, deed;’ . 
. . ‘[t]he doctrine of the act; deeds and their effects on the character, especially in their relation to 
the succeeding forms of transmigration” (Soothill and Hodous 403). In Buddhism, the theory of 
karma forms the basis of transmigration in this world, including becoming and death, birth and 
rebirth. Regarding this point, Xue Keqiao believes that within a highly religious society, even 
though Panchatantra seems to reflect the ideology and value of the common people, it still 
shares the basic philosophy and the “religious fantasy” with the other ancient Indian literature 
(“The Panchatantra” 76-77).    
The Hitopadesa, or “Book of Good Counsel,” was derived from the Panchatantra, as the 
anonymous author claims in the introduction to this work. The original five books in the 
Panchatantra were cut down to four, as the author enumerates the four subjects: “The way to 
gain friends: the severing of friendship: war: peace: these subjects are treated and drawn from the 
Panchatantra and other books” (Wortham 18). Wortham mentions that the maxims in this work 
are taken from several sources relating to morality and laws besides the Panchatantra, such as 
the Satakas of Bharthrihari,29 Châṇakya,30 and Manu31 (11). As a recension of the Panchatantra, 
the Hitopadesa seems to receive less attention in scholarship compared to its main source. The 
concise text history given by V. Balasubrahmanyan might provide some explanation. He 
                                                
29 Bharthrihari was assumed to be a prince renouncing his position and living in a forest. The contents contain 
Sringara Sataka, an amatory poem, Niti Sataka, on polity and ethics, and Vairagya Sataka, on religious austerity 
(Wortham, The Satakas ix). 
 
30 Châṇakya (c. 350-283 BCE) was an advisor of the first emperor of Maurya Empire, Chandragupt, well known for 
his shrewd acts in diplomacy.  
 
31 Manu in the Hindu tradition is regarded as the progenitor of mankind. Manusmṛti, or The Laws of Manu, 
presented to a group of seers, consists of subjects on the origin of the world, sources of the law, and dharma of the 
four social classes. 
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explains that there were two main streams of the Panchatantra: one was incorporated in 
Somadeva’s Kathasaritsagara (“Ocean of the Streams of Stories”) in the eleventh century; the 
other nourished the South Indian and the Nepalese versions. The Hitopadesa might have been 
adapted from the latter version in the thirteenth century, considering their similarities. 
Henceforth, it circulated in India and arrived in Europe in the late eighteenth century (18). 
Balasubrahmanyan does not mention its transmission to China, yet according to Chen Puqing, 
the secular works like the Panchatantra were not translated into Chinese until the modern times 
(Chen Puqing, A History 147).  
 
Indian Fables Imported into China 
 
The Jataka tales were translated into Chinese around 280 CE in the Western Jin Dynasty 
by a Buddhist monk, Zhu Fahu 竺法護, as Fo ben sheng jing《佛本生經》, or Sheng jing《生
經》(Buddhist Birth Stories) (Liu 190). Contrarily, the Panchatantra was not translated into 
Chinese until 1959 by Ji Xianlin 季羨林, though according to Liu Shouhua 劉守華, there was 
actually a Mongolian translation in the seventeenth century, which contains seventeen stories 
(Liu 174, 187). Regarding the relatively late transmission into China of the latter work, Xue 
Keqiao sees that the religious factor could be the reason. He considers that the polity and ethics 
in the Panchatantra belong to Hinduism. Since China accepted Buddhism, which “refutes” 
Hinduism, the Chinese might not take in such a work easily (“The Panchatantra” 78). 
Nevertheless, some of the fables in it were transmitted to China through the translations of sutras 
after the Eastern Han Dynasty. Liu refers to the record in the Chinese Buddhism (Zhongguo 
fojiao《中國佛教》), edited by the Buddhist Association of China: The whole official 
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collections of Buddhist sutras in the Qing Dynasty, Dragon Tripitaka (Long Zang《龍藏》), 
also called Qianlong Buddhist Canon (Qianlong dazangjing《乾隆大藏經》), published in 
1738 CE, consisted of 1670 titles, 7240 volumes. Up until the end of the Qing in 1908 CE, the 
personal publication of the encyclopedic Kalaviṇka Canon (Pinjia dazangjing《頻伽大藏經》) 
by the Kalaviṇka Hermitage reached 1916 titles, 8416 volumes (Liu 188). Many ancient Indian 
folktales can be found in these Buddhist sutras. Of course, not all of these folktales include 
animal characters. Of the 547 Jataka tales, total, only about one fourth can be considered animal 
fables (Xue, “The Panchatantra” 77). However, the influence of the Buddhist literature on the 
Chinese yuyan and zhiguai (“tales of the strange”) is tremendous; this influence is especially 
evident in the borrowing and imitation. One conspicuous change is the underlying concept of the 
theory of karma, shown through a clear division between good and evil and acts of retribution, 
such as the Chinese yuyan, The Wolf of Zhongshan (Zhongshan lang zhuan《中山狼傳》), in 
which the ungrateful wolf was killed by a Confucian, and also Pu Songling’s strange story, 
“Dreaming of Wolves” (“Meng lang 夢狼”), in which the corrupt official was punished just as 
his father’s dream had foretold. Some of the yuyan make the Buddhist thought even more 
explicit by integrating into the stories what Xue Keqiao called the “religious fantasy,” including, 
first, the space of the three worlds (sanjie 三界): the western paradise, this world, and hell; 
second, the time of three lives (sanshi 三世): the previous life, the present life, and the afterlife; 
third, the oneness between man and nature, from which derives the concept of equality between 
man and animals (“The Panchatantra” 76). By reading Zhuangzi’s yuyan, we know that the third 
aspect has been rooted in the ancient Chinese’s thought, whereas it is the Buddhist doctrines that 
use the law of karma to connect man and animals through reward and punishment in the three 
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worlds and the three lives, where man’s transmigration to animals as a punishment consolidates 
the equality between the different species. The Tang yuyan type of legends The World inside a 
Pillow and A Story of Prefect Nanke, which portray a young man dreaming of a transient life, are 
both stories of this type.  
Liu Shouhua has found that three stories of the Panchatantra appeared in some of the 
translated Buddhist sutras other than the Jatakas: in volume 3 of The Storehouse of Sundry 
Treasures (Za bao zang jing《雜寶藏經》), translated into Chinese in 462 CE, and in volume 
59 of The Romantic Legend of Sakya Buddha (Fo ben xing ji jing《佛本行集經》) in 604 CE, 
exists the story “Bharunda Birds” in Book 2 of the Panchatantra. And in volume 10 of The 
Storehouse of Sundry Treasures, one can discover the “Crows and Owls” from the Panchatatra, 
Book 3. Both of these two stories have derivatives in Tibetan folklore. Furthermore, the story of 
“The Treasure Ship” widespread among the common people was recorded in the Sutra on the 
Collection of the Six Perfections (Liu du ji jing《六度集經》), translated between 251 and 280 
CE, and also collected in Diverse Attributes of the Sutras and Vinayas (Jinglü yixiang《經律異
相》) in the reign of Emperor Wu of Liang (502 CE – 549 CE). It is actually similar to “The 
Ungrateful Man” in Book 1 of the Panchatantra (Liu 189-190). In addtion, Liu draws attention 
to some Tibetan literature adapted from the Indian fables, such as the story collection, Endless 
Stories (Shuo bu wan de gu shi《說不完的故事》), which assumes the peculiar narration of the 
frame story; and two stories in A Precious Treasury of Elegant Sayings of Sakya Pandit (Sa jia 
ge yan《薩迦格言》) taken from the Panchatantra (190-191). 
Unlike the indirect transmission of the secular, or Hindu, fables, many Buddhist parables 
gained early access to China in a more direct way. Since Buddhism was transmitted into China 
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during the Eastern Han Dynasty, Buddhists in the two countries began to exchange their visits 
frequently to each other’s lands; transcribing and translating the Buddhist scriptures was part of 
their missions. As recorded in the Catalogue of the Kaiyuan Era on Buddhism (Kaiyuan shijiao 
lu《開元釋教錄》) in 730 CE, the editing of the whole corpus of the Chinese Buddhist writings 
from the Southern and Northern Dynasties (420 – 589 CE) to the Kaiyuan period of the Tang 
Dynasty (713 – 741 CE) amounted to 1076 titles, 5048 volumes (Chen Puqing, A History 149). 
According to Chen Puqing, among them, the most influential one is the Sutra of the One 
Hundred Parables (Baiyu jing《百喻經》), originally called The Flower Wreath of Delusion 
(Chi hua man《癡華鬘》), translated in 492 CE. 
The often quoted statement in regard to the importance of the Indian fables or parables 
for the Chinese yuyan is from Lu Xun: “I once learned that the richness of the Indian 
fables/parables was like the great forest and the deep fountain, influencing literatures of other 
countries. They can even be seen everywhere in the translated Chinese Buddhist sutras”32 
(Preface to The Flower Wreath of Delusion; my translation). And as for the manifestation of this 
influence, it is similar to what he says about the literati’s adoption of the supernatural elements 
from the Buddhist sources: “From the time of the Wei and Tsin [Jin] dynasties onwards, more 
and more Buddhist scriptures were translated until Indian stories spread throughout China. Since 
scholars enjoyed these strange tales they adopted them consciously or unconsciously, until these 
stories became Chinese”33 (trans. Yang Hsien-yi and Gladys Yang 55). As scholars encountered 
                                                
32「嘗聞天竺寓言之富，如大林深泉，他國藝文，往往蒙其影響。即翻為華言之佛經中，亦隨在可見。」《
集外集‧癡華鬘題記》 
 
33 「 魏晉以來，漸譯釋典，天竺故事亦流傳世間，文人喜其穎異，於有意或無意中用之，遂蛻化為國有. . . 
」《中國小說史略‧六朝之鬼神志怪書上》 
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the Indian fables, they also incorporated their religious elements into the Chinese yuyan, owing 
to the Chinese acceptance of Buddhism.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Genre is a concept built on the author’s and the reader’s mutual consensus. It gives the 
reader an expectation of how he or she is supposed to interpret a literary work, and it is also a 
convenient tool for researchers to classify these works; however, it by no means should be taken 
as an unchangeable rule. Throughout history, in order to best convey their ideas and achieve their 
distinct purposes, creative writers have constantly attempted to break through the convention that 
is no longer applicable to their current society. Especially in cross-cultural studies, due to the 
different understanding in different literary traditions, writers and readers are naturally unbound 
by one set of features defined in another culture. To do research on the transmission of the fable 
from the West to China, and to make my analysis meaningful, the definitions of genres in this 
chapter should help establish a basic understanding of genres similar to the fable, and facilitate 
my task of examining the influence and changes of the fable as a genre reshaped into the Chinese 
Aesopic fable after the transmission.  
Allegory, parable, and fable are genres closely related to each other owing to their use of 
metaphor and simile. Allegory is originally a literary device, “speaking of one thing to mean 
another.” Later, it developed into a narrative and thus was also recognized as “an extended 
metaphor.” Allegorical writing was widely used in medieval times and basically consists of two 
types: personification allegory and symbolic allegory. Parable, a type of allegorical writing, 
refers to any philosophical stories. In the West, it normally refers to stories in the Bible, where it 
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illustrates a moral truth conforming to Christian doctrines. In general, parables are deemed to be 
plausible short stories, exclusive of anthropomorphism that exists in most of Aesop’s fables. 
However, the parable “Olive and Trees” in the Old Testament is clearly an exception. When 
using the term “parable” to identify stories in religions such as Buddhism and Daoism, the 
restrictions of plausibility and anthropomorphism do not really apply, nor are all Aesopic fables 
characterized by talking animals, plants, or inanimate objects. In this sense, the definition of a 
genre can only serve as an indicator, not as an absolute standard.  
The fable as a genre generally refers to Aesopic fables. It should not be confused with the 
medieval beast epic. The latter, being a derivative kind, cannot really be considered as fable 
because of its lengthy development of the plot as well as the detailed characterization of the 
animal characters. In such a treatment, brevity and didacticism, the two essential factors of the 
fable, tend to get lost in the distraction of an elaborated story.    
When differentiating between western allegory and Chinese allegory, Andrew Plaks 
distinguishes the two through the fundamental difference in the conceptions of the works—the 
former is conceived by metonymy (the signifier, text, is borrowed from outside the signified, 
meaning), the latter, synecdoche (the signifier is taken from inside the signified). Therefore, 
while one has to seek meanings outside the text when reading western allegory, it is not 
necessary to do so in order to understand Chinese allegory. If we examine the Chinese yuyan 
with Plaks’s theory in mind, the yuyan, unlike the Chinese allegory, actually conforms to the 
method of western allegory with the application of metonymy. Hence, the word “allegory” used 
as an equivalent for the “yuyan” seems to make sense.  
But in Chinese literature, yuyan is not just a mode but also understood by yuyan scholars 
as a genre. It can be used as an adjective like the mode, allegory, and can also stand alone to 
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refer to a figurative story. This reveals to us that there might not be such a clear division between 
genre (form) and mode (manner) in the Chinese literary classification. The difficulties of 
defining the yuyan as a kind of writing is that in founding this genre, Zhuangzi did not give 
specific descriptions of its form, but explained only that the yuyan were words borrowed from 
outside the discourse and that they changed along time in accordance with the change in nature.  
Perry derived from Theon’s definition of the fable—“a fictitious story picturing a 
truth”—a method to identify an Aesopic fable: it must be fictitious, contain actions performed by 
characters, and be told ostensibly for the purpose of making a point. The first two conditions deal 
with the form of the fable; the last condition is directly related to the function of the genre, which 
was originally a rhetorical device for persuasion. Strictly speaking, according to Perry, the fable 
was not regarded as literature, but rather as a tool of speech. I employ his method in the 
following chapters to identify an Aesopic fable when analyzing the mixture of the fable and the 
yuyan. 
Concerning Aesop, the author of this world-famous genre and a corpus of works that 
allows unlimited adaptations and accretion, there should be no doubt that he is a historical figure 
in view of so many ancient authors’ mentions of him. Luzzatto views the archaic Aesopic 
tradition in relation to the cosmogonic and aetiological myths in the ancient fables. She shows 
that in the first century BCE, the mythological factors in the Aesopic collection have been lost in 
the latter use of the fables as grammar exercises. If we compare this transmission from the 
Greeks to the Romans with the transmission from the West to China, this is but a minor change 
due to the cultural affinity between ancient Greece and Rome. Also, the genre, under different 
authors’ and speakers’ treatments, changes over time to suit people’s needs.  
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As one main origin of fables, India exerted its influence on China through Buddhism; 
however, the full collection of secular fables in the Panchatantra, as well as a shortened 
recension of it, Hetopadesa, did not reach China until the twentieth century. Even though some 
fables of this work had got into certain Buddhist sutras, the number was not large enough to 
arouse any interest more than being taken as part of the many parables integrated in the sutras. 
Wortham says that in Indian literature, parable and fable are the same thing under different 
names. This idea is indirectly supported by Xue Keqiao’s explanation that in a highly religious 
society, Indian literature is, overall, influenced by a “religious fantasy.”  
After the importation of Buddhism around the first century in the Western Han Dynasty, 
the Chinese literati subsequently absorbed, along with the religion, the Buddhist law of karma 
informing the Buddhist works. Lu Xun says that the literati consciously or unconsciously 
adopted the strange stories in the Buddhist scriptures until they became Chinese; this process 
serves as an example of how a new religious philosophy may influence the composition of 
literature. In part II and part III of this dissertation, we will see the parallel examples of how 
Aesop’s fables were read and adapted by the Chinese when introduced with one not-so-much 
accepted religion, Catholicism, and then how they became influential when they once again 
entered China independently without being transformed into a subsidiary tool of philosophy.   
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Chapter 2: The Chinese Yuyan 
 
The yuyan, in comparison with the fable, was not recognized as a genre until around the 
May Fourth Movement in 1919 when Mao Dun 茅盾 (Shen Dehong 沈德鴻) compiled the first 
ancient Chinese yuyan collection (Chen Puqing, A History 297; Q. Wu, “The Chinese Yuyan” 
39). In Sun Yuxiu’s 孫毓修 introduction to Mao’s collection published in 1917, entitled 
Zhongguo yuyan chu bian《中國寓言初編》(The First Compilation of the Chinese Yuyan), Sun 
first pronounced the regret that the Chinese did not realize that they had their own yuyan in the 
literary tradition:  
After the learning of translation thrived, people who had shallow knowledge were 
surprised at Aesop’s fables, thinking that Aesop had no rival. They esteemed that 
branch as a teacher, just like the poor son who forgot his own pearl,34 or Dongshi 
東施 [an ugly woman], who imitated another woman [Xishi 西施 (a beauty)] to 
frown.35 It is a shame in the literary circles, a missing piece in the creative field of 
the fine arts. Therefore, I made a determined effort to copy and collect [these 
                                                
34 The analogy of the poor son who forgot his jewel comes from the Wonderous Teaching of the Lotus Sutra (Miao 
fa lian hua jing《妙法蓮華經》), simply known as the Lotus Sutra (Fahua jing《法華經》), vol. 4, Chapter 8, 
“Five Hundred Disciples Received the Buddha’s Annoucement of Their Enlightenment” (Wu bai di zi shou ji pin 五
百弟子受記品第八). The story is known as the parable, “A Poor Man’s Pearl in His Clothes” (“Pin ren yi zhu yu 貧
人衣珠喻”). It describes that a man who was very poor visited his rich relative’s place. His relative, out of pity, 
sewed a precious pearl inside his clothes. However, without noticing the pearl with him all the time, the poor man 
continued his wretched life until one day he met his relative, who then revealed it to him. In this Sutra, the precious 
pearl symbolizes Gautama Buddha’s teaching.  
 
35 This example comes from Zhuangzi’s chapter 14, “Tian yun 天運” (“The Turning of Heaven”). In the Warring 
States Period, Xishi, one of the well-known beauties in Chinese history, lived in the Yue State. She had heart 
disease, so sometimes she frowned when caressing her heart. Dongshi, an ugly woman, saw her way and managed to 
imitate her. But by doing that, her appearance only scared people in the neighborhood even more (G. Chen 373). In 
this chapter, Zhuangzi has a probably fictitious character, Shijin 師金, tell Confucius’s disciple, Yan Yuan 顏淵, this 
anecdote in order to show that the methods of ruling and educating people must be changed according to the times. 
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works] into a book and named them, “The Chinese Yuyan.”36 (Mao 1; my 
translation) 
According to Zhong Guisong’s 鍾桂松 Mao Dun zhuan《茅盾傳》(A Biography of Mao Dun, 
1996), Sun Yuxiu, author of Yisuo yuyan yanyi《伊索寓言演義》(Historical Fiction of Aesop’s 
Fables, 1915), was the one who had the idea of editing the Chinese yuyan collection. He 
entrusted Mao Dun to take charge of this work (Zhong 32-33). Interestingly, his analogies, “the 
poor son who forgot his own pearl, or Dongshi 東施, who imitated another woman to frown,” 
are drawn from an Indian Buddhist parable and Zhuangzi’s Daoist example respectively.  
Scholars of Chinese yuyan, such as the pioneering author of A History of the Ancient 
Chinese Yuyan《中國古代寓言史》(1983), Chen Puqing, as well as the author of A History of 
the Chinese Yuyan《中國寓言史》(1999), Wu Qiulin 吳秋林, both painstakingly selected 
materials from large corpuses of short stories according to whether or not they have metaphorical 
meanings,37 or more precisely, lessons to teach. Yan Ruifang 顏瑞芳, editor of Qing dai Yisuo 
yuyan han yi san zhong《清代伊索寓言漢譯三種》(Three Versions of Chinese Translations of 
Aesop’s Fables in the Qing Dynasty, 2011), also believed that it was the importing of Aesop’s 
fables that stimulated the formation of the concept of the Chinese yuyan as a genre (文體 wenti) 
(1). An explanation of the generic problem of the yuyan suggests answer(s) to the following 
question: Why was yuyan neglected by literary critics for such a long time?  
                                                
36 譯學既興，淺見者流，驚伊索為獨步，奉詰支為導師。貧子忘己之珠，東施效人之矉，亦文林之憾事，
誠藝苑之闕典，用是發憤，鈔納成編，題曰「中國寓言」。 
 
37 Chen Puqing defines the term in his work, saying, “Yuyan differs from the other stories in that it has 
metaphorically lodged meanings.” 「寓言和一般故事的差別，就在於有沒有比喻寄托。」(A History 3). 
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When the Chinese first began to formulate a theory and systematic history for such type 
of writing in the 1980s, researchers relied on the characteristic of “an extended metaphor” as a 
criterion to decide whether or not a piece of work is yuyan. Zhuangzi’s definition of “borrowing 
something outside [the discourse] for the purpose of making a point (jie wai lun zhi 借外論之)” 
seems to be the only authoritative source in this task. However, as far as the issue of genre is 
concerned, this sole explanation only touches upon one feature, the analogy, and leaves out the 
form. Form may include, of course, the character, the length, and the structure of the plot.  
The vagueness concerning the definition of the yuyan makes it difficult to date with 
accuracy the earliest appearance of yuyan in Chinese literature. According to Wu Qiulin, some 
scholars38 believe that the one-line statements foretelling fortune in the Zhou yi《周易》
(Changes of the Zhou, also known as the Yijing《易經》[Book of Changes]), a classic of 
divination dated to the eleventh to seventh century BCE, should be considered the earliest yuyan. 
Ning Xi 凝溪, in his Zhongguo yuyan wen xue shi《中國寓言文學史》(A History of Chinese 
Yuyan Literature), even goes so far as to propose that some ancient scripts on tortoise shells or 
bones, dated to the thirtieth century BCE, are the earliest Chinese character yuyan (dan zi yuyan 
單字寓言). He also draws attention to some myths in the Shanhai jing《山海經》(Classic of 
Mountains and Seas) and the Huainanzi《淮南子》(Masters of Huainan), and calls them the 
“folkloric mythic yuyan” (min jian shen hua yuyan 民間神話寓言) that originated between 
twenty-sixth and twenty-first centuries BCE (Q. Wu 12-13). With a definition as loose as this, 
any metaphorical usage in literature, from a single Chinese character to a vernacular Chinese 
                                                
38 Zhu Junfang 朱俊芳 in “Shuo Zhou yi yuyan 說周易寓言” (“Discussing the Yuyan in the Changes of the Zhou”) 
maintains that the Zhou yi contains mostly yuyan. Yan Beiming 嚴北溟 holds that the statements of explanations of 
hexagrams (guaci 卦辭) and horizontal lines (yaoci 爻辭) in the the Zhou yi are the embryonic forms of the ancient 
parables we see in the periods of the Spring and Autumn and the Warring States (Q. Wu, A History 6-28).  
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novel, can be seen as yuyan. These problems stem from Zhuangzi’s looseness in explaining his 
own way of teaching in the first place and, in the second, the lack of a clear distinction among 
Chinese scholars concerning “genre” and “mode.” Since there should be at least a plot to 
constitute a yuyan, which can hence be considered a piece of literary work, the words or phrases 
that carry metaphorical meanings can only be regarded as elements that contribute to the 
development of the formation of the yuyan in the historical process. This is similar to B. E. 
Perry’s thought that proverbs and Homeric epithets are just the embryonic forms of the fable; 
without actual actions performed by characters, they should not be identified as fables. Moreover, 
if we do not set this restriction, the corpus of the yuyan, as well as the fable, would be 
unmanageable. Therefore, I agree with Wu that Chen Puqing’s opinion is more plausible: the 
earliest yuyan should be the ones that exist in the Zuo zhuan, dated to the sixth century BCE (Q. 
Wu, A History 18).   
The Chinese term “wenti 文體” to mean inclusively “type of writing; literary form, [and] 
style” (Han ying ci dian: The Chinese-English Dictionary 722) may explain the ambiguity 
between genre (a class distinguished by the outer form) and mode (a style known for the inner 
quality) in Chinese conception when they view the yuyan. While the Chinese yuyan has no clear 
generic repertoire that decides its external features, there is no doubt that it is also, more often 
than not, used as a noun like a genre to refer to a short story that contains a didactic lesson. This 
practice is distinct from a mode that tends to be used as an adjective, according to Fowler, to 
modify any kind of writing. Considering modern Chinese yuyan scholars’ efforts in collecting 
the works of the yuyan, there seems to be a consensus that the story of a yuyan, be it factual or 
fictional, has to be short. This, in a way, establishes the reader’s expectation of form, even 
though it was at first absent in Zhuangzi’s definition. Hence, although some people see Journey 
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to the West as a yuyan-type of a novel, it is not considered a typical yuyan nor is it normally 
catalogued in yuyan history, due to its length and the complexity of the plot.  
The Chinese yuyan generally refers to short stories that consist of metaphors. Chen 
Puqing defines the Chinese yuyan as having two basic elements: first, it must contain a plot; 
second, it must use a metaphor and/or have a lodged meaning, saying one thing but meaning 
another39 (A History 2). This definition of the yuyan permits this term alone to encompass the 
western fable 動物寓言, apologue 道德寓言, parable 哲理寓言, and satire 諷刺寓言. The word 
yuyan can also simply indicate the mode of allegory, just as Madeline K. Spring loosely uses 
“allegory” as an inclusive term to refer to both Chinese yuyan and Western fables for the 
convenience of discussions in her Animal Allegories in T’ang China40 (Spring 6). As a matter of 
fact, in light of the way that Chinese authors write this type of story and researchers generally 
define it, the yuyan is also treated as a mode. Hence the term “yuyan” is frequently found to be 
used as an adjective, yuyan (xing 型), to indicate the “yuyan style, in much the same way that the 
noun allegory becomes the adjective allegorical, but without a change in the written form. 
Examples might include the following: yuyan is combined with novels to refer to yuyan xing 
xiaoshuo 寓言型小說, such as the vernacular novel, Xiyou ji《西遊記》(Journey to the West), 
with jokes as yuyan xing xiaohua 寓言型笑話, such as Xiao lin《笑林》(The Forest of 
Laughter), with romantic stories or legends as yuyan xing chuan qi 寓言型傳奇, such as Zhen 
zhong ji《枕中記》(The World inside a Pillow), or with anecdotal short stories as yuyan xing 
                                                
39 寓言必須具備兩條基本要素：第一是有故事情節；第二是有比喻寄托，言在此意在彼。 
 
40 It must be noted that though a fable is an allegory, for its characteristic of being a vehicle of a moral, an allegory is 
not necessarily a fable; one is a mode, the other is a genre. Spring seems to have taken the two as interchangeable in 
the second half of her introduction to her book. The yuyan I discuss in this chapter should not be taken as an 
equivalent of the fable, either. In this dissertation, whether these two terms are interchangeable depends on the 
contents of individual cases and the historical context.     
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biji xiaoshuo 寓言型筆記小說, such as some in Shi shuo xin yu《世說新語》(Essays and 
Criticism) and Yue wei cao tang biji《閱微草堂筆記》(Random Jottings at the Cottage of Close 
Scrutiny). The modal adjective is convenient when the didactic element of the yuyan is found in 
a work categorized as another genre; nevertheless, these are the modern usages of the term.  
Since there is no definition of a genre from a literary tradition that perfectly matches one 
from another tradition, the categorization of each type also results in an understanding slightly 
deviating from what is meant to be understood with the western generic term. In order to 
maintain the original idea and to avoid any arbitrary classification that might mislead the reader, 
I chose to discuss this Chinese distinctive genre, yuyan, with its original word throughout this 
dissertation.  
 
Origin 
 
In the West, Aesopic fables originated from rhetoric, while in China, the yuyan first 
belonged to historical writing. Unlike the western Aesopic fables, whose contents and characters 
are both explicitly fictional, the first Chinese yuyan has a strong inclination toward a factual 
description, albeit it is proven legendary later on. According to Chen Puqing, the earliest Chinese 
yuyan appeared in the historical book, the Zuo zhuan《左傳》, sometimes translated as the 
Chronicles of Zuo or the Commentary of Zuo,41 in as early as the 6th century BCE, remotely 
paralleled with Aesop’s time (A History 7-8). This theory of Chen’s is considered by Wu Qiulin 
                                                
41 The Zuo zhuan is the earliest Chinese work of narrative history, which covers the pre-Qin and the Spring and 
Autumn periods (722 BCE - 468 BCE). It was assumed to have been written in the late Spring and Autumn period 
by Zuo Qiuming, around Confucius’ time, as a commentary to the Spring and Autumn Annals, the official chronicle 
of the State of Lu, covering 722 BCE to 481 BCE. The latter is traditionally believed to have been compiled by 
Confucius as one of the five classics of Confucianism. The contents of the Zuo zhuan, like the Spring and Autumn 
Annals, were arranged in annals. It shows a strong influence of Confucianism in its emphases on ethics, ancestor 
worship, and social orders.  
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as the most convincing and influential of all (Q. Wu, A History 8). The two examples in the Zuo 
zhuan proposed by Chen are as follows: As recorded in Duke Xuan of Lu 魯宣公 15th year (594 
BCE), when Duke Huan of Qin 秦桓公 waged a war against the nation Jin 晉 at Fu Shi 輔氏,42 
Jin general Wei Ke 魏顆 defeated the Qin troop and captured the famous Qin general, Du Hui 杜
回. 
Before the war, Wei Wu-zi (Wei Ke’s father) had a concubine, who had no son. 
When he fell ill, he ordered Wei Ke to marry his concubine to someone. But later, 
on his deathbed, he said that he wanted his concubine to be buried with him in his 
tomb. After his father’s death, Wei Ke did not bury this concubine, but married 
her to another man. He said, “When people are seriously ill and close to death, 
they lose their mind, so I followed what my father said when he was still sane.” At 
the war of Fu Shi, Wei Ke saw an old man on the battlefield knotting grass to trip 
down Du Hui, so he was able to seize him. That night, he dreamed of this old man 
saying to him, “I am the father of your father’s concubine. You followed the 
command that your father gave you when he was sane. I came to return the 
favor.”43 
We can find that this story does not require allegorical reading, yet it is seen as a yuyan simply 
because it teaches a lesson. This clarifies that fables may be allegorical because they contain 
symbolic, figurative meanings, but yuyan are not necessarily so. The moral of this anecdote is 
not clearly stated, though one does not need to find something outside the text to make sense of 
                                                
42 situated in Shaanxi 陝西 province  
 
43 初，魏武子有嬖妾，無子。武子疾，命顆曰，「必嫁是！」疾病則曰，「必以為殉。」及卒，顆嫁之，
曰：「疾病則亂，吾從其治也。」及輔氏之役，顆見老人結草以亢杜回，杜回躓而顛，故獲之。夜夢之曰
：「余而所嫁婦人之父也，爾用先人之治命，余是以報。」(Zuo 603-604; my translation). 
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it. The lesson is generally recognized to be that there is merit in doing good deeds, in this case, 
saving one’s life. It also teaches the underlings to abide by the right command rather than simply 
to carry out any order given to them by authorities. In this story, the old man—who is the father 
of the concubine—later appeared in Wei Ke’s dream in the form of a ghost. This concept of a 
ghost paying back a reward, though superstitious, may reveal the folk belief at the time. 
Henceforth, people use jie cao 結草, “knotting grass,” to refer to an act that returns a past favor.  
Another story, mentioned by Chen, that happened in Duke Zhao of Lu’s 昭公 22nd year 
(520 BCE) in the Zuo zhuan is probably the first yuyan that includes an animal and that provides 
a model for the yuyan when the genre is used to react to a political situation: 
When Bin Meng 賓孟 [also called Bin Qi 賓起] went to a suburb, seeing a rooster 
pecking off his own tail, he asked the attendant for the reason. The attendant 
replied, “The rooster feared to be sacrificed at the ancestral temple.” Then Bin 
Meng hurried back and reported what he saw to King Jing of Zhou 周景王, 
saying, “The rooster feared to be used by men, but in the case of men, [who like to 
be favored], the situation is different from that of the rooster. The word 犧 xi, ‘to 
sacrifice,’ actually means ‘to use.’ To use other men is difficult, but what harm 
would it cause to use one’s own relatives?” The king did not reply.44  
The context of this short anecdote is that since the king favored the competent Wang Zi-chao 王
子朝, his concubine’s son, Bin Meng as the teacher of this prince wished to recommend the king 
to let Wang Zi-chao inherit his throne; while the opponent’s camp supported Wang Zi-meng 王
子猛, the crown prince born of the empress. The power relationships within the court induced 
                                                
44 賓孟適郊，見雄雞，自斷其尾，問之侍者曰：「自憚其犧也。」遽歸告王，且曰：「雞其憚為人用乎？
人異於是。犧者實用人，人犧實難，己犧何害。」王弗應。(Zuo 1236; my translation). 
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Bin Meng to utilize the example of the rooster as a contrast to a human situation. The meaning is 
concealed in it to avoid the bluntness of straightforward advice that may be taken as inciting a 
revolt.  
Between these two earliest yuyan, in terms of the substance, one is a representation of 
morality and faith; the other, of rhetoric. It seems that from the former we are able to detect the 
forms of the writing of the supernatural and the Buddhist religious tales; and from the later, the 
basic rhetorical pattern, i.e., a narrative-cum-persuasion form, by a philosopher or a sophist in 
the Warring States. Unlike the tale of Wei Ke, which merely presents what has happened, Bin 
Meng’s is a framed story, albeit a short one, on which he gives a comment when telling it to his 
king. The comment could be considered an epimythium to the rooster’s part, but serving as 
advice from a subordinate to a king, the interpretation is under political consideration.  
Despite these diverse characteristics, however, both yuyan bear the appearance of being 
factual occurrences, and thus tied to history. In his article, “Gu xi la yu Zhongguo Xian Qin xu 
shi wen xue de bi jiao yan jiu 古希臘與中國先秦敘事文學的比較研究” (“A Comparative 
Study of Ancient Greek and Chinese Pre-Qin Narrative Literature,” 2002), Cao Wenxin 曹文心 
discusses the origins of narration in ancient Greece and China. He asserts that the Greek 
narrative tradition is built on mythology, whereas the Chinese parallel depends on history. This 
can be observed in the Chinese practice of historicizing mythology in literature while their 
historical records show a strong tendency of being written in a literary style (92). Also in A 
Guide to Chinese Literature, Wilt Idema and Lloyd Haft draw attention to this diverse 
understanding toward the representations of truths: while the West values “general and 
‘essential’ truths” in fiction, the Chinese take history as “the highest embodiment of truth” (9-
10). The overlap of the two fields, literature and history, decides a close relationship between 
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fiction and facts in their accounts, and thus, it is only natural to find that the Chinese yuyan often 
exists as a narrative intended to be taken as a record of a real occurrence. 
   
Xiao-shuo, Myths, Yuyan  
 
The philosophical background for this predominance of factuality in Chinese literature 
came from Confucianism, as Lu Xun puts “The Historians’ Accounts and Evaluation of Fiction” 
as the first chapter of his Zhongguo xiao shuo shi lue《中國小說史略》(A Brief History of 
Chinese Fiction), and parallels Zhuangzi and Confucius at the beginning of this chapter to 
introduce the genre of fiction:  
Xiao-shuo, the name for fiction, was first used by Zhuangzi, who spoke of 
‘winning honor and renown by elaborating xiao-shuo (literally, small talks)’ 
(Zhuangzi ch. 26 “External Things”).45 All he meant by this expression, as a 
matter of fact, was chit-chat of no great consequence to the Way of Daoism. So 
here the term has a different connotation from that acquired later. Huan Tan46 
said, “The writers of xiao-shuo string together fragmentary sayings and analogies 
to make short tales which contain matter of use for examining one’s own person 
and managing one’s family”47 (Zhaoming Wenxuan vol. 31, annotated by Li 
                                                
45 I used Burton Watson’s translation for all the chapter names of the Zhuangzi that I quoted in my discussion. 
 
46 Huan Tan (c. 43 BCE – 28 CE) is a scholar, philosopher, and musician in the Han Dynasty. His Xin Lun (New 
Treaties) was dedicated to Emperor Guang Wu of the Eastern Han, as a history book covering philosophy, culture, 
nature, and anomalies.  
 
47 “治身理家 examining one’s own person and managing one’s family” could be a variant of a Confucian concept, 
修身齊家 cultivating one’s person and regulating one’s family, the two steps before one can govern the state and 
bring peace to the whole kingdom 治國平天下. It came from chapter 42 “Great Learning” in the Book of Rites,《禮
記．大學》, one of the five Chinese classics of the Confucian canon. 
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Shan). This seems closer to our understanding of fiction. But Yao’s questioning of 
Confucius48 in the Zhuangzi and the account in the Huainanzi of how Kung 
Kung49 made the earth quake were considered “worthless short tales” at that time. 
In these cases the term xiao-shuo meant fables (yuyan) and strange accounts 
having no basis in historical fact and counter to the Confucian tradition.50 
(Modified from Yang Hsien-yi and Gladys Yang’s translation 1)                 
By connecting the concepts of fiction with fables in this opening passage of his book, Lu 
Xun sheds light upon the close relationship between xiao-shuo and yuyan in their Chinese 
literary genetic origins. The term xiao-shuo was originally used by Zhuangzi to indicate “chit-
chat”: “winning honor and renown by elaborating chit-chat is very far away from the great 
understanding. 飾小說以干縣令，其於大達亦遠矣” When it came to Huan Tan 桓檀, it was 
                                                
48 Yao was a legendary emperor, one of the five mythological rulers of the Chinese pre-historical period, ruling 
China around 2000 BCE. There are several versions of the five rulers, whereas among them the most renowned ones 
are Emperors Yao and Shun. The part of Yao’s questioning of Confucius cannot be found in the current version of 
the Zhuangzi. According to《漢書‧藝文誌》the Book of Han (also the History of the Former Han Dynasty 206 
BCE – 25 CE, finished in 111 CE), the section Treaties on Literature – the earliest record of Chinese bibliographical 
studies – the Zhuangzi consisted of 52 chapters, but the extant version of the Zhuangzi has only 33 chapters (J. 
Huang 11-12).  
 
49 The Huainanzi (Masters of Huainan) is a Chinese philosophical classic composed in the Western Han (c. the 2nd 
century BCE) by Liu An, Prince of Huainan. The content is close to Daoism in its essence with the description of the 
yin-yang cosmology; while blending theories from several pre-Qin philosophies, it preserves some essential 
materials of Chinese mythology. The story of Kung Kung appears in chapter 3, “Patterns of Heaven 天文訓”, which 
tells that in the time around 2500 BCE, when Kung Kung competed with Zhuan Xü to be the ruler, he failed in the 
battle. 昔者，共工與顓頊爭為帝，怒而觸不周之山，天柱折，地維絕。天傾西北，故日月星辰移焉；地不滿
東南，故水潦塵埃歸焉。In rage he hit against the Mount Buzhou with his head. Hence, the pillars that supported 
the heaven split and the rope that tied the earth was broken. The heaven tilted toward northwest. So did the sun, the 
moon, and the stars; whereas the southeast land crumbled, so the water of rivers and dust headed southeastward. 
This might be a way that the ancient Chinese explained why the stars fell in the northwestern sky and the rivers 
flowed toward the southeastern land.  
 
50 小說之名，昔者見於莊周之云 “飾小說以干縣令”（《 莊子．外物 》），然案其實際，乃謂瑣屑之言，
非道術所在，與後來所謂小說者固不同。桓檀言“小說家合殘叢小語，近取譬喻，以作短書，治身理家，
有可觀之辭。”（李善註《文選》三十一引《新論》）使若與後之小說近似，然《莊子》云堯問孔子，《
淮南子》云共工爭帝地維絕，當時多以為“短書不可用”，則此小說者，乃謂寓言異記，不本經傳，背於
儒術者矣 。(Lu 15). 
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already three hundred years after Zhuangzi. Although, according to Lu Xun, all the xiao-shuo 
mentioned in the Book of Han are lost (Lu 28), based on Huan Tan’s comment it can be assumed 
that the concept of xiao-shuo then contained factual elements (“fragmentary sayings and 
analogies”) that were useful to people. When Lu brings up Yao’s questioning of Confucius in the 
Zhuangzi and the account in the Huainanzi of how Kung Kung made the earth quake, two other 
genres are involved in the discussion, i.e., the yuyan and mythology. Here Lu is using Zhuangzi’s 
term “yuyan” to refer to these types of narratives. Zhuangzi certainly would not consider that his 
way of composing argument with imagined dialogues had accordingly degraded the content to 
“chit-chat;” nor was mythology like Kung Kung’s tale completely worthless in every respect. 
The judgment is made in accordance to the standard of Confucianism, which became the central 
ideology in China under the Western Han Dynasty (206 BCE – 25 CE) (Idema and Haft 26).  
Lu poses the two Chinese philosophers, Zhuangzi and Confucius, against each other in 
this literary sphere. Both were the key figures of the two main streams of thought that originated 
in China, as opposed to Buddhism, a religion transmitted into China from India in the first 
century. One emphasizes the grandeur of imagination and absolute freedom; the other contrarily 
stresses facts and avoids talking about the unknown, namely, ghosts and spirits, lest this talk 
disturb society. Interestingly enough, although yuyan, like the western fable, was associated with 
mythology again in this context, it seems not to gain any advantage in the face of concrete 
history when representing the truth, but rather suffers the harm of being grouped in the same 
category with myths. Lu notes that “China has never had monumental works putting all these 
myths and legends together, as in the Greek epics. In our literature, myths and legends serve 
merely as allusions and embellishments in poetry or prose. They left their mark, too, on later 
fiction” (Yang Hsien-yi and Gladys Yang 17). In addition to the social factors, myths, legends, 
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and folklore also provided rich grounds for the emergence of yuyan writing, as we have seen in 
the first yuyan in the Zuo zhuan, which involves a ghost to flesh out the meaning of the story. 
This could be one of the reasons that the Chinese yuyan includes all kinds of characters, such as 
gods, spirits, ghosts, human beings, animals, insects, plants, etc., instead of mainly animals; 
while it suffers the fate of being treated as a marginal genre like mythology in Chinese literature.  
Myths serve as the earliest model, portraying imaginative scenes in order to reflect 
humankind’s inner thoughts; the yuyan, going one step further, contains the techniques of 
analogy as the frame and exaggeration as the tone to illustrate an idea. More importantly, they 
were both written in a way that imitates the historical writing. The first yuyan in the first chapter 
of the Zhuangzi could reveal the close relationship between mythology and the yuyan. 
In the Northern Ocean there is a fish, the name of which is Kun. Kun is so huge 
that I do not know how many thousand li51 is in size. It changes into a bird with 
the name of Peng, the back of which I do not know how many thousand li is in 
extent. When this bird rouses itself and flies, its wings are like clouds all over the 
sky. When the sea is moved (by gusts of wind), it prepares to set off for the 
Southern Ocean. The Southern Ocean is the Pool of Heaven. A book called Qixie 
is zhiguai,52 a record of marvels. It says, “When the Peng is removing to the 
Southern Ocean, the water is roiled for three thousand li. Then it ascends on a 
whirlwind for ninety thousand li, setting off on the June gale” . . . A cicada and a 
turtle-dove laughed at it, saying, “We make an effort and fly towards an elm or 
                                                
51 Li is “a Chinese unit of distance, equivalent to about 1/3 of a mile (0.5 km)” (Random House Webster’s College 
Dictionary, 2001). 
 
52 There are two interpretations of “Qixie”: the one says that it is a name; the other, the title of a book that is already 
lost. Both Chen Guying 陳鼓應 and Huang Jinhong 黃錦鋐 support the latter; Chen especially provides rich 
references for this theory. The term “zhiguai” later became a genetic term for any anomalous records. 
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sappanwood tree; and sometimes before we reach it, we can do no more but drop 
to the ground. Of what use is it for this creature to rise ninety thousand li, and 
make for the South?” . . . What do these two small creatures know about the 
matter? Little understanding cannot come up to great understanding, nor the short-
lived come up to the long-lived. How do we know that it is so? A small worm53 
that is born in the morning and dies in the sunset does not know (what takes place 
between) the beginning and end of a month; a cicada54 does not know (what takes 
place throughout) a year. They are the short-lived. In the south of Chu there is a 
spiritual tortoise that counts five hundred years as one spring and five hundred 
years as one autumn; in high antiquity there was a fragrant cedar that counts eight 
thousand years as one spring and eight thousand years as one autumn. They are 
the long-lived. And Peng Zu is the one man renowned to the present day for his 
longevity; if all men were to match him, would they not be pitiful?55 (Zhuangzi, 
ch. 1 “Free and Easy Wandering”; modified from the translation by James Legge, 
Sacred Books v.1, 164-67)                 
                                                
53 According to Chen Guying, the Huainanzi, ch. 12 “Responses of Dao”《淮南子‧道應訓》, quoted as zhaoxiu 
朝秀 (morning worms) rather than zhaojun 朝菌 (morning mushrooms), which suggests that the old version of the 
Zhuangzi should have zhaoxiu instead (10). Hence I translated the term as a morning worm, contrary to the widely 
accepted translation, a “morning mushroom.” 
 
54 Sima Biao 司馬彪 annotated, “A cicada is either born in spring and dies in summer, or born in summer and dies 
in autumn” (G. Chen 10).  
 
55 北冥有魚，其名為鯤。鯤之大，不知其幾千里也。化而為鳥，其名為鵬。鵬之背 ，不知其幾千里也；怒
而飛，其翼若垂天之雲。是鳥也，海運則將徙於南冥。南冥者，天池也。齊諧者，志怪者也。諧之言曰：
「鵬之徙於南冥也，水擊三千里，搏扶搖而上者九萬里，去以六月息者也。」. . . 蜩與學鳩笑之曰：「我決
起而飛，搶榆枋而止，時則不至而控於地而已矣，奚以之九萬里而南為？」 . . . 之二蟲又何知！小知不及大
知，小年不及大年。奚以知其然也？朝菌不知晦朔，蟪蛄不知春秋，此小年也。楚之南有冥靈者，以五百
歲為春，五百歲為秋；上古有大椿者，以八千歲為春，八千歲為秋，此大年也。而彭祖乃今以久特聞，眾
人匹之，不亦悲乎！《莊子‧逍遙遊》(G. Chen 1-10). 
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Zhuangzi portrays a mythological creature that is not only tremendously huge, but also has the 
forms of both a fish and a bird. Its strength and sight are unimaginable to the small creatures, the 
cicada and the turtle-dove, who do not trouble their mind to reach a faraway region. Kun Peng, in 
all the description of its features, however, was meant to be a creature that dominates both the 
sea and the sky. It never speaks in this yuyan, but the appearance of the two little animals sets it 
off in contrast, manifesting the tremendous discrepancy between the huge and the small, great 
understanding and little understanding. Likewise, its relation to the divine is shown inexplicitly 
through its journey to the Southern Ocean, the Pool of Heaven. The implication of the great Dao 
(the Way, or Ultimate Truth) embodied by Kun Peng gets through without words (“The great 
Dao is unnamed [da dao bu cheng 大道不稱]”; Zhuangzi, ch. 2 “Discussion on Making All 
Things Equal”), as opposed to the dialogue made by the two little talking animals. The rhetoric 
here is formed by relativity, one of the main concepts in Zhuangzi’s philosophy, asserting that all 
the conflicts of mankind come from insisting on the one end and rejecting the other. Despite Kun 
Peng’s hugeness, the height that it is capable of ascending and the distance that it is about to 
travel, prove again that what it can see and experience is far beyond what the small creatures can 
imagine. In this context, the laughter of the cicada and the turtle-dove makes the yuyan rather 
lively and their view ironic.  
The second half of the yuyan is all about Zhuangzi’s comment, which is also the part of 
the epimythium. With a combination of self-questioning and answering, Zhuangzi brings in more 
images to complement the meaning of this story. The lesson is explicitly presented and enlarged 
to encompass the length of “time,” in addition to “space” in the first half, with examples of the 
short lived and the long lived, whose species range from insects, animals, plants, to mankind. 
That is to say, in this yuyan we can perceive the depth and breadth of Zhuangzi’s philosophy, 
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which is essentially abstract, through the fully visualized and memorable images of the living 
beings in nature. After this passage, he quotes a dialogue of Tang and Ji, two sages in antiquity, 
to give another source in an attempt to prove the incident really happened.56 This is an instance 
of words of authority (zhong yan 重言) (ch. 27 “Yuyan”), as Tang was the first king of the Shang 
Dynasty (c. 1523 – c. 1028 BCE), the second dynasty in Chinese history, and Ji a wise minister 
in his court. Zhuangzi’s quoting almost the same content as what he just described is a typical 
representation that shows the emphasis of factuality and recourse to authorities in Chinese 
literature. Examples like this in the Zhuangzi might have helped establish a convention in yuyan 
writing.  
 
Zhuangzi’s Life and the Founding of Yuyan as a Genre 
       
Zhuangzi’s life, like Aesop’s, is full of uncertainty and speculations based on the contents 
of a text, the Zhuangzi. From the Shiji《史記》(Records of the Grand Historian) by Sima Qian 
司馬遷, we know that Zhuangzi’s surname is Zhuang, given name Zhou,57 and that he lived in 
                                                
56 湯之問棘也是已：棘曰：「. . . 窮髮之北有冥海者，天池也。有魚焉，其廣數千里，未有知其修者，其名
為鯤。有鳥焉，其名為鵬，背若太山，翼若垂天之雲，搏扶搖羊角而上者九萬里，絕雲氣，負青天，然後
圖南，且適南冥也。斥鴳笑之曰：『彼且奚適也？我騰躍而上，不過數仞而下，翱翔蓬蒿之間，此亦飛之
至也。而彼且奚適也？』」此小大之辯也。《莊子‧逍遙遊》(G. Chen 11-12) In the questions asked by Tang 
to Ji we have similar statements: Ji answered, “In the bare and barren north there is a dark ocean - the Pool of 
Heaven. In it there is a fish, several thousand li in breadth, while no one knows its length. Its name is Kun. There is 
(also) a bird named Peng, with a back like Mount Tai and wings like clouds all round the sky. On a whirlwind it 
mounts upwards for ninety thousand li, till, far removed from the cloudy vapors, it bears on its back the blue sky; 
and then it shapes its course for the South and proceeds to the Southern Ocean.” A quail by the side of a marsh 
laughed at it and said, “Where does it think it is going? I spring up with a great leap, but reach only several meters 
before I come down fluttering among the brushwood and bushes; and this is the perfection of flying. Where does it 
think it is going?” This shows the difference between the small and the great (Zhuangzi, Ch. 1. “Free and Easy 
Wandering;” modified from the translation by James Legge, Sacred Books v.1, 167-68). 
 
57 The word “zi” means master. In the pinyin system, Zhuangzi is written as one word, but in Wade-Giles, it is 
written as Chuang Tzu or Chuang-tzu.  
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Meng58 and used to hold a minor post at Qi Yuan漆園 (Lacquer Garden). He was a 
contemporary of King Hui of Liang (also called King Hui of Wei, reigned 369-319 BCE) and 
King Xuan of Qi (reigned 320-301 BCE), but scholars still argue about which state he belonged 
to and what his years of birth and death were. According to the location of his birthplace and the 
reigns of the two kings, he should be the citizen of either the Song or Liang state and his days 
may have covered 369-301 BCE. His learning was comprehensive, yet in its essentials it went 
back to Laozi’s59 words. According to the Shiji, most of the contents in his book, containing one 
hundred thousand odd words, are yuyan type of writing. It also says that some of his yuyan were 
used to malign Confucians and Mohists60 in order to promote Laozi’s theories (Sima, vol. 63 
“Biographies of Laozi and Hanfei” 27-54). Though Mohists are included in the picture, 
Confucians seem to be the main target that Zhuangzi wishes to correct; for Confucius not only 
appears often in his yuyan but is usually portrayed as a character in a respected yet lower 
position compared to the Daoist figures in the Zhuangzi. It is true that his ideals are contrary to 
the principles set by Confucius, who aimed at strengthening the social order by maintaining the 
                                                
58 Meng is the name of a place, which might be located in Henan or Shandong province.  
 
59 Laozi (c. the sixth century BCE) is the founder of Daoism, the traditionally acknowledged author of the Daode 
jing (Scripture of the Dao and Its Virtue), and a contemporary of Confucius (551 – 479 BCE). There are 
controversies about his historical authenticity. Some western scholars claim that the Daode jing has more than one 
author, and some debate the date of its composition (350 – 300 BCE). The name of Daoism derives from the central 
concept in the Daode jing, dao, originally meaning “way,” hence “guideline” or “method.” In both the Daode jing 
and the Zhuangzi, it is endowed with a new meaning of Ultimate Truth, in the sense that it is the source of 
everything and encompasses all the human ways. The Dao cannot be named or delimited but can be experienced 
(Robinet, “Daojia,” “Daode jing”). 
 
60 Mohism was founded by Mo Di, usually called Mozi (Master Mo), who lived in the same time as or after 
Confucius. Their respective philosophical schools were paired as the two most influential teaching (xian-xue 顯學) 
in the Warring States Period. Mozi’s most famous doctrine is an impartial caring for every individual (jian-ai 兼愛), 
hence his opposition to any military aggression between states. He advocates utility and frugality, ethics “that 
promote ‘benefit’ (lì) and eliminates ‘harm’ (hai) for ‘all under heaven’” (Fraser). His theories, though against 
Confucianism in some respects, are devoted to self-control for the good of all, emphasizing the pragmatic aspects of 
everything. 
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hierarchies within the court and family,61 and emphasizing the education of ethics.62 To 
Zhuangzi, these are only fetters that distort human nature and force people to learn hypocrisy 
both in words and in action.  
The contents of his yuyan, just as Sima Qian says, more or less work to refute Confucius’ 
teachings, and the scope of its form is so broad that it includes all the narratives that employ 
analogies to illustrate a point (jie wai lun zhi 借外論之) (ch. 27 “Inputed Words” or “Yuyan”). 
According to Yan Kunyang 顏崑陽, in Zhuangzi’s epistemology, there are three limitations for 
human activities of cognition: space, time, and education 拘於虛，篤於時，束於教 (221). As if 
refusing any of these, his yuyan doesn’t follow any particular pattern that allows a clear-cut 
classification. Several types of storytelling appear in the Zhuangzi. They are mainly mythological 
yuyan, simple analogies used by the character, dialogues between historical or/and fictional 
figures, and personification of abstract concepts. Some yuyan could fit into more than one type, 
but they all share a strong tendency of edification. One famous yuyan of Zhuangzi that illustrates 
the dangers of helping a living being through unnatural means is about Shu, Hu, and Hundun, the 
three fictional, mythological emperors:  
The emperor of the South Sea was Shu, the emperor of the North Sea was Hu, and 
the emperor of the Centre was Hundun (Chaos). Shu and Hu often met in the 
territory of Hundun, who treated them very well. They discussed how they might 
repay his kindness, and said, “All men have seven orifices so they can see, hear, 
eat, and breathe, while he alone doesn’t have any. Let us try boring them for him.” 
                                                
61 This includes three cardinal ethical relationships: lord and subordinate 君臣, father and son 父子, husband and 
wife 夫婦; in each pair, the latter must fully obey the former in order to keep the relationship stable.  
 
62 Basically the meanings and conducts of li 禮 (ritual action or propriety), yi 義 (righteousness), ren 仁 (goodness 
or benevolence). 
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Every day they bored one hole, and after seven days Hundun died.63 (ch. 7 “Fit for 
Emperors and Kings”; modified from the translation by James Legge, Sacred 
Books v. 1, 266-67)  
The two names, Shu and Hu, both have the meaning of quickness and suddenness (G. Chen 229). 
Cheng Xuanying says that the South Sea is conspicuous, so Shu might refer to the formed; the 
North Sea is dark, so Hu could mean the unformed. Hundun lying in-between, neither formed 
nor unformed, embodies nature. Lu Deming also says that Shu and Hu, assuming the meaning of 
quickness, allude to “action” in contrast to Hundun’s “non-action.”64 From this point, we may 
notice that the elevated character Hundun alone does not do the talking or moving, but remains 
constant in the middle part. Contrarily, Shu and Hu travel to his place and unintentionally kill 
him with their good will. Hundun symbolizes the constant Dao, as opposed to the inconstant, 
quick, and sudden motions taken by, or switched between, the formed (Shu) and the unformed 
(Hu). That the two emperors intrude with man-made changes despite Hundun’s inborn qualities 
is similar to worldly kings trying to control their subjects with law but instead harming their 
subjects’ nature and their own. The original idea is mythological in the sense that, as Yan 
Kunyang claims, it might have been inspired by The Classic of Mountains and Seas (Shanhai 
jing《山海經》), the most ancient Chinese record of anomalies and source of mythology,65 
                                                
63 南海之帝為儵，北海之帝為忽，中央之帝為渾沌。儵與忽時相與遇於渾沌之地，渾沌待之甚善。儵與忽
謀報渾沌之德，曰：「人皆有七竅以視聽食息，此獨無有，嘗試鑿之。」日鑿一竅，七日而渾沌死。《莊
子‧應帝王》(G. Chen 228). 
 
64 Both Cheng’s and Lu’s commentaries can be found in Yan Kunyang’s Ren sheng shi wu ti de yu yan: Zhuangzi de 
yu yan shi jie《人生是無題的寓言：莊子的寓言世界》 (Life is a Yuyan without a Title: Zhuangzi’s World of 
Yuyan) (254).  
 
65 “The Eminent River emanates from it and flows southwest into Hot Valley. There is a god here whose form 
resembles a yellow sack with a red aura like cinnabar. He has six legs and four wings and exists in a state of 
confusion [hundun] with no face or eyes. He knows how to sing and dance for he is, in fact, Dijiang. 英水出焉，而
西南流注于湯谷。有神焉，其狀如黃囊，赤如丹火，六足四翼，渾敦無面目，是識歌舞，實惟帝江也。” 
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while at the same time this yuyan also demonstrates the personification of abstract concepts. In 
terms of Richard E. Strassberg’s extended interpretation, Shu and Hu can be seen as 
“humanizing civilization” and Hundun, “primordial chaos” (112-13), except that Zhuangzi 
portrays the chaos in a good way, as one who treats the passing civilization with mute 
benevolence yet suffers destruction in the other two’s unnecessary creation.  
The same idea of non-action (wu wei 無為) pervades the whole book. Zhuangzi argues 
that the existence of sages and knowledge forms a value system dependent on relativity, for 
instance, loyal vs. not loyal, benevolent vs. not benevolent, virtuous vs. not virtuous, etc. Good 
virtues attract fame; and because it is man who defines the meanings and establishes the 
standards of virtues, he can also abuse the meanings and standards of virtues for fame. Thus 
people have conflicts and wage war against each other to defend their respective “good” cause. 
The most ironic part of the Zhuangzi is that Confucius usually becomes the spokesman of 
Daoism and speaks against his own teachings. In one section, Confucius, by using Daoist 
concepts, persuades his favorite student, Yan Hui 顏回, not to go to Wei to moralize about the 
wrongs of the atrocious King there, because showing off his goodness will only get himself 
killed: “One’s natural qualities are destroyed by fame, and knowledge comes out of wrangling. 
Fame comes from beating people down, and knowledge is a device for wrangling66 德蕩乎名，
                                                
(ch. 2 Classic of the Mountains: West) 《山海經‧西山經》 (Strassberg 112). Here Guo Pu, the commentator, 
annotates Dijiang as a divine bird that can sing and dance despite not having a face. Richard E. Strassberg notes that 
because “[he] exists in a state of confusion (hundun),” based on the reading of this line, many commentators see it as 
related to “a personification of cosmogonic chaos known as Hundun” (112).  
 
66 I borrow Burton Watson’s translation of the chapter titles and modified his translation in this part. Most people, 
including Watson, translate de 德 as “virtue.” A. C. Graham asserts it to mean “power” in both Laozi’s and 
Zhuangzi’s vocabulary (Graham 7). I go with Yan Kunyang’s explanation, that is, any inborn, natural qualities 
endowed by Dao, the Ultimate Truth (Yan 260). 
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知出乎爭。名也者，相軋也；知也者67，爭之器也” (Zhuangzi, ch. 4 “In the World of Men”; 
G. Chen 108). Zhuangzi let Confucius doubt his own words by admitting that virtue and 
knowledge complicate the human mind and lead mankind to pursue external things endlessly; in 
this way people lose their pure nature as they exhaust their life: the nature that once created the 
ancient, peaceful era68 when no one had the intention to hurt each other for personal advantage. 
On some other occasions, Confucius resumes his original stand, asking Daoist figures for 
counsel. For instance, speaking through the Old Fisherman in chapter 31, Zhuangzi advises 
Confucius (or rather his followers, since he had already passed away by that time) to guard his 
proper truth (ben zhen 本真), which he defines as purity and sincerity in their highest degree. 
Confucius, in his opinion, has too much indulged in human hypocrisy and forgotten the great 
Way of nature.  
Born in a time when the whole kingdom was full of battles, Zhuangzi bore witness that 
people killed each other in order to obtain land, that moral judgments praised those thieves who 
stole a state, and that the standards of everything were manipulated according to situations. He 
envisioned a peaceful, natural world to be a solution to the problem. From this stem his various 
animal parallels corresponding to the human condition. It is also a way in which he was able to 
talk freely by providing a picture where man and animals are equal as creations of Dao. 
Zhuangzi dislikes knowledge, just as Aesop disdains Apollo, the god of knowledge; he is against 
orators or tacticians too; those who use their wits and tongues with craftiness to talk the dukes of 
                                                
67 In Chen Guying’s original text, it is 知者也 insteand of 知也者. This might be a typo. 
 
68 In chapter 10 “Riffling Trunks” and chapter 29 “Robber Chih,” Zhuangzi praises the times of three sovereigns, the 
mythological rulers Fu Xi, Shennong, and Xuan Yuan (also called Yellow Emperor), in pre-historical China around 
3500 – 2000 BCE.  
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different states69 into their own opinions. This stance reminds us of the fable in the Life of Aesop, 
where Aesop shows the philosopher Xanthus and his disciples the positive and negative 
functions of the tongues. If we compare the goals of their imaginative devices, they both demand 
equality among all, one within nature, the other within society. Zhuangzi’s yuyan requests 
mankind to look deep inside themselves for the original, pure qualities that still maintain some 
connection with the origin of everything, the Ultimate Truth, whereas Aesop’s fables show how 
human beings adjust themselves in order to survive in a forever changing world.  
Zhuangzi is by no means the first Chinese author who wrote yuyan, nor is he the only 
pre-Qin philosopher that used it to expound his thoughts. But his definition of this type of 
writing, as well as his artistic achievement in this field, makes him an outstanding forerunner for 
those who follow. In Chinese literature, there is actually a huge number of yuyan that appear in a 
dispersed manner in articles, treatises, personal collections of essays, but rarely exist 
independently in their own right. The reason could be that the use of analogy was widely 
employed in writing and thus the authors did not necessarily recognize it as a genre but rather as 
a literary device. The difference, from Chen Puqing’s point of view, lies in whether the details of 
an analogy are enough to form a story. He quotes Wang Huanbiao’s 王煥鑣 words that may 
clarify the relationship between simple analogy and yuyan: “Yuyan is the highest degree of 
analogy 寓言是比喻的高級型態”70 (A History 20). Chen believes that the main reason why 
there are relatively more difficulties in setting this group apart from the others is that one of the 
most effective techniques of yuyan, personification, is not fully utilized. In his estimation, there 
are at least two thousand yuyan and more than one thousand were composed during the pre-Qin 
                                                
69 the feudal subdivisions under the old Zhou kingdom during the third to the second century BCE 
 
70 Wang, Huanbiao 王煥鑣. Xian Qin yu yan yan jiu 先秦寓言研究 [A Research on the Pre-Qin Yuyan]. 1959. p. 9. 
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times. They have diverse characteristics and comprise a wide range of materials, such as 
everyday anecdotes, historical events, stories of anomalies, and jokes (ibid. 13-14). It seems that 
having no restrictions on the number of different characteristics or clear limits of length 
contributes to this enormous corpus of yuyan. At the same time, this also makes us suspect that 
the traditional Chinese conception of it is rather a mode in the western definition, like allegory, 
instead of a genre like fable.  
 
A Brief Introduction to the Chinese Yuyan 
 
In terms of content, the Chinese yuyan can be grouped into different types. Chen Puqing, 
one of the earliest Chinese yuyan scholars, systematically compiled histories of both ancient and 
modern Chinese yuyan: Zhongguo gu dai yu yan shi《中國古代寓言史》(A History of Ancient 
Chinese, 1983) and Zhongguo xian dai yu yan shi gang《中國現代寓言史綱》(Outlines of a 
History of Modern Chinese Yuyan, 2000). These works have proven to be useful resources for 
research of the yuyan in Chinese literature. He divided the history of ancient Chinese yuyan into 
five stages: the philosophical yuyan in the pre-Qin (before 221 BCE), the cautionary yuyan in the 
Han (206 BCE—220 CE), the yuyan in transition in the Six Dynasties (220—589 CE), the 
satirical yuyan in the Tang and the Song (618—1279 CE), and the amusing yuyan in the Yuan, 
the Ming, and the Qing (1271—1911 CE) (A History 9). It is sensible and convenient to 
categorize the great number of works chronologically; however, some yuyan created in each 
period did not necessarily possess the designated features labeled by him. For instance, in the 
Warring States period, the yuyan told by those rhetoricians in the Zhan guo ce were not 
philosophical but rather strategic and political; those yuyan found in the Tang legends were not 
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satirical but religiously philosophical; and some works introduced for the last stage, especially 
those strange stories in classical fiction, were not really amusing. Chen’s categorization may 
show a distinct feature of the yuyan in a period, but falls short of being accurate at some points. 
Despite the dynastic factor, his classification of yuyan according to their purposes, however, is 
helpful for us to recognize the various characteristics of this genre. There are philosophical 
yuyan serving for a belief, cautionary yuyan for dealing with situational problems, satirical yuyan 
for criticizing society or individuals, and amusing yuyan for making jokes.  
 
Philosophical Yuyan 
 
In the pre-Qin period (before 221 BCE), philosophers of different schools retold all kinds 
of historical accounts and folktales to reinforce an intended rhetorical effect. In addition to 
Zhuangzi, Mozi and Mencius (ca. 372 BCE – 289 BCE) demonstrated the pre-stage before the 
yuyan became fully developed; Liezi and Hanfei have more works of yuyan compared to the 
previous two thinkers, and we can also find a great many examples in the Lüshi Chunqiu《呂氏
春秋》and the Zhan guo ce《戰國策》. Take Mencius for instance. As a follower of Confucius, 
he intended his yuyan tales to promote the policy of benevolence of Confucianism. An example 
is as follows: “There was a man of Song, who, because of worrying that his seedlings did not 
grow longer, pulled them up. He returned, looking exhausted, and told his people, ‘I am tired 
today. I have been helping the seedlings to grow.’ His son ran to take a look and found the 
seedlings all withered”71 (Mengzi, “Gong Sun Chou I” 62; my translation). This yuyan is 
introduced to criticize his opponent Gaozi for treating benevolence and righteousness as external 
                                                
71宋人有閔其苗之不長而揠之者，芒芒然歸，謂其人曰：‘今日病矣！予助苗長矣！’其子趨而往視之，苗
則槁矣。《孟子‧公孫丑上》頁六十二。 
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things, and longing for speedy attainment. However, Mencius claims that these virtues are 
actually inside ourselves. If we do not nourish them constantly inside our mind but force them to 
grow through outer forces, the forces only bring harm instead.   
 Han Fei 韓非, the representative philosopher of Legalism, designed his yuyan with the 
regard of the rulers. Since he was born in an aristocratic family and had less contact with lower 
society, he drew the material of his yuyan more from history than imagination. He systematically 
uses yuyan groups to publicize his central thoughts in the chapters of “Chushuo 儲說” (literally, 
preserving meanings in stories, Han Fei’s way of referring to yuyan). The meticulous division of 
the organization of the yuyan groups and the independent yuyan stored in the “Shuolin 說林” 
(“collected persuasions”) chapters make Chen declare that yuyan as an independent genre began 
with the Hanfeizi《韓非子》, but he also notes that Han Fei’s yuyan are too much restricted to 
their material and literary techniques that they cannot match Zhuangzi’s yuyan in terms of artistic 
values (58). A typical yuyan by Han Fei is about a wine merchant of the state of Song. His wine 
was excellent, but his business was slack. He could not figure out the reason and asked an elder, 
Yang Qian. The latter told him that because his dog was fierce, people were afraid of his dog and 
would not come to buy his wine, which then became sour. At the end of the yuyan, Han Fei 
paralleled the fierce dog with some ministers at court, who, like the dog, would bite the experts 
in statecraft when they tried to enlighten the king with the right tact (Ch. 34, “Wai chu shuo you 
shang 外儲說右上 [Outer Songeries of Sayings, the Upper Right Series]” 679-681). It seems to 
me that some yuyan in the Hanfeizi share similar characteristics with those in the Zhan guo ce 
(Legends of the Warring States) regarding the trope, for they both have kings as their intended 
audiences, but Han Fei’s work aims for influence in the long run and those in the Zhan guo ce 
mostly work to solve situational problems. For instance, the fierce dogs in this yuyan and shrine 
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rats in another are analogous to those corrupt officials and courtiers, and the story of waiting for 
hares to rush against a tree and hit their heads in order to get free food is intended to criticize 
those who wanted to govern the people of the present age with the policies of the ancient kings. 
The influence of the Buddhist parables started from the importation of the large number 
of translated sutras in the reign of Emperor Huan of Eastern Han (148 CE) after Buddhism first 
entered China at the time of Emperor Ai of Western Han (2 BCE) and Emperor Ming of Eastern 
Han’s promoting it during 58 – 75 CE (Chen 148). The translation that bears the greatest 
influence on the Chinese yuyan is Baiyujing《百喻經》(Sutra of the One Hundred Parables or 
Sakyamuni’s One Hundred Fables), originally called Chi hua man《癡華鬘》(The Flower 
Wreath of Delusion), which was brought into China in 492 CE. In my view, the last four chants 
of this sutra pose a similar stance to that of Zhuangzi, who thinks the essence is more important 
than the form:72 “The jesting is like the wrapping of leaves; the truth is within. The wise man 
takes the truth; then the joking should be discarded”73 (Sanghasena 227; my translation). In this 
collection, a parable, “Loss of a Silver Bowl by Boat,” similar to a yuyan in the Lüshi Chunqiu 
shows the difference when a story is used for different purposes:  
     Once upon a time there was a man who dropped a silver bowl into the sea 
while crossing it. He pondered: “I’m going to make a mark on the water. I’m 
carrying on my journey now. But I’ll come back for it later.” 
                                                
72 “Words exist because of meaning; once you've gotten the meaning, you can forget the words” (Zhuangzi, ch 26 
“The External Things,” Trans. Burton Watson 302). 言者所以在意，得意而忘言。《莊子‧外物》(G. Chen 
725). 
 
73 戲笑如葉裹，實義在其中。智者取正義，戲笑便應棄。 
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     After two months’ travel during which he visited Ceylon and many other 
countries [sic]. On seeing a river, he jumped into the water looking for the bowl 
he had lost before. 
                       “What are you doing there?” people asked. 
                       He replied: “I have lost my bowl. Now I would like to get it back.” 
                       People went on: “Where did you lose it?” 
                       He answered: “I lost it crossing the sea.”  
                       Again people asked: “How long ago did you lose it?” 
                       He answered: “I lost it two months ago.” 
                      People asked: “Since you lost it two months ago in the sea, why are you 
looking for it here in the river?” 
     He answered: “I made a mark on the water where I lost the bowl. This water 
looks the same as the other. There seems no difference. That’s why I’m doing 
this.” 
     People went on: “Though all waters are identical, the place that you have lost it 
is there. How can you find it here?” 
                       Everybody jeered at him. 
     The heretics, who do not practise the right religious belief, but a fallacious one, 
suffer from their useless mortification in seeking deliverance. Those men are just 
like the stupid man who has lost his bowl in the sea and looked for it in the river.74 
                                                
74 昔有人乘船渡海，失一銀釪，墮於水中。即便思念： “我今畫水作記，捨之而去，後當取之。” 行經二月
，到師子諸國，見一河水，便入其中，覓本失釪。諸人問言： “欲何所作？” 答言： “我先失釪，今欲覓取
。” 問言： “於何處失？” 答言：“初入海失。” 又復問言：“失經幾時？” 言： “失來二月。” 問言： “失來
二月，云何此覓？” 答言： “我失釪時，畫水作記。本所畫水，與此無異，是故覓之。” 又復問言： “水則不
別。汝昔失時，乃在於彼；今在此覓，何由可得？” 爾時眾人無不大笑。 
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                  (Sanghasena 59-60; Sakyamuni’s One Hundred Fables, trans. into English 
Tetcheng Liao 23-24) 
Unlike the man in this parable, the man of Chu in the yuyan of the Lüshi Chunqiu does not mark 
on the water but on the boat when he drops his sword into a river, and he tries to find the sword 
where the boat stops. The epimythium thereof is that since the boat has moved but the sword has 
not, looking for the lost sword where the boat stops is as futile as ruling a country with the old 
laws, because the time has changed but the laws have not75 (Chajin, “Examining the Present” 
456-457). A conspicuous difference between the two stories in terms of structure is that the 
Buddhist parable includes a group of people to question the man. By showing that the man is a 
stupid one, it suggests the emphasis on collective power in a religion. However, the moral of it 
does not fit the story so well as the moral of the yuyan does in the Lüshi Chunqiu. It seems far-
fetched to compare a man who seeks his lost bowl to a heretic who searches for deliverance in a 
different religious belief. The judgment of right and wrong is based on a subjective view, rather 
than a result naturally deduced from the story. Lu Xun once criticizes this aspect in his 
commentary of one edition of Baiyujing, saying that because all the words must be made 
connected to the religious principles, the restrictions are rather many76 (Preface to The Flower 
Wreath of Delusion 2-3). Yet the parables in the translated Buddhist sutras introduced new ideas 
and methods to the field of the Chinese yuyan.  
                                                
       亦如外道，不修正行，相似善中，橫計苦因，以求解脫，狀如愚人，失釪於彼，而於此覓。《百喻經
‧乘船失釪喻》頁五九－六十。 
 
75 楚人有涉江者，其劍自舟中墜於水，遽契其舟曰：「是吾劍之所從墜。」舟止，從其所契者入水求之，
舟已行矣，而劍不行，求劍若此，不亦惑乎？以此故法為其國，與此同，時已徙矣，而法不徙，以此為治
，豈不難哉？《呂氏春秋‧察今》頁四五六－四五七。 
 
76 尊者造論，雖以正法為心，譬故事於樹葉，而言必及法，反多拘牽。《癡華鬘題記》頁二～三。 
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The genres of chuanqi, biji, and the compilation of leishu in the Tang and the Song are all 
closely related to the writing of yuyan. The chuanqi is the classical prose often about love and/or 
chivalry, which could be historical or fictional. Examples like Shen Jiji’s 沈既濟 (c. 750 – c. 800 
CE) Zhen zhong ji《枕中記》(The World inside a Pillow) and Li Gongzuo’s 李公佐 (c. 770 – c. 
850 CE) Nanke tai shou zhuan《南柯太守傳》(A Story of Prefect Nanke) describe a young man 
who dreams that he is successful in the court and marrying the daughter of an eminent family, 
but afterwards, demoted because of slanders. The two stories seem almost the same at first 
glance; however, each represents a different philosophical teaching. In the former story, the man 
Lu Sheng has the dream by sleeping on a porcelain pillow given by a Daoist in an inn. In the 
dream he passes his whole life and is more than eighty years old right before he wakes up, but in 
reality, the host of the inn does not even finish cooking the brown rice for him (Shen 166-167). 
The story conveys the Daoist views: the oneness of the universe and the transient human life as a 
single component of the whole, despite all the ups and downs, gains and losses, life and death, 
which take place in it. On the other hand, in the second story, Li Gongzuo lets his character Chun 
Yufen discover that the kingdom in the dream actually belongs to the ants that live under the 
locust tree near his house, and what he sees in the dream really exists in the real world, such as 
the place Nanke, where in the dream he used to be a prefect; their enemies, another group of ants 
living under the sandalwood; and the death of his friend Zhou Bian, etc. (G. Li 222-227). The 
discovery furthers the theme to the Buddhist concept: the close relationship between illusion and 
reality. Chun’s renunciation of wine and women after this incident and his dying at forty-seven 
just as his father has foretold in the dream, also agree with the Buddhist disciplines and the 
concept of predestination. It is interesting to see that although both stories, having been 
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influenced by the zhiguai genre (tales of the marvels) in the Six Dynasties, share the basic 
storyline, the two authors are able to make them serve different religious purposes.  
One famous long yuyan, Zhongshan lang zhuan《中山狼傳》(The Wolf of Zhongshan), 
sets a direct contrast between man and animals. According to Chen Puqing, three people are said 
to be the author who recorded this folkloric tale: Yao He 姚合 in the Tang, Xie Liang 謝良 in the 
Song, or Ma Zhongxi 馬中錫 in the Ming, according to three respective sources (A History 236-
37). It was so popular that since the Ming Dynasty in the second half of the 15th century people 
started to adapt the story into drama to be performed on the stage. The story is about how a wolf 
turns against a man who has just saved its life from a hunter. The man, Mr. Dongguo, is a 
traveling Mohist scholar, who practices universal love. He helps the wolf by hiding it inside his 
bag, but after the hunter left, the wolf, upon receiving its freedom, wants to eat him, saying that 
the man should also prevent it from starvation. Amazed by his ungratefulness, Mr. Dongguo 
proposes to ask for opinions of three elders. First, they ask an old apricot tree. The tree is on the 
wolf’s side, because it had served the family of an old farmer for twenty years, but now seeing 
that it could not produce apricots anymore, the farmer cut its branches and sold them to a 
carpenter. The second elder that they ask is an old cow, which also sides with the wolf. It 
complains that it has served an old farmer for its whole lifetime to plow the farm and carry heavy 
loads. The farmer’s family thrived, all because of its labor, but now, since it was old and without 
strength, he chased it away to the open field, never taking care of it. The farmer’s wife even told 
her son to kill it for its flesh, skin, and horns. Only the third elder, an old man with a walking 
stick, having deemed the wolf ungrateful, uses a trick to make the wolf get inside the bag again; 
and then he kills it. The last remark of the old man reveals his role as a Confucian, who insists 
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that there are gradations of love:77 “This creature is so ungrateful and you still don’t want to kill 
it. You might be benevolent but extremely foolish! . . . The benevolence that falls into 
foolishness is fundamentally disapproved of by a gentleman”78 (Ma 101; my translation). This 
work, consisting of the moral lesson of a yuyan and the detail of a long narrative, seems to 
indicate the inclination of the development of the yuyan into a short story, or novella, despite the 
old man’s formulaic statement that clarifies the moral, which specifies its yuyan character but 
actually limits the rich possibilities of interpretation. 
 
Cautionary Yuyan 
 
The cautionary yuyan dealing with situational problems may be further subdivided into 
fictional and factual descriptions. Those in the Zhan guo ce (Legends of the Warring States) 
belong to the former group. The Zhan guo ce is a collection that records the activities of political 
advisors and technocrats between 490 and 221 BCE. It is an important text of the School of 
Diplomacy. In my view, among all the Chinese yuyan, those in the Zhan guo ce are closest to 
Aesop’s style. J. I. Crump says in his “Preamble on Chan-kuo Ts’e” that the uses of language of 
the Chinese in “argument, eloquence, and the shaping of opinion” by 300 BCE had reached a 
                                                
77 Mencius said, “In regard to inferior creatures, the superior man is kind to them, but not loving. In regard to people 
generally, he is loving to them, but not affectionate. He is affectionate to his parents, and lovingly disposed to people 
generally. He is lovingly disposed to people generally, and kind to creatures” (Mencius, “Jin Xin I”; trans. James 
Legge, Chinese Classics v. 2, 476, italics from his original translation). 孟子曰：「君子之於物也，愛之而弗仁
；於民也，仁之而弗親。親親而仁民，仁民而愛物。」《孟子‧盡心上》頁三二二。 
 
78 丈人笑曰：「禽獸負恩如是，而猶不忍殺，子固仁者，然愚亦甚矣！. . . 仁陷於愚，固君子之所不與也。
」(Ma 101). 
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stage comparable to the Second Sophistic in the West79 (1). In the Zhan guo ce, as Crump points 
out, the theme of sophists East and West is that they “are not searching for the truth, [but they] 
are concerned only with influencing others’ opinion of the truth—and anything else” (7). To be 
sure, these yuyan were created under precarious circumstances of a state, and the yuyan tellers 
were called persuaders or sophists rather than philosophers. The trope most frequently seen is 
that a lie repeatedly told by people becomes true, such as the yuyan of a tiger in the market place. 
In this story, the king of Wei, though warned by Pang Cong’s 龐蔥 analogy not to believe 
rumors, was still deceived by Pang’s detractors (X. Liu, “Strategies of Wei II” 845-46). In 
another example, the yuyan of the tiger and the fox is closest to Aesop’s style. It relates that a fox 
walks into a forest with a tiger behind him. Upon seeing the pair, the animals all flee, but the 
tiger does not realize that it is he who makes the animals fear, not the fox. The story was told by 
Jiang Yi 江一, a minister of Chu, to convince King Jingxuan 荊宣王 that the North actually 
feared the powerful force of Chu behind his general Zhao Xixu 昭奚恤 instead of fearing Zhao 
Xixu (X. Liu, “Strategies of Chu I” 482). The yuyan of the Mussel, the Heron, and the Fisherman 
was also devised in the same vein. Su Dai 蘇代 spoke to King Hui 惠王 of Yan when the state of 
Zhao was about to attack the state of Yan. He compared Yan and Zhao with the mussel and the 
heron. As the mussel clamps shut on the heron’s beak when under attack, both struggling to take 
advantage of the other, the fisherman (the state of Qin) comes and gets both (X. Liu, “Strategies 
of Yan II” 1115-1116). If the historical frame were removed from this yuyan, this feature of 
talking animals acting in a single scene designed to teach a lesson would clearly resemble 
Aesop’s mode. 
                                                
79 Their political activities might be understood in this comparison; however, the Western Sophists between 60 – 230 
CE, besides declamation, also engaged in literary activities such as epics, tragedy, or philosophical writing, though 
some regarded Sophistic and philosophy as being fundamentally opposite (Bowie). 
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The second group of cautionary yuyan has factual descriptions based on historical 
documents. Examples of how the yuyan appears in the historical records can already be found in 
the Zuo zhuan and those tales told by the sophists in the Zhan guo ce. Chen observes that 
afterwards either the historical writing quotes yuyan from folktales or ancient books, or the 
record itself looks like a yuyan. In Zhu Fu’s 朱浮 letter to Peng Chong 彭寵 recorded in the Hou 
Hanshu《後漢書》(The History of the Later Han Dynasty), the general reproached the prefect 
with the following example:  
. . . Bo Tong (Peng’s personal name) raised his army, thinking that his 
achievement had no match in the whole kingdom. In the past, there was once a pig 
in Liao Dong that gave birth to a piglet with a white head. The owner was amazed 
and wished to dedicate it to the king. But when he reached He Dong, he saw all 
the pigs there were white and returned home with shame. Your accomplishment, 
if mentioned at the court, would be like the piglet of Liao Dong”80 (Y. Fan, “The 
Biography of Zhu Fu” 2068; my translation).  
This yuyan belongs to the first type, in which the narrator borrowed an anecdote to strengthen his 
argument. Later on, it is generally used to mock people who have shallow knowledge because of 
a limited view. In daily speech, the story is shortened to an idiom, “the white pig of Liao Dong” 
(Liao Dong bai shi 遼東白豕), just like many other yuyan. An example of the second type, a 
story known as “A-Chai Breaking Arrows,” is as follows:  
                                                
80 The story is taken from the Hou Hanshu (History of the Later Han), the fourth book of the Twenty-Four Histories. 
It covers the history of the Eastern Han from 25 to 220 CE. Zhu Fu and Peng Chong were adversaries, both serving 
Emperor Guangwu, the founder of the Eastern Han. 伯通自伐，以為功高天下。往時遼東有豕，生子白頭，異
而獻之，行至河東，見羣豕皆白，懷慙而還。若以子之功論於朝廷，則為遼東豕也。《後漢書‧朱浮傳》
頁二〇六八。 
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  [A-Chai] called for the presence of all his children and younger brothers at his 
time of dying. . . . A-Chai had twenty sons. . . . He told them, “Each of you bring 
an arrow to me and throw it lightly on the floor.” Then he asked Mu Liyan, his 
younger brother sharing the same mother, “You fetch an arrow and break it.” Mu 
Liyan did as he said. And then A-Chai asked again, “You get the other nineteen 
arrows and break them together.” Mu was unable to break them. A-Chai said, “Do 
you all know the meaning of this? A single arrow is easy to break, but a bunch of 
them together are not. If you unite, our state can be consolidated.” After finishing 
these words, he died.81 (Wei, “Treatise on the Tuyuhun” 2235; my translation)82  
There are some variations of the story in different regions. Some change the number of the 
arrows; some switch the arrows with sticks, hairs of a horsetail, or a bunch of different objects; 
but they all maintain the emphasis on the power of a united group. We will discuss this yuyan 
further in chapter four of this dissertation.  
Pu Songling’s 蒲松齡 (1640 – 1715 CE) Liao zhai zhi yi《聊齋誌異》(Strange Stories 
from a Chinese Studio), a collection of supernatural tales written in the Tang chuanqi style, and 
Ji Yun’s 紀昀 (1724 – 1805 CE) Yue wei cao tang biji《閱微草堂筆記》(Random Jottings at 
the Cottage of Close Scrutiny), a notebook attempting to revive the zhiguai convention in the Six 
Dynasties, both have some tales that touch upon the realm of the supernatural and folklore and 
may be categorized as cautionary yuyan. In Pu’s work there are two kinds of yuyan. The first 
kind consists of the qualities of both xiao-shuo and the yuyan, such as “Dreaming of Wolves” 
                                                
81 [阿豺] 臨死召諸子弟 . . . ，. . . 阿豺有子二十人，. . . 謂曰：「 汝等各奉吾一隻箭，折 [北史記為「將玩」
，文意上「折」可能有誤] 之地下。」俄而命母弟慕利延曰：「 汝取一隻箭折之。」慕利延折之。又曰：
「汝取十九隻箭折之。」延不能折。阿豺曰：「汝曹知否？單者易折，眾則難摧，戮力一心，然後社稷可
固。」言終而死。《魏書‧列傳第八十九—吐谷渾》頁二二三五。 
 
82 See footnote 160 for details of the Wei Shu (Book of Wei) and the background of the Tuyuhun.     
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(Meng lang 夢狼). The story depicts an old man who dreamed about his elder son, an official, 
being in a courtroom full of wolves. The dream represents the corruption of his son’s conduct in 
officialdom. In the dream, his son was even transformed into a fierce tiger and had his teeth 
knocked down by two golden-armored warriors. Later in the story, the follow-up in reality 
reveals how his son was punished accordingly. The author laments at the end that now the 
officials who act like tigers and wolves are everywhere, and that human beings are restricted in 
lacking the ability to look behind them. Even if you warn them to look behind, the teaching from 
the ghosts and gods is less effective83 (Pu 1551-1554). As far as I am concerned, the 
descriptions, such as the old man’s despair and the son’s negligence of his father’s warning, are 
detailed in order to arouse strong emotions with regard to the ethical aspect of the moral. This is 
the style of a lengthy narrative, or in modern terms, a novel. The second kind of yuyan in this 
collection is fragmentary records that are more likely to be taken as factual. For instance, “The 
Big Rat” (Da shu 大鼠) is a short piece of information about a rat, as big as a cat, that bothered 
the imperial court in the Ming during the Wanli period (1573-1620). All the local cats sent to 
capture the rat were killed and eaten by the rat; not until the eunuch put in the room the “lion cat” 
(shi mao 獅猫), a present from a foreign country, did they get rid of this pest. The yuyan relates 
how the lion cat being chased by the rat only ran away until at last, the rat got tired and the cat 
gnawed its head off. The author notes the cat’s successful strategy—not to attack until the enemy 
retreats—as the lesson of this anecdote (Pu 1764). 
The yuyan in Ji Yun’s biji (notebook), Random Jottings at the Cottage of Close Scrutiny, 
is told in a way that stresses factuality, an essential feature of the zhiguai genre originating in the 
                                                
83 異史氏曰：「竊嘆天下之官虎而吏狼者比比也。即官不為虎，而吏且將為狼，况有猛於虎者耶！夫人，
患不能自顧其後耳，甦而使之自顧，鬼神之教微矣哉！」 
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Six Dynasties. For example, the seventeenth story about saving a demon in chapter “Luan yang 
xiao xia lu I” records a yuyan told by Tian Baiyan, who lived in Dezhou. It is a short account 
describing how a general rescued a demon (mei 魅) when a Daoist priest was about to kill it by 
opening its heart. Ji comments that tolerating the corrupt officials for the sake of benevolence 
actually neglects the great harm they bring to the poor84 (Ji 31). Revealing the source of the 
anecdote may add to the truthfulness of this happening, yet I think that Ji’s comment might have 
deviated a little from the story proper, for the real cause that affected the general in the story was 
the beauty and innocent looks of the young woman who had disguised its original form. Indeed, 
many citizens have been baffled by officials’ splendid appearances, thinking they might be 
helpful, just like the general baffled by the demon’s beauty. Benevolence is a problem when one 
knows what the officials do is harmful but still wishes to forgive them, and this does not apply to 
the general in Ji’s story. For the general did not know the woman’s true identity when he rescued 
her. This more or less proves that Ji wished to attach a moral to a story he heard and recorded, 
rather than that he had the moral first and invented the story to suit his purpose. Though he did 
not add morals to all the stories recorded in this work, this seems to be a way he made sense of 
those strange accounts. As he states at the beginning of the book that these hearsays in the 
streets, though have nothing to do with composition, might be useful in admonishing and 
warning people85 (Ji 1).  
 
                                                
84 德州田白巖曰：有額都統者，在滇黔間山行。見道士按一麗女於石，欲剖其心。女哀呼乞救，額急揮騎
馳及，遽格道士手。女噭然一聲，化火光飛去。道士頓足曰：「公敗吾事！此魅已媚殺百餘人，故捕誅之
以除害。但取精已多，歲久通靈，斬其首則神遁去，故必剖其心乃死。公今縱之，又 貽患無窮矣。惜一猛
虎之命，放置深山，不知澤麋林鹿，劘其牙者幾許命也！」匣其匕首，恨恨渡溪去，此殆白巖之寓言，即
所謂「一家哭，何如一路哭」也。姑容墨吏，自以為陰功，人亦多稱為忠厚；而窮民之賣兒貼婦，皆未一
思，亦安用此長者乎？ 
 
85 小說稗官，知無關於著述；街談巷議，或有益於勸懲。 
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Satirical Yuyan 
 
Having absorbed both the pre-Qin yuyan and the Indian parables, Liu Zongyuan’s 柳宗
元 (773-819) yuyan in the Tang Dynasty achieves very high artistic values; however, it by no 
means serves to promote philosophical or religious theories, but rather directs its fire towards the 
corrupt government. Chen Puqing lists two main merits of his works that lead to his 
accomplishment: first, the independence of each yuyan and the variety of forms; second, the 
precision of descriptions contributing to their reality (A History 188-89). One yuyan in his Sanjie
《三戒》(Three Warnings, or some translated as Three Cautionary Fables), “Qian zhi lü 黔之
驢” (“The Donkey in Guizhou”) ruthlessly exposes the unalterable nature of each kind of living 
beings and the ferocity that one has to face when he exposes his weakness. 
                 There had been no donkeys in Guizhou Province until a meddlesome man sent 
one there by ship. Upon arrival, the man found it useless, so he set it loose at the 
foot of a mountain. A tiger saw the large animal and considered it divine. It hid in 
the woods to peer at the donkey. After a while, it gradually ventured near the 
donkey very carefully, without knowing what it was. One day, the donkey brayed. 
The tiger took fright and fled far away. Thinking the donkey was going to eat it, 
the tiger was so terrified. However, when the tiger came back for another look, it 
felt that the donkey had no other special skills. Little by little, it got used to its 
brays and drew nearer, back and forth, yet still dared not attack. The tiger again 
got close to it, taking liberties to shove it, lean on it, rush against it, and offend it. 
The donkey lost its temper and kicked the tiger. The latter joyfully figured out, 
“So this is all you can do.” Thus it jumped onto the donkey with a roar and 
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severed its neck; not until it gorged all its flesh did it leave. Alas, the large body 
may indicate virtue; the loud voice may show capability. If then the donkey did 
not demonstrate its skill, even though the tiger was fierce, it ultimately dared not 
attack. Now the end turned out to be so. How sad!86 (Z. Liu 534-535; my 
translation)   
Liu’s description of the tiger, compared to the animals in the previous yuyan tales, contains a lot 
more details, both physically and psychologically, and therefore heightens the degree of 
personification. Through these small details, the tiger’s image becomes animated. Setting aside 
the question, whether or not a tiger would really think and behave this way, what really matters 
is that the reader could project a human situation onto that portrayed in this story. The lesson of 
the yuyan is generally taken as that one who has little power should not show off his ability. This 
story is reminiscent of Aesop’s fable, “The Fox Who Saw the Lion,”87 which bears the well-
known moral, “Familiarity breeds contempt.” But Liu did not let the animals talk in his works. 
Even the tiger in this yuyan only ponders the words in its mind. Liu might have in fact used the 
large but weak donkey to criticize those pompous, rich officials of his time, who had good 
appearances but no true abilities.   
The yuyan of Su Shi 蘇軾 (1037 – 1101 CE), or Su Dongpo 蘇東坡, in the Northern 
Song Dynasty takes after Zhuangzi, Liu Zongyuan, and also Buddhist parables. Some of his 
                                                
86 黔無驢，有好事者船載以入。至則無可用，放之山下。虎見之，尨然大物也，以為神。蔽林間窺之，稍
出近之，慭慭然，莫相知。他日，驢一鳴，虎大駭，遠遁，以為且噬己也，甚恐。然往來視之，覺無異能
者。益習其聲，又近出前後，終不敢搏。稍近，益狎，蕩倚衝冒，驢不勝怒，蹄之。虎因喜，計之曰：「
技止此耳！」因跳踉大㘚，斷其喉，盡其肉，乃去。噫！形之尨也類有德，聲之宏也類有能。向不出其技
，虎雖猛，疑畏，卒不敢取，今若是焉，悲夫！ 
 
87 Perry #10, “The Fox Who Saw the Lion”: “A fox who had never seen a lion happened somehow to encounter one 
and at first sight was so frightened he almost died. When he happened on him a second time, he was frightened, to 
be sure, but not so much as before. When he saw him a third time, he had gotten so much confidence that he went 
right up and talked to him” (trans. Daly 98).  
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yuyan share clear features from these three sources, but the unique part that initiates another type 
of yuyan is his humor. In the Aizi za shuo《艾子雜說》(The Miscellaneous Comments of Master 
Ai) allegedly written by him, he satirizes all kinds of happenings around a fictional character, 
Aizi (Master Ai), a courtier serving King Xuan of Qi in the Warring States. Chen says that this is 
the earliest Chinese work that has been written for yuyan only; it is also an attempt that 
successfully combines yuyan and jokes (201). The following story manifests Su’s humor while it 
also criticizes the bad military tactic of the king of Zhao. 
The state of Zhao, because of the prestige of Lord Ma-fu [Zhao She], promoted 
his son, Zhao Kuo, to be the general to resist the advance of the Qin state. 
However, Zhao Kuo encountered Lord Wu-an, Bai Qi [the Qin general], who 
defeated his troops in one battle, captured him, and buried four hundred thousand 
people alive. The capital of the Zhao state, Handan, was almost lost. After 
learning this, Master Ai said, “Once there was a man who wanted to go hunting 
but couldn't recognize falcons. He then bought a wild duck and departed. Seeing 
hares jumping on the field, he threw out the duck to attack. A wild duck couldn’t 
fly; hence it dropped on the ground. He then threw it again; the duck dropped 
again. After this had repeated three or four times, the duck suddenly hobbled to 
him and talked like a human, ‘I am a duck. You kill me and eat me; then I fulfill 
my duty. Why did you make me suffer the pain of being thrown and tossed?’ The 
man replied, ‘I thought you were a falcon, which could hunt hares. So you are a 
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duck?’ The wild duck raised its foot and showed it to the man, ‘Take a look at my 
foot. Do you think it can seize a hare?’”88 (S. Su 3-4; my translation) 
Master Ai mocks the king of Zhao by presenting a man who, unable to recognize a falcon, 
cannot even observe the features of the duck to judge its ability. And instead of figuring it out 
himself, he keeps trying until the duck raises its objection. This increases the degrees of both the 
humiliation to the man and the farcical aspects of this yuyan. Besides pointing out the failure of 
knowing a person in the Warring States, Su Shi’s main purpose is to criticize the poor decisions 
made by Emperor Shenzong of the Northern Song (reigned 1067 – 1085), who trusted mediocre 
generals and failed in the two wars against the Western Xia, or the Tangut Kingdom,89 in 1081 
and 1082. The fatal loss in the defeats of both wars resulted in the speedy decline of this dynasty.  
In Chen Puqing’s opinion, the yuyan in the biji90 (literally, “notes,” or “notebook”) can be 
divided into three types: the first type is based on things that truly happened to real people (we 
have seen it in Ji Yun’s work); the second type is drawn from folklore; the third type is purely 
imaginative, with personification of animals or objects. One story in Luo Ye’s 羅燁 Zuiweng 
tanlu《醉翁談錄》(Talks of a Drunken Old Man), belonging to the third type of the yuyan 
                                                
88 趙以馬服君之威名，擢其子括為將以拒秦，而適當武安君白起，一戰軍破，掠趙括，坑其眾四十萬，邯
鄲幾敗。艾子聞之曰：「昔有人將獵而不識鶻，買一鳧而 去。原上兔起，擲之使擊。鳧不能飛，投於地。
又再擲，又投於地。至三四，鳧忽蹣跚而人語曰：『我鴨也，殺而食之，乃其分，奈何加我以抵擲之苦乎
？』其人曰： 『我謂爾為鶻，可以獵兔耳。乃鴨耶？』鳧舉掌而示，笑以言曰：『看我這腳手，可以搦得
他兔否？』」 
 
89 It was located in the north-west side of the Song, controlling the important trade route between north China and 
central Asia: the Hexi Corridor. 
 
90 Biji is a classical Chinese literary genre. It contains practically everything that the author deems worth recording; 
therefore, the content is often random jotting of short fictions or anecdotes. 
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found in the biji, is similar to Aesop’s “The Belly and the Feet,” also known as “The Belly and 
the Members,”91 but here the characters are the eyebrows, eyes, nose, and mouth:  
Chen Daqing said, “The eyebrows, eyes, nose, and mouth all have intelligence. 
One day, the mouth talked to the nose, ‘What’s your ability that made you stay 
above me?’ The nose said, ‘I can smell whether the food is good or bad, then you 
can eat. So I’m above you.’ The nose talked to the eyes, ‘What’s your ability that 
made you stay above me?’ The eyes said, ‘I can see the beautiful and the ugly and 
look in the east and the west. It is a great service, so I should be above you.’ The 
nose then asked, ‘If it is so, then what’s the ability of the eyebrows that made 
them also stay above me?’ The eyebrows replied, ‘We don’t care for arguing with 
you all. But if I stayed under the eyes and the nose, where are you going to put the 
face?’”92 (Y. Luo 112; my translation) 
This yuyan, like the parallel Aesopic fable, also makes human body parts compete with each 
other, yet it was presented as an explicit joke told by a person. Besides the moral that implies the 
importance of cooperation, it takes one step further by using the word pun, “losing face,” to beat 
the one who cares so much about his own position and personal values, but has little concern 
about the whole group (the face). Besides, the last remark also suggests that the person who is so 
eager to show off his little contribution has no shame, because in Chinese, not wanting the face 
means to be “shameless.” 
                                                
91 Perry #130, “The Belly and the Feet”: “The belly and the feet were arguing about their importance, and when the 
feet kept saying that they were so much stonger that they even carried the stomach around, the stomach replied, 
‘But, my good friends, if I didn’t take in food, you wouldn’t be able to carry anything’” (trans. Daly 148).  
 
92 陳大卿云：“眉眼口鼻四者，皆有神也。一日，口為鼻曰：‘爾有何能，而位居吾上？’鼻曰：‘吾能
別香臭，然後子方可食，故吾位居汝上。’鼻為眼曰：‘子有何能，而位在我上也？’眼曰：‘吾能觀美
惡，望東西，其功不小，宜居汝上也。’鼻又曰：‘若然，則眉有何能，亦居我上？’眉曰：‘我也不解
與諸君相爭得，我若居眼鼻之下，不知你一個面皮，安放哪裡？’”  
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Amusing Yuyan 
 
          The main difference between a satirical yuyan and an amusing yuyan is that the former 
has a serious aim for chastising and correcting the wrong while the latter is explicitly light-
hearted and told for creating amusement while also making a point. That is to say, one inclines to 
criticism, the other to jokes. In the Six Dynasties (220 – 589 CE) the whole social climate was 
influenced by Buddhism. Two important phenomena at this time are the appearance of the first 
joke collection and the importation of the Buddhist parables. The amusing type of yuyan 
flourished in the form of jokes in Xiao lin《笑林》(The Woods of Laughter) by Han Danchun 
邯鄲淳. Some of the jokes in this collection were actually taken from leishu 類書, ancient 
Chinese encyclopedias. These jokes include short accounts of some daily trifles, such as the story 
about the man who cooked soup, originally recorded in the Taiping yulan《太平御覽》
(Imperial Overview from the Taiping Reign, or Encyclopedia from the Taiping Period of the 
Song Dynasty): “He tasted it with a ladle and thought the soup was not salty, so he added salt. 
Then he tasted again the soup in that ladle and said, ‘The salt isn’t enough.’ Thus he added salt 
so many times that it amounted to a liter, and still thought the soup was not salty. Therefore it 
was strange to him”93 (D. Han 4; my translation). The man who kept tasting the soup in the ladle 
despite the changes he made in the pot satirizes those who think they have controlled the whole 
situation by handling only a small part of it. The story shows that the yuyan in Xiao lin, trivial as 
it may be, has the solid base of practical life experience.          
                                                
93 人有斫羹者，以杓嚐之，少鹽，便益之。後復嚐之向杓中者，故云：“鹽不足。”如此數益升許鹽，故
不鹹，因以為怪。《笑林》 
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After Xiao lin, Hou Bai’s 侯白 Qiyanlu《啟顏錄》(A Collection of Humorous Stories) 
in the Sui Dynasty (581 – 618 CE), simply collecting jokes of historical figures, stresses mostly 
the ludicrous part and neglects the lesson of a story. Most of the jokes in this collection are 
historical anecdotes. One of them may demonstrate how the Chinese preferred to record a fact 
rather than a story when setting up a model for a lesson: “In the Tang, Deng Xuanting once 
competed with Xie You in archery. Xie first called himself a keen archer. When the contest 
started, having failed dozens of times to hit the target, Xie said, ‘The arrows are bad. This never 
happened before.’ Deng replied, ‘Why did you resent the arrows when you should have put the 
blame on your skills?’ All those who were there laughed”94 (Hou 40). In my opinion, the idea 
that the subject fails to accomplish one thing and lays the blame on the means instead of himself 
is akin to Aesop’s “Sour Grapes,” except that the fox in the latter story finds fault with the thing 
he couldn’t obtain. Both actors try to comfort themselves due to their incapability, yet one 
concrete fact like the former, though persuasive for the time being, did not carry as many 
memorable features as the latter to pass on the lesson regardless of the differences of time and 
space. 
         Liu Ji 劉基 (1311 – 1375 CE) was a great politician and also one of the greatest yuyan 
writers after the pre-Qin period. His Yulizi《郁離子》(“Master Yuli,” his embodiment), 
synthesizing the pre-Qin philosophical yuyan and Liu Zongyuan’s satirical yuyan, exposes and 
criticizes the social problems at the end of the Yuan Dynasty, while his thoughts tend to be of 
Confucianism, which supported the traditional feudal system. His Yulizi has two basic 
characteristics: one is that most of his yuyan are rewrites of the old materials with elaborations 
                                                
94 唐鄧玄挺嘗與謝佑同射，先自矜敏手；及至對射，數十發皆不中垛，佑乃云：“直由箭惡，從來不曾如
此。”玄挺應聲報曰：“自須責射，因何尤箭。”眾人歡笑。 
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that better suit the time and his viewpoints. This increases the degree of the public acceptance 
and avoids any trouble from being conspicuous about the negative side of the current politics. 
The other is manifesting the trend of combining the yuyan and jokes, such as the story about a 
man of the Qi state, who was a very picky eater.95  
. . . Every time while he was eating, he found fault with his servant and even 
threw his tableware and chopsticks. Not a day did he make an exception. The host 
disliked him but bore with it until the latter was about to leave. He sent him a dog 
as a gift. . . . After walking for twenty li, this man stopped to eat and to feed the 
dog. The dog howled . . . while it was eating. Hence every time while they were 
eating, the master nagged and the dog howled. One day his servant broke into 
laughter. The man finally realized the trick.  
     Master Yuli said, “Man must have brought shame to himself before others 
despise him.” And then again, “One who pays attention to only food and drink 
and neglects his own moral character is destined to be looked down upon by 
others. This is an example of it.” (J. Liu 292; my translation) 
This yuyan directly parallels the behavior of a man and an animal, through which the author is 
able to produce the ludicrous picture that triggers laughter. The moral, however, was taken from 
the Confucian Mencius, who taught that no matter a person, a family, or a nation, it must first 
respect itself before it can earn others’ respect96 (Mencius, “Li lü I” 170). From this we could 
                                                
95 齊人有好詬食者，每食必詬其僕，至壞器投匕箸，無空日。館人厭之，忍弗言。將行，贈之以狗，曰：
「是能逐禽，不腆以贈子。」行二十里而食，食而召狗與之食。狗嗥而後食，且食而且嗥。主人詬于上，
而狗嗥于下，每食必如之。一日，其僕失笑，然後覺。 
     郁離子曰：「夫人必自侮，而後人侮之。」又曰：「飲食之人， 則人賤之。斯人之謂矣。」《郁離子‧
詬食》 
 
96 夫人必自侮，然後人侮之；家必自毀，而後人毀之；國必自伐，而後人伐之。《孟子‧離婁上》頁一七
〇。 
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perceive the crucial lesson embedded in this laughable incident. The amusing yuyan, put in 
another way, is a serious joke.  
Shi Chengjin’s 石成金 (1658—?) Xiao de hao《笑得好》(It’s Good to Laugh), 
composed at the beginning of the Qing, contains skillful uses of word puns and biting satires 
based on materials in daily life. Chen considers it to be the best joke book in the Qing Dynasty 
(265). The following, “The Sparrow’s Feast,” is a good example: 
One day the sparrow invited the kingfisher and the eagle to a banquet. The 
sparrow told the kingfisher, “You are wearing such fabulous clothing. You should 
be naturally seated on the seat of honor.” And then it told the eagle, “Although 
you are bigger in size, with this shabby outfit, I’m afraid you should be seated 
below.” The eagle, angered at this arrangement, said, “You mean servant! Why 
are you so snobbish?” The sparrow replied, “Who in the world doesn’t know that 
I have a narrow mind and shallow eye sockets?”  
     Worshipping the clothing rather than the person is a common practice among 
people. Hence it seems that they were all transformed from sparrows.97 (Shi 582; 
my translation) 
The story suggests that the kingfisher signifies the rich; the eagle, the old; and the sparrow, the 
snobbish. The sparrow’s last word is impudent enough but the last line of the yuyan is just as 
powerful, for it enables the reader to get the joke while suggesting that he or she may be one of 
the sparrow’s descendants.   
                                                
97 麻雀一日請翠鳥大鷹飲宴。雀對翠鳥曰：“你穿這樣好鮮明衣服的，自然要請在上席坐。”對鷹曰：“
你雖然大些，卻穿這樣壞衣服，只好屈你在下席坐。”鷹怒曰：“你這小人奴才，如何這樣勢利。”雀曰
：“世上哪一個不知道我是心腸小、眼眶淺的麼。” 
      敬衣不敬人，遍地皆是，可見都是麻雀變來的。(“麻雀請宴”) 
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Near the end of the Qing, Wu Jianren 吳趼人 (1866 – 1910 CE) began to instill the idea 
of reform into the new Chinese yuyan. His Qiao pi hua《俏皮話》(Witty Talks) inflicts straight 
attacks on the weak and dogmatic Qing court with a mixed style of the amusing yuyan and the 
Western fables. He chastises ruthlessly the servile character of the Chinese in the following 
story:  
The fox laughed at the pig, “You are such a stupid creature. How do you match 
with me?” The pig said, “Why do you laugh at me? You are not necessarily 
capable of accomplishing a great achievement in the world.” The fox said, “My 
skin can cover people. But you have done no service like this.” The pig said, “My 
flesh can feed them. How could you say that this is not a notable service?” The 
sheep came in haste, “There is no need for you two to argue. I provide people 
with both. What do you say about it?” Before it could finish its words, the wolf 
popped in, and suddenly killed and devoured them all. He laughed, “These servile 
beasts talk about their services all the time. It suits them best to serve my 
stomach.”98 (J. Wu 35; my translation) 
The fox, pig and sheep in this yuyan feel no shame, but rather honor about being used by others. 
The sudden attack of the wolf strikes the reader with a strong warning of life or death, while 
leaving him to decide for himself who should be identified with these animal characters. Chen 
Puqing said that near the end of the Qing, there were a lot of reformist forerunners trying to 
“wake people up” with certain works. This yuyan is one example. But they didn’t point out the 
social factors that shaped this servile character (287). In my opinion, the absorption of Aesop’s 
                                                
98 狐笑豬曰：「汝蠢然一物，焉能及我。」豬曰：「汝何必笑我，汝亦不見得能立功於世。」狐曰：「我
之皮，能衣被蒼生，如何言無功？若汝則無功耳。」豬曰：「我之肉，能供人果腹，如何言無功？」羊貿
貿然來，曰：「汝等不必爭，我能兼汝二者之長，又當如何？」語未竟，狼突如其來，盡撲殺而食之。笑
曰：「這一班奴隸性質的畜生，動輒言功，只合做我的犧牲也。」(“狼施威”)    
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generalized caricature of animals seems to make the story comprehensible and lively, but to 
some extent, reduces the philosophical or cultural depth that might be reached through the 
sophistication of historical or everyday detail, which can be found in many of the previous 
works. Chen sees the same artistic defect in Witty Talks that Lu Xun points out in another of Wu 
Jianren’s works, Er shi nian mu du zhi guai xian zhuang《二十年目睹之怪現狀》(Strange 
Events of the Last Twenty Years), and quotes Lu’s criticism: “But as he wrote hastily, often 
exaggerated and cared little for realism, his works fail to make a strong appeal, merely 
presenting some gossip as material for idle talk” (Yang Hsien-yi and Gladys 358). Giving up 
detail in order to increase the impact and universality of the story seems to be partly the case here 
when the yuyan encounters Aesop’s fables.  
 
Conclusion 
 
 The number of the Chinese yuyan is large, as I have mentioned earlier, and that is mainly 
due to Zhuangzi’s vague definition of this genre. In the process of its development, not only did 
it reflect the indigenous literary and cultural factors, but it also absorbed the foreign elements 
from the Buddhist parables and, later, Aesop’s fables. The divisions of philosophical yuyan, 
cautionary yuyan, satirical yuyan, and amusing yuyan roughly categorize them according to the 
features and purposes of their contents. There are, of course, some yuyan that possess features of 
more than one type; for example, Pu Songling’s “Dreaming of Wolves” can be seen as 
cautionary as well as philosophical due to the Buddhist concept of retribution in the story. Su 
Shi’s yuyan about having a wild duck to hunt a hare, told by the fictional character Master Ai, 
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of the subject matter, plots, and characters that this genre contains. They are just like what 
Zhuangzi described in his definition of the yuyan, as brimming water that fits into different 
shapes of vehicles and renews each day without any restriction or an end. Conversely, the 
Aesopic fable has more specific features that enable us to identify it quickly. There are stock 
animal characters that indicate stereotypes of human beings, and the scenarios are so simple that 
most are told repeatedly and become well-known to people in the West during their childhoods. 
This decides the intrinsic difference between the two genres: the yuyan, being mixed with other 
forms of writing in Chinese literature, has been exposed to more external influences and 
undergone more literary variations than the fable has; therefore, its status is far more 
complicated. 
 As for the general trend in the developing process of the yuyan, there has been an 
increasing tolerance for the fictional part, given the history-oriented narration dominant in 
Chinese composition. Along with the long detailed narrative and the anthropomorphized animals 
and objects in the jokes in the later era, there seems to be a tendency toward moving from 
“factuality” to “verisimilitude.” What is lacking might be the Chinese reader’s attention paid to 
the moral in this change, because when the animals are endowed with the ability to speak in the 
stories, they mostly aim to create amusement. The yuyan as the minor type of prose writing 
cannot compete with poetry in Chinese literature, and it is ambiguous whether it is factual or 
fictional; thus when appearing in the biji in the form of an anecdote, it naturally receives less 
serious consideration compared to official history.  
In the first two categories, the yuyan works as a rhetorical device to serve a philosophical 
or political purpose. After Zhuangzi’s work, Han Fei had systematically grouped independent 
yuyan in his collections. The importation of the Buddhist parables made the Chinese yuyan draw 
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more material from everyday life. We see the same story rewritten for religious and secular 
needs in Sutra of One Hundred Parables and the Lüshi Chunqiu. Prose romances (chuanqi) and 
the writing of the strange (zhiguai) add not only religious but also folkloric elements to elucidate 
the moral of a yuyan. In the satirical and amusing yuyan, we see involvement of dumb animals 
and humankind as well as talking animals in the joke books. The difference caused by the 
Aesopic pattern may be observed in Wu Jianren’s Witty Talks, which makes a stronger impact 
through animal satire compared to the previous works that were mainly intended to create 
laughter. We will see more examples about this point in chapter seven of this dissertation. 
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Chapter 3: Aesop’s Fables in Western Education and Preaching 
 
To understand the importance of the Aesopic fable and how it was preserved, developed, 
and transmitted to different regions, one has to know its role in Western education. The use of 
the fable in the Middle Ages and Renaissance was rooted in the Greco-Roman education in 
antiquity and subsequently included in Jesuits’ education, a factor that contributed to fable’s 
transmission into China. In this chapter, I first look at the use of the fable in western education 
and preaching in antiquity and the Middle Ages, and then move on to discuss the works of three 
medieval authors—Odo of Cheriton, the anynomous author of the poem The Fox and the Wolf, 
and Robert Henryson—to offer examples of fables used in the religious context in the West 
before the Jesuits adapted and adopted them in their sermons for the Chinese. I focus on the 
theme of the fox in order to explore why the fables of the fox seem to be more frequently cited in 
the transmission of the fable into China in the seventeenth century. The reason is related to 
Reynard the fox, a famous character in the Reynard cycles, which are the most well-known beast 
epics in medieval Europe.  
  
Fables’ Role in Western Education 
 
We have talked a little about Plato’s and Aristotle’s comments on Aesop’s fables in 
chapter one. The former, through Socrates, affirms the value of fables in illustrating the truth; the 
latter recommends that they can be usefully incorporated into public speech for convenience.99 
Socrates, while accepting Protagoras’ statement, “Man is the measure of all things,” adds that 
man’s first obligation is to know himself (Cordasco 7). In the light of the fact that Socrates 
                                                
99 Plato, Phaedo 60B-60E, 61A-61B. Aristotle, Rhetoric II 20. 
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versified Aesop’s fables before death, we may infer that for him this genre possessed some kind 
of power for transmitting moral knowledge.  
To trace the earliest use of fable in education, we turn to progymnasmata (Greek: 
preliminary exercises), in which fable was included. According to Calboli Montefusco, 
progymnasmata consisted of a series of speaking and writing exercises that prepared future 
orators in the transition from the school of grammar to that of rhetoric.100 The Greco-Roman 
grammar school trained their pupils by offering not only instruction in grammar and literature 
but also these elementary exercises in rhetoric. As Donald Lemen Clark says in his Rhetoric in 
Greco-Roman Education, progymnasmata were first mentioned in the anonymous Rhetorica ad 
Alexandrum, dated to the fourth century BCE, and Suetonius attests that many of the elementary 
exercises were used in the Roman schools from the first century BCE (Clark 179). After the 
Roman conquest in 146 BCE, Greek civilization was appropriated by the Romans, and 
Hellenized Roman education, according to Francesco Cordasco, may be seen as “one aspect of 
the cosmopolitan education of Greece” (10). The adoption of Greek educational institutions took 
place from 50 BCE to 200 CE when Cicero’s De Oratore (55 BCE) exerted great influence by 
exposing the Greek educational method and ideal. Yet it was Quintilian’s De Institutione 
Oratoria that established the educational principles for training the orator, who, in his summing 
up with Cato the Elder’s words, was vir bonus dicendi peritus101 (a good man skilled in 
speaking). This first-century treatise founded the basis of the fable’s being employed in 
education. Quintilian recommended that the pupils at the elementary stage should learn to 
                                                
100 “Progymnasmata” in Brill’s New Pauly 
 
101 Sit ergo nobis orator quem constituimus is qui a M. Catone finitur vir bonus dicendi peritus, verum, id quod et 
ille posuit prius et ipsa natura potius ac maius est, utique vir bonus (Institutio, XII 1.1). [The orator then, whom I am 
concerned to form, shall be the orator as defined by Marcus Cato, "a good man, skilled in speaking." But above all 
he must possess the quality which Cato places first and which is in the very nature of things the greatest and most 
important, that is, he must be a good man] (Trans. H. E. Butler). 
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paraphrase Aesop’s fables. Once they were able to handle this practice, they would be ready to 
learn anything.  
We must however add to their [teachers of literature] activities instruction in 
certain rudiments of oratory for the benefit of those who are not yet ripe for the 
schools of rhetoric. Their pupils should learn to paraphrase Aesop’s fables, the 
natural successors of the fairy stories of the nursery, in simple and restrained 
language and subsequently to set down this paraphrase in writing with the same 
simplicity of style: they should begin by analysing each verse, then give its 
meaning in different language, and finally proceed to a freer paraphrase in which 
they will be permitted now to abridge and now to embellish the original, so far as 
this may be done without losing the poet’s [presumably Phaedrus] meaning. This 
is no easy task even for the expert instructor, and the pupil who handles it 
successfully will be capable of learning everything.102 (Trans. H. E. Butler) 
Although the earliest surviving textbook, dating back to the second century, is ascribed to 
Aelius Theon, according to Clark, a sixth-century Latin translation of the progymnasmata 
composed by Hermogenes of Tarsus in the second century, was very popular in the post-classical 
period, the Middle Ages, and the Renaissance. Yet Aphthonius’s version, written probably at the 
end of the fourth and the beginning of the fifth century, held a prominent place in the schools 
during the Renaissance. All three textbooks were available in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries in both their Greek and Latin versions (Clark 179-180). Clark explains that in 
                                                
102 Adiciamus tamen eorum [grammaticorum] curae quaedam dicendi primordia quibus aetatis nondum rhetorem 
capientis instituant. Igitur Aesopi fabellas, quae fabulis nutricularum proxime succedunt, narrare sermone puro et 
nihil se supra modum extollente, deinde eandem gracilitatem stilo exigere condiscant: versus primo solvere, mox 
mutatis verbis interpretari, tum paraphrasi audacius vertere, qua et breviare quaedam et exornare salvo modo poetae 
sensu permittitur. Quod opus, etiam consummatis professoribus difficile, qui commode tractaverit cuicumque 
discendo sufficiet (Institutio, I.9.1-3). 
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Hermogenes’ progymnasmata, there is a total of twelve exercises103 providing rudiments of three 
kinds of rhetoric: deliberative, judicial, and epideictic. Among them, fable was the first exercise 
for deliberative rhetoric in the small boys’ first assignment, reproductions of narratives (181). It 
is worth noting that in Clark’s conclusion, he points out that though these elementary exercises 
dealt with the general rather than the particular, such as in fable and tale, the emphasis was laid 
on the general moral idea rather than on the story itself; the training as a whole dwelled upon 
expediency of making debatable premises rather than exploring or supporting the truth (209, 
212). For this matter, the medieval preachers made redress with their religious belief, while 
facing the debate on the narration which they drew on in their sermons.   
In the Middle Ages, the education of rhetoric developed a solid basis for clerics to put 
their skills into use; nevertheless, the degree of truthfulness in their narration caused perennial 
controversies. In Cicero’s De Inventione, and the anonymous Rhetorica ad Herennium, two 
widely used and prominent texts on rhetoric at that time, a schema provides a triad to 
differentiate the three degrees of truthfulness regarding narration: Historia-argumentum-
fabula.104 As Päivi Mehtonen defines the terms in her Old Concepts and New Poetics that 
Historia recounts actual occurrences; argumentum narrates “realistic fiction,” which contains 
fictional persons and events within the limits of reality; and fabula tells a narrative that is neither 
true nor verisimilar, hence creating an “ultimate fiction” (13). This trichotomy has been treated 
as a medieval convention and an old means for scholars to conceptualize representation and 
narration. As we are told by Mehtonen, the intimacy and conflicts between history and fiction are 
                                                
103 The twelve exercises were designed to train their students in the three kinds of rhetoric: fable, tale, chreia, 
proverb, thesis, and legislation were for deliberative rhetoric; confirmation and refutation, and commonplace for 
judicial rhetoric; encomium, impersonation, comparison, and description for epideictic rhetoric, which was designed 
for rhetorical display (Clark 181).  
 
104 This insight and many of the details on the next three pages depend on the work of Päivi Mehtonen, Old 
Concepts and New Poetics, with special concentration on chapter five, “Fabula.” 
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presented in argumentum, where we can find the medieval tolerance of verisimilar realism at 
odds with the modern understanding thereof. For the medieval conception could include 
“mythological fables or allegorical personifications of more or less abstract ideas” (Mehtonen 
117). In Mehtonen’s view, this license of lying with probability (mentiri debemus probabiliter), a 
notion introduced by Geoffrey of Vinsauf and John of Garland, was built on the Ciceronian, 
Ovidian, Horatian, and Macrobian concepts; that is to say, the general assent was founded on 
tradition and authority. Horace, on the one hand, provides in his Ars Poetica (Art of Poetry) the 
theory, “Fictions meant to please should be close to the real”105 (Ars Poetica 338-39, trans. 
Mehtonen, p. 131) while, on the other hand, using the example of the country mouse and city 
mouse to illustrate his point in the Satires (2.6.77-115). He might have made good defense of 
this usage by putting the fable in a character’s mouth; the genre, satire, in its original sense, also 
allowed a variety of subject matter to be included in the content. Mehtonen’s distinction between 
the ideas of “probability” and “verisimilitude,” however, clarifies that Horace’s teaching of the 
art of poetry should refer to the latter.  
As far as I am concerned, an artistic representation imitating the real does not necessarily 
have to appear in empirical reality, for it has been reshaped with the artist’s imagination and 
conception, just as a painting or sculpture does not simply reproduce reality but is rather a 
reflection mirroring both the original object and the artist. Suppose there are several layers of 
truths in a story. The preoccupation with the probability of their occurring in real life is not 
unlike an obsession with the material world, for the focus is placed on sensual perception, by 
which mankind accumulates experience. The apparent falsehood of the fabricated characters and 
events, however, enables the audience or reader to quickly get through the first layer of the 
“existing” truth. When one passes the surface, the literal part, of a story with ease, he can 
                                                
105 Ficta voluptatis causa sint proxima veris (338-39). 
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immediately set out to search for the more important figurative meaning underneath, and 
therefore, shorten the process of attaining the significance of the work. From the perspective of 
the artist, St Augustine’s definition of fables in the Quaestiones evangeliorum (Questions on the 
Gospels), written about 400 CE, is prone to allow freedom in the use of figurative language in 
the ecclesiastical field. His distinction between figures and lies, as Mehtonen acclaims, is crucial 
to the understanding of the twelfth-century discussions of fabula: “Not everything we make up is 
a lie. When we make up something that does not signify anything, there we have a lie. However, 
when our fiction refers to a certain meaning, it is not a lie, but a figure of truth. Therefore, fiction 
is a figure if it is used with reference to some truth. On the other hand, fiction is a lie, if the 
reference is lacking”106 (2.51, trans. Mehtonen, p. 124). Since the meaning of truth is not 
specified in context, Augustine’s intent seems to be to amplify clerics’ applications of fictitious 
narratives by assigning these stories any meaningful connotations.  
Nevertheless, according to Mehtonen, there existed a distinction between fabula and 
narratio fabulosa, “fabulous narrative.” In the fifth-century commentary on Cicero’s Dream of 
Scipio, Macrobius, preferring the latter, states that “a decent and dignified conception of holy 
truths, with respectable events and characters, is presented beneath a modest veil of allegory. 
This is the only type of fiction approved by the philosopher who is prudent in handling sacred 
matters” (1.2.11, trans. Stahl p. 85). Hence he excludes fables that merely “delight the ear” (as do 
the comedies of Menander and the imaginative narratives of Petronius Arbiter and Apuleius), 
those that employ fictitious setting and plot (as in the fables of Aesop), and those that involve 
“matters that are base and unworthy of divinities and are monstrocities of some sort (as, for 
example, gods caught in adultery, or Saturn cutting off the privy parts of his father Caelus and 
                                                
106 Non enim omne quod fingimus mendacium est; sed quando id fingimus quod nihil significat, tunc est 
mendacium. Cum autem fictio nostra refertur ad aliquam significationem, non est mendacium sed aliqua figura 
ueritatis. – Fictio igitur quae ad aliquam ueritatem refertur figura est, quae non refertur mendacium est (2.51).  
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himself thrown into chains by his son and successor)”107 (1.2.7-11, trans. Stahl, pp. 84-85). What 
separates the controversial fabula from the acceptable narratio fabulosa in his statement seems 
to be the quality of being fictitious and the lack of connection to God; for the truths in this 
context are holy and sacred, in contrast to the secular truths concerning this-worldliness, and the 
philosopher is the one who transmits God’s truths.  
Mehtonen also points out that in the twelfth-century Dialogus super Auctores by Conrad 
of Hirsau, the exclusiveness of the spiritual truth is made even clearer. The teacher in this work 
instructs his pupil that  
[f]or poems, and among them common proverbs which have no weight, are one 
and the same thing, for they are transient . . . , but God-inspired sayings, which 
are founded in and made eternal by their spiritual meaning, are quite different. . . . 
Whatever truth can be found in man . . . is the work of Him who created man and 
gave to man what man did not have in himself. There are, therefore, in secular 
literature certain words which have a signification, but bear no relation to spiritual 
understanding and do not contribute to the formulation of the truth. (Trans. Minnis 
and Scott 51-52, quoted by Mehtonen 125-26, my italics)       
The main concern laid on the imperishable is similar to that in the pursuit of philosophy, yet this 
teacher’s speech urges the pupil to search the truth only in “God-inspired sayings.” Mehtonen 
                                                
107 Fabulae, quarŭ nomen indicat falsi professionĕ, aut tantŭ cŏciliadae auribus uoluptatis, aut adhortationis quoq; in 
bonă frugĕ gratia repertae sunt. Auditŭ mulcĕt uelut comaediae, quales Menăder, eius ue imitatores agĕdas dederŭt; 
uel argumĕta fictis casibus amatorŭ referta; quibus uel multŭ se Arbiter exercuit, uel Apuleiŭ nonnunq lusisse 
miramur. Hoc totŭ fabularŭ genus, quod solas auriŭ delicias profitetor e sacrario suo in nutricŭ cunas, sapientiae 
tractatus eliminat. Ex his autem quae ad quandam uirtutum speciem intellectŭ legentis hortantur, fit secunda 
discretio. In quibusdam enim et argumentum ex ficto locatur, et per mentacia ipse relationis ordo contexitur, ut sunt 
illae Aesopiae fabulae elegantia fictionis illustres. At in aliis argumĕtŭ quidĕ fundatur ueri soliditate, sed haec ipsa 
ueritas per quaedă cŏposita et ficta profertur: et haec iă uocatur narratio fabulosa, nŏ fabula . . . . Sequens in aliă 
rursus discretionĕ scissa, diuiditur . . . . Aut enim contexito narrationis per turpia et indigna numinibus, ac monstro 
similia cŏponitur: ut dei adulteri, Saturnus patris Caelii pudenda abscindens, et ipse rursus a filio regno potito in 
uincula coniectus: quod genus totŭ philosophi nescire malunt. Aut sacrarŭ rerŭ notio sub pio figmentorŭ uelamine, 
honestis et tecta rebus, et uestita nominibus enuntiatur. Et hoc est solŭ figmenti genus, quod cautio de diuinis rebus 
philosophantis admittit (Macrobius pp.4-5). 
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adds that Conrad acknowledged “the cognitive function of fictitious stories,” as “fables were 
practical exercises in the teaching of poetry, rhetoric, and sermons” (Mehtonen 126-27). Fable’s 
value here was established as a tool for education rather than an objective for the search of truth.   
Thus far, I have attempted to examine this issue through the interconnections between 
rhetorico-poetological and philosophical aspects as Mehtonen suggested. My concern was to 
establish that fictitious narratives in the Middle Ages were designed to embellish the expression 
of delivery in order to accomplish the goal of philosophical, or more precisely, religious 
edification that God was truth and that He dictated reality. Without the God-centered perspective 
and biblical hermeneutics, one cannot possibly comprehend how Ovid’s story of Deucalion and 
Pyrrha in the Metamorphoses (1.318-415) is close to the real (although the medieval mind could 
easily relate the myth, in which this couple survived the flood and created mankind by casting 
stones, to the Book of Genesis in the Old Testament).  
As for the practice, in “Sermons and Preaching in/and the Medieval University,” Phyllis 
Roberts affirms that sermons and preaching were integral to university life and education in the 
Middle Ages, and that Paris university statutes were the model for theological studies in 
medieval Europe (96, 84). In her concise outline of this topic, the early preaching in the first half 
of the twelfth century was simple in style and structure, addressing audiences of clerics in Latin. 
Before the end of this century, however, preaching carried an important weight in educating 
urban audiences in Western Europe. The thematic sermon, or the university-style sermon, 
emerging in the early thirteenth century, became the favored form of preaching by the fourteenth 
century. Roberts cites the fourteenth century English Dominican and Oxford master Thomas 
Waleys’s three means to develop sermons: “citation of authorities, arguments, and example” 
(92). She also points out that a late Dominican tractate, under the influence of St. Thomas 
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Aquinas, furthermore provided nine methods to expand a sermon. Harry Caplan, Roberts’s 
source, believes that this highly organized tractate is a representative manual108 that supplied 
sermon materials to medieval preachers with ars praedicandi (the art of preaching)  
  (1) through concordance of authorities, (2) through discussion of words, (3) 
through explanation of the properties of things, (4) through a multiplication of 
senses, (5) through analogies and natural truths, (6) through marking of an 
opposite, (7) through comparisons, (8) through interpretation of a name, and (9) 
through multiplication of synonyms. (Caplan 93-94) 
 The fourth method is also the four-senses approach to Scripture that I have discussed in chapter 
one of this dissertation. According to Caplan, it was a common practice of hermeneutics in 
exegetical theory in the Middle Ages. The multiplication of senses includes the literal, the 
allegorical, the moral (or tropological), and the anagogical interpretations. They have some 
overlapped parts with the understanding of the fable owing to the latter’s kinship with the 
allegory and the parable; therefore, it is not surprising that the fable also made its way into some 
sermons for the fact that a fable may be generally narrated to illustrate analogies and natural 
truths. For example, Aetiological Aesopic fables such as the fable of “True Dreams and False 
Dreams”109 or that of “The Bat”110 may be used to explain the properties of dreams and 
prophecies, and the consequence of being irresolute. Within both fables, the opposites and 
                                                
108 Caplan claims this tractate represents a method used from the twelfth to the fourteenth century, which can offer 
an insight into the history of the oratory of pulpit as to how it reached its excellence after a long development. See 
Caplan pp. 40-78 “A Late Mediaeval Tractate on Preaching” for details. 
  
109 Perry #385, the Life of Aesop #33. It gives an account about why people have true dreams and false dreams in 
their sleep, explaining that Zeus devised true dreams to prevent Apollo from having too much power over people. 
However, reconciled with Apollo, he added false dreams so that people still had to seek Apollo for the real 
prophecy.  
 
110 Perry #566. The fable depicts the bat, irresolute between the birds and the beasts during their war, and who was 
subsequently considered a traitor by both camps. Henceforth, he must hide himself in the dark shadows.  
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comparisons seem to have been created with a simple touch, yet they can provide lively imagery 
promptly if a cleric were to illustrate the difference between true divinity of God (Apollo’s 
oracle) and the false conceptions of mankind (dreams), or the punishment an indecisive pagan 
(the bat) would receive after death.  
Although the patristic curriculum and training were scholastic at the time, as Adam Davis 
notes in his “The Formation of a Thirteenth-Century Ecclesiastical Reformer at the Franciscan 
Studium111 in Paris,” sermons were preached to religious and secular masters and students on 
Sundays and feast days. They “tended to appeal to their listeners’ emotions as much as their 
reason” and also “served to ensure that graduates left the university not only with wisdom, but 
also with eloquence” (107). Wonders and miracles were fascinating parts of sermons for the 
medieval laymen, as G. R. Owst emphasizes; especially moralization of animals, which manifest 
man’s link to nature112 (Literature 195). In his Preaching in Medieval England, Owst cites a 
phrase from Odo of Cheriton’s prologue to his Fables to elucidate the need of the sermon 
audiences and the preacher’s task:113 The preachers, trained in the schools, were the ones who 
could reveal the “mysteries of nature” in front of their audiences, “‘to please in method and 
                                                
111 According to George L. Haskins, a studium generale, as opposed to a studium particulare, was a medieval 
university that took students from all parts who came to study one of the superior faculties: law, medicine, and 
theology. In the twelfth century, studia generalia obtained great renown due to the ius ubique docendi, the right of 
teaching everywhere, which they granted to their students with their degrees. Paris, Bologna, and Salerno were the 
older universities that had the preeminent status apart from the other schools (281). 
 
112 Owst says that the tie between man and “primitive substance of creation” (i.e., animals) gives rise to the four 
humours within man’s body, for the ancient Greek philosophers taught that “every man and woman and beest is mad 
of foure elementes, that is to sey, feyr, eyer, watur and urthe [fire, air, water and earth]; and the condicions of hem 
arne founden in hem” (cited by Owst, 195).  
 
113 Odo’s version: “Paterfamilias debet proferre de thesauro suo noua et uetera uerba et exempla, quibus reficiatur 
fidelis anima” (Hervieux 175). “And let the paterfamilias bring forth from his storehouse both new and old words 
and exempla, with which faithful souls may be nourished” (trans. John Jacobs 67). 
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invent by rule’—‘joculator Dei [God’s jester]’ of St. Francis114 and sacred pedlar rolled into 
one—for ever bringing forth out of his treasure things new and old” (Preaching 81-82). In Odo’s 
prologue, besides this obligation of priests, he starts his Fables with words in the Bible to 
legitimate his usage of this seemingly frivolous genre: “[Aperiam in parabolis os meum; loquar 
propositiones ab initio [I will open my mouth in parables, I will speak my propositions from the 
beginning]115 (Psalms 77:2).” Parables, rather than fables, seem to be the genre by which Odo 
would define his tales, though they are of the nature of fables in terms of the content. Regarding 
the importance of parables, Fr. Reginald Walsh, O.P. discusses Christ’s use of parables in his 
“The Mystical Sense of Scripture—VI.” He quotes St. Matthew’s verses to elucidate this point: 
v. 34 “All these things Jesus spoke in parables to the multitudes; and without parables He did not 
speak to them.” v. 35 “That it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet, saying I will 
open My mouth in parables, I will utter things hidden from the foundation of the world” (Walsh 
803). With this opening line from the Vulgate Psalter, Odo connects the wonder of fables to that 
of parables, which are held as sacred by the Christianized Europe.  
                                                
114 St. Francis of Assisi (1181/82-1226), the founder of the Franciscan orders of the Friars Minors in 1210, devoted 
his life to poverty and charity by following Christ’s footsteps. He was called the joculator Dei because despite his 
dire condition of living, he brought merriment to people by spreading the love of God and joy of living in this world 
(Encyclopædia Britannica; Blandshard). 
 
115 The Latin original is taken from Léopold Hervieux’s compilation of Les fabulistes latins depuis le siècle 
d'Auguste jusqu'à la fin du moyen âge, p. 173. John Jacobs translates this phrase as “I will reveal the mysteries of 
long ago” (65), which seems to be a loose translation or have been influenced by other similar quotations from the 
biblical texts. Fr. Reginald Walsh, O.P. mentions similar quotations in a footnote of his article for comparison: the 
Vulgate St. Matthews v. 35 “That it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet, saying I will open My 
mouth in parables, I will utter things hidden from the foundation of the world [eructabo abscondita a constitutione 
mundi].” The Vulgate Psalter has “Aperiam in parabolis os meum; loquar propositiones ab initio,” which is what 
Odo uses here. St. Jerome’s version of the Psalter has “Aperiam in parabola os meum; loquar aenigmata antigua [I 
will open my mouth in a parable, I will speak old enigmas]” (803, my slightly modified translation in the second 
half of the sentence).  
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“Examples move men more than precepts,” says Owst that this is a favorite quotation of 
the preachers from St. Gregory onward116 (Preaching 303), also mentioned in Odo’s prologue.117 
This sentence first came from Seneca’s Epistles (6.5), “Longum iter est per praecepta, breve et 
efficax per exempla” (“long is the way (for one to follow) by means of precepts, short and 
effective by examples”). John Mirk’s Festial (1400) also brings up a similar notion from St 
Augustine: “Then saythe Seynt Austeyn [Augustine] that an ensampull yn doyng ys mor 
commendabull then ys techyng other [or] prechyng”118 (“Then says Saint Augustine that an 
example in doing is more commendable than is teaching or preaching”). Owst points out that 
John Bromyard’s often-cited Summa Predicantium119 by medieval priests and writers contains 
anything but history (Preaching 303). It actually shows in some homiletic collections that the 
examples did not have to be facts. A number of well-known preachers at the time liked to mingle 
fables with anecdotes of natural wonders. According to Joseph Jacobs, in addition to Odo of 
Cheriton’s Narrationes, fables can be found in John of Sheppey’s sermons, John of Salisbury’s 
Polycraticus, Mapes’ Poems, Neckam’s De Naturis Rerum, or the clergy’s sermon source books 
by Robert Holkot, by John Bromyard, or by Nicole (or Nicholas) Bozon120 (184-85). Like John 
                                                
116 According to Thomas Frederic Crane, the first systematic use of exempla appeared in Gregory’s “In Evangelia” 
before 604 CE. Gregory said in one of his homilies (xxxviii., Migne, Patrol. Lat., vol. Ixxvi., p. 1290, sect. 15), “Sed 
quia nonnunquam mentes audientium plus exempla fidelium quam docentium verba convertunt” (Crane xviii). This 
quotation since then became an authority for preachers to use exempla in their sermons. 
 
117 “Et quoniam, ut dicit Gregorius, plus quandoque compungunt exempla quam uerba, aperiam in parabolis os 
meum [and also, Gregory says, since exempla prick more than words, I will open my mouth in parables]” (IX. 1; 
Hervieux 175). 
 
118 The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Proverbs—“Example is better than precepts.” Originally from Festial (Early 
English Text Society) 216. 
 
119 John Bromyard was a Dominican friar and one of the most influential preachers in fourteenth-century England. 
Owst believes that his massive Summa Predicantium (meaning “the main thing of preaching”) gathers rich materials 
representing Mendicant preaching in England during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries (Literature 224). 
 
120 Nicole Bozon was an English Franciscan friar who lived in the early fourteenth century. Jacobs seems not to 
distinguish fables, made-up stories, from the Aesopic fables, whereas Owst’s view rather separates the two. He 
considers that Bozon and Bromyard were the two preachers who continued the use of the Aesopic fables started by 
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Bromyard and the French bishop and Cardinal, Jacques de Vitry (c.1160/70-1240), who were 
accustomed to using exempla, a short anecdote illustrating a moral truth, Odo was especially 
renowned for his fables. 
In their essence, Odo’s tales fit into the category of Macrobius’s narratio fabulosa 
without question, but their literary form leads back to the differentiation between fables and 
parables. H. J. Blackham asserts that Odo did not use fables but “parabolae [parables],” “[f]ables 
he adoped, adapted, or invented for systematic exposure of the behaviour of nobles and prelates” 
(51). He maintains that Odo distinguished fable and parable: “[F]able is independent and general, 
parable particular and ad hoc. That is how Odo of Cheriton distinguished them in his own 
practice. . . . A parable refers to something there, a fable to what it puts there: exposition and 
composition” (187). The last sentence suggests that a fable is self-contained; however, though 
this separation of the two is not completely wrong, it may not be thorough enough. For in this 
distinction, a fable cannot be put in use to depend on any given context or it will be turned into a 
parable for aiming at a particular purpose. The difficulty of the distinction comes from the 
elasticity of the genre itself. R. T. Lenaghan’s inspiring introduction to Caxton’s Aesop 
delineates fable’s generic ambiguity, which has caused definitions of it to be either too general, 
such as the main concern of the medieval authorities: “it is made up,” or too narrow on one side, 
such as the grammar teacher’s view: it is “a simple, instructive tale” (12-13). Despite 
Blackham’s specification of Odo’s works, and that they were sometimes entitled Parabolae121 or 
Narrationes (comparisons or narratives), it is not at all problematic to call them “Fables of Odo 
                                                
Odo (Literature 204-209). For details see Owst, “Fiction and Instruction in the Sermon Exempla” in Literature and 
Pulpit in Medieval England, pp. 149-209. 
 
121 The meaning of parabola in classical Latin is “comparison” (Smith 507). In medieval Latin it can mean 
“metaphor,” “simile,” “parable” (Niermeyer 760). Although narratio means “narrative” originally (Smith 453), it 
can refer to “statement of claim” in medieval Latin (Niermeyer 713). 
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of Cheriton,” in accordance to the title “Fabulae” given in Hervieux’s massive compilation of 
Les fabulistes latins (Hervieux 173). Conversely, this is rather a common title, indicating that 
there may not be such a sharp line separating these two types of narratives.  
 
The Theme of the Fox and the Beast Epic  
        
Odo of Cheriton (c. 1185- c. 1247) is regarded as a leading moral fabulist in medieval 
England. In light of the rarity of animal fiction in English sermons, Owst suggests that he might 
be the first preacher who absorbed the “Aesopic and romantic fables” while studying in Paris. He 
integrated the fables into his sermons in the thirteenth century, a time when the Roman de Renart 
(Romance of Reynard) was popular among the Anglo-Norman aristocracy (Literature 204-205). 
Odo’s main source was certainly not only these cyclic fables centering on Reynard the fox. In the 
introduction to his translation of The Fables of Odo of Cheriton, John Jacobs tells us the 
consensus on Odo’s sources: Phaedrus’s fables, the Romulus, which is based on Phaedrus, the 
animal lore in Pliny the Elder, Isidore of Seville, the medieval bestiaries and Physiologus, and 
Romance of Reynard (28). According to the criticism of the Romance of Reynard that Patricia 
Terry mentions in her translation of this work, before Pierre de Saint-Cloud developed in French 
the earliest sections of the Reynard stories between 1180 and 1200, Marie de France’s French 
translation of Aesop’s fables and Nivardus’ Latin poem Ysengrimus (c. 1150) had just appeared 
in the preceding decades. The latter is most likely to have provided Pierre de Saint-Cloud with 
the model of an animal epic revolving around the feud between the fox and the wolf (Terry 6). 
The Romance of Reynard is such an important text, which has influenced so much European 
literature in the Middle Ages, that the fabulists in England also seem to have a predilection for 
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Reynard, or at least for fables of a fox without the name or with a new name. Odo has eleven out 
of the total 117 fables featuring the fox as the main character, second only to the human 
characters, who exist in thirty-two of the fables. In Robert Henryson’s thirteen Morall Fabillis 
(“Moral Fables”) in Middle Scots,122 as George Gopen observes, there are seven derived from 
Aesopic sources, and six based on the Reynardian tradition (17). In between, there was the 
Middle English poem, The Fox and the Wolf, which highlights the long feud between Reynard 
and Ysengrin the wolf. Here I shall briefly compare these authors’ treatments of the fox, whose 
importance in the sermonic fables made it a regular character in the earliest Aesopic fables 
translated into Chinese. To distinguish types of writing, I will also discuss the differences 
between the genres of the fable and the beast epic in passing.  
Odo’s Latin Fables, as John Jacobs estimates, were probably written after 1225 at the 
mature stage in his career. In the prologue, he professes his wish to be Ruth, who gathered God’s 
handfuls and let Boaz the redeemer, symbolizing Christ, reward the reaper who nourished the 
souls with exempla. “And let fall some of your handfuls of purpose, and leave them, that she 
may gather them without shame” (Ruth 2:16). In this opening invocation to God in the Book of 
Ruth, Odo establishes his intention of being God’s laborer. And among all those whom he lists to 
receive a hard judgment in the prologue, the worst are false prelates and rich men. Without 
doubt, as the tradition has it in the old fables, animal lore, and French romance, the smart yet 
deceptive animal is the fox, who always plays the false role in Odo’s works, specifically the 
religious imposter. His debut in Odo’s collection occurs in Fable #19 in Hervieux’s edition,123 
“The Fox, the Wolf, and the Well-Bucket.” In that fable, he lies to the wolf Isengrim 
                                                
122 According to George Gopen, it was “a literary language that was essentially a Northern dialect of Middle 
English” (35). 
 
123 Fable #29 in John Jacobs. 
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(“Ysemgrimus”) saying that there are many fish in the well where he is trapped. The credulous 
wolf therefore gets into the bucket. Hence “when one [bucket] ascends, the other [bucket] 
descends [quando una ascendit, alia descendit]” (Hervieux 192). This notion of going up and 
down echoes the processes Odo describes in the prologue that Christ descends from heaven to 
earth and then to hell, liberating humankind; next he ascends from hell to earth, and then to 
heaven, to sit next to God (LXIII. 1). The fox in this fable is compared to the Devil by Odo: “The 
Devil promised Adam many good things; but he discharged his promise with many evil things 
[Diabolus multa bona Ade promisit; sed multa mala persoluit]” (Hervieux 192). Down at the 
bottom of the well, the fox, like the snake in the Genesis, deceives the wolf with his voice, for 
the latter cannot see his presence clearly from above. Although here the fox does not have a 
name, the wolf’s name “Ysemgrimus,” obviously takes after the name of the Reynardian 
character “Ysengrin” and the title of the mid-twelfth century Latin poem Ysengrimus. The 
connection is even clearer in Fable #25,124 “The Fox Confesses His Sins to the Cock,” that Odo 
calls his fox “Reinardus” in the scene where the fox confronts the cock, named Chantecler, who 
is later devoured by the fox during his feigned confession (Hervieux 198). Though the storylines 
are basically simple, these names leave traces of the French Reynard cycles’ influences on Odo’s 
fables. While the former collection displays Reynard’s impudence without any moral judgment, 
Odo shows absolutely no tolerance toward his sinful conduct. For example, in Fable #51125 “The 
Fraud of the Fox,” the fox puts on a sheepskin to dazzle the sheep’s vision; hence Odo compares 
the fox to “false prophets,” “false monks, false preachers, [and] false religious” who, wearing 
white robes like the sheep of Christ, in fact only seek riches (Hervieux 222; trans. John Jacobs 
126). The author’s tone is often satirical in his remarks, such as in this fable he concludes by 
                                                
124 Fable #38 in John Jacobs. 
 
125 Fable #75 in John Jacobs. 
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saying, “For if I were able to make myself believe that white vestments would make me saintly, 
then I’d load my neck with as many as I could bear” (Ibid.). The fox’s multi-masks allow Odo to 
create contrasts, the main factor that arouses a biting irony, within a short length of narrative, and 
then preach his moral epimythium. The word “moral” here does not signify merely a lesson 
attached to a fable, but “moral” in the sense of conforming to God’s teaching in the Middle 
Ages.  
The earliest extant beast fable/epic in Middle English prior to Chaucer’s “Nun’s Priest’s 
Tale” is The Fox and the Wolf. Written in the late thirteenth century, this anonymous poem exists 
as the only early example in English of a versified story explicitly dealing with Reynard the 
Fox.126 Though the story seemingly corresponds to Branch II of the French Roman de Renart, 
not only is the second part of the story switched to a scene in the pit, but the tones of the cock’s 
and the fox’s speeches are given strong religious connotations. It can be fairly seen as a 
combination of two Aesopic fables: “The Cock and the Fox” (or in Odo, “The Fox Confesses His 
Sins to the Cock”) in the first part and “The Fox, the Wolf, and the Well-Bucket” in the second. 
The scheme of this English Reynard does not go so well with the cock Chanteclere at the 
beginning of the story as it does in other versions. No dramatic “sing if you dare” or “catch me if 
you can” repartee appears in the confrontation of this Chauntecler (The Fox, l. 37) and Reneuard 
(l. 133), as if they have been endowed with new characteristics through the changes in the 
spelling of their names. Without any success, the fox leaves the chicken coop, hungry and 
thirsty. Upon catching the sight of a pit of water, he takes one of the buckets next to it and leaps 
into the pit. “Cursed be the lust and pleasure [Wo wörthe . . . lust and wille]” (l. 96) says the fox 
after falling into the pit.  
                                                
126 In Chaucer’s version, the fox is called “Daun Russell,” instead of any variance of the name “Reynard” (l. 3334). 
Whether his direct source was the Reynard cycle is still under debate. But the cock’s name “Chauntecleer” in both 
the subtitle and the content of the tale reveals its relation to the Reynard cycle.   
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That knows no moderation in food.   
If I hadn’t eaten too much 
For the pleasure of my mouth,  
I wouldn’t have this shame now.   
Woe to him in each land 
That is thief amid his hand. 
I am caught in a treacherous trap,  
Or some devil brought me here.127  
(The Fox ll. 97-104, Dunn and Byrnes169. This and the following quotations from 
the poem in this section are my translations with the help of the glossary by 
Charles Dunn and Edward Byrnes.) 
It would have amazed French readers to see the fox truly repent and even complain about being 
tricked by some devil, whose role he normally takes in the Roman. Interestingly, he has actually 
not eaten (i-ete) anything at all before he hastily throws himself into the “trap,” because he does 
not successfully deceive Chauntecler in the first half of the story. Nearly four hundred and fifty 
lines about Reynard and Chanteclere in the Roman Branch II (Terry 25-38) were condensed to 
sixty-five lines in this Middle English poem if the latter was in fact modeled on this popular 
French beast epic. Then why does the fox in the poem relate this mishap with his appetite right 
away by saying, “If I hadn’t eaten too much / For the pleasure of my mouth, / I wouldn’t have 
this shame now” (ll. 98-100)? The self-disapproval does not seem reasonable under these 
                                                
127 That ne con meth too his mete. 
     Yef Ich nevede too muchel i-ete, 
     This ilke shome neddi nouthe, 
     Nedde lust i-ben of mine mouthe. 
     Him is wo in eche londe, 
     That is thef mid his honde. 
     Ich am i-kaut mid swikele ginne, 
     Other soum devel me broute her-inne. 
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circumstances. For in this rewrite, the poor fox just wants to have enough water to drink but, 
having no knowledge about the device of a well, falls into the pit. The author seemed eager to 
chastise the fox’s gluttony as his inherent flaw, yet he only found a weak excuse. It is unclear 
why he omitted the dramatic scene of catching and running in “The Cock and the Fox.” One 
probable reason might be his shifting the focus to the second part of the poem between the fox 
and the wolf. 
 Compared to Odo’s simple sketch of the storyline, this fox, Reneuard, deceives the 
passing wolf with flowery rhetoric that the pit is a paradise: “Why should I go in to the world, / 
where there is only sorrow and woe / and live in filth and in sin? / But here are many kinds of 
joy. / Here are both sheep and goats”128 (The Fox ll. 163-167, Dunn and Byrnes 170). The 
hungry wolf, Sigrim (l. 128; as an English variant of the French Ysengrin), attracted by food 
rather than heavenly joy, asks Reneuard to be his priest, so that he can confess all his sins and get 
into paradise (the pit) immediately. The word “brüche” (l. 233), which Reneuard uses to describe 
the opening to heaven’s bliss, according to George W. Tuma, can also mean a breach of moral 
law or sin. After getting out of the pit owing to the wolf’s jumping into another bucket, with 
complacency, the false priest exposes his villainy to the credulous victim, “I will ring the death 
knell / and sing a mass for your soul”129 (ll. 251-52, Dunn and Byrnes 172). The hypocrisy and 
treacherous nature of the fox described in Odo’s “The Fraud of the Fox” is preeminently 
portrayed in these lines of The Fox and the Wolf. Later on, the wolf’s being beaten to death by 
friars at the end even gravely warns what Odo has emphasized in his fables: one can first be 
                                                
128 Wat shuld Ich ine the worlde go,  
     Ther nis bote kare and wo, 
     And livie in fülthe and in sünne? 
     Ac her beth joies fele cünne. 
     Her beth bothe shepe and get. 
 
129 Thi soule-cnül Ich wille do ringe, 
     And masse for thine soule singe. 
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deceived and then be led to destruction by those corrupt clergymen who pretend to speak in the 
name of God.  
 The third example I am going to introduce that focuses on the moral aspect of the fox is 
by Robert Henryson, a Scottish poet and schoolmaster who lived in the fifteenth century during 
the chaotic reigns of James III and James IV. According to George Gopen, Henryson was 
assumed to have been born between 1420 and 1435, and to have died between 1490 and 1508, an 
era when the society quickly shifted from an agrarian economy to a mercantile economy (3-5). 
As the instability of the government lasted, the church was also facing the internal corruption and 
the government’s taking over the conferring of benefices. The reader can find that Henryson’s 
fables are far from being as simple as most of his predecessors’ works. On the contrary, his 
fables allow the stock animals to develop complete characterizations for the purpose of 
producing deeper meanings in each fable. The complexity and the structure of his moral fables 
might also reflect the uneasiness of people due to the disturbances in their surroundings. In his 
fable, “The Tale of the Lion and the Mouse,” through a dream vision, Henryson openly expresses 
his intent of using Aesop’s fables for moral correction. Upon seeing the legendary Aesop in his 
dream, he addresses him “Poet Lauriate,” the one who has “written all those Fables, which in 
their effect, although they be ficticious, are full of prudence and morality” (ll. 1377-81; trans. 
Gopen 110). Though the figure of Aesop in this fable speaks his doubt about the effect when the 
narrator asks him to relate a fable, this scene also reveals Henryson’s reason of applying fables to 
preaching:  
  Shaking his head he [Aesop] said, “My son, let that be; for of what worth is it to 
tell a ficticious tale, when holy preaching has no good effect? Now in this world, 
it seems to me, very few or none have reverence for the word of God. The ear is 
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deaf, the heart is hard as stone; now open sin exists without correction, and the 
heart sinks ever downwards towards the earth. So corrupted is the world with a 
black disease that now my tales may afford but little aid.”130 (ll. 1388-97; trans. 
Gopen 112-13) 
Nevertheless, at the author’s request, Aesop still tells the story of “The Lion and the Mouse” and 
bids him “persuade the churchmen constantly to pray that treason be exiled from this country, 
that Justice reign, and that Lords keep their faith to their sovereign King” before the narrator 
awakes from his dream131 (ll. 1616-19; trans. Gopen 122-125). Compared to Odo of Cheriton, 
who connects fable with parable to legitimize his using fiction to preach God’s words, Henryson 
pays respect to his author directly. Starting from the beginning of his prologue to the fables, he 
defends this genre by saying that “[t]hough the fabulous tales of old poetry are not all grounded 
in truth, still their polished terms of delightful rhetoric are most pleasing to the ear of man. 
Moreover, the reason they first were written was to reprove man’s evil-living by representing it 
in terms of another thing”132 (ll. 1-7; trans. Gopen 40). He even quotes Aesop’s words, “Dulcius 
                                                
130 Schaikand his heid, he said, ‘my sone lat be; 
     For quhat is it worth to tell ane fenyeit taill, 
     Quhen haly preching may na thing avail? 
 
     ‘Now in this warld, me think, richt few or nane 
     To Goddis word that hes devotioun; 
     The eir is deif, the hart is hard as stane, 
     Now oppin sin without correctioun, 
     The hart inclynand to the eirth ay doun; 
     Sa roustie is the warld with canker blak 
     That now my taillis may lytill succour mak.’ 
 
131 Perswaid the kirkmen ythandly to pray 
     That tressoun of this contrie be exyld, 
     And Justice Regne, and Lordis keip thair fay 
     Unto thair Soverane King, baith nycht and day. 
 
132 Thocht feinyeit fabils of ald poetre 
     Be not al grunded upon truth, yit than 
     Thair polite termes of sweit Rhetore 
     Richt plesand ar Unto the eir of man; 
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arrident seria picta iocis [Serious things smile more sweetly mingled with the light-hearted]”133 
(l. 28; trans. MacQueen 79). This quotation must have been taken from the Walter of England, 
also called, Gualterus Anglicus, or “Anonymous Neveleti,” collection (prol. l. 2; Walter 19), 
which, according to Denton Fox, was the main source of Henryson and the most common 
version of Aesop, as well as a standard schoolbook in the late Middle Ages (ix).  
 Like Odo, Henryson has both “The Tale of Sir Chanticlere and the Fox” (Fable #3) and a 
different version of “The Fox, the Wolf, and the Well-Bucket”—“The Tale of the Fox that 
Beguiled the Wolf by the Reflection of the Moon” (Fable #10), also known as “The Fox, the 
Wolf, and the Farmer.” In the former tale, the fox first reveals that his name is Lawrence 
(“Lowrence” l. 429) and he has grey locks (“lyart loikkis” l. 459), as if deliberately making a 
contrast to the famous Reynard’s red color. Although critics believe that besides Walter of 
England’s Latin fables, the Fabules of John Lydgate, Caxton’s Reynard and Aesop, Petrus 
Alfonsus’ Disciplina clericalis, Roman de Renart, Odo of Cheriton, and Chaucer might have all 
been Henryson’s sources, his originality is undeniable (Kindrick 254). “The Tale of the Fox that 
Beguiled the Wolf by the Reflection of the Moon,” a variation of “The Fox, the Wolf, and the 
Well-Bucket,” is about how the wolf, with the fox as a helper, tries to take advantage of a farmer, 
whereas it ends up that the fox gets the better of the two with a deal he secretly makes with the 
farmer. Here the fox represents a false judge. In his private bargain with the farmer, he first 
claims, “I am loathe to go against my conscience,” but soon suggests the farmer to offer him a 
                                                
     And als the caus that thay first began 
     Wes to repreif the haill misleving 
     Off man be figure of ane uther thing.  
 
133 Gopen’s translation in the endnote seems misleading: “People are pleased more sweetly with light matters than 
with serious ones” (196). 
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bribe since “[n]ot all who raise their hands to heaven are holy”134 (ll. 2319, 2325; trans. Gopen 
160-161). After the man promises him six or seven of the fattest hens, he replies, “ ‘I am really a 
Judge’ (said Lawrence then, and laughed). ‘No bribe should distract me from the path of 
righteousness; I may take the hens and capons well enough because God has gone to sleep; as for 
the doings of this night, small things such as these do not come to His attention’”135 (ll. 2329-33; 
ibid.). The contradiction of his discourse directly mirrors the hypocrisy of mankind when they 
are about to commit sins, as they must maintain a fair appearance while they find excuses for 
their small flaws. Then, when the fox tricks the wolf into following him to find the cheese at the 
bottom of the well, his words again shed light upon the truth with an ironic tone. The wolf, as he 
falls into the well, cries out, “ ‘When I am coming down like this, why are you going upwards?’ 
‘Sir’ (replied the Fox), ‘that is how it goes with Fortune: as one comes up, she wheels another 
down!’”136 (ll. 2417-19; trans. Gopen 164-65). This is the very last dialogue of the fable and so 
true both literally and metaphorically. In this way, Lawrence is different from Odo’s fox, who 
still kept telling lies when being asked by the wolf in the same situation: “ ‘Dear brother, where 
are you going?’ And the fox replied: ‘I’ve eaten enough and so I’m coming back up. But go on 
down and you’ll discover wonderful things’”137 (Hervieux 192; trans. Jacobs 89).  
                                                
134 I am laith to hurt my conscience ocht. 
     ………………………………………………... 
     All ar not halie that heifis thair handis to hevin. 
 
135 I am ane Juge (quod Lowrence than, and leuch); 
     Thair is na Buddis suld beir me by the rycht; 
     I may tak hennis and caponis weill aneuch, 
     For God is gane to sleip; as ffor this nycht, 
     Sic small thingis ar not sene in to his sicht. 
 
136 ‘I cummand thus dounwart, quhy thow upwart hyis?’ 
     ‘Schir’ (quod the Foxe), ‘thus fairis it off Fortoun: 
     As ane cummis up, scho quheillis ane uther doun!’ 
 
137 Et quando obviaverunt sibi, ait Lupus: Bone compater, quo uadis? Et ait Vulpes: Satis comedi et ascendo. Tu, 
descende(ns) et inuenies mirabilia. 
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 It seems that to Henryson, the fox is more than just a representation of the devil, but a 
messenger of the truth. For instance, he says in Fable #5 that Lawrence (the fox) has instructed 
him (“to me as Lowrence leird” l. 884) all the beasts who attended the trial of the fox, before 
Henryson lists one example of each kind. And in the moral (“moralitas”) of Fable #4, “The Tale 
of How This Same Fox138 Made His Confession to Friar Wolf-Who-Lies-in Wait,” he equates 
the common nature of beasts and man when commenting on the death of the fox: “Habitude has 
such power to dominate Nature in beast and man, that they act as they do out of necessity, since 
for so long it has been their custom”139 (ll. 786-88; trans. Gopen 81). Henryson seems to have 
sympathy with this little animal, who is hopelessly driven by his own nature, just like man; or 
maybe we should say that he lets the animals visualize and act out mankind’s conditions, and 
therefore, to him, they are more like humans than merely beasts that are used as a tool without 
characterization. As such, his stories are beast epics, in which the author does not maintain an 
objective tone during the narration. He also has the liberty to expand the length of the tales and 
make a series of romances involving a group of distinctive animal characters.   
 The differences of the genres create diverse expectations for the reader. According to 
Robert Lambdin’s definition in Encyclopedia of Medieval Literature, “[t]he medieval literary 
form of the beast epic consists of a series of linked stories grouped around animal characters. 
The beast epic often presents a satirical commentary about events related to the church or the 
court. The work was novel in that it gave human qualities to beast characters. . . . Among the 
best-known beast epics are those dealing with Reynard the Fox” (52). Although Odo’s use of the 
names, such as Reinardus, Chantecler, and Isengrim, shows some traces of the French Reynard, 
                                                
138 The same fox of “The Tale of Sir Chanticlere and the Fox” (Fable #3). 
 
139 Use drawis Nature swa in propertie 
     Of beist and man, that neidlingis thay man do, 
     As thay of lang tyme hes bene hantit to. 
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his fables are still short and stay separated from each other. The animals without individuality 
also remain as symbols to refer to certain types of people. Therefore, we can easily determine 
that his works are Aesopic fables.  
 The style of The Fox and the Wolf, however, takes after that of the Reynard cycle. 
Besides the length of the poem and the characterization of animals, the relationship between the 
fox and the wolf discloses the connection between the poem and its predecessor: “He [The Wolf] 
came to the pit and heard the fox. / He knew his voice well, / for he was his neighbor / and his 
friend of childhood”140 (ll. 113-16; Dunn and Byrnes 169). In his absolution, the wolf also 
mentions that he knows about the fox’s adultery with his wife,141 which occurs in the Reynard 
cycle Branch II and subsequently generates some sequels revolving on their feud and Reynard’s 
escape and trial. Only the target of criticism shifts from the French court to church in the 
medieval English poem, as these animals frequently mention God or Christ in their conversation, 
and the author arranges a group of friars to beat up the wolf at the end. Like the Reynard cycle, 
no moral follows the poem intending to offer any explanation or instruction. This more or less 
concerns the characteristics of satire, the concealed message of which the author would rather 
not risk giving away.  
 Despite his tribute to Aesop, Henryson’s stories do not have the form of Aesop’s fables, 
but that of the medieval beast epics. A glimpse at the opening of “The Tale of Sir Chanticlere 
                                                
140 He com to the pütte, thene vox i-herde. / He him kneu wel by his rerde, / For hit wes his neighebore / And his 
gossip, of children bore. 
 
141 Menseide that thou on thine live 
     Misferdest mid mine wive. 
     Ich thee aperseivede one stounde, 
     And in bedde togedere ou founde. 
     [Men said that you in your life  
     had misbehaved with my wife.  
     I perceived you once,  
     and found you two together in bed.] 
     (ll. 211-14; Dunn and Byrnes 171)  
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and the Fox” can provide us with a good view:  
  Though brute beasts are irrational, that is to say, wanting powers of discretion, yet 
each one naturally possesses many diverse characteristics: the Bear so strong, the 
Wolf, the Lion wild, the treacherous Fox, crafty and cunning, the Dog which 
barks at night and guards the house. So different are their traits, a mystery to man, 
and so numerous, and demonstrating such diversities in nature, that it exceeds my 
powers of description. That is the reason I intend to write about a particular case I 
came across, which happened just last year to a Fox and noble Chanticlere.142 (ll. 
397-410; tran. Gopen 60-61) 
Obviously, this is not like the start of a typical fable, which tells the story directly and briefly, 
but rather seems to be a tale that is merged with the narrator’s subjective voices. Henryson 
makes clear the diverse traits of the irrational animals and then picks one to relate later, as he 
says that it “happened just last year to a Fox and noble Chanticlere.” One may be curious about 
why the Fox has no name, as opposed to noble Chanticlere, whose name seems to be well-known 
due to the Romance of Reynard, and why it must be “last year” rather than a long time ago. In 
addition to the author’s subjective narration of the story, the specificities of names and time are 
both aspects that militate against the universality of a fable. Also, instead of letting this animal 
                                                
142 Thocht brutall beistis be Irrationall, 
     That is to say, wantand discretioun, 
     Yit ilk ane in thair kynd naturall 
     Hes mony divers inclinatioun. 
     The Bair busteous, the Wolff, the wylde Lyoun, 
     The Fox fenyeit, craftie and cawtelous, 
     The Dog to bark on nicht and keip the hows. 
     
     Sa different thay ar in properties, 
     Unknawin to man, and sa infinite, 
     In kynd havand sa ffell diversiteis, 
     My cunning it excedis ffor to dyte. 
     For thy as now I purpose ffor to wryte 
     Ane cais I ffand, quhilk ffell this ather yeir, 
     Betwix ane Foxe and ane gentill Chantecleir. 
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show its characteristics through action, as fables normally do, when he describes the fox, 
Henryson endows him with all the negative qualities that a fox supposedly has. For example, in 
its confrontation with the cock, he says, “This crafty, false, and feigning Fox played a trick on 
Chanticlere”143 (ll. 460-61; trans. Gopen 64-65). As for the Cock’s reaction, he applies a similar 
way of description: “The Cock, then, inflated by conceit and vanity, which throw so many into 
confusion, trusting thereby to win great admiration, shutting his eyes unwarily and walking up 
and down, braced himself to sing and crow”144 (ll. 474-78; ibid). With the author’s guidance, 
before the end of the story, the reader obtains both the idea that the fox is deceitful and the idea 
that the cock is vainglorious. This is contrary to the objectivity of a fable, where the author’s 
view, normally shown in the moral, is separated from the content itself. Yet Henryson invokes 
Aesop in a dream vision and maintains the fable tradition of adding a moral after a story, which 
is not a necessary practice for a beast epic (as one can observe that in the series of the Romance 
of Reynard and The Fox and the Wolf, there is none). Such is a creative writer’s free adaptation 
of the genre to suit his needs.  
 
Conclusion 
 
 The Greek progymnasmata, dated to the fourth century BCE, were the earliest evidence 
that proved the use of the fable in education. They were a series of speaking and writing 
exercises that were assigned to schoolboys in the transition from the school of grammar to that of 
                                                
143 This fenyeit Foxe, ffals and dissimulate,  
     Maid to this Cok ane cavillatioun. 
 
144 The Cok, infect with wind and fals vanegloir, 
     That mony puttis unto confusioun, 
     Traisting to win ane grit worschip thairfoir, 
     Unwarlie winkand walkit up and down, 
     And syne to chant and craw he maid him boun. 
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rhetoric. The fable was the first exercise for deliberative rhetoric. When the Greek educational 
method was spread to the Romans, Cicero and Quintilian were the main proponents. The latter’s 
statement in his De Institutione Oratoria especially founded the indispensability of Aesop’s 
fables in children’s early learning process toward rhetoric. At this stage, the fable was taken as a 
rudiment of oratory simply for training. Later, in the Middle Ages, problems with that method of 
teaching surfaced because of controversies concerning truth and falsehood when preachers used 
fiction in their sermons. A medieval triad from Cicero’s De Inventione and the anonymous 
Rhetorica ad Herennium shows three different degrees of truthfulness in narration: historia – 
argumentum – fabula. Medieval Fathers found tradition and authorities that gave permission to 
lie with probability. St. Augustine in particular amplified the freedom to use fiction as long as it 
referred to some truth. Macrobius and Conrad of Hirsau made it clear that the truth must be 
related to God’s teaching. Hence, the fable in this period was a tool for education and had 
nothing to do with any kind of truth unless it carried God-inspired sayings. In this sense, that 
explains why the fable had to be called the parable due to the religious moral lessons attached to 
it, even if the form and content were drawn from the Aesopic fable corpus or could be identified 
as conforming to the Aesopic pattern. St. Gregory’s words, “Examples move men more than 
precepts,” became an authority that indirectly facilitated the mingling of fables and parables 
through biblical exempla. 
 In looking at some medieval treatment of fables in the religious context, we see three 
examples featuring the fox, an animal frequently cited in the sermons and also one that has a 
dominant role in the earliest group of fables translated into Chinese. Its controversial image in 
the western tradition is related to the most famous medieval beast epics, the Reynard cycle. A 
comparison of these three pieces shows that both Odo of Cheriton and the author of the medieval 
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poem “The Fox and the Wolf” made the fox a compelling symbol of false priests, while Robert 
Henryson revealed sympathy with this animal as an embodiment of human frailties and a 
messenger of the truth, which may not completely derive from the Bible. The in-depth 
characterization of animals in the subjective tone and the long detailed narration of the stories set 
“The Fox and the Wolf” and Henryson’s works apart from Odo’s for being beast epics instead of 
fables. In this understanding, we are confirmed that objectivity of the narration is one essential 
feature that contributes to the definition of the fable. In addition to the author’s voice, the 
specifications of names, time, and places can alter the form and transform the genre itself. When 
the genre of the fable is adjusted in order to become acceptable to another culture or religion, the 
changes are gradual but more profound.
  
PART II TRANSMISSION
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Chapter 4: Archaeological Evidence and Related Chinese History 
 
At the beginning of the twentieth century, many expeditions were carried out in East 
Turkestan, the region of Tarim Basin located in the northwestern part of China. Groups of 
archeologists and their crews, seemingly coming from anywhere but China, flooded into this 
yellow land adjacent to Taklamakan Desert in order to search for treasures buried in the deep 
caves. These groups are mostly known to have been led by Sven Hedin of Sweden, Sir Aurel 
Stein of Britain, Albert von Le Coq of Germany, Paul Pelliot of France, Langdon Warner of the 
United States, and Count Otani Kozui of Japan (Hopkirk 1-7). The time covered is from 1900, 
when the Mogao cave keeper, Daoist Wang Yuanlu, first discovered the secret cave in which a 
huge number of ancient scrolls, paintings, statues, and frescos were stored; to 1931, when the 
Chinese government realized the seriousness of their loss and closed the access they opened to 
foreign expeditions whose members they then began to call “thieves”145 (Liu and Meng 13-14, 
301-304). The answer to how Buddhism was carried into China, a question that interests the 
modern scholars the most, is tied to these finds. However, due to the secret competition among 
these “treasure hunters” during three decades, the relics and raw materials recording the 
historical facts are now located in diverse countries. Losing the claim on these precious relics has 
long caused resentment on the part of China. Because the “Western Regions” (Xiyu, now 
Xinjiang) were situated at the intersection of the five ancient civilizations (China, India, Western 
Asia, Greece, and Egypt), researching them was key to recovering the history of the interactions 
                                                
145 Also see the two introductions to Dunhuang jie yu lu《敦煌劫餘錄》(The Catalogue of Dunhuang Remnants 
after the Plunder), composed in 1930. Both Chen Yuan 陳垣, the editor of the book, and Chen Yinke 陳寅恪 point 
out that because the Chinese cherished documents written in Chinese, as opposed to other types of things such as 
pictures or objects, and saw only Buddhist works as worth keeping; the eight thousand six hundreds of scrolls 
remaining in Dunhuang, mostly Chinese Buddhist sutras, are like residues left behind after the best part has been 
taken away (1-5).   
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among these lands, which then led to globalization in the modern era. Thanks to the discoveries 
of these expeditions, researchers of different fields were able to gather invaluable information 
regarding the cultural activities in this area during the past two thousand years. Some of this 
precious heritage was henceforth preserved in diverse institutions, but some was destroyed 
during World War II. Fortunately, the remnants of the manuscripts of Aesop’s fables remain and 
are now housed in the Berlin Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities (Berlin-
Brandenburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften, hereafter BBAW).146 They were found by von 
Le Coq during the second German expedition in the city Gaochang (or Chotscho in von Le Coq’s 
words) in the Turfan (or Turpan) area during 1904 to 1905.147 A brief summary of the 
scholarship on these fragments is as follows: Scholar of the Western Regions of China, Lin 
Meicun 林梅村, suggests that the manuscript might relate to the transmission of Nestorianism 
into China. For he found that in the travel record written by the Northern Song Dynasty official, 
Wang Yande 王延德, Wang Yande shi Gaochang ji 《王延德使高昌記》(Accounts of Wang 
Yande’s Visiting Gaochang as Envoy),148 Wang saw that there were temples of Manichaeism and 
Nestorian monks there in 982 CE (457). The finds also include the remnants of a manuscript of 
the Panchatantra (Geng 100). Jes P. Asmussen declares in his 1966 essay, “Der Manichäismus 
als Vermittler literarischen Gutes [Manichaeism as Mediator of Literary Materials],” that 
“[t]hanks to the Manichean texts from central Asia, it is now possible not only to state that 
people made heavy use of stories and fable in religious pedagogy, but also to identify these texts 
                                                
146 A brief description of the four German expeditions, as well as those carried out by other countries, and resources 
for researches can be found on the website, International Dunhuang Project 
<http://idp.bl.uk/pages/collections_de.a4d>.  
 
147 Chotscho is spelled as Gaochang in Chinese pinyin system, or Cao-ch’ang in Wade Giles. Kara-khōja is the 
Uighur name of it.  
 
148 This record was later integrated as one part of the History of the Song, becoming the “Record of Gaochang.” 
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in some cases”149 (9). Hans-Joachim Klimkeit, agreeing with this view, says in his Die 
Seidenstraße (The Silk Road), published in 1988, “When Greek stories like the fables of Aesop 
or Manichaean works like ‘The Giant Book,’ which is dependent on the Jewish Enoch literature, 
are present, we have the Manicheans to thank for that, as they were principally the great 
mediators between East and West in literary matters”150 (195). Since Peter Zieme points out that 
most of these fragments found in East Turkestan are religious documents belonging to 
Buddhism, Manichaeism, and Nestorianism, there is no doubt that these religions were carried 
there and might have been popular for a certain period of time (“Äsop in Zentralasien” 40). What 
concerns our subject here is those fragments of Aesop’s fables. 
The following are two digital photos of the fragments first identified as coming from the 
manuscript of Aesop’s fables in question, taken from the web site of the BBAW in the Prussian 
Cultural Heritage Oriental Department of the Berlin State Library (Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin—
Preussischer Kulturbesitz Orientabteilung), reproduced here with the proper permission of the 
BBAW: 
 
                                                
149 My gratitude to Prof. Stephan Heilen, who translated it for me. The original is as follows, “Dank den 
manichäischen Texten aus Zentralasien ist es jetzt möglich, nicht nur zu konstatieren, dass man in weitem Umfang 
Erzählungen und Parabeln in der religiösen Pädagogik verwendete, sondern auch in einigen Fällen sie zu 
identifizieren.“ 
 
150 My gratitude to Prof. Michael Palencia-Roth, who provided this translation. The original is “Wenn selbst 
griechische Erzählungen wie die Fabeln des Äsop oder manichäische Werke wie das ›Gigantenbuch‹, das von der 
jüdischen Henoch-Literatur abhängig ist, vertreten sind, so verdanken wir das den Manichäern, die überhaupt die 
großen Vermittler literarischen Gutes zwischen Ost und West waren.“ 
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Fig. 1. The Turfan Study Group Digital Turfan Archive: Uigurian Text U 0029 recto 
Courtesy of the Berlin Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities 
 
Fig. 2. The Turfan Study Group Digital Turfan Archive: Uigurian Text U 0029 verso 
Courtesy of the Berlin Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities 
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Von Le Coq first published these pieces as document No. 14 in his “Türkische 
Manichaica aus Chotscho III [Turkish Manichean Studies of Gaochang III]” in 1922 with a 
German translation. Eight years later, L. Rásonyi Nagy’s essay, “Das uigurische Aesop – Josïpas 
– Fragment [The Uigurian Aesop – Josïpas – Fragment],” discussed the resemblance between 
these two fragments and a portion in the very incomplete version of the Life of Aesop (also 
known as the Romance of Aesop) published for the first time by A. Westermann in 1845.151 
Therein Aesop was answering two questions from his master. According to Nagy, the fables of 
Aesop might have first traveled to the East in the form of Syriac Nestorian literature and then 
were adopted by the Uighurs. He conjectures that the manuscript was written no later than the 
middle of the ninth century CE and that the Syrians probably received the fables from Greek 
sources in the seventh or eighth century (438-43). As for the connection between the Syriac and 
the Uighur writing, Asmussen observes that the name of Aesop, “yosïpas,” in the Uighur 
fragment corresponds to “Yōsīpōs” in one Syriac manuscript relating an Aesopic fable, “The 
Goat, the Sheep, and the Pig” (10 fn. 14). In his article, “Die türkischen Yosïpas-Fragmente [The 
Turkish Aesop-Fragments],” published in 1968, Zieme provides German translations with 
remarks and a glossary for eight new Uighur fragments in Berlin’s Turfan collection, which have 
been identified by Perry in his Aesopica as corresponding to different portions of his more 
complete critical edition of the Life of Aesop included in the same book. Zieme follows 
Asmussen’s opinion, saying that “the alteration of o to a [as showing in the change from the 
Syriac Yōsīpōs to the Uigurian Yosïpas] might originate first in the Turkish region, because it is 
                                                
151 B. E. Perry explains in the preface of his Aesopica, published in 1952, which provides a more complete critical 
edition of the Life of Aesop, that “Westermann’s text depends (indirectly) upon only one of the ten or twelve Greek 
manuscripts which contain this Life” (Aesopica xiv).	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unverifiable that o appears in a non-leading syllable in Old Turkish except in Brāhmī152 text” 
(“Die türkischen” 48 fn. 23). However, the twice-appearing name, “Aranyaka,” in the fragments 
VI and VIII in his article, as Zieme notes, reveals the Indian origin of the word, for it came from 
Sanskrit, āranyaka, “living in the forest”153 (ibid. 48). This revelation may not be so surprising if 
one keeps in mind that a manuscript of the Panchatantra is also on the list of the German 
expeditions’ unearthed goods, not to mention a great number of Buddhist documents and 
paintings that were also found in the nearby areas. For instance, the Uighurian folk song, 
“Eclogue” (Or. 8212-108, excavated in Dunhuang), which Yang Fuxue 楊富學 discusses in his 
Yin du zong jiao wen hua yu hui gu min jian wen xue《印度宗教文化與回鶻民間文學》
(Indian Religious Culture and Uighur Folk Literature, 2007) also includes the term “aranya” 
(89-90). But in this case, “aranya” is used to refer to the forest and the quiet place, similar to the 
meaning of the sinicized word, lanruo 蘭若, in the Chinese translation of this term in Buddhist 
literature.154 That is to say, “Aranyaka” as a name in an Aesopic fable could be a sign of the 
fusion of Buddhism and Manichaeism in Uighurian culture. These eight fragments of the Life of 
Aesop and Aesop’s fables, together with those two that have previously been published by von 
Le Coq, all belong to manuscripts that show traces of Buddhism, Manichaeism, and 
                                                
152 Brāhmī is an “ancient writing system ancestral to all Indian scripts except Kharoshti. It is derived from Aramaic 
and can be traced to the eighth or seventh century BC, when it may have been introduced to Indian merchants by 
people of Semitic origin” (Encyclopedia of India 263). 
 
153 The Āranyakas were studied by the Brahmans who lived a reclusive life in the forest. Both the Āranyakas and 
Upanishads are ancient scriptures of the last part of the Vedas, a large body of text written in Sanskrit in ancient 
India. They mainly describe the theories of rituals and the philosophical questions between human beings, nature, 
and gods (Xingyun 5055).  
 
154 The term “Āranya” was later extended in Chinese to mean a clean and quiet place where the Buddhist monks 
dwell, called lanruo 蘭若 (Ding 1465). One Chinese manuscript found in Dunhuang, “Lanruo kong zan 蘭若空讚 
[Aranya Praise]” dated to the Tang dynasty, shows that the term “Aranya” has been sinicized and become lanruo in 
the Chinese transcription of Buddhist documents (Y. Chen, The Catalogue 1, 342). 
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Nestorianism and might have been passed on from the Turkish region to the Manicheans in East 
Turkestan. 
“Aesop’s Fables in Central Asia,” a contribution to the project, “China and the 
Mediterranean World,” of the Union Académique Internationale was done by the Turfan Study 
Group (Turfanforschung) in the BBAW in 2009.155 The essay gathers and sums up all the 
translations of the fragments that have been identified as related to Aesop’s fables or the Life of 
Aesop, while it also acknowledges that there may still exist some other fragments or murals 
associated with Aesop that are still obscure due to their seriously damaged states. According to 
the article, Parthian, Sogdian, and Old Turkish versions of fables have so far been brought to 
light (“Aesop’s Fables in Central Asia” online PDF-text, 1; hereafter “Aesop’s”). They are dated 
back to the period between the eighth century and the twelfth century and categorized as Iranian 
sources (written in Parthian and Sogdian) and Old Turkish sources (written in Old Uighur) 
(ibid.). The three fables belonging to the Iranian sources are “The Monkey and the Fox,” “The 
Father and His Sons,” and one unidentified fable that mentions a wild cat and a bird.  
The Iranian fable 2, “The Father and His Sons,” in this report is especially noteworthy, 
for the frequency of its appearance in different regions may provide clues for the route of 
transmission of Aesop’s fables into central Asia in a period earlier than the eighth century. The 
following are the fragments thereof, reproduced here with proper permission:  
 
                                                
155 With the help of Dr. Simone-Christiane Raschmann at the BBAW, I was able to locate this precious unpublished 
report. I hereby express my gratitude to her. The Internet address of the PDF-text is listed in the bibliography of this 
dissertation. 
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Fig. 3. The Turfan Study Group Digital Turfan Archive: Manichaean Text M 48+/II/V/ lower-
right half, joined by Sundermann with M 1306-1307; cf. Sundermann Tablet (Tafel) 4 
Courtesy of the Berlin Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities 
 
Werner Sundermann provides a translation of this Parthian text in Mitteliranische 
manichäische Texte kirchengeschichtlichen Inhalts (Middle Iranian Manichean Texts with 
Content Pertaining to Church History) in 1981:  
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And the apostle (=Mani) told the King of Tūrān156 a tale (āzend): 
            There was a man and (he) had seven sons. 
           When the time of (his) death came, he called (his) sons. Seven … original … … 
… and … … … … cattle stick … … (he) tied. He said: ‘Do not undo (it). Break it 
at one attempt!’ No body was able to. Then he undid one …  
    {The rest is lost}  
            (Sundermann ll. 81-90 on p. 22; English translation taken from “Aesop’s” 5) 
It was found to bear a resemblance to Fable #53, “The Farmer’s Quarrelsome Sons,” in B. E. 
Perry’s Aesopica. Since Aesopica is a critical work that contains the earliest extant recension of 
Aesop’s fables, the Augustana recension, which is dated no later than the second century, I shall 
use this text as a standard for comparison (Perry xii). Considering the dates, Mani, the founder of 
Manichaeism, was born in 216 CE in Babylonia (Wilson 682), so there is no doubt that Mani’s 
story came out after this Aesopic fable. The report also notes that R. Merkelbach’s article, 
“Manichaica (10): Eine Fabel Manis [Manichean Studies (10): a Fable of Mani’s]” published in 
1988, draws attention to the same tale told by the Greek historian and biographer Plutarch (c. 45-
125 CE),157 whose main character is a Scythian king (Merkelbach 93). This is seen in the report 
as a proof that the tale traveled eastward. A translation of Perry’s Fable #53 is as follows: 
A farmer’s sons were quarrelsome. When he was unable, after much admonition, 
to persuade them by what he said to change their ways, he decided that he would 
have to do it by action and told them to bring him a bundle of sticks. When they 
had done as he told them, he first gave them the sticks all together and told them 
                                                
156 Tūrān is an Iranian term that indicates the region located on the northeast side of Iran, i.e., central Asia. Later it is 
used vaguely to refer to the country of the Turkic peoples (Donzel 461).   
 
157 See “Plutarchus” on Brill Online. 
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to break them in two. When they couldn’t do it, although they tried with all their 
might, he undid the bundle and gave them each a single stick. They broke the 
sticks easily, and their father said, “Well now, boys, it’s just the same with you; if 
you stick together, your enemies won’t be able to get you in their clutches, but if 
you quarrel, you’ll be easy to catch.” (Trans. by Daly 115-16) 
Plutarch’s version was written as an historical anecdote of Scilurus, king of the Scythians, in “De 
garrulitate [On Talkativeness]” and also in “Regum et imperatorum apophthegmata [Sayings of 
Kings and Commanders]” (Merkelbach 93, fn. 3). It was narrated in a different manner: 
Scilurus, king of the Scythians, left behind him eighty sons; when he was dying, 
he asked for a bundle of spear shafts and bade his sons take it and break it in 
pieces, tied closely together as the shafts were. When they gave up the task, he 
himself drew all the spears out one by one and easily broke them in two, thus 
revealing that the harmony and concord of his sons was a strong and invincible 
thing, but that their disunion would be weak and unstable. (“On Talkativeness,” 
Loeb edition 511 C) 
The Chinese historical story, “A-Chai Breaking Arrows,” in the Wei shu《魏書》(Book of Wei) 
takes the same narrative mode with almost the same storyline. It is categorized as a Chinese 
“yuyan 寓言,” a literary term that is used to refer to a story told in order to teach a lesson. Lin 
Shu 林紓, Chinese translator of Aesop’s fables, might be the first person who recorded this 
similarity in his translation in 1903. But he took it as a coincidence.158 A later translator, Luo 
Niansheng 羅念生, mentioned it as well in his 1981 translation of Aesop’s fables based on a 
Greek text published in Germany (N. Luo 85-86). Later on, Ge Baochuan 戈寶權, a Chinese 
                                                
158 See chapter 7 of this dissertation, section “Yisuo yuyan (Aesop’s Fables).”  
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comparatist, draws attention to this similarity in his collection of theses on comparative literature, 
published in 1992 (399-400). But none of them looked into the historical background for the 
possibility of a western origin of the story. It was written as follows:  
[A-Chai] called for the presence of all his children and younger brothers at his 
time of dying. . . . A-Chai had twenty sons. . . . He told them, “Each of you bring 
an arrow to me and throw it lightly on the floor.” Then he asked Mu Liyan, his 
younger brother sharing the same mother, “You fetch an arrow and break it.” Mu 
Liyan did as he said. And then A-Chai asked again, “You get the other nineteen 
arrows and break them together.” Mu was unable to break them. A-Chai said, “Do 
you all know the meaning of this? A single arrow is easy to break, but a bunch of 
them together are not. If you unite, our state can be consolidated.” After finishing 
these words, he died.159 (Wei, “Treatise on the Tuyuhun” 2235; my translation)160 
      The slight differences between the three stories are basically the number of the sons, the 
material object to be broken, and the ways in which the father chooses to demonstrate to his sons 
                                                
159 See footnote 81 for the original Chinese text.  
 
160 The Wei shu, Book of Wei, is also one of the Twenty-Four Histories, recording the history of the Northern Wei 
and Eastern Wei between 386 and 550 CE. The Tuyuhun 吐谷渾 (pinyin: [tǔ yù hún]) was an ancient tribe and 
kingdom that ruled the mid-western part of China from approximately 329 to 663 CE (Zhou, The History 1). The 
timeline of its subordination to the Han Chinese, according to Zhou Weizhou’s Tuyuhun shi《吐谷渾史》(The 
History of the Tuyuhun, 2006), is shown below:  
• 371 CE: The Former Qin. 
• 390 – 400 CE: The Western Qin. 
• 423 – 475 CE: The Liu Song.  
• 473 – 534 CE: The Northern Wei. 
• 502 – 540 CE: The Liang. 
• 540 – 549 CE: The Eastern Wei. 
• 550 – 553 CE: The Northern Qi. 
• 561 – 578 CE: The Northern Zhou. 
• 581 – 618 CE: The Sui. 
• 619 – : The Tang.  
• 663: The Tuyuhun was vanquished, and its land was taken, by the Tibetan state, Tufan. (Zhou, The History 
213-44, 105-106).  
A-Chai was the ninth khan, who reigned from 417 to 426 CE (Zhou, The History appendix 2).   
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that breaking a single object is easier than breaking them when they are tied together. But these 
do not prevent a reader from recognizing them as the same story, because the subject of a 
father’s lesson taught through an act of breaking and a theory inferred from it, remains 
unchanged. We can find that Plutarch’s tale and the Chinese yuyan seem closer to each other 
than to the first fable. Due to the specifications of names of real rulers and the numbers of their 
sons, the broad applications of a fable are narrowed down and the stories turn historical.  
There are two theories explaining the similarities of stories worldwide. One is the theory 
of monogenesis, which means they all share the same root; the other is polygenesis, which means 
they generate from different areas but are similar due to the common human experience. In terms 
of the patterns in the two stories quoted above, such as the father-son relationship, the ways in 
which the fathers carried out the demonstrations, and the situations of the occurrence, it is very 
unlikely that the Scythian king, Scilurus, living in the second century BCE,161 and the khan, A-
Chai, of the Tuyuhun, a tribe submitting to China at the end of the fourth century, would have 
both taught—by sheer coincidence—their sons the importance of unification by exactly the same 
method just before they died. Each ruler taught his sons by exactly the same method at exactly 
the same time in his life with very similar details. Each fable, though meant to instruct and 
entertain, is here shown to merge with history in both historical accounts.  
The geographical locations of the two old kingdoms of Scythia and the Tuyuhun, 
however, may point to a possible route of the transmission of this fable to the middle-western 
part of China. It is commonly known that, as the Encyclopedia Britannica states,162 the Scythians 
were a nomadic people of Iranian origin, who were skilled at war and horsemanship. They 
“migrated from Central Asia to Southern Russia in the 8th and 7th centuries BC” and “founded a 
                                                
161 See “Scilurus” on Brill Online. 
 
162 See “Scythian” on Encyclopedia Britannica Online. 
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rich, powerful empire centered on what is now called the Crimea.” Palakus (2nd century BCE), 
the son of Scilurus, was the last king recorded in Scythia’s history. The Britannica also remarks 
that the royal family of the Scythians intermarried with the Greeks around the time of Herodotus 
(c. 485-424 BCE). The close relationship between this people and the Greeks seems to give a 
direct path for the transmission of this fable. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. A Map of Scythia in 100 BCE, taken from the Internet public domain 
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Scythia-Parthia_100_BC.png>  with my clarification of the 
marine areas. 
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      It is likely, however, that the fable traveled eastward toward the Western Regions of 
China, but the great lapse from the second century BCE to A-Chai’s time in the early fifth 
century still awaits clarification. Let us first look at the historical background of the tribe, 
Tuyuhun. The Tuyuhun was located in the middle-western part of the land with its north-western 
border directly connecting to Gaochang (Chotscho), the site where von Le Coq discovered the 
fragments of manuscripts related to Aesop. Hence, we cannot rule out the possibility that some 
of Aesop’s fables might have reached the Tuyuhun. Even if this was not the case, the author of 
The Book of Wei, Wei Shou 魏收 (505-572), who composed this work during 551-554,163 must 
have heard the fable and for that reason ascribed this story to the ruler of the Tuyuhun. That 
could not have been later than the mid-sixth century. In fact, after the Northern Wei split into the 
Eastern Wei and the Western Wei in 534, the Tuyuhun had conflicts with the neighboring 
Western Wei and paid tributes to the farther Eastern Wei, which later became the Northern Qi in 
550 (the first year of Tianbao). According to Zhou Weizhou 周偉洲, Chinese historical books164 
show that in the same year, and again, in 551 and 553, envoys of the Tuyuhun did visit the 
Northern Qi (“The History” 49). And 551 is exactly the year that Emperor Wenxuan of the 
Northern Qi ordered Wei Shou to compile a history of the Northern Wei. The close relationship 
between the two countries must have contributed to Wei Shou’s recording of the story of A-Chai.    
                                                
163 “In the second year of Tianbao [551 CE], [Emperor Wenxuan of Northern Qi] ordered Wei Shou to compile a 
history of Northern Wei. Wei Shou presented twelve annals and ninety-two biographies, one hundred and ten 
volumes in total, in March of the fifth year. In November of the same year, he again presented ten treatises, 
consisting of twenty volumes to follow the annals and biographies. These added up to one hundred and thirty 
volumes” (Bei shi [The History of Northern Dynasties], “Biography of Wei Shou” 2030-2031; my translation). [天
保]二年，詔撰魏史。. . . . . . 凡十二紀，九十二列傳，合一百一十卷。五年三月，奏上之。. . . . . . 十一月復
奏十志，. . . . . . 凡二十卷。續於紀傳，合一百三十卷。《北史》列傳第四十四  魏收。 
 
164 The Ce fu yuan gui《冊府元龜》(Primary [Divination] Turtle of the Records Office, an encyclopedia on 
statecraft compiled in the Northern Song [960-1126]) vol. 969 (“Waichen bu, chao gong 2”) and the Zhou shu《周
書》(Book of Zhou, the official history of the Northern Zhou [557-581]) vol. 28, “Shi Ning zhuan” (Zhou, The 
History 49). 
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Fig. 5. A Map of China during the Southern and Northern Dynasties from 420 to 589 CE, taken 
from the Internet public domain <http://www.tqxz.com> with my English translation. 
 
The Southern and Northern Dynasties were a time when the tribes in China developed 
their power through the establishment of their rules and also a time that showed the process of 
unification. When the main character of the Chinese yuyan, A-Chai (reigned 417-426), led the 
Tuyuhun to its prime at the beginning of the fifth century,165 China was about to enter another 
phase of strife and civil war after more than one hundred years of turmoil. During this long 
                                                
165 According to Zizhi tongjian (Comprehensive Mirror for Aid in Government), a chronicle of Chinese history from 
403 BCE to 959 CE, vol. 118, “A-Chai invaded and annexed the neighboring small tribes. The territory [of the 
Tuyuhun] was expanded to several thousand li. Hence, it became a powerful country” (my translation). 《資治通鑑
》卷一一八：阿柴 [即阿豺] 稍用兵侵並其傍小種，地方數千里，遂為強國。(“Zizhi tongjian”; qtd. Zhou, 
Tuyuhun shi [The History of the Tuyuhun] 25; verified). 
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period marked by disturbances, many people sought out religion to bring them peace of mind. 
Buddhism and Daoism in particular, which flourished in this time, became their main sources for 
consolation. Under the influence of the Han clan, the Tuyuhun, as a minor tribe subjected to the 
sovereignties in the central plains for nearly three hundred years (from 371 to 663), absorbed its 
language as well as its religion. Buddhism was the most prominent religious belief during that 
period. As Gabriella Molè describes in her The T’u-yü-hun from the Northern Wei to the Time of 
the five Dynasties about the religion in the Tuyuhun,  
Chinese sources afford us no precise data about T’u-yü-hun primitive religion: it 
was presumably the Shamanism typical of all the nomad peoples of Central Asia, 
but Buddhism spread quickly among them being imported from China and the 
oasis-towns of the Tarim basin which were busy centres of Buddhist culture and 
religious practice. This is openly and expressly stated by the Liang shu / Nan 
shih166 in connexion with the reign of Shih-yin (452-481) [拾寅, the twelve khan 
of the Tuyuhun]. The same text adds that around 514 a nine-storey Buddhist 
temple was built in T’u-yü-hun territory with the approval—and probably both 
the technical and economic assistance—of the Chinese court. (XXIX-XXX) 
In Zhou Weizhou’s research on the Tuyuhun, he also mentions that Buddhism first appeared in 
the Tuyuhun during the later years of Muliyan’s reign (慕利延 436-452; A-Chai’s brother, the 
khan prior to Shih-yin) (Research 212). Since A-Chai was the ninth khan and the time of his 
reign (417 to 426) was about ten to twenty years earlier than Muliyan, it seems that the fable 
stressing unity did not reach the Tuyuhun by way of Buddhism, and less likely through the 
                                                
166 The Liang shu《梁書》, Book of Liang, records the history of the Liang Dynasty from 502 to 557. The Nan shih
《南史》, or Nan shi, Book of Southern Dynasties, covers the period from 420 to 589. Both of them are part of the 
Chinese historical canon, the Twenty-Four Histories.   
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mediation of the Chinese. Wei Shou also wrote in the last chapter, “Treaties of Buddhism and 
Daoism,” of The Book of Wei that  
since the time when Zhang Gui was assigned to be the magistrate of Liang Zhou, 
the succeeding generations all held Buddhism as their religion. Dunhuang was 
connected to the Western Regions [of China]. The construction style there was a 
combination of the religious and the secular that made it an enduring fashion. The 
old village settlements were gathered together. In between lay many pagodas and 
temples.167 (Wei 3032; my translation) 
The prevalence of Buddhism and sinicization of the northern tribes seem to go hand in hand with 
the heavy traffic on the Silk Road, which, as the main channel connecting the East and West of 
China, rapidly increased the degree of integration of tribes and the chances of economic and 
cultural exchanges among these peoples. Zhou explains that since the Qin and Han (from the 
second century BCE to the first century CE), there were two main paths for the travelers to go 
from the inland to the Western Regions, but after 440, due to the threat of the Northern Wei,168 
the tribes in the North and nations in central Asia that wanted to get in touch with the Southern 
Dynasties, for trade, sending tribute, or promoting religion, had to take a new route. And this 
new route was right through the realm of the Tuyuhun in Sichuan province, called “Tuyuhun 
Path” or “Qinghai Path,” as opposed to the frequently used Hexi Path through Dunhuang in the 
old times (Zhou, Research 206, 208). It goes without saying that the role of the Tuyuhun became 
exceedingly important, and naturally, the story of A-Chai could be spread quickly and widely by 
                                                
167 涼州自張軌後，世信佛教。敦煌地接西域，道俗交得其舊式，村塢相屬，多有塔寺。《魏書‧釋老志》
卷一一四，頁三〇三二。 
 
168 The Northern Wei later split into the Eastern Wei and Western Wei in 534 CE as shown in Fig. 5 of this 
dissertation. 
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travelers of diverse backgrounds. This might be the path that the tale took before getting to Wei 
Shou.  
Another northern tribe that deserves our attention is the Tujüe (Göktürk), which was 
under the rule of the Rouran at the beginning of the fifth century and thrived in the mid-sixth 
century. It may not relate to the Tuyuhun’s fable of unity but may serve as an indication of the 
political and cultural intermingling in the Western Regions. The Chinese historical book, Zhou 
Shu《周書》(The Book of Northern Zhou Dynasty), written in the Tang Dynasty between 629-
636 to cover the history of the Northern Zhou during 557-581, records legends about the origin 
of this tribe. One of the legends tells that the Tujüe was derived from Xiongnu. The surname of 
this people was Ashina. When this branch was defeated by their neighboring kingdom, an enemy 
soldier could not unfeelingly kill a ten-year-old child, so he cut his feet and threw him into a 
marsh. A she-wolf found the child and fed him with meat. After the boy grew up, he mated with 
the wolf. Meanwhile, the king of the boy’s enemies, knowing that he was alive, sent a messenger 
to kill him. The she-wolf then ran away to the northern mountain of Gaochang and gave birth to 
ten boys, whose descendents became the tribe, Tujüe (Zhou shu vol.50, Biography 42nd, p. 1).169 
The story seems to owe something to the myth of the Roman founders, Romulus and Remus, the 
twin infants who were suckled by a she-wolf and hunted by their uncle. The basic similarities 
between the two origin stories—the boys in both stories escaped being killed by the enemy, the 
founders being reared by a she-wolf—might look like a case of historical and literary influence. 
However, the truth is that the Tujüe once contacted the Eastern Roman Empire and exchanged 
                                                
169 突厥者蓋匈奴之別種，姓阿史那氏，別為部落，後為鄰國所破，近滅其族。有一兒年且十歲，兵人見其
小不忍殺之，乃刖其足棄草澤中，有牝狼以肉飼之，及長與狼合，遂有孕焉。彼王聞此兒尚在，重遣殺之
。使者見狼在側，並欲殺狼，狼遂逃于高昌國之北山，山有洞穴，穴內有平壤茂草，周回數百里四面俱山
。狼匿其中，遂生十男。十男長大外託妻孕，其後各有一姓阿史那，即一也。子孫繁育漸漸至數百家，經
數世相與出穴，臣於茹茹。《周書》卷五十，列傳第四十二，突厥，頁一。 
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emissaries with it in the second half of the sixth century (Zhou, A Research 184). According to 
Zhou Weizhou, after the Tujüe rose to fight and overthrew the Rouran during 553-555, the 
former succeeded the Rouran’s place of the leader in the North and coveted Gaochang. The King 
of the Gaochang kingdom, Qu Baomao 麴寶茂  (reigned 555-560 CE), sensing the threat, 
dispatched a messenger to the Tujüe to propose a pact of peace with marriage. Thus he married 
the khan’s daughter and hereafter, as the relics found in the excavations show, many official 
titles in the Gaochang kingdom were directly borrowed from the Tujüe (ibid. 177). On the East 
side, the Tujüe, following the strategy of the Gaochang, offered an alliance to the stronger 
Northern Zhou through marriage, completed in 568. Zhou Weizhou concludes that based on 
extant evidence, the Tujüe preserved its subordinate nations’ own politics, economics, and 
culture, except for the fact that it gave the rulers of those nations titles and demanded regular 
tributes (ibid. 184-85). As for further details, we are not able to judge whether there was actually 
any transmission of exotic culture of any sort to its allied countries, as the Tujüe seems to have 
absorbed the myth of the founders from the Romans.     
The rise of the Gaochang kingdom from the Tuyuhun’s west seems to be a possible 
influence regarding the Tuyuhun fable of unity, in respect to the location of the archaeological 
evidence found in that area. Historically, Gaochang was first seen as a location: Gaochang Cliff 
高昌壁 in the Han Dynasty (48 BCE), and Gaochang County 高昌郡 in the Eastern Jin (327 
CE). The tribe there was called Cheshi 車師. It started to be recognized as a kingdom in 460, 
when Kan Bozhou 闞伯周 was dubbed a king by the Rouran,170 a northern tribe that had 
                                                
170 The Rouran 柔然, also called the Ruru 蠕蠕 in Chinese historical records, was one of the northern tribes residing 
in the Mongol plain. According to Zhou Weizhou in his Zhongguo zhong shi xi bei min zu guan xi yan jiu《中國中
世西北民族關係研究》(A Research on the Relationships between the North-Western Tribes in Medieval China, 
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dominated the region of Gaochang since 327 (S. Wang 1). The kingdom was later eliminated by 
the Tang Dynasty in 640 (ibid.). Owing to the discovery of manuscripts of Nestorianism and 
Manichaeism, along with a number of fragments of Manichaean books, around Gaochang, 
scholars determined that the Uighurian ruler Bugug Khan (reigned 759-779 CE), who converted 
to Manichaeism, was the key figure who enabled these documents, including our Manichaean 
manuscripts of Aesop’s fables, to appear in the old Uighurian capital (Härtel 22, 175-181). But 
no solid evidence can establish that the fable of unity was passed on to the Tuyuhun, or the 
central plains of China, before Manichaeism came to Gaochang.       
There are two other clues about the transmission of this fable after the mid-sixth century. 
Merkelbach mentions in his short essay that besides Plutarch, both Constantine 
Porphyrogenitus’s De Administrando Imperio (On the Governance of the Empire; hereafter D. A. 
I.) and a Mongolian source also record the same story. One case is about Sphendoplokos, the 
king of Moravia, who admonished his three sons about the importance of unity when he was 
about to die. The other case is found in the Menggu mi shi (The Secret History of the Mongols), 
which is then quoted in Merkelbach’s source, Ein Weltreich zu Pferde: Das Buch vom Ursprung 
der Mongolen (A World Empire on Horseback: the Book of the Mongolian’s Origin). The 
account states that a woman told her sons a similar account not long before her death.171 As for 
the first example, according to R. J. H. Jenkins, the translator of the English version of D. A. I., 
the emperor of the Byzantine Empire, Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus, who lived between 905 
and 959, aimed to teach his son, Romanus, how to govern the empire, basing those teachings on 
                                                
1992), the Rouran established its political system in 402 (150) and was vanquished by the Tujüe (Göktürk) between 
553-555 (183).  
 
171 The Mongolian source was newly discovered by Merkelbach. The cross references to Aesop’s fable #103 in 
Halm’s edition, to Babrius #47 in Schneidewin edition, and to Plutarch’s uses in De garrulitate and Regum et 
imperatorum apophthegmata can be found in the footnote given by Gyula Moravcsik in De Administrando Imperio 
41, translated into English by R. J. H. Jenkins (Jenkins 180).  
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a wide range of accounts regarding the past and the present. Hence, the content of the book, 
compiled during 948 to 952, is in the main directly taken from the information provided by the 
imperial compiler, who  
has collected or abstracted a number of documents, reports or historical narrations 
of specific subjects and arranged them according to his [the emperor’s] 
predetermined order. He [the emperor] has himself written the prologue and the 
short paragraphs which join one section to the next; but he has not attempted to 
rewrite in his own words. . . . This is the only possible explanation of the 
multiplicity of styles represented in the various chapters, ranging from the formal, 
literary style of Constantine himself in his prefatory and conjunctive passages 
down to the very loose colloquial idiom of ambassadorial reports. . . . (Jenkins 10) 
Based on this observation, we may assume that his story about Sphendoplokos, the king of 
Moravia, might not be Porphyrogenitus’ retelling, although in the book, Porphyrogenitus 
promoted “the practical value of learning and education . . .  derived through Plutarch from 
Aristotle” (Jenkins 8), and might have read about Plutarch’s tale of Scilurus, king of the 
Scythians. Sphendoplokos, as Imre Boba notes in his “In Defense of Constantine 
Porphyrogenitus,” is a Greek form of the German name, “Zwendibald” and the Slavonic 
“Sventoplok” (or “Svatopluk”) (181-182). The years of this prince’s reign of Moravia (the east 
region of what is now the Czech Republic) can be fixed as having been between 869 and 894 
(Kirschbaum 5). Geographically speaking, it is less surprising to see a variant of the Aesopic 
fable in Europe than in East Asia, especially when the transmission of the second-hand document 
is still obscure. The Mogolian fable appears to be a third-hand variant, based on the second, i.e., 
our A-Chai’s fable/yuyan of unity. 
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The Mongolian yuyan appearing in the Menggu mi shi《蒙古秘史》(The Secret History 
of the Mongols), also known as the Yuan chao mi shi《元朝秘史》(The Secret History of the 
Yuan Dynasty),172 was written around 1240. It records the origin and rise of the Mongol empire 
in the early thirteenth century (Jagchid, Secret History 19). One would be disappointed if, by 
reading this book, he wished to know the full history of this tribe, or the dynasty that this people 
established in the central plains of China, because, despite the trustworthiness of this anonymous 
work, it only focuses on the earliest ancestors of Chenghis Khan (reigned 1206-1227) and his 
third son, Ögedei Khan (reigned 1229-1241), the first two founders of the Mongol empire before 
Kublai Khan officially established the Yuan Dynasty in 1271 (ibid. 18). The book starts with the 
first ancestor of Chenghis Khan, Börte-chino’a, meaning “grey wolf” and his wife, Gho’a-maral, 
meaning “pale deer.” Jagchid notes that this detail may be reminiscent of the legend of the Tujüe 
(Göktürks), but in all the Mongolian literary and historical data, there is no story that mentions 
that the Mongolians are decendants of a wolf and deer173 (Jagchid, Secret History 1.1, p. 3). The 
story of unity appears as an anecdote of Dobu Mergen’s wife, Alan-Gho’a, the twelfth generation 
of the Mongolians. This couple had two sons, but after Dobu Mergen died, Alan-Gho’a gave 
                                                
172 According to Yao Congwu 姚從吾 (1894-1970), a distinguished Chinese historian who specialized in 
historiography and Sino-western cultural communication, The Secret History of the Mongols was written in early 
Uighur Mongolian language in a form mixed with prose and verse. Unfortunately the original script is lost. A 
mandarin-spelling version of the book caught attention of scholars in 1908 (Jagchid, Secret History 8-9). It is an 
important historical source for the eras prior to the founding of the Yuan Dynasty, covering the time from 907 to 
1368 (Jagchid, Secret History 2). Sechin Jagchid also defines in the introduction to his Menggu mi shi xin yi bing 
zhu shi (A Newly Translated and Commented Secret History of the Mongols) that it is a book that combines elements 
of literature and history like many other works of ancient history, and he confirms that it provides rich details on 
social customs, culture, and life of the Mongols at that time in spite of some errors in it (22-23). 
 
173 Such an interpretation does exist in other versions of Chinese translations of the book, such as that by one of the 
earliest commentators, Li Wentian 李文田 (1834-1895), in the Qing Dynasty, and the collated edition by 
Wuyundalai E’erdengtai, published in Inner Mongolia in 1981. In discussing the steadiness of the Mongolians’ mind 
once they have made a decision, Jagchid notes that in the 1940s, when travelers ran into a wolf in Inner Mongolia, 
they did not hurt it, because wolves were animals with a resolute mind. Encountering a wolf on the way was 
auspicious to the journey, foretelling that the travelers could successfully reach their destination (Jagchid, A 
Collection 136). Jagchid does not make a reference to the Mongolian origin here; however, the role of wolves seems 
to carry special meanings to this nomadic tribe.    
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birth to three more sons. Thus, the two elder sons suspected the chastity of their mother and 
despised their younger brothers (ibid. 1.17-18, pp. 16-17). Alan-Gho’a perceived their thoughts. 
On a spring day, after [Alan-Gho’a] cooked dried mutton, she bid her five sons sit in a row and 
then gave each of them an arrow: 
“Break it!” she said. (They) broke the arrow in their hands without an effort. (She) 
then tied five arrows together and handed the bundle to them. “Break it!” The five 
sons took turns to break the bundle, but none of them could do so. At that 
moment, their mother, Alan-Gho’a said, “Belgünütei! Bükünütei!174 You 
suspected about the father of the three children that I gave birth to [and] where 
they came from. Your suspicion was right. Every night a yellow-white man came, 
through the skylight and the hatchway above the door, to caress my belly. The 
light penetrated and got into my belly. When he left, he waggled with the light of 
the moon like a yellow dog. How could you talk nonsense rashly [about your 
younger brothers]? As it appears, they must be the Sons of Heaven. . . .” Alan-
Gho’a scolded her five sons, “You, my five sons, were born from the same belly. 
You are like the five arrows. If you are separated, you will be broken easily by 
anyone. But if you are of one mind, like the bundle of arrows, no one can take you 
down.” Before long, their mother Alan-Gho’a died.175 (ibid. 1.19-22, pp. 18-21; 
                                                
174 These are the names of her two elder sons. 
 
175春季中有一天，（阿闌‧豁阿）煮了臘羊肉，叫別勒古訥台、不古訥台、不忽‧合塔吉、不合禿‧撒勒
只、孛端察兒這五個兒子坐一排，給每人一支箭桿說：「折斷吧！」（他們）就把每（人的）一隻（都）
毫不費力的折斷了。（她）又把五隻箭桿捆在一起，交給（他們）說：「折斷吧！」五個人把五隻（捆）
在一起的箭桿，每人輪流拿着折，都沒能折得斷。那時他們的母親阿闌‧豁阿就說話了：「別勒古訥合、
不古納台，我的兩個兒子啊！你們疑惑議論我生的這三個孩子是誰的？是怎麼（來的）孩子？你們疑心是
對的。每夜有黃白色的人，藉著天窗和門額上（隙間）露天地方的光，進來撫摸我的肚皮，光明滲透了我
的腹中，出去的時候，藉着日月的光，如同黃狗一般，搖搖擺擺（飄升）着出去。你們怎敢造次（胡說）
！這樣看來，顯然是上天的子息啊！. . . . . . 」阿闌‧豁阿又對自己的五個兒子講教訓的話說：「你們，我
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my translation; parentheses belong to the original translator; square brackets are 
my own clarification)        
In the Qing scholar Li Wentian’s (1834-1895) annotated The Secret History of the Yuan Dynasty, 
he refers this occurrence to that in The Book of Wei, where the lineage of the Tuyuhun and the 
story of A-Chai can be found (12). A note by Wen Tingshi (1856-1904), a writer and official 
who transcribed one copy of The Secret History of the Yuan Dynasty in the late Qing, also says 
that “the ancients cited a lot from books” (Li Wentian 12).176 In this respect, these comments 
lead us to surmise that there is a possibility that the story was borrowed from The Book of Wei. 
Henry Serruys, when discussing the meaning of arrows in his “A Note on Arrows and Oaths 
among the Mongols,” says that breaking an arrow as a symbolic action to stress the importance 
of an oath was known long before the ancestry of the Mongols (279-280, 284).177 At the same 
                                                
（這）五個兒子啊！（都）是從一個肚皮裏生（出來）的。你們正像方纔（那）五隻箭。如果是一隻一隻
的（分開），你們就要像那一隻一隻的（孤）箭一般，容易被任何人折斷。如果像那（捆）在一起的（五
隻）箭一般，同心一體啊！任何人都難以把你們怎樣。」不久他們的母親阿闌‧豁阿就死了。《蒙古秘史
》卷一‧十九到二十二節。(Jagchid, Secret History 18-21). 
 
176 [文]廷式按：以吐谷渾為氏下，或以數傳至阿豺括之，古人引書多如此也，未知可從否。 
 
177 Serruys mentions that Yue Ke 岳珂 (1183-1234), a writer of the Southern Song Dynasty, recorded in his Ting shi
《桯史》that when an agreement was made with the barbarians, the latter broke an arrow. Serruys speculates that 
the barbarians might be “Jürčed from the Chin empire [金國]” (284). Jürčed, or Jurchen, was later named “Manchu” 
by the Han Chinese. The battle that Yue Ke refers to happened in the second year of Kaixi of Ning Emperor of the 
Southern Song in 1206, historically recognized as the Northern Expedition of Kaixi 開禧北伐. The troops were sent 
to the north to take down the Jürčed to no avail. The barbarians then demanded to have one general, Tian Junmai 田
俊邁, of the Southern Song in exchange for the safe return of the Song troops. After they got the general, they broke 
an arrow and opened the gate to release the troops (Ting shi vol. 14, Yue 165-166; Yu 210). The other example that 
Serruys brings up is in the biography of Yang Zhongwu 楊仲武 in the Jin shi《金史》(The History of the Jin 
Dynasty), which covers the period from 1115 to 1234. Yang’s day of birth is not clear, but from the biography we 
know that “[a]t the end of the Song Dynasty, Yang paid a visit to the high military official of the frontier defense, 
Wang Shu, to volunteer to serve in the army (宋末，仲武謁經略史王庶求自効). So he might have been born 
around 1100 and died in the third year of Dading of Emperor Shizong of the Jin 金世宗 in 1163 (大定三年，除武
勝軍節度史，改陝西西路運轉史，卒) (Jin shi vol. 91, Tuotuo 2019-2020). The account tells that “Mubo 木波” 
offended and plundered Xihe 熙河 (now Linyao 臨洮 in Gansu province, China). After they saw Yang and were 
able to seek protection from the Jin empire, they promised never to encroach upon the border areas. And then they 
drank a toast to heaven and broke an arrow. This event actually happened more than forty years earlier than the 
Northern Expedition of Kaixi in 1206, related by Yue Ke, and since Yang was from the Jin empire founded by the 
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time, he denies that there could be a connection between this symbolic action with the story of 
unity, because “the importance of unity and the danger of disunity apparently belonged to the 
body of traditions common to many nomadic peoples of Asia” (285, n. 38), though he knows that 
the story in The Secret History of the Mongols appearing in The Book of Wei happened to the 
Tuyuhun leader, and that in The History of the Conqueror, too, Chengis Khan used the same 
practice to teach his sons178 (Juvaini 41). But I do not see the reason for excluding the possibility 
that the custom of breaking arrows might have derived from the story, given the mixed cultures 
of the north-western tribes and the still obscure path of transmission of the story in question. 
Besides, after the Mongolians went down to the south and ruled areas in Qinghai and Gansu 
provinces in the thirteenth century, the Mongolians were actually mixed with the original 
Tuyuhun people, who were then called the Huo-er 霍爾 (Zhou, The History 207-208). If we take 
into account the transmission of the fable/yuyan, “A-Chai Breaking Arrows,” the origin of the 
action, “breaking an arrow as symbolic of breaking a promise,” should be traced back to the mid-
sixth century, and, if so, this particular Aesopic fable could be considered the preliminary form 
of this custom. 
The current research on the fragments of Aesop’s fables found in East Turkestan points to 
the pivotal role of the Manicheans in transmitting this group of fables, which includes the 
                                                
Jürčed, “Mubo” should be the source of the earliest use of breaking arrows. Mubo was, in fact, one division of the 
Tibetan tribe, Tufan, which took over the political power of the Tuyuhun in 663 (see fn. 160; Xie 6). According to 
Zhou Weizhou, since then, the Tuyuhun was integrated with the Tufan in terms of politics, economics, and culture, 
and it ultimately became one of the four races in Tufan (A Research 416). After the Mongolians went down to the 
south and ruled areas in Qinghai and Gansu provinces, the Mongolians were mixed with the original Tuyuhun 
people, who were then called the Huo-er 霍爾 (Zhou, The History 207-208). That is to say, the earliest record that 
has the action of breaking an arrow when pledging an oath is indirectly connected to the Tuyuhun.   
 
178 As Surreys says, this same action also made its way into the Ming novel, Shui hu zhuan《水滸傳》(Outlaws of 
the Marsh ch. 4 and 67), among the outlaw brothers, and the Qing novel, Hong lou meng《紅樓夢》(Dream of the 
Red Chamber ch. 66), in the form of breaking a hair pin (Surreys 285). So it seems to be a custom that was very 
much accepted by the Han people and continued existing in the Ming and the Qing Dynasties around the late 14th to 
the early 20th century. 
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Parthian version of Aesop’s “The Farmer’s Quarrelsome Sons” told by Mani, the founder of 
Manichaeism. The fact that the Uighurian ruler, Bugug Khan (reigned 759-779 CE), had 
converted to Manichaeism confirms archeologists’ speculation that the manuscripts should be 
dated to the eighth or ninth century (Härtel 22, 174).179 Bugug Khan even made Manichaeism the 
national religion of the Uighur Khaganate (an empire ruled by a khan) in 763 CE (Lin 298). This 
leads to the question whether or not Aesop’s fables were ever known to the Han clan, the main 
tribe that dominated ancient China, through the interaction between the two peoples. Although 
we cannot obtain any clue about the fables apart from the story of unity, it is certain that 
Manichaeism was once popular in the Tang Dynasty. According to Ron Xinjiang’s 榮新江 
article in 2000, “Moni jiao zai Gaochang de chu chan 摩尼教在高昌的初傳 [The Early 
Transmission of Manichaeism in Gaochang],” the consensus reached by scholars is that 
Manichaeism entered the area of Gaochang after 840 when the Uighurs migrated westward 
(215). Before that, as Chen Yuan 陳垣 points out, Manichaeism once got into the central plains 
in the Tang Dynasty in 694 during the reign of Empress Wu Zetian as the Chinese’s earliest 
contact with this religion, for it is recorded in the Fo zu tong ji《佛祖統紀》(Chronological 
Record of the Buddha and Patriarchs) vol. 39 that  “[i]n the first year of Yanzai [694 CE], a 
Persian, Fu duo dan, came to the Tang court with the Erzong Sutra [Šābuhragān] of a fake 
religion”180 (Y. Chen, “Textual Research” 143; my translation). Fu duo dan [(A)ftāδān, shi fa zhe 
                                                
179 According to Ron Xinjiang, one leaf of a Manichaean eulogy written in Middle Iranian was identified by F. W. 
K. Müller to be dedicated to Bugug Khan. Though Ron doubts that it belongs to the reign of this khan, he believes 
that it is one of the earliest Manichaean documents found in this area (Ron 222). So far one document that describes 
the Manichean lecturers coming to Gaochang to discuss the religious mission in that region clearly specifies the time 
in the content to be the “year of sheep.” For that matter, scholars have diverse opinions in determining the year to be 
either 767 or 803 CE. Ron holds the latter to be accurate because the Turfan area belonged to the Tang Dynasty, 
rather than to the Uighur empire, in 767 (Ron 224).  
 
180《佛祖統紀》卷三九：延載元年，波斯國人拂多誕 . . . 持二宗經偽教來朝。  
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侍法者, the one who attends to the doctrines like a bishop],181 a religious position in 
Manichaeism, as well as the Erzong Sutra, literally a sutra that defines the polarity of light and 
darkness as a figurative way to indicate the opposition of good and evil, both attest to the identity 
of Manichaeism in the context (Y. Chen, “Textual Research” 143-44). Lin Wushu 林悟殊, in his 
Zhonggu san yi jiao bian zheng《中古三夷教辯證》(Debate and Research on the Three 
Persian Religions: Manichaeism, Nestorianism, and Zoroastrianism in Mediaeval Times, 2004), 
emphasizes that Tang Empress Wu Zetian met Manichaean monk(s) in 694 CE. Lin believes 
that, since Empress Wu was the first woman to rule in ancient China, her interest in this foreign 
religion might have come from its differences from orthodoxy. Moreover, the Manichaean group 
that contacted the Tang at this time had been deeply influenced by Buddhism and had absorbed 
its characteristics (Lin, Debate 347-348). But Manichaeism was soon banned in 732 by Emperor 
Xuanzong, who believed that its eccentric doctrines disguised as Buddhism, could be easily 
adopted by rebels to use against the court. As recorded in the Tang scholar Du You’s 杜佑 Tong 
dian《通典》[Statecraft Encyclopedia], an imperial edict decreed in the twentieth year of 
Kaiyuan (732 CE, the rule of Emperor Xuanzong), “Manichaeism held heterodox doctrines, but 
claimed itself to be Buddhism to deceive the common people. It should be strictly banned” 
(“Zhiguan dian [State Offices]” vol. 40; my translation).182  
                                                
181 The online article by Ma Xiaohe 馬小鶴, “Moni jiao wen xian ji qi yan jiu gai kuang 摩尼教文獻及其研究概況 
[The Manichaean Documents and a General Outline of the Research],” provides the old Persian names and 
meanings for “Fu duo dan” and the Erzong Sutra. 
 
182 開元二十年七月敕：「末摩尼法本是邪見，妄稱佛教，誑惑黎元，宜嚴加禁斷。」《通典‧職官典第四
十》 
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Later, after Bugug Khan’s conversion to Manichaeism in the mid-eighth century and the 
Uighur troops’ assistance in helping the Tang subjugate the An-Shi Rebellion183 from 755 to 
763, the Uighurs made this religion thrive again in the Tang territory (Ron 228; Lin, Debate 292, 
349). Chen Yuan’s “Moni jiao ru Zhongguo kao 摩尼教入中國考 [The Textual Research on 
Manichaeism’s Entering China]” provides evidence for the popularity of Manichaeism in this 
period of the Tang Dynasty. Basically following Chen, Lin Wushu ascertains that Manicheans 
were allowed to preach and build temples184 from 768 to 842 in large areas between the north of 
the Yangtze River and south of the Huaihe River, such as in Jiangsu and Anhwei provinces. It 
has never been seen in the Tang historical documents to be connected with rebellious parties 
before Emperor Wuzong’s strong repellence against Buddhism as well as any other foreign 
religions in 843. Therefore, the government officials had no reason to set any restriction to 
Manichaeism in the meantime. In Chen’s point of view, the defeat of the Uighurs by the Xia jia 
si (Kyrgyz) people185 in 840 affected the momentum of Manichaeism in China, and resulted in 
the following catastrophe of it in 843.186 In that year, most Uighur Manicheans in China were 
                                                
183 It was a rebellion led by two military commissioners of Göktürk origin, An Lushan and Shi Siming, in an attempt 
to overthrow the rule of the Tang Dynasty. This occurred partly because the Tang employed a system of military 
governor’s prefecture 藩鎮 for the convenience of governing the land that it conquered from the nearby tribes, and 
partly because Tang Emperor Xuanzong slackened his rule in his late years for his favorite concubine, Yang Guifei 
楊貴妃, and trusted the wrong people, such as Yang Guozhong 楊國忠 and Li Linfu 李林甫, at court.  
 
184 The Manichean temples were called the “Dayun guang ming si 大雲光明寺 [Great Cloud Temples of Light].” 
Regarding the details thereof, Chen Yuan gives citations from historical books or Buddhist sources such as the Seng 
shi lue《僧史略》, Fo zu tong ji《佛祖統紀》, Ce fu yuan gui《册府元龜》, Jiu tang shu《舊唐書》, Tang hui 
yao《唐會要》, Hui chang yi ping ji《會昌一品集》to prove the popularity of Manichaeism in this period of the 
Tang Dynasty owing to the mediatory role of the Uighurs (Y. Chen, “Textual Research” 153-155).  
 
185 Xia jia si 黠戛斯 (Kyrgyz) located in the Northwest of the Uighur empire was called Qigu 契骨 during the 
Southern and Northern Dynasties from 420 to 589. The people are a Turkic ethnic group, living in Kyrgyztan. See 
Fig. 5 for the map. 
 
186 According to Yang Fuxue, in Chinese history, the tribe of Uighur was called Tiele 鐵勒 or Chile 敕勒 during the 
Wei (386-556) of the Northern Dynasties. (See Fig. 5 for the map.) It was called Huihe 回紇 after 630, but changed 
into Huigu 回鶻 at their request, for the Chinese character 鶻 gŭ means falcon. The tribe established the Uighur 
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killed or exiled, their property was confiscated, Manichean books were burned, and Manichean 
temples were destroyed. It seems that the Tang Dynasty’s previous acceptance of this religion 
was purely a political compromise made to appeal to the Uighurs (Y. Chen, “Textual Research” 
158-161). In 845, Emperor Wuzong continued to eliminate the rest of the foreign religions in 
China such as Buddhism, Nestorianism, and Zoroastrianism. As historical documents show that 
the Manichaean activities continued in the Song (960-1279) and Yuan Dynasties (1271-1368) 
with another name, “Mingjiao [Religion of Light],” and that it often appeared with movements of 
peasants, Lin infers that Manichaeism had actually got into the lower stratum of society in the 
Tang period and became a secret organization after the ban in 843 (W. Lin, Debate 350-51).  
Manichaeism was a widely worshipped foreign religion, second only to Buddhism in the 
central plain of China at that time. Therefore, it is possible that some of Aesop’s fables might 
have been transmitted to China along with Manichaeism. From their initial arrival, the fables 
probably spread to the public in the Tang Dynasty and afterwards. How might this have 
happened? According to Lin’s article on the historical background of the Uighur empire that 
entailed the revival of Manichaeism, the Manichaean Sogdians’ outstanding ability of trading 
and doing business, which greatly helped the Uighurs’ economy, was the reason for Bugug 
Khan’s conversion to Manichaeism and his making it the national religion. During the Tang 
Dynasty, many Sogdians, mixed with the Uighurs, went to the capital of the Tang to do business 
and accumulated a great amount of wealth. It is confirmed by scholars that the Sogdians acted 
                                                
Khaganate to the North of the Gobi Desert in 744 with the help of the Tang Dynasty. Later, because of the conflicts 
among the ruling classes and natural disasters, the empire rapidly grew weak between 830 and 840, and collapsed 
after the khan was killed by the prime minister in 840. The Uighurs then dispersed into three groups and fled 
westward. One division that went to the Chu Valley near the Chu River in Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan in Central 
Asia founded the Empire of the Qarakhans, or Black Khans, the people of which converted to Islam around 955. 
Another group went to Gaochang and Beiting 北庭 and started the Empire of the Gaochang Uighur in 866. The 
other group first established its Khaganate in Ganzhou 甘州 no later than the early tenth century (now Zhangyi 張掖 
in Gansu province) and then in Shazhou 沙洲 in 1036 (now Dunhuang in Gansu province). Both of these groups 
converted to Buddhism and wrote in Uighur script. (For a brief history of the Uighurs, see Yang Fuxue 13-20.) This 
accounts for the fact that both Buddhist and Manichaean documents were found in these areas. 
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“as intermediaries between the Uighurs and the Chinese” (Dani and Masson 194). Lin says that 
they even influenced the writing system of the Uighurs and that the latter imitated their script and 
also used their language (“Socio-Historical Background” 140). In addition, the report of the 
Turfan Study Group on Aesop’s fables also mentions that “some fables [found in Turfan] were 
also the subject of wall paintings in the Sogdian Town of Panjikand (in present day Tajikistan)” 
and that two of the fable manuscripts, “The Monkey and the Fox” and an identified fable about a 
wild cat and a bird, were written in Sogdian (“Aesop’s” 1, 7). It was therefore the Sogdians 
rather than the Uighurs who would more likely be the ones who imparted these fables to the Han 
people when they traveled in the Tang regions.  
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Fig. 6. Panjikand or Panjakent in Tajikistan Nowadays, from Maps on File (New York 2009) 
1.05. 
 
More research needs to be undertaken in this area, of course. However, this brief analysis 
of the two versions of “The Farmer’s Quarrelsome Sons” recorded, respectively, in The Book of 
Wei in the sixth century, and in The Secret History of the Mongols in the thirteenth century, 
proves that this Aesopic fable had entered China about ten centuries before the Jesuit, Matteo 
Ricci, on his China mission, first brought Aesop’s fables to the Chinese’s attention by 
incorporating them into his sermons in the early seventeenth century. Therefore, I believe that 
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the history of the transmission of western literature to China, and its subsequent influence on 
certain genres, needs to be revised. It was perhaps because of the Silk Road, and the cross-
literary contacts that it facilitated, that this Aesopic fable was able to get into the land of China, 
and consequently Matteo Ricci and his fellow Jesuits’ translations of Aesop into Chinese became 
so important in the development of the Chinese fable or yuyan tradition. 
 
     
Fig. 7. Panjikand Mural: The Fable of the Father and His Sons, from Boris Marshak and 
Vladimir Livshits, Legends, Tales, and Fables in the Art of Sogdiana (New York 2002) 90. 
Courtesy of Bibliotheca Persica Press 
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Chapter 5: The Jesuits’ Use and Translation of Aesop’s Fables 
 
It is officially recorded in writing and widely believed that Matteo Ricci (1552-1610; 
Chinese name: Li Madou 利瑪竇) and his fellow Jesuits traveling to China first introduced 
Aesop’s fables in their sermons in the early seventeenth century, and that it is the first piece of 
western literature that entered China in translation.187 In addition to Ricci, Diego de Pantoja 
(Pang Diwo 龐迪我) and Nicolas Trigault (Jin Nige 金尼閣) also translated some fables. The 
latter, in particular, translated the first collection of selected Aesopic fables with the help of a 
Chinese convert, Zhang Geng 張賡. In this chapter, I attempt to find out the distinct features of 
their translations by examining, and, in some cases, comparing, the fables in these three Jesuits’ 
works. Some historical details are provided in order to better understand the reason for the 
unsuccessful religious missions, which later affected the reception of the fables.  
After arriving in China, Ricci spent eighteen years from 1582 to 1600 adapting to 
Chinese culture. Not before 1600 was he permitted to meet the Wanli emperor (reigned 1572-
1620) of the Ming Dynasty and to stay in the capital, Beijing. Thereafter, he was allowed to stay 
there for ten years until his death, actively promoting the Roman Catholic Church. Certainly the 
fact that these Jesuits gradually became involved in Chinese culture was key to their 
effectiveness. We also have reason to believe that the Jesuits who made Aesop’s fables known to 
the Chinese had been influenced by their education and also by the precedent examples of fables 
in medieval pulpit literature. As John O’Malley, SJ, a distinguished scholar of theology, 
declares:  
                                                
187 Zhang Cuo 張錯 says that this started the translation of western literature into Chinese. He also mentions that 
Zhou Zuoren, Lu Xun’s brother and one of the leaders of the New Culture Movement prior to the May Fourth 
Movement, considered the following translation of Aesop’s fables by Nicholas Trigault, Kuang yi (Analogy, 1625), 
the real commencement of translated western literature in China (74).     
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            I am not the only scholar to suggest that the benign attitude Jesuit missioners like 
Matteo Ricci took toward Confucianism in China and Roberto de Nobili toward 
Hinduism in India related in some way especially to the humanist education that 
the Jesuits cultivated for their own members to a degree no other order ever did—
they had to, for practically every Jesuit was called upon at some point to teach 
“the humanities,” that is, the Latin and Greek literary classics. (“How the First 
Jesuits” 56)  
According to O’Malley, in his “Conclusion to The First Jesuits,” the Jesuits learned in order to 
teach. They became proficient in teaching pagan classics, the natural sciences, and the 
performing arts in some way relating to a notion of “pietas” (a sense of religious and civic duty), 
and “Christianitas” (“Christianity,” that is, the formation of the good Christian) (8). For the 
Jesuits, religious and civic duties have equal weight, and religion and life are one and the same. 
O’Malley draws our attention to how the first Jesuits shifted the focus of preaching primarily to 
move people (The First Jesuits 96-98). According to him, the biggest difference between Jesuits’ 
education of preaching and the medieval artes praedicandi was prescribed in article 402 of 
Ignatius’ Constitutions of the Society of Jesus: the Jesuits  
will exercise themselves in preaching and in delivering [sacred] lectures in a 
manner suitable for the edification of the people, which is different from the 
scholastic manner, by endeavoring to learn the [vernacular] language well, to 
have, as matters previously studied and ready at hand, the means which are more 
useful for this ministry, and to avail themselves of all appropriate means to 
perform it better and with greater fruit for souls. (Ignatius 201)  
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The learning of Chinese and getting involved in Chinese culture by wearing Mandarin dress were 
essential for the Jesuits’ winning favor among the Chinese literati circles and at the imperial 
court. Jonathan Spence, in his research on Ricci’s prominent ability in memory, also discusses 
the training of the Jesuits. Spence states that the ideal of Ignatius of Loyola and his successors 
was to try and train the Jesuits to be both morally and intellectually capable of taking the leading 
roles of their time. The Jesuits had to memorize key classics from orations of Cicero and long 
selections of Virgil, to Aesop’s fables and Pindar’s odes. All these provided not only a variety of 
styles and content, but also modes of delivery and types of argumentation that the young Jesuits 
could imitate. The curriculum Ricci took in his years at the Jesuit college (1572-1573) and the 
Roman college (1573-1577), as Spence observes, including both moral philosophy and the 
mathematical sciences, later became the main body of knowledge he translated and reinterpreted 
into Chinese (140-141).  
 
Matteo Ricci’s Jiren shi pian (Ten Discourses by a Paradoxical Man) 
 
It is especially significant that Ricci became the first westerner who was able to use 
Chinese to introduce European culture to the Chinese in the late sixteenth century with his 
various Chinese works and translations regarding natural sciences, humanities, and religion. His 
translations of the Chinese canonical Four Books of Confucianism into Latin and his journals 
that record his journey in China, China in the Sixteenth Century: the Journals of Matthew Ricci: 
1583-1610, also present the Western world with in-depth information about China. This had 
never been done by any of his western predecessors who once travelled to this land. As 
mentioned in his Journals, literary studies were very much welcome in China; religious doctrines 
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were spread through written books instead of through spoken words. Besides, the Chinese “have 
a great dislike to people gathering together in crowds, and so news is spread chiefly by writing” 
(Ricci and Trigault 446).  
Ricci’s Chinese work that contains Aesop’s fables, Jiren shi pian《畸人十篇》(1608), 
literally meaning “ten chapters by a strange man,” also known as Ten Discourses by a 
Paradoxical Man or Ten Paradoxes, actually has Zhuangzi’s term in its title. The term “jiren” 
comes from chapter six of the Zhuangzi, referring to a man who is different from other people 
but in accord with Heaven; hence he is a gentleman seen from the perspective of Heaven, but a 
petty man from the perspective of man.188 Based on the use of this term, we can assume that by 
the time Ricci wrote this treatise, or at least decided on the title, he had read the Zhuangzi, a 
philosophical work that was well-known for its use of analogy and yuyan in the dialogic form. 
Ten Discourses records ten dialogues Ricci had with ten Chinese literati, each of whom asked 
him different questions regarding personal concerns such as life, death, and human conduct. 
Spence identifies in it “an almost word-for word transcription of Planudes’s life of Aesop” (141). 
Some Chinese scholars189 have also found six to seven fables appearing in this religious 
pamphlet. It is a companion volume considered to relate to his Tianzhu shiyi《天主實義》190 
(True Meaning of the Lord of Heaven) published in 1601, but contains stories to illustrate the 
                                                
188 畸人者，畸於人而侔於天。……天之君子，人之小人也。《莊子‧大宗師》 In the Zhuangzi, the word tian 
天 actually means not so much Heaven as Nature, but it is easy to see Ricci’s comparing himself to the strange man 
in Zhuang’s words. The undertone is that as a missionary among the Chinese pagans, he might have seemed strange 
to them but in fact conformed with Heaven.  
 
189 Scholars of yuyan such as Ge Baoquan 戈寶權, Chen Puqing 陳蒲清, Li Shixue 李奭學, and Zhang Cuo 張錯 
have discussed this discovery in their respective publications. 
 
190 Tianzhu shiyi also has the format of dialogues but the participants are only named as “westerner” (xishi 西士) and 
“Chinese” (zhongshi 中士) without specific names. The book explicates the main principles of Roman Catholicism, 
including the creation of the universe and creatures, the existence of Heaven and Hell, the differences between 
human souls, animal spirits, and ghosts etc. The whole book explicitly refutes Buddhism by using ideas from 
Confucian canons, which proves that Ricci had perceived that Neo-Confucianism popular at the time was inviolable. 
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ideas. When this work was first published in 1608, it was quite popular. According to China in 
the Sixteenth Century, “[t]he first printing was exhausted in a year, and it was reprinted twice in 
the following year; once in the Royal City of Nankin [Nanjing] and again in Nancian 
[Nanchang], the metropolitan city of the Province of Chiansi [Jiangxi]” (Ricci and Trigault 450). 
Little is known about the reception of the fables in this book because people’s attention was 
naturally on religious philosophy in the text. Also, the Jesuits gained their reputation mainly 
through their knowledge of western science and technology. We can only surmise that Ten 
Discourses was better accepted by the Chinese readers than his previous work, due to the lively 
dialogues between Ricci and the Chinese scholars, and the abundant examples and stories 
inserted in it to illustrate his ideas. Ricci’s priority in his choice of fables was, first of all, to fit 
the context of his answer to each Chinese inquirer’s question.  
The selected fable from Aesop’s Life, if we compare it with the remaining six fables in 
this work, tends to focus on the fallacy of speech. It appears in chapter five, “Gentlemen Talk 
Rarely and Don’t Wish to Speak.” In the selection, Aesop was twice commanded by his master, 
philosopher Xanthus, to cook for his students, whom the latter had invited to dinner. The first 
time Xanthus asked him to prepare the best thing, the second time the worst thing. However, 
Aesop served only tongues in both banquets. When asked for the reason, he gave brilliant 
answers to prove that the tongue was both the best and worst thing in the world. This story, 
according to Frederick Whitesell, was recorded in Catalogue of Romances vol. 3 by John 
Alexander Herbert, to have appeared three times in the printed compendia of medieval exempla 
(Whitesell 364; Herbert 543, #31). Ricci’s version begins in this way: “Aesop, a wise scholar in 
antiquity, was unfortunately captive when his country was vanquished. He was sold to Xanthus, 
a famous elder who was then known for his moral character and knowledge and had thousands of 
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students.”191 In fact, Aesop was a slave from the beginning. His original master sold him not 
only because of his deformity but also because Aesop was falsely accused by his overseer. Not to 
mention, this characterization is far from Planudes’s description, which starts with Aesop’s 
deformity and his lacking the power of speech. Though there are diverse versions of the 
legendary Life, none of them portrays Aesop as a scholar held captive due to war from the 
beginning. But here Ricci reshapes him in a favorable light. No doubt, his purpose must be to 
increase the credibility of his Aesop’s speech in this small anecdote, as in his narration Aesop is 
supposed to be a historical figure rather than a merely fictional character. The Chinese version 
follows the main argument of this section of the Life, letting Aesop enumerate all the positive 
and negative uses of the tongue. In addition to the respectable background Ricci furnished for 
this rhetorician of humble birth, he also changed a few lines—printed here in italics—to 
highlight the existence of God.  
            What is better than the tongue in this world? The great theories of a hundred 
schools; how to discuss them without the tongue? The generally accepted 
principles of sages; how to transmit or develop them without the tongue? 
Humanity and the natural laws between heaven and earth, the wonders of creation, 
how to examine them without the tongue? No matter how abstruse or profound, 
we can explain them with the tongue. Without the tongue, the merchant cannot 
trade, and the official cannot try a case. With the tongue, we distinguish right from 
wrong, make friends, and match with a spouse. Composing the music of God, 
reconciling with an enemy country, managing houses, and building nations, all are 
accomplished by the tongue. Praising sages, chanting eulogies to thank God for 
                                                
191 阨瑣伯氏，上古明士，不幸本國被伐，身為俘虜，寓於藏德氏，時聞人先達也。其門下弟子以千計……
。(Ricci 466-467). 
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the gracious favor and the Creator’s outstanding merits, which one is not done by 
the tongue? If there were no tongue, then this world would have been without 
beauty.192 (Ricci 467; my translation and italics) 
The main ideas of the original by Planudes are mostly the same except for the italicized parts: 
“What does out-parallel the Tongue? This is the great Chanel by which the most refined 
Learning, and polish’d Philosophy is conducted down to us: By this noble engine or organ, 
Addresses, Commerce, Contracts, Caresses, Eulogies, and Marriages, are completely establish’d; 
on this moves the Life it self, therefore Nothing to be thrown into ballance with the Tongue”193 
(Barlow 16). In Ricci’s rework, Aesop’s adapted speech turned into an elaboration of the 
original, making the latter seem like a crude outline upon comparison; and this was done 
according to what Ricci had learned about Chinese culture up until then and with an intention of 
bringing in his Catholic faith. He started showing what the Chinese were familiar with, and thus 
most unlikely to disagree with, from the very beginning of Aesop’s defense. “A hundred of 
schools” refer to the schools of philosophy that flourished in the Warring States Period and, to 
different degrees, continued to influence Chinese thinking ever since. In the next sentence, the 
worshipping of sages for their virtues is part of the Confucian tradition; the term, generally 
accepted principles da dao 達道, however, might have come from The Doctrine of the Mean, one 
of the four Confucian classics, referring to the five relationships in Confucian ethics. This and 
the following sentence together conform with the Neo-Confucianism prevalent then in the Ming 
Dynasty, whose theory emphasizes humanity and natural laws xing li 性理, namely renxing 
                                                
192 天下何物佳於舌乎？百家高論。無舌孰論之？聖賢達道，無舌何以傳之，何以振之？天地性理，造化之
妙，無舌孰究之？不論奧微難懂，以舌可講而釋之矣！無舌，商賈不得交易有無，官吏不得審獄訟。辯黑
白以舌，友相友、男女合配以舌，神樂成音，敵國說而和，大眾聚而營宮室、立城國，皆舌之功也。讚聖
賢，誦謝上主重恩造化大德，孰非舌乎？無此舌之言助，茲世界無美矣！ 
 
193 Namely, nothing can compare with the tongue. 
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tianli 人性天理. What is worth our attention is that the ideas of “creation” and “creator” 
appearing in the passage actually are the same term in Ricci’s Chinese original, zaohua 造化. 
This term originated from the Zhuangzi, meaning the creator of nature, or even nature itself. 
Since Zhuangzi does not talk about gods, nature to him functions rather as the creator. It is easy 
to understand the double meanings from the term’s origin. Ricci cleverly borrows the term to 
combine the wonders of nature in the fourth line and the Creator in the second to the last 
sentence. Interestingly, in the last two sentences Ricci seems to imply that God’s creation of this 
world also came from the tongue, yet does not want to go so far as to change the focus or deviate 
from the original too much, hence the terms “Creator” zaohua, “world” shijie 世界, and “beauty” 
mei 美. 
Likewise, when Aesop lectures about the negative aspects of the tongue, Ricci added the 
tone of sermons to his explanation again:  
            What is worse in this world than the tongue? Should people in all schools have no 
tongue, who would disturb the common customs? How could the false opinions 
and unbridled talks against the Lord be spread throughout the world without the 
tongue? Ridiculous, presumptuous discourses that profane heaven [God] deceive 
the common people frequently. If there were no tongue, how could people know 
and follow them so easily? The great way and ultimate truth are destroyed by the 
debating mouth with a sharp tongue. Without the tongue, how could merchants 
cheat their customers? how could civilians make false accusations in lawsuits and 
officials be incapable of distinguishing black and white? Because of the calumnies 
of the tongue, friends keep each other at a distance, and husband and wife 
separate. The obscene music and depraved songs made by the tongue cause people 
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to be addicted to excessive pleasures. When friendly allies turn against each other, 
ruining homes, damaging cities, and eliminating countries, it is all the fault of the 
tongue. Slandering God, laying the blame on the Lord, and, ungrateful for God’s 
favors, opposing His merits, which one is not caused by the tongue? If there were 
no such extended disasters of the tongue, comfort and joy would last from 
generation to generation194. (Ricci 467-468; my translation and italics)  
While Ricci’s version of this revelation is narrated with every detail, Planudes’s original turns 
out quite succinct: “for what was worse then the Tongue? Does not the Ruine of Empires and 
Cities and the Destruction of private Interests entitle it self often to its Miscarriages? Is it not the 
Forge of Calumnies and Perjuries? In brief, is not the whole contexture of Life disorder’d 
frequently by its exorbitancies?” (Barlow 16-17). One may be surprised that Ricci’s long passage 
is based on these three lines. Nevertheless, there is a fundamental reason that his newly adapted 
Chinese version must be extended to such a length, that is, parallelism in Chinese writing. Every 
point he makes aims to contrast with the first part of Aesop’s argument, but there is no such 
parallel between the two quotations in Planudes’s narration. Although almost every sentence of 
Ricci’s has an idea that is contrary to a corresponding sentence of the previous passage, the word 
“sages” shengxian 聖賢, which appears twice previously, however, is missing in this counter 
argument. The places where the tongue can do a negative service to sages were replaced with the 
Lord or God as its objects. Hence, “The generally accepted principles of sages, how to transmit 
or develop them without the tongue?” is paralleled with “How could the false opinions and 
                                                
194 天下何物醜於舌乎？諸家眾流無舌，孰亂世俗乎？逆主道邪言淫辭，無舌何以普天之下乎？冒天荒誕妄
論，紛欺下民，無舌孰云之易知易從？大道至理，以利口可辯而毀矣。無舌，商賈何得詐偽罔市？細民何
得虛誣爭訟，而官不得別黑白乎？以舌之謗諛，故友相疏，夫婦相離。以舌淫樂邪音，導欲溺心。夫友邦
作讎，而家敗城壞國滅，皆舌之愆也。侮神訧上主，背恩違大德，孰非舌乎？無此舌之流禍，世世安樂矣
。 
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unbridled talks against the Lord be spread throughout the world without the tongue?” Also the 
sentence near the end, “Praising sages, chanting eulogies to thank God for the gracious favor and 
the Creator’s outstanding merits, which one is not done by the tongue?” is echoed by “Slandering 
God, laying the blame on the Lord, and, ungrateful for God’s favors, opposing His merits, which 
one is not caused by the tongue?”  
These obviously imbalanced parallels within such a careful design of opposition between 
the two arguments may reveal, to a certain extent, Ricci’s intent of replacing the status of sages 
with God in the Chinese mind, and may also suggest that his complying with Confucianism 
might be a disguise to facilitate his preaching in China. The expert in the history of Chinese 
classical learning and the editor of Li Madou zhong wen zhu yi ji 《利瑪竇中文著譯集》(A 
Collection of Matteo Ricci’s Chinese Works and Translations, 2001), Zhu Weizheng 朱維錚, 
says that Xu Guangqi 徐光啟, Chinese high official and Ricci’s follower at the time, claimed 
that Ricci aimed to replace Buddhism and supplement Confucianism yi fo bu ru 易佛補儒. 
However, in Zhu’s opinion, “ ‘replacing Buddhism’ is true, ‘supplementing Confucianism’ is 
false. For in the first six chapters he overtly refuted the traditional Confucian exegeses for not 
agreeing with the ‘truth’ in front of the most renowned Chinese intelligentsia whose names were 
directly mentioned”195 (Ricci 442).  
Another thing emphasized in Ricci’s version yet not to be found in the original is the 
beauty of the world in the first part and the idea of everlasting comfort and joy of human life in 
the second part. Near the end of the first passage, it is implied that the Creator is to be praised for 
the beauty of this world through the twice-mentioned concept zaohua, meaning both creation and 
                                                
195 “易佛”是真，“補儒”是假，由本書上卷所收六篇都指名駁難中國最著名的士大夫關於儒家傳統經解不
合真“理”可知。(Ricci 442). 
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creator, though the last sentence seems to ascribe beauty to all the positive effects of the tongue. 
Then in the second part, the everlasting comfort and joy are gone due to mankind’s misuse of 
their tongues. Among all such possible misuses, those against God are explicitly stressed with 
sentences carrying similar meanings, such as “the false opinions and unbridled talks against the 
Lord,” “ridiculous, presumptuous discourses that profane heaven,” “slandering God, laying the 
blame on the Lord, and, ungrateful for God’s favors, opposing His merits.” In the second phrase, 
I translate the word tian 天 as “heaven” in order to parallel with Ricci’s mention of “humanity 
and the natural laws between heaven and earth” (tian di xing li 天地性理) in Aesop’s first 
argument, but tian can also mean “fate” or “God.” That is to say, Ricci again takes the advantage 
of the multiple meanings of a Chinese word for the purpose of passing on the importance of God 
in this originally secular story.  
Slandering God with diverse discourses in order to take His place had been Ricci’s main 
concern that he rebuked early in the introduction to Tianzhu shiyi (The True Meaning of the Lord 
of Heaven, 1601):  
            Mankind’s objection and deception commit sins without bounds. They have taken 
possession of this world but are still not content, so much so that they attempt to 
usurp the throne of God and take over His place. But heaven is high and cannot be 
reached with stairs. Their desire is hard to fulfill. Therefore, they spread heresies 
falsely and deceive the common people in order to wipe out the traces of the Lord. 
They presumptuously promise people with benefits to let them venerate 
themselves and offer sacrifice to themselves. Both parties [the deceiver and the 
deceived] are punished for offending God. Hence the Lord sends down 
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catastrophes from generation to generation.196 (Ricci 6; my translation and italics 
emphasizing the corresponding lines)  
This passage shows that Ricci very much restates his concern with Aesop’s second argument, 
which, though in a different form, starts and ends with the same essence.     
      Near the end of this anecdote, he makes another big change by having all those present 
thank Aesop for the teaching and having Aesop’s master treat him with respect: “The guests 
heard both arguments, which were stated justly with language thorough and elegant. They all 
thanked his teaching before they left. Henceforth, the master treated him as a scholarly 
teacher”197 (Ricci 468; my translation). Nevertheless, in Planudes’ original, they all blame him 
for being insolent: “When the Scholars had heard Æsop’s Reply, they affirm’d, that the 
crookedness of his Body, was but the Transcript of his distorted and irregular Manners; and gave 
Xanthus a caution, that these Extravagancies of Æsop did not engage him in a Phrensie 
[frenzy].” As for his master, “Xanthus (desirous by just Revenge to expiate these Affronts) 
sought to trace out some cause which might supply him with an opportunity to punish Æsop . . . 
” (Barlow 17). Ricci might have sensed that Aesop’s deformity and low status were key to the 
guests’ reaction to his eloquence no matter how just Aesop’s cause was. The same could also 
influence Ricci’s own readers. So he gave Aesop a noble birth and due respect from his listeners 
in order to lessen this potential problem from the beginning.  
If we are to use the medieval guidelines of ars praedicandi to examine Ricci’s method, 
his version of the Life is made through concordance with an authority, the transformed Aesop as 
a wise scholar, through explanation of the properties of a thing, the tongue, through natural 
                                                
196 There is no Latin version. The original is in Chinese as follows: 人流之抗罔，無罪不犯，巧奪人世，猶未饜
足，至於圖僭天帝之位，而欲躍居其上。惟天之高，不可梯升。人欲難遂，因而謬布邪說，欺誑細民，以
泯沒天主之跡，妄以福利許人，使人欽崇而祭祀之。蓋彼此皆獲罪於上帝，所以天主降災，世世以重也。 
 
197 客累聞二義，陳說既正，音韻祥雅，俱離席敬謝教。是後，主視之如學士先生也。  
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truths, the tongue as the best and worst thing that creates and destroys at the same time, and 
through comparisons, the positive and negative effects of the tongue. Moreover, there are layers 
of analogies in this example, the tongue as food and the tongue serving as a tool of teaching at 
Xanthus’ table. Aesop’s tongue, which makes him either worthy of scorn or commendation, also 
reminds us of Ricci’s role of assuming Aesop’s position in preaching to us not only about the 
tongue but also about God. Thus, besides making this an appropriate example, he would gladly 
change the guests’ attitude to expect a similar reaction from his readers. 
      This story is by no means the first fable of Aesop appearing in this work, though, as we 
have seen, it speaks for his central thought at this stage of his religious work. To get a better 
view of the fables he inserted into this work, I list all the chapters and the Aesopic fables 
contained in the table below, with the fables’ titles underlined:198  
 
Chapter Fable 
1.The Age of Human Beings Passed is Taken Wrong as if it 
still Existed (人壽既過誤猶為有).  
 
2. Human Beings Live this Life as Travelers (人於今世為僑
寓耳). 
 
3. Often Thinking of the Time of Death Benefits the 
Conduct and Does Good (常念死候利行為祥). 
 
4. Thinking Often of the Time of Death Prepares One for the The Fox with the Swollen Belly;  
                                                
198 I am greatly indebted to Ge Baoquan’s 戈寶權 Zhong wai wen xue yin yuan《中外文學因緣》(The Causes and 
Effects of the Exchanges between Chinese and Western Literature) in discovering these fables in Matteo Ricci’s Ten 
Discourses by a Paradoxical Man (375-387). 
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Judgment after Death (常念死候備死後審). The Peacock Who Was Proud of 
His Tail but Ashamed of His Feet 
5. Gentlemen Talk Rarely and don’t Want to Speak (君子希
言而欲無言). 
Aesop’s Life—The Tongue 
6. The Purpose of Eating Vegetarian Diets is not to Refrain 
from Killing (齋素正旨非由戒殺). 
Two Hounds 
7. Self-Examine and Self-Condemn that Doing Nothing is a 
Fault (自省自責無為為尤). 
 
8. Retribution of Good or Evil Comes after Death (善惡之
報在身之後). 
The Lion and the Fox;  
Two Trees 
9. Presumptuously Inquiring about the Future Invites Bad 
Luck to Oneself (妄詢未來自速身凶). 
 
10. Being Rich, Greedy, and Stingy is Equal to Suffering 
from Poverty (富而貪吝，苦於貧窶). 
The Horses, the Deer and Man 
 
There is a total of seven fables that are considered Aesopic, with one inspired by Zhuangzi, in 
addition to some other stories that come from European folklore, legends, or mythology, such as 
an adapted brief version of the medieval morality play “Everyman”199 in chapter four, “Thinking 
Often of the Time of Death Prepares One for the Judgment after Death,” Ovid’s myth of King 
                                                
199 The play shows how Everyman is deserted at the last moments of his life by all those he held dear, including 
Friends, Goods, Relatives, except for Good Deeds. 
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Midas with a donkey’s ears200 in chapter five, “Gentlemen Talk Rarely and don’t Want to 
Speak,” the Greek legend of “The Sword of Damocles”201 in chapter eight, “Retribution of Good 
or Evil Comes after Death,” etc. I shall discuss the use of each fable on the following pages. 
As one among so many animal fables, Aesop’s fable of “The Fox with the Swollen 
Belly” first entered Ricci’s piece in chapter four, “Thinking Often of the Time of Death Prepares 
One for the Judgment after Death.” To make the point that one can despise goods, fame, and 
wealth202 by keeping death in mind, he narrates this fable: 
            A wild fox hungry for a whole day is skinny. He goes to steal food from a chicken 
coop where the door is closed and has no other entrances. As he hesitates to move 
forward, he sees a crack that can only accommodate his body. Being extremely 
gluttonous for food, he crawls in. After eating his fill for a few days, he wants to 
return, but his body grows large, with his belly as well as his trunk extended 
greatly. Fearing that the owner might see him, he has no choice but to fast for a 
few days. As his body becomes skinny as when he got in, he is now able to get 
out. How clever is this fox!  Isn’t it nice for us to learn from him and refine 
ourselves? When a child enters the world from the opening of his mother’s body, 
he possesses nothing. Then he gathers money and goods abundantly. When he is 
about to die, the money and goods that he gathers cannot be carried with him. 
                                                
200 Ricci uses the section where King Midas’s secret was betrayed by his barber. He whispered, “the king has an 
ass’s ears,” into a hole he dug in the ground, and later the reeds that sprang up there spread this secret throughout the 
country.  
 
201 The story took place in Syracuse, Sicily, where Dionysius was the king. A courtier, Damocles, once praised the 
good fortune and happiness of the king, who therefore let Damocles sit on his throne and ordered that a sharp sword 
tied to a single hair be hung above his head. Damocles then quit the throne before having a meal and learned the 
constant fear of one who possessed the highest status of a kingdom. 
 
202 以輕財貨功名富貴也。(Ricci 457). 
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Why not learn the fox’s strategy to reduce his own assets and goods in order to get 
out easily?203 (Ricci 458; my translation and italics)   
It is hard to pin down which derivative version of Aesop’s fables Ricci used for his selections in 
his Ten Discourses by a Paradoxical Man. According to B. E. Perry, Planudes’s Accursiana 
recension, printed by Bonus Accursius around 1479, has constituted the vulgate Greek Aesop for 
more than 300 years since it was first published (Perry, Aesopica xiii). It is more likely to be the 
source for Ricci and his fellow Jesuits instead of the older and more original recensions such as 
the Augustana (2nd century), Babrius (1st century), or Phaedrus (1st century). Due to the large 
number of exempla pamphlets circulating in Europe in the Middle Ages, it is likewise arbitrary 
to exclude the influence of those materials unless we procure evidence that they used a specific 
version of Aesop’s fables in their schoolrooms or as a source book for preaching. Nonetheless, 
we may take a look at some basic differences between Ricci’s story and similar fables in the 
Augustana recension and in Babrius’s or Phaedrus’s fables that might be its distant origin:  
            A hungry fox spied some bread and meat left in a hollow tree by some shepherds. 
He crawled in and ate it, but his belly swelled so that he could not get out again. 
As he moaned and groaned, another fox passing by came up and asked what was 
the matter. When he heard what had happened, he said to the first fox, “I guess 
you’ll just have to wait until you get back to the size you were when you went in, 
and then you won’t have any trouble getting out.” The story shows that time 
overcomes difficulties. (Perry #24; Trans. Daly 103-104)  
 
                                                
203 野狐曠日飢餓，身瘦臞，就雞棲竊食，門閉無由入，逡巡間忽睹一隙，僅容其身，饞亟則伏而入，數日
飽飫欲歸，而身已肥，腹幹張甚，隙不足容，恐主人見之也，不得已又數日不食，則身瘦臞如初入時，方
出矣。智哉！此狐。吾人習以自淑，不亦可乎？夫人子入生之隙，空空無所有也，進則聚財貨富厚矣，及
至將死，所聚財貨，不得與我偕出也，何不習彼狐之智計，自折閱財貨，乃易出乎哉？ 
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An ancient oak tree had a hollow in its roots, and there a goatherd’s ragged pouch 
was lying, full of yesterday’s bread and meat. A fox ran in and ate the contents of 
this pouch. His belly, as was natural, swelled up large; and, since the hole was 
narrow, he could now no longer crawl out through it. Another fox, who came 
upon him in his grief, said jeeringly: “Wait until you feel the pangs of hunger; 
you’ll not get out of here until your belly is the same size as when you entered.” 
(Babrius #86, Perry, Babrius and Phaedrus 107) 
Both fables set the location in a tree hollow, and the food left in it by some shepherd, agrees with 
the early lifestyle of pasturing in the West. Thus while the shepherd was working, he must have 
put his meal in a concealed place in a habitual manner. Compared to the natural backgrounds in 
the two fables, Ricci’s Fox must take the risk of getting into a man-made facility, a chicken coop. 
It is also stressed that he is a “wild” fox, which increases the contrast occurring when a natural 
being enters an unnatural environment. Both early fables use “ate” to describe the fox’s action: in 
the Augustana recension, the fox saw the food before he got into the hollow so the food was an 
incentive, whereas in Babrius, this part is rather a plain description of the fox’s action for he 
simply ran in and ate it. Therefore, the reason that the fox of the first fable got trapped in the tree 
hollow might be due to his lack of a thorough plan, and the passing fox in the same story, as a 
reminder of his failure, served to give him a good plan to get out. The fox in Babrius’s fable, 
however, encountered a pure accident because he by chance got into a tree hollow where there 
was free food. He naturally ate it, and “as was natural,” his belly swelled up large. Unlike the 
good fox who offered good advice to him who suffered in the previous story, the second fox in 
this fable jeered at the fox in the hollow, and even used the cruelest phrase a fox could have ever 
imagined, the “pangs of hunger,” to foretell his fate. The coincidence happening in a natural 
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action and the pangs as an unavoidable consequence make this fable an epitome of gain and loss 
in terms of one’s fate. The unfortunate fox simply has no control thereof. Although the second 
foxes in both fables can be seen as self-reflections, as voices within the first foxes’ mind, the 
jeering fox in Babrius’s version makes the lesson clearer through the contrast between the two 
mirroring images of the fox: one in grief, the other jeering with mockery like fate itself.  
In Ricci’s adapted fable, we see that the additional descriptions of the wild fox endow 
him with vivid human characteristics. The fox’s purpose is clear: to “steal” the food (qie shi 竊
食). Compared with eating, stealing is rather a human concept that must be perceived and 
defined by reason. Ricci uses many adjectives and verbs that are often used concerning human 
beings and can actually be omitted without affecting the storyline, such as skinny, hesitate, 
gluttonous, return, fear, have no choice, and fast. The wild fox, made to stay for a few days, 
even grows fat in his trunk besides getting a large belly. The use of the verb “return” (gui 歸) 
gives a hint of knowing the existence of home, one’s birthplace or origin, instead of simply using 
the phrase “getting out” or “crawling out” as described in the two short fables. In traditional 
Chinese belief, when a fox dies, he turns his head toward his birthplace, hu si shuo chiu 狐死首
丘.204 This four-character saying, traditional in Chinese, is used to acclaim one’s memory and 
faithfulness to his own origin, often a city or country. Here Ricci takes the outside as the origin 
of mankind as well as the world after death, while the chicken coop as this world where people 
gather material wealth. The only way to get out and “return” is to fast, which refers to the 
abstinence from our desires, just like the wild fox, who refrains from his main desire, gluttony.  
                                                
204 鳥飛反鄉，兔走歸窟，狐死首丘。《淮南子‧說林訓》(Birds fly to be back to their nests; rabbits hop to 
return to their holes; foxes die with their heads pointing to their hills.) (Huainanzi, ch. 17 “Discourse on Forests”; A. 
Liu 917-918; my translation). 
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      The second fable “The Peacock Who Was Proud of His Tail but Ashamed of His Feet” is 
used in the same chapter to address the point of defeating a proud heart.205  
            A peacock has feathers extremely beautiful with multi-colors. Only his feet are 
ugly. He once spreads his tail under the sun. The sunlight glitters on his tail, 
turning it into a multi-colored circle. Upon seeing it and appreciating himself, he 
is extremely proud. Suddenly he bows down and sees his feet. He then folds back 
his tail and, frustrated, withdraws his thought. Why does the proud one not learn 
from this bird? Why not look at your feet? The feet are the end of humankind, the 
time of death. When the time of death arrives, where is the beauty of body, the 
resplendence of clothes, the cleverness of mind, the height of power, the 
venerability of kinship, the richness of wealth, the prosperity of fame? Why not 
fold your presumptuous tail?206 (Ricci 459; my translation) 
This fable is not found in either the Augustana recension or Babrius’s and Phaedrus’s 
collections. According to Frederick Whitesell’s survey article, “Fables in Mediaeval Exempla,” it 
is recorded only once in Le Speculum Laicorum (Whitesell 365): “The exemplum of the peacock, 
who is very proud when seeing the beauty of his lifted tail; [on] seeing the ugliness of his feet, he 
lets go of the tail at once, as if confused”207 (Welter 76; my translation). This looks like an 
outline of the story that Ricci elaborated. However, a much earlier fable written by Phaedrus in 
which the peacock complained to Juno about his voice, seems to be closest to Ricci’s version 
                                                
205 以攻伐我倨敖心也。(Ricci 458). 
 
206 孔雀鳥，其羽五彩至美也，而惟足醜，嘗對日張尾，日光晃耀成五彩輪，顧而自喜，倨敖不已，忽俯下
視足，則斂其輪而折，意退矣。敖者何不效鳥乎？何不顧若足乎？足也，人之末，乃死之候矣。當死時，
身之美貌，衣之鮮華，心之聰明，勢之高峻，親之尊貴，財之豐盈，名之盛隆，種種皆安在乎？何不收汝
輕妄之輪乎哉！ 
 
207 Exemplum de pavone, qui videns pulcritudinem caude sue elevate, multum superbit; qui respiciens pedum 
suorum turpitudinem statim quasi confusus caudam dimittit. 
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among all the western ancient fables featuring a peacock.208 In the fable, the peacock came to 
Juno angry,209 complaining that she had not given him the good voice of a nightingale, but only 
the silent beauty of his tail. Juno then told him it was the will of the Fates that decided each of 
the birds’ lots. “[N]oli adfectare quod tibi non est datum, / delusa ne spes ad querelam reccidat 
(Don’t wish to strive after what is not given to you, lest the deluded hope relapse into a 
complaint)” (Perry, Babrius and Phaedrus 288, Phaedrus #18, l. 14-15; my translation). Both 
fables have in common the topic of the strength and weakness granted the peacock by an 
unalterable fate, or Fates in the Greek mythological tradition. These fables are based on the 
contrast of pride and shame. We do not know if Ricci knew Phaedrus’s fable. In any case, he did 
not use it. Perhaps Ricci thought it inappropriate for man to question God or God to be 
considered a substitute for Juno. Secondly, he meant to emphasize the end of a person’s life; 
therefore, the end of the peacock’s body, feet, could be a better parallel to death, instead of the 
shortcoming of his coarse voice. Thirdly, the plot does not require a talking animal. Like the fox, 
the peacock in Ricci’s version is the sole character in the fable who realizes the lesson through 
self-reflection, instead of taking advice from another character. This encourages his readers to do 
the same on their own, for everyone must face death alone.  
      It is noteworthy that both Ricci’s story and the medieval exemplum are set in the present 
time, whereas Phaedrus’s is described in the past tense. As a matter of fact, Aesop’s fables are all 
narrated in the past tense, as recorded in the earliest manuscript, the Augustana recension. So are 
Phaedrus’s and Babrius’s fables, except that the morals are stated before (promythia) or after the 
                                                
208 The fable “The Stag Admires Horns, Disdains Feet,” which appears in both Babrius (#43) and Phaedrus (#12), 
seems to resemble the peacock’s fable in question at first glance; however, the moral is rather different in that it 
describes how a stag was almost saved by his slender legs, which he often despised, when chased by the hunters and 
dogs, but betrayed by his horns, the source of his pride, which got tangled in the woods in his escape (Perry, Babrius 
and Phaedrus 57, 59, 207). 
 
209 indigne ferens (Perry, Babrius and Phaedrus 288, Phaedrus #18, l. 1). 
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fables (epimythia). We may surmise that, in contrast to Aesop’s mode of storytelling with 
depictions that are close to the real, the preachers incline to make the fables simple examples that 
are clearly separated from historical facts. Hence, though Aesop’s fables are sometimes narrated 
in the form of an anecdote or mixed with anecdotes in the collections, in Ricci’s application he 
sets these two types apart by indicating the time as the past, as we can see in his adapted version 
of “Aesop’s Life—The Tongue” and, because there is no tense-shifting in Chinese, by simply 
omitting the time to refer to the present in this and the previous fable of the fox. 
      Ricci’s fable of the “Two Hounds” in chapter six, “The Purpose of Eating Vegetarian 
Diets is not to Refrain from Killing,” is a variation of the “Two Dogs” in the Augustana 
recension. Ricci retold it in this manner: 
            In ancient times, once two hounds were offered as tributes to my country. Both 
were from a good breed. The king put one into the care of an illustrious courtier 
and sent another to a farmstead on the outskirts, letting them both be raised. 
Subsequently, he went hunting and tested them. He let both into the garden. The 
one raised on the farmstead was skinny and light. He smelled the traces of animals 
as he walked and, being fast in running, seizing, and killing the game, captured 
countless animals. The one raised in the illustrious family, though clean, plump, 
and good looking, was accustomed to meat stuffed in his belly and was 
comfortably relaxed in his limbs. He could not run quickly; thus he ignored the 
animals he saw, but when coming upon a rotten bone on the roadside, he 
approached and gnawed at it. Once he finished gnawing, he stopped moving. The 
attendants, knowing that they were the same breed of dog, were very surprised. 
The king said, “This is not strange at all. Is it only animals that behave this way? 
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Human beings are completely like this. It is all tied to nurturing. Nurtured to the 
point of comfort and satiety, the hound wants to have nothing to do with 
improving himself to the good; nurtured through labor and frugality, [that hound] 
definitely meets my expectation.” If ordinary people are used to dainties and 
abundant meals, they have no time for rites and morality, but only want to eat. If 
they are used to studying deep truths and subtle principles, they have no time for 
the enjoyment of eating, but are willing to die for the truths and principles.210 
(Ricci 473; my translation)  
The Augustana version is as follows: 
            A man who had two dogs taught the one to hunt and made the other a watchdog. 
Whenever the hunting dog went out on the chase and caught anything, the man 
would take part of it and toss it to the other. When the hunting dog grew angry at 
this and abused the other for doing nothing but growing fat on the results of his 
efforts while he himself had to go out and work for everything he got, the 
watchdog said to him, “Well, don’t blame me; blame our master who taught me 
not to work but to eat what others work for.” (Perry #92; trans. Daly 133-134) 
Ricci relates this fable as a historical anecdote, especially happening in the court, to ensure its 
effect of credibility. The abovementioned fable of the peacock, however, is set in the present 
time. He brings it up directly as a quick example in his argumentation without giving it a time 
frame. Of course the authority of the king’s words in Ricci must exceed greatly that of a dog’s 
                                                
210 古昔有貢我西國二獵犬者，皆良種也。王以一寄國中顯臣家，以其一寄郊外農舍，使並畜之。既而王出
田獵，試焉。二犬齊縱入囿。農舍所畜之犬，身臞而體輕，走齅禽獸跡，疾趨攫閷，獲禽無算。顯家所養
之犬，雖潔肥容美足觀也，但習肉食充腸，安佚四肢，不能馳驟，則見禽不顧，而忽遇路旁腐骨，即就而
齕之，齕畢不動矣。從獵者知其同產，則異之。王曰：“此不足怪。豈惟獸哉？人盡然也，皆係於養耳矣
。養之以佚翫飫飽，必無所進於善也，養之以煩勞儉約，必不誤若所望矣。”若曰凡人習於珍味厚膳，見
禮義之事不暇，惟俛焉而就食耳；習於精理微義，遇飲食之玩亦不暇，必思焉而殉理義矣。 
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words in the Augustana version. Besides, in order to make this story part of a sermon, he seems 
not to be disposed to let animals speak as they often do in the original collections. The measure 
of letting the two hounds live diverse lifestyles, too, makes the contrast more remarkable, 
compared to purposely making one a hunting dog and the other a watchdog, when both are raised 
by the same man. The length of Ricci’s story is mostly due to the descriptions of the two hounds’ 
behaviors through the king’s observation. In addition, there is the matter of two different morals 
pronounced by the king and Ricci. The moral of the Augustana fable is recorded thus: “Just so, 
lazy children are not to be blamed when their parents bring them up this way” (Daly 277). Yet 
Ricci’s adaptation of the fable by no means applies to children only, as the king first made clear 
in his comment, “Is it only animals that behave this way? Human beings are completely like 
this.”  
The king first parallels animals and human beings in terms of nurturing; Ricci then 
associates eating dainties with the well-fed hound’s failure to do good, and studying the truth and 
principles with the skillful hound’s success in the hunt. The king’s last word, “[N]urtured 
through labor and frugality, [that hound] definitely meets my expectation,” has a structure not 
corresponding to the preceding words: “Nurtured to the point of comfort and satiety, the hound 
must have nothing to do with improving himself to the good.” Instead of the hound’s change 
with a different way of nurture, the king talks about his expectation. This may imply his role as 
the Lord in the context of the sermon, who has set the standards of all kinds and placed 
judgments according to his expectations of mankind. It somewhat works to introduce Ricci’s 
epimythium in the following sentences, which seem to explain what the Lord’s “expectation” is.  
      In Chapter eight, “Retribution of Good or Evil Comes after Death,” he again uses a fable 
of the fox, “The Lion and the Fox,” to illustrate why people fear death:  
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            The fox is the smartest. By chance, he goes into a lion’s cave, but then runs away 
in fright before he reaches the inside. That is because he sees the footprints of all 
kinds of animals in the pit,211 but only those going in, not getting out. Death is 
also humankind’s lion’s pit; therefore, they fear it. Fearing to die but wishing to 
live, what do they suspect? Men of good will believe in the existence of Heaven, 
so they don’t fear death or long for living; evil people should go to Hell, so they 
fear death and long for living. That is the difference.212 (Ricci 480; my translation)    
In both the Augustana and Babrius’s versions, an old lion that represents danger, or death in this 
context, has been omitted. The Augustana fable goes thus: 
            A lion who was growing old and couldn’t get his food by force decided he would 
have to get it by wit. So he went into a cave where he lay down and played sick. 
When the other animals came in to visit him, he would eat them. After many 
animals had been done away with, a fox, who had seen through his trick, came 
along and, standing at a distance from the cave, asked him how he was. When the 
lion said he was not well and asked why he didn’t come in, the fox said, “Why, I 
would if I didn’t see so many tracks going in but none coming out.” (Perry #142; 
Trans. Daly 153) 
The fable by Babrius is of the same structure, except that he gives more descriptions to make the 
animals’ visits reasonable: “[He] laid himself down in a hollow cave as if he were sick and in 
pain, pretending to gasp, and making his once deep voice seem weak and thin. Rumour came 
                                                
211 Ricci switches his use of cave ku 窟 to pit keng 坑, a character that is somewhat related to burial.  
 
212 狐最智，偶入獅子窟，未至也，輒驚而走；彼見坑中百獸蹟，有入者無出者故也。夫死亦人之獅子坑矣
，故懼之。懼死則願生，何疑焉！仁人君子信有天堂，自不懼死戀生；惡人應入地獄，則懼死戀生，自其
分矣。 
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bearing the message to the beasts within their lairs, and all were grieved to learn of the lion’s 
illness” (Babrius #103, Perry, Babrius and Phaedrus 133).  
Ricci focuses on the fox (man) rather than the lion (death) since his purpose is to edify 
his readers. The first half of the fable about the old lion’s trick therefore becomes unnecessary. It 
is man who has to correct his own conduct in order to conquer the fear of death. According to 
Ricci, “evil people should go to Hell, so they fear death and long for living.” Since the fox in 
Ricci’s story runs away from the lion’s pit, he naturally represents one of the “evil people.” It is a 
moral completely opposite to the original design of the fable in general, which praises the one 
who takes precautions concerning his predecessors and surroundings. There is also a logical 
fallacy in this statement, for evil people must first believe in the existence of Hell in Christian 
faith before they can fear the punishment in it after their death.    
      The other fable, “Two Trees,” in the same chapter seems to have no parallel in Aesop’s 
fables, though we can find one in the Zhuangzi that conveys an opposite lesson. Ricci tells this 
fable to separate the virtuous and non-virtuous man.   
            An analogy compares man to trees. In midwinter, there is no telling the good tree 
from the bad one because it is not the right time. Often two trees are planted in a 
garden, one luxuriant, the other withered, both having no flowers, leaves, or fruit. 
To judge if they are dead or alive, the inner part especially makes the difference at 
this moment. One, having its root infused with liquid, is vigorously full of life; the 
other, with a rotten root where the liquid dried up, has already died in sadness. 
When spring and summer come, people are able to distinguish them. The one still 
alive germinates and thrives, plump with radiance. Its flowers are luminous; 
leaves are abundant; the fruit is big. The withered tree, having failed to live up to 
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the garden owner’s expectation, is forsaken and despised by everyone. Hence they 
cut it down with an axe, split it, and burn it under the cooking stove.213 (Ricci 488; 
my translation and italics) 
He then says that serving Catholicism diligently in this life is like the tree having its root infused 
with liquid. One cannot see through it in winter, this life. “Not until the coming life, the spring 
and summer, do the rewards for the good and evil start to become clear”214 (ibid.).    
      In the Zhuangzi chapter 20, “The Mountain Tree,” the luxuriant tree connotes a different 
meaning:  
            Zhuangzi, while walking in the mountain, saw a big tree that had exuberant 
branches and leaves. The woodcutter stopped next to it and did not cut it down. 
He asked him the reason. He replied, “There is nothing it can be used for.” 
Zhuangzi said, “Because of its worthlessness, this tree can live out its natural life 
span.” Leaving the mountain, Zhuangzi rested in an old friend’s house. His old 
friend, delighted, ordered his manservant to kill a goose to treat him. The servant 
asked, “One of the geese can cackle, the other cannot. Which one to kill, please?”  
The host said, “Kill the one that cannot cackle.” The next day, Zhuangzi’s disciple 
asked him, “Yesterday the tree we saw in the mountain was able to live out its 
natural life span because of its worthlessness; today the host’s goose died because 
of its worthlessness. Which position will you take, teacher?” Zhuangzi smiled and 
                                                
213 一曰譬之如樹木，隆冬時佳惡無異，非其時故也。常有菀枯二樹，同植於苑，俱無花葉，俱無果實。以
判生死，則此時特內異耳，一則根存液注，生意勃然，而一者根已朽，液已乾，淒然死矣。春夏既至，人
方辨之。生者即萌蘗怒生，沃然光澤，灼灼其華，蓁蓁其葉，有蕡其實也。彼枯木者，既負圃主期望，眾
棄賤之，則斤斫斧截，析而付之燎爨耳。 
 
214 彼其根液內充，汝不得而見之，是本世也，真為人之冬耳。迨來世，乃其春夏矣，則善惡者之所受，始
今明焉。 
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said, “I will stay between worth and worthlessness. This position looks 
appropriate but actually is not, so it cannot rid me of trouble. If one roamed in 
accord with the attributes of the Dao, the consequences would be different. There 
would be no praise or slander [that affected him]. Sometimes being conspicuous 
like a dragon, sometimes obscure like a snake, he changed along time, not willing 
to be attached to a point; sometimes up, sometimes down, he followed the rules of 
nature, wandering amid the origins of a myriad things, mastering things rather 
than being mastered by things. Then why would this person be involved in any 
trouble?215 (Zhuangzi, ch. 20, G. Chen 498-501; my translation) 
      In Ricci’s story we have two trees for comparison, and here we have one tree and two 
geese, all of which are viewed from the point of view of a third person that judges their value. 
The garden owner represents God, who has an expectation concerning his cultivation of man, 
“The withered tree, since having failed to live up to the garden owner’s expectation, is forsaken 
and despised by everyone.” No substantial reason about the withering is given in the story, 
besides the rotten root. Yet it does not seem to matter, as Ricci rather focuses on his analogies of 
winter and this life; and of spring and summer and afterlife. It is noteworthy that the withered 
tree does not die because of being cut down by people in the spring, but because it has already 
died before the winter. This implies that it once had the chance to live through this life after all, 
                                                
215 莊子行於山中，見大木，枝葉盛茂，伐木者止其旁而不取也。問其故。曰：「無所可用。」莊子曰：
「此木以不材得終其天年。」夫子出於山，舍於故人之家。故人喜，命豎子殺雁而烹之。豎子請曰：「其
一能鳴，其一不能鳴，請奚殺？」主人曰：「殺不能鳴者。」 
明日，弟子問於莊子曰：「昨日山中之木，以不材得終其天年；今主人之雁，以不材死。先生將何處？」
莊子笑曰：「周將處乎材與不材之間。材與不材之間，似之而非也，故未免乎累。若夫乘道德而浮游則不
然。無譽無訾，一龍一蛇，與時俱化，而無肯專為；一上一下，以和為量，浮游乎萬物之祖；物物而不物
於物，則胡可得而累邪！」《莊子‧山木》 
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whether or not it is to continue in an afterlife. The same holds true for human beings, who 
possess free will.  
      Zhuangzi’s story, however, teaches his disciples how to preserve their lives in this life 
with the example of the tree and geese. Unlike Ricci’s fable that is mostly described and 
evaluated from a human observer’s point of view, Zhuangzi discusses the subject of life and 
death from the tree’s and the geese’s perspectives. Therefore, while Ricci makes use of the trees 
as a means to elucidate his moral lesson, Zhuangzi, on the contrary, seems to learn from or be 
inspired by the tree and geese about how to prevent oneself from fatal harm. Zhuangzi thinks in 
this way because for him human beings are fully part of nature. The key factor that connects both 
stories is the luxuriant tree. It is able to continue in the afterlife in Ricci’s story because it lives 
up to the garden owner’s expectation. In Zhuangzi’s version, however, the tree escapes death 
because it is useless to the woodcutter. Taking the geese’s case into consideration, since being 
worthless cannot guarantee absolute safety in this world, Zhuangzi decides that we must “roam 
in accord with the attributes of the Dao,” the ultimate truth of nature. The afterlife is not his 
concern, nor are the views of others, which actually pose threats to a natural being’s survival. It 
is important to judge (pan 判) and distinguish (bian 辨) the good and bad in Ricci’s conception 
of the story, while for Zhuangzi, the main point is to shun such a judgment. We can be sure that 
Ricci read the Zhuangzi because he adopted Zhuangzi’s term, jiren (a paradoxical man), in the 
title of this book. It is highly probable that Ricci derived his idea of the analogy of the trees and 
man from Zhuangzi’s yuyan. Although both of them use the tree as an object in comparison with 
man, their diverse philosophies make for fundamental differences in using plant and animal 
images in their parables.   
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      The last Aesopic fable in The Ten Discourses by a Paradoxical Man appears in the last 
chapter, “Being Rich, Greedy, and Stingy is Equal to Suffering from Poverty.” Ricci uses the 
fable, “The Horses, the Deer, and Man,” to explain how human beings let money take control of 
them:  
            In ancient times, horses and deer lived together in the open country, competing 
for water and grass. The horses were about to lose their land. For this reason they 
submitted to man, borrowing their power to make war against the deer. 
[Consequently] although the horses had defeated the deer, they had also yielded to 
man. The saddles, thereafter, did not come off from their backs, nor did the bits 
come out from their mouths. It was too late for them to regret. At first, you did not 
know about it either. You hated poverty and borrowed the power of wealth to 
subjugate it. When the poverty had gone, your heart was weary of wealth, 
afflicted by the illness of loving money, and enslaved by money. Why did you not 
regret like the horses?216 (Ricci 499; my translation) 
There have been variations of this fable since antiquity. The prior fables feature single animals 
instead. Yet here Ricci means to give an aetiological explanation of how the horses came to 
become man’s mounts; hence I translated the horse and the deer as plural. The Augustana 
recension has the wild boar instead of the deer as the horse’s enemy, and the man is a hunter 
(Perry #269). Phaedrus and Babrius, too, have the horse, the wild boar, and a hunter217 (Perry, 
Babrius and Phaedrus 304-305, Ph. IV #4; Babrius prose paraphrase #166). Aristotle in his 
                                                
216 上古之時，馬與鹿共居於野而爭水草也。馬將失地，因服於人，借人力助之，因以伐鹿。馬雖勝鹿，已
服於人，脊不離鞍，口不脫銜也，悔晚矣。爾初亦不知，而惡貧，且借財力以剋之，迨貧已去，心累於財
，戀財為病，且為財役矣，曷不如馬悔乎？ 
 
217 For the sources, check B. E. Perry’s Babrius and Phaedrus, Appendix 269 and 269a (476). 
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Rhetoric, however, uses “The Stag, the Horse, and the Man,” which makes little difference in the 
meaning of the fable. The Augustana version is recorded as follows: 
            A wild boar and a horse used to pasture in the same spot, but the boar would 
always ruin the grass and muddy the water. The horse wanted to protect himself 
and went to a hunter to enlist his assistance. The hunter said that he couldn’t help 
unless the horse would take a bit in his mouth and let him mount. The horse 
agreed to all this. Once the hunter was on his back, he hunted down the boar and 
then took the horse home and tied him up in his stable. (Trans. Daly 205)  
The moral of this fable states, “So this is that many men, out of unreasoning anger, throw 
themselves at the mercy of others in their efforts to get even with their enemies” (Daly 297). 
Aristotle’s version is related to show the danger of giving power to a dictator: 
            For Stesichorus, when the people of Himera had chosen Phalaris dictator and 
were on the point of giving him a body-guard, after many arguments related a 
fable to them: “A horse was in sole occupation of a meadow. A stag having come 
and done much damage to the pasture, the horse, wishing to avenge himself on the 
stag, asked a man whether he could help him to punish the stag. The man 
consented, on condition that the horse submitted to the bit and allowed him to 
mount him javelins in hand. The horse agreed to the terms and the man mounted 
him, but instead of obtaining vengeance on the stag, the horse from that time 
became the man’s slave. So then,” said he, “do you take care lest, in your desire to 
avenge yourselves on the enemy, you be treated like the horse. You already have 
the bit, since you have chosen a dictator; if you give him a body-guard and allow 
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him to mount you, you will at once be the slaves of Phalaris.” (Aristotle Rh. 
2.20.5, trans. J. H. Freese) 
These two fables highlight the horse’s vengeance on the one who ruined his habitat, while 
Ricci’s adaptation centers on the horses’ desire to possess the land alone. In Ricci’s version, 
ironically, even if the horses defeated the deer, they lost their freedom as well as their right to 
own the land. Vengeance is related to law and justice; possession is connected to necessity and 
greed. From Aristotle to Ricci, there is a transformation from the political to the personal; 
however, the price is the same, the freedom of body or mind. As the first person who introduced 
Aesop’s fables to the Chinese, Ricci might have been directly influenced by Aristotle in his use 
of fable, for Aristotle’s works were included in the Jesuits’ education for rhetorical training.  
As Ricci says in his journals, he noticed that the Chinese had great interest in literary 
studies and that people preferred reading rather than attending the public preaching218 (Ricci, 
China 446). This gave him good reason to write down the ten dialogues integrated with the most 
rudimentary western literature as a tool of illustration. The preaching also turned away from the 
public to become a more private matter. His Ten Discourses by a Paradoxical Man certainly sets 
a model for the following Jesuits in the light of the missionary writing. 
 
Diego de Pantoja’s Qi ke (On Overcoming the Seven Capital Sins) 
 
      As Ricci’s assistant, Diego (or Didacus) de Pantoja, a Spanish Jesuit, also made use of 
fables in his work, Qi ke《七克》(On Overcoming the Seven Capital Sins), published in 1614. 
                                                
218 Before this work, Ricci’s Chinese writings include the Commentaries on the Four Elements 《四元行論》, 
Treaties on Friendship《交友論》, Twenty-Five Essays 《二十五言》, and True Meaning of the Lord of Heaven 
《天主實義》(Ricci, China 446-451). 
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He was a great helper to Ricci since 1600 while the latter stayed in Beijing. Because de Pantoja 
was good at speaking Chinese, he was able to help baptize the converts when Ricci was busy 
getting acquainted with Chinese literati or writing books. After Ricci’s death in 1610, de Pantoja, 
with some other officials at the court, appealed to the emperor to let Ricci be buried in Beijing, 
making Ricci the first missionary who was allowed to be buried in the capital (Ricci and Trigault 
vol. 5, ch. 21).  
      His work, Qi ke, discusses the ways to overcome the seven capital sins as classified by 
Catholicism. He says at the beginning, 
            In Catholicism there are important words about the seven capital sins. The first is 
pride; second, envy; third, stinginess; fourth, anger; fifth, gluttony; sixth, lust; 
seventh, sloth of doing good. There are also sayings about seven contrary virtues 
to overcome these seven sins. The first is humility to counter pride; second, 
kindness to counter envy; third, liberality to counter stinginess; fourth, tolerance 
to counter anger; fifth, temperance to counter gluttony; sixth, chastity to counter 
lust; seventh, diligence in the matters of the Lord to counter sloth of doing 
good.219 (De Pantoja 715-716; my translation) 
The work thus contains seven books, each dealing with one sin and one contrary virtue; and each 
book is further divided into chapters. In them, we can find seven fables, which are listed with 
                                                
219 The edition used here was recorded by Li Zhizao in Tian xue chu han《天學初函》(First Collection of Heavenly 
Studies), originally published in 1628. 天主教要言罪宗七端，一謂驕傲，二謂嫉妒，三謂慳悋，四謂忿怒，五
謂迷飲食，六謂迷色，七謂懈惰於善。又言克罪七端有七德，一謂謙讓以克驕傲，二謂仁愛人以克嫉妒，
三謂捨財以克慳悋，四謂含忍以克忿怒，五謂淡泊以克飲食迷，六謂絕欲以克色迷，七謂勤於天主之事以
克懈惰於善。 
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their titles underlined in the following table. The middle column specifies only the name of the 
chapter in a book where the fable appears:220  
 
Book Chapter Fable 
7. Abstaining from Listening to 
Flattery （戒聽譽） 
The Fox and the Crow 
8. Abstaining from Loving 
Nobility（戒好貴） 
The Trees and the Olive  
 
1. Restraining Pride 
（伏傲第一） 
10. Knowing yourself to preserve 
Humility（識己保謙） 
The Peacock Who Was Proud of 
His Tail but Ashamed of His Feet 
Stopping Calumny（戒讒言） 
 
The Sick Lion, the Wolf, and the 
Fox 
2. Assuaging Jealousy  
（平妒第二） 
Loving People（仁愛人） The Sons Plucking the Horse’s Tail 
3. Dispelling Greed 
（解貪第三） 
 The Poor Man Selling Liquor 
4. Soothing Anger 
（熄忿第四） 
2. Overcoming Difficulties with 
Patience（以忍德敵難） 
The Rabbits and the Frogs 
5. Blocking Gluttony 
（塞饕第五） 
 Not Available 
                                                
220 I am indebted to Ge Baoquan’s work, Zhong wai wen xue yin yuan (The Causes and Effects of the Exchanges 
between Chinese and Western Literature), in locating these fables. 
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6. Preventing Lust  
（坊淫第六） 
 Not Available 
7. Whipping Sloth 
（策怠第七） 
 Not Available 
 
The first Aesopic fable that he inserts into his argument in book one, “Restraining Pride,” 
chapter seven, “Abstaining from Listening to Flattery,” also features the fox as the main 
character: 
           A fable tells that the crow perches on a tree, pecking a piece of meat. The fox, a 
clever animal, who wants to obtain the meat, flatters the crow, “They say that the 
crow is black. Truly he is so bright as snow that he can almost be the king of 
birds. Only I have never heard his voice.” The crow, overjoyed, makes a big cry 
and thus drops the meat. The fox gets the meat. Looking at the crow, he sneers at 
his black color and foolishness. If the flatterer thinks you are wise, he must know 
that you do not like flattery and dares not flatter you. Only when he has some 
request that cannot be fulfilled and thinks you are gullible does he flatter you to 
amplify your stupidity. Then he can obtain what he wants. Once he gets hold of it, 
he ridicules your pride and jeers at your foolishness. Why do you lend an ear to 
the vain praise and take the mockery?221 (De Pantoja 752-753; my translation)   
                                                
221 寓言曰：烏栖樹啄肉。狐，巧獸也，欲得其肉，詭諛烏曰：「人言黑如烏，乃濯濯如雪，殆可為百鳥王
乎？特未聞和鳴聲耳。」烏大喜，啞然而鳴，肉則墜矣。狐得肉，視烏而笑，笑其黑，且笑其愚也。彼面
譽爾者，若以爾為智，必知爾不喜譽，而弗敢為譽。惟有求於爾不得，且意爾為愚可欺，乃面譽以增爾愚
，而得所欲得焉。一已得，且譏爾傲，笑爾愚也。爾奈何傾耳以聽虛譽，而取笑譏乎？ 
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According to Whitesell’s table of occurrence of Graeco-Roman fables, this is the most frequently 
quoted fox fable in mediaeval exempla (358). Although the two earliest followers of Aesop, 
Phaedrus and Babrius, both have this fable in their collections,222 based on the content, de 
Pantoja’s seems most likely to have derived from the Augustana recension. The most explicit 
clue is that in Babrius and Phaedrus the crow has cheese rather than meat in his mouth. Besides, 
in these two versions, though the fox flatters the crow, he does not say that the crow can be the 
king of birds. In the Augustana, the story is basically the same: 
            A crow who had stolen some meat perched in a tree. A fox caught sight of him 
and, wishing to get the meat, stood there and began to praise him for his size and 
beauty, telling him that of all the birds he might most appropriately be king and 
that he certainly would be if he had any kind of a voice. The crow wanted to show 
the fox that he did have a voice and so dropped the meat and raised a great 
croaking. The fox ran up, seized the meat, and said, “Friend Crow, if you had any 
kind of sense, you would be completely equipped to be king of all.” (Perry #124; 
trans. Daly 146) 
One special characteristic in de Pantoja’s fable, different from the other three versions, is the 
emphasis of the color black, as the fox manipulates the truth, saying, “Truly he [the crow] is so 
bright as snow that he can almost be the king of birds.” Changing the color from black to white 
shows that the fox obviously tells a lie, yet the crow still falls into the trap. This falsehood 
increases the fox’s deceit as well as the crow’s blindness about himself and about the flatterer. It 
also manifests the crow’s inability to distinguish wrong from right, concepts that are often 
designated with black and white in Chinese. Thus the black and white are reversed and the right 
                                                
222 Babrius #77; Phaedrus #13. 
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and wrong are confounded (黑白顛倒，是非不分). After the fable, de Pantoja quotes Marcus 
Aurelius’s and Seneca’s words to point out this idea: “Aurelius said that many do not lose their 
righteousness when confronting difficulties, but few do not lose it when facing flattery. Seneca 
said that nothing separates man from righteousness more than a fondness of listening to 
flattery”223 (De Pantoja 753-54; my translation). Flattery, thus, makes people lose their ability to 
make good judgments; it influences them away from righteousness. Hence, compared to the 
simple moral in the Augustana recension: “The fable is appropriate for a senseless person” (Daly 
281), de Pantoja’s fable not only tackles the topic of restraining personal pride, but also works to 
expand the lesson to universal morality. 
      In the next chapter of the same book, “Abstaining from Loving Nobility,” he uses the 
parable/fable appearing in the Bible. It has been named differently, such as “The Trees and the 
Olive,” “Bramble Chosen King of Trees,” and “How the Trees Elected a King,” by the fabulists 
or those who recorded it.224 Here is de Pantoja’s version: 
            A fable tells that all the trees discuss how to elect a tree to be a leader that they 
can venerate. Considered as the first candidate is the olive tree, a tree that yields 
good fruit and oil. He refuses the offer, saying, “My oil is very moist for man’s 
use. I am unwilling to give up my moisture to be the leader of all trees.” The 
second candidate is the vine tree, who refuses, too, saying, “My fruit is very sweet 
                                                
223 厄勒臥畧曰：「遇艱難而不失其正者多，值稱譽而不失其正者寡矣。」塞搦加曰：「離人於正，莫如喜
聽譽也。」 In the Roman Emperor, Marcus Aurelius’ (reigned 161-180) Meditation, which he wrote in Greek, the 
author says, “They despise one another, yet they flatter one another; they want to get above one another and yet bow 
down to one another” (XI. 14; trans. A. S. L. Farquharson 104).  
 
224 In the Augustana Recension #262, it is named “The Trees and the Olive.” In Whitesell’s Table III, Fables of 
Oriental Origin, he simply puts, “Bramble Chosen King of Trees.” When it appears in Odo of Cheriton’s collection 
as the opening fable, the title is “How the Trees Elected a King.” Obviously the title of a fable seems of no 
importance to neither the users nor the readers or the audiences especially when it is only a small illustration of a 
whole argument. This again reflects the pliability of this genre, a quality that might have come from its roots in oral 
tradition.  
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and my wine is very tasty for man’s use. I am unwilling to give up my pleasant 
taste to be the leader of all trees.” Then it comes to the bramble. The bramble is a 
spiny plant, which has no flowers, leaves, or fruit, and is full of thorns. He is not 
useful [to man], but only to be burned in the stove. The bramble leaps up and says, 
“Really? Then you should come into my shade. However, if anyone dares rebel 
against what I do, I shall send fire to burn him.” The virtuous ones, full of oil and 
rich with fruit, are afraid to give these up for the noble office. Not only are they 
unhappy with the office, but also they fear it; not only do they not ask for it, but 
also they avoid it. The foolish and clumsy one that has no goodness, and thus is 
not afraid of losing it, neither fears nor avoids the offer. That is only the 
bramble.225 (De Pantoja 765-66; my translation) 
We should compare it with the original parable in the Old Testament that I quoted from the 
Douay Version of the Bible, first published in 1609 (Dalton 159). I have used this version 
because it is a translation of St Jerome’s Latin Vulgate (405 CE), the only text that was 
authorized by the Catholic Church (Dalton 138, 151). The Douay Version preserves the 
apocrypha and stays close to Catholic tradition. Therefore, here and in the following chapters, I 
cite from the Douay Version whenever a biblical passage is needed. 
            The trees went to anoint a king over them: and they said to the olive tree: Reign 
thou over us. And it answered: Can I leave my fatness, which both gods and men 
make use of, to come to be promoted among the trees? And the trees said to the 
                                                
225 寓言曰：眾樹共議，欲立一樹為長，共宗之，首推阿理襪。阿理襪，美果美膏之樹也，辭曰：「我膏甚
潤，為人用，不願散我潤，易爾眾樹長也。」次推葡萄，辭曰：「我果甚甘，我酒甚美，為人用，不願散
我甘美，易眾樹長也。」已及辣末。辣末者，棘屬也，無花葉實，叢生多刺，一無可用，燎爨而已。遂躍
起曰：「信然耶，則當來就我影下。惟我所為，誰敢逆者，逆則我辣末當出火焚之矣。」夫有德者，滿於
膏，豐於實，懼因貴任而散也。微特不喜，且畏之；微特不求，且避之。愚者拙者，無美可懼散，不畏不
避，則辣末而已。 
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fig tree: Come thou and reign over us. And it answered them: Can I leave my 
sweetness, and my delicious fruits, and go to be promoted among the other 
trees? And the trees said to the vine: Come thou and reign over us. And it 
answered them: Can I forsake my wine, that cheereth God and men, and be 
promoted among the other trees? And all the trees said to the bramble: Come thou 
and reign over us. And it answered them: If indeed you mean to make me king, 
come ye and rest under my shadow: but if you mean it not, let fire come out from 
the bramble, and devour the cedars of Libanus. (Douay Version, Judges 9.8-15; 
my italics) 
I have mentioned this parable in chapter one of my dissertation when discussing the differences 
between fable and parable. The story in the Bible was told by Jotham, the youngest son of 
Jerobbaal. He escaped his half brother Abimelech’s slaughter and warned his people of the 
danger of crowning Abimelech king. That is to say, supporting the murderer of his own sixty-
nine half brothers is like anointing the bramble king over the trees. For the bramble is not only 
good for nothing but also dangerous to its own kind. In the previous Book of Judges, it is said, 
            [b]ut after Gedeon was dead, the children of Israel turned again, and committed 
fornication with Baalim.226 And they made a covenant with Baal, that he should 
be their god: And they remembered not the Lord their God, who delivered them 
out of the hands of all their enemies round about: Neither did they shew mercy to 
the house of Jerobaal Gedeon, according to all the good things he had done to 
Israel. (Douay Version, Judges 8.33-35)  
In a way, Abimelech, son of Jerobbaal by a maid-servant, is made parallel to a false idol, in 
comparison to a pure descendant from the family of Jerobbaal. In de Pantoja’s version, instead of 
                                                
226 According to Charles Souvay, Baalim means “owners” or “lords.” Baal is the singular form. 
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seeing from the perspective of those who are eager to find a king, he interprets his fable with 
respect to those candidates. Without a referred history, his lesson is rather simple. Loving 
nobility, or wanting to become a nobleman, constitutes one’s pride. In order to restrain pride, this 
thinking must be rejected. So he intends to show that only those who have no good quality of 
their own do not fear of losing it when taking a noble office; the foolish and clumsy one takes the 
office without scruples for he has nothing to lose. Hence he is not trustworthy in managing 
public affairs. De Pantoja continues, “Even the virtuous ones, without heaven’s mandate, do not 
carelessly accept the noble position, let alone one that is stained by sin”227 (De Pantoja 766; my 
translation). This brings in the existence of God’s ordination:  
            The saints are afraid of taking office and want to avoid it instantly because they 
know the heavy responsibility and great danger of a high position. It is very 
difficult to stay in a height and still maintain humility and morality on their minds. 
Therefore, unless there is no other choice, they do not dare to depend on their 
virtue and accept the offer at once. Those who desire to possess nobility do so out 
of a sense of this-worldly vanity, without noticing the lifelong true disgrace. They 
only calculate what they can earn afterward, and, thereupon, throw away their 
previous merits.228 (De Pantoja 766-67; my translation)  
This part explains the general incompatibility between high positions and morals. The competent 
candidates are actually those who refuse to put their own good qualities at risk. In terms of the 
changes made in the adapted version, the most explicit one is that de Pantoja does not use the 
word “king,” in Chinese, wang 王, but rather “leader,” zhang 長, in the trees’ election. The 
                                                
227 夫周於德者，非天命，弗敢輕受尊位，何況染於罪者乎？ 
 
228 夫聖人甚畏居位，而急欲避之，惟知高位之責重險多，身居高而心存謙德，甚難合。故非萬萬不獲已，
弗敢自恃其德而遽當之。好貴者惟為一時之假榮，不復覺終身之真辱，徒計在後之得，遂盡擲從前之功。 
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reason for this substitution might be to avoid any political inference lest he offend the emperor, 
as well as to include all the noble positions in his concern. For the common Chinese people have 
almost no chance to be kings, yet a greater chance to be officials at the imperial court. This 
substitution of the word broadens the concept of “nobility” insofar as the fable can be applied. 
Related to this aspect, in the Chinese version, the word gods or God is omitted in the olive’s and 
the vine’s responses where only man’s use decides their virtues. It seems rather curious in the 
Biblical version that when the olive tree refuses the offer, he refers to gods in the plural: “Can I 
leave my fatness, which both gods and men make use of, to come to be promoted among the 
trees?” But then, in the vine’s reply, he refers to God in the singular: “Can I forsake my wine, 
that cheereth God and men, and be promoted among the other trees?” In the Latin Vulgate, there 
is no mistake that the first referrence to god comes as plural dii and the second as singular with a 
capitalized D, Deum.229 Odo of Cheriton, who uses this fable to start his collection, also has the 
inconsistent “gods” and “God” in his work, presumably copied from the Vulgate.230 De Pantoja 
might have wanted to avoid any ambiguity in his own argument about false idols and the Lord, 
the only God. He might have wanted this especially because the Chinese customarily worshipped 
the sages and burned incense for their deceased ancestors. Some even honored Buddhist gods. It 
seems wiser to focus on mankind’s moral aspect in relation to the Seven Capital Sins in this 
exemplum. As to the question why there should be such a variation of the plural and singular 
God in the original text, that is beyond the scope of this dissertation. I shall leave it to the experts 
of biblical exegesis.  
                                                
229 quae [oliva] respondit numquid possum deserere pinguedinem meam qua et dii utuntur et homines et venire ut 
inter ligna promovear. . . . quae [vitis] respondit numquid possum deserere vinum meum quod laetificat Deum et 
homines et inter ligna cetera commoveri (Latin Vulgate Judges, 9.9, 13; my italics).  
 
230 See Hervieux 176; John Jacobs 68. 
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      In chapter ten, “Knowing Yourself to Preserve Humility,” of the same Book, another 
fable is chosen to elaborate the idea of restraining pride: “The Peacock Who Was Proud of His 
Tail but Ashamed of His Feet,” which also appears in Ricci’s work. I translate it as follows:  
            The peacock is a colorful bird. When people take a look at him, he is always so 
pleased with himself and shows his wings and tail to them. [Once] he suddenly 
sees his feet are ugly, he calmly gives up [his attitude] and folds his colors. Even 
the ignorant beasts know to annul the perfect beauty with a small flaw. Do men 
want to cover their complete badness with slight goodness?231 (De Pantoja 784; 
my translation)  
This adaptation is clearly much shorter than Ricci’s. It seems in its length closer to the early 
example used as a medieval exemplum, which I discussed previously; however, there is a 
fundamental change in the structure of the fable, i.e., people as additional characters of viewers 
in the scene. For ren 人 in the original text in this context can be translated as people, men, or 
simply others, including animals and men. Once again de Pantoja stresses the role of man in his 
adapted story. He mentions ren three times in this short fable, the first two times with the 
meaning of viewers. The third time it replaces the peacock and becomes the subject through the 
comparison between man and the peacock. Because of this additional party, this version depends 
largely on the action of seeing and on the viewpoint of others. In contrast, in Ricci’s fable, the 
peacock’s pride and humility all come from self-awareness of his own beauty and defect. Either 
he appreciates his multicolored feathers under the sunlight or suddenly notices his ugly feet; the 
sun serves as a symbol of the truth, which can also refer to nature and the existence of gods or 
God. In Ricci’s story, the peacock’s feet symbolize death, the end of the ephemeral beauty of this 
                                                
231 孔雀，文鳥也，人視之，輙自喜，展翅尾示人，忽見其趾醜，則厭然自廢，斂其采矣。禽獸無知，猶知
以微惡廢全美，人欲以微美掩全惡乎？ 
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life, while in de Pantoja’s, they represent a small flaw that cannot be shown in front of people. 
Both work to keep the peacock’s pride in check. Although Ricci’s is one step further in terms of 
the sudden awakening of the self to the truth of life and death, de Pantoja’s fable reveals a basic 
cause of pride, the judgment of others, within the short length of a narrative. 
      The next fable, also the second fox fable of this work, “The Sick Lion, the Wolf, and the 
Fox,” is found in Book Two, “Assuaging Jealousy” under the section, “Stopping Calumny”:  
            The slanderers set up traps for others but often fall into their own traps. A good 
fable says that the lion is the king of all animals. One day he falls ill. All animals 
come to visit him, except the fox. The wolf therefore backbites him, saying, “The 
king is ill. We all come here. Only the fox does not. How detestable!” The fox just 
arrives and hears that. He moves forward to find out the [king’s] illness. The lion, 
being furious, asks him why he is late. The fox says, “My king is ill. All the 
animals merely come to inquire after your health, [but] how is the illness going to 
be healed? I, a small fox, stubbornly went to seek an effective prescription. I just 
got it and came here right away. How dare I be late?” The lion is overjoyed, 
asking what medicine it is. The fox replies, “We should use a freshly flayed wolf 
skin to cover your body when it is still warm. Then you will recover 
immediately.” The lion then seizes the wolf, and does as the fox just said. The 
poem says, “They do accept your slander, and then turn the hatred toward you.”232 
(De Pantoja 809-810; my translation)   
                                                
232 讒人者，設坎以陷人，而屢自陷。一賢寓言曰：師子為百獸王，一日病，百獸來問安，獨狐未至，狼遂
獻讒曰：「大王病，我輩皆至，狐獨否，誠可恨！」狐狸適至，聞後言，便進問疾。師子大怒，問後至者
何？狐狸曰：「大王疾，百獸徒來一問安於大王疾曷瘳？小狐則偏走求良方，頃得之，即來，何敢後？」
師子大喜，問用何藥。曰：「當用生剝狼皮，乘熱蓋大王體，立愈耳！」師子便搏狼，如法用之。詩曰：
「豈不爾受，既其女遷。」  
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This fable does not exist in Babrius or Phaedrus, but has been recorded five times in mediaeval 
exempla books (Whitesell 359). In the Augustana Recension, the story is basically the same. The 
first difference is that the wolf’s speech is put in an indirect sentence, which de Pantoja presents 
with a lively direct sentence instead. The original goes, “Then the wolf seized this opportunity 
and accused the fox before the lion of disregarding him as the ruler of them all and therefore of 
not coming to visit him” (Perry #258, Trans. Daly 200-201). Then the fox hears that. The 
description is somewhat different, too: “Now the lion roared at her, and she asked for a chance to 
justify herself” (Daly 201). The use of words such as “accuse” and “justify” makes this fable 
seem like a case at court. There is also the questioning of a higher authority regarding the fox’s 
late arrival in the wolf’s slander in the original version. In contrast, we find that de Pantoja again 
takes away the element of a higher power as he does in “The Trees and the Olive” and the 
peacock fable, in order to make the fable applicable to common people. The missing of the fox’s 
ending remark is also related to this aspect. The Augustana fable ends with the fox’s words: 
“When the wolf lay dead, the fox laughed and said, ‘This is the way. One should inspire his 
master to love and not to hate’” (ibid.). Refraining from the notion of master-servant hierarchy, 
de Pantoja brilliantly replaces the passage with verses from the Chinese classic, the Shijing, Book 
of Songs (also called the Book of Odes or Book of Poetry): “They do accept your slander, and 
then turn the hatred towards you” (“The Minor Odes of Kingdom [Xiaoya],” “Xiangbo,” p. 371). 
The title of the poem, “Xiangbo,” was an official title in ancient times, a term that also implies 
the meaning of “eunuch” (ibid. 372). Its content expresses the author’s deep resentment and 
indignation toward those who speak evil behind one’s back. Just like the fable, there is no direct 
reference to any specific incident in the poem. The only clue to surmise the context is the title 
and the author’s self-reference at the end of the poem.233 This also leads to some conjectures 
                                                
233 “The eunuch, Meng-zi, composed this poem. All gentlemen, reverently listen to it!” (Shijing, “The Minor Odes of 
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about the fights in the imperial court. Yet the quoted verses prove to be an excellent critical 
touch that echoes de Pantoja’s idea that he states at the beginning of the section of “Stopping 
Calumny:” “Speaking of other people’s dirty affairs makes your mouth dirty. Just like stealing 
someone’s dirty things to show to other people actually insults that person as well as insults 
yourself”234 (De Pantoja 807; my translation). 
      De Pantoja and Ricci both select two fox fables in their works. Besides the subject matter 
that greatly influences their choices of fables and adjustments, a great difference between their 
adaptations is that Ricci never lets animals talk in his selections, whereas de Pantoja does. The 
former must avoid fables that contain important lines uttered by animals, for without them the 
story cannot continue. This is the case with this fable selected by de Pantoja. It has three animal 
characters having a conversation with each other, and it seems, in Ricci’s view, not even the 
gesture of speaking is allowed to animals. That explains why he chose his first fable, “The Fox 
with a Swollen Belly,” a story that has only one character and depends solely on a third-person 
description. His second fox fable, “The Lion and the Fox,” gives away the shortcoming of such a 
restriction. The scene where the lion asks why the fox does not come into his cave and how the 
latter replies wittily is left out. We are told that the fox runs away because he does not see any 
footprints coming out of the cave. Not bound by Ricci’s implicit rule, de Pantoja has a variety of 
choices and more freedom to intensify the liveliness of his fables. Hence while Ricci’s fables are 
remarkable in their indirect literary descriptions, de Pantoja’s are close to the original with 
imagery and speeches. 
                                                
Kingdom [Xiaoya],” “Xiangbo,” p. 371; my translation). 寺人孟子，作為此詩。凡百君子，敬而聽之！《詩
經‧小雅‧巷伯》Note that this Meng-zi is not the same person who inherited Confucius’s teaching.  
 
234 言人汙事，汙其口，如竊人汙物而以示人，為辱人耶，辱己耶。 
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      In the same Book, de Pantoja brings in another fable, “The Sons Plucking the Horse’s 
Tail,” in the chapter, “Loving People,” to counter jealousy. In this fable a father asks his sons to 
pluck the horse’s tail in order to demonstrate the importance of uniting together.  
            The goodness of loving each other benefits us greatly. Man loses when he is 
alone, but wins when he unites with others. There was a king in the West, who 
assembled all his sons while he was about to die. He ordered a horse to be brought 
in front of him and asked his eldest son to hold the horse’s whole tail and pluck it. 
The son used a lot of effort but, unexpectedly, could not make it. Afterwards, he 
asked his youngest son to divide the hairs of the tail and pull each hair out 
gradually. Then, all were out. Hence [the king] admonished them: “If you all love 
each other and unite together, even if there is a great force, it cannot beat you. If 
you separate, you will lose to an even weak force.”235 (De Pantoja 819-20; my 
translation) 
This seems to be a rewrite of the fable, “The Farmer’s Quarrelsome Sons” in the Augustana 
Recension:  
            A farmer’s sons were quarrelsome. When he was unable, after much admonition, 
to persuade them by what he said to change their ways, he decided that he would 
have to do it by action and told them to bring him a bundle of sticks. When they 
had done as he told them, he first gave them the sticks all together and told them 
to break them in two. When they couldn’t do it, although they tried with all their 
might, he undid the bundle and gave them each a single stick. They broke the 
                                                
235 相愛之德，甚益我也。人孤則負，合則勝。西有國王，集眾子大漸聚之，命牽一馬至前，令長子握尾騌
齊拔之，力甚費，竟弗得。已更令幼子析而漸拔之，輒盡。乃戒之曰：「爾等愛合，即有大力，不能勝爾
；爾分，雖微力，亦負焉。」 
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sticks easily, and their father said, “Well now, boys, it’s just the same with you; if 
you stick together, your enemies won’t be able to get you in their clutches, but if 
you quarrel, you’ll be easy to catch.” (Perry #53; trans. Daly 115-16) 
This fable is similar to the yuyan, “A-Chai Breaking Arrows,” which I mentioned in chapters two 
and four. Here I quote it again for the convenience of comparison: 
 [A-Chai] called for the presence of all his children and younger brothers at his 
time of dying. . . . A-Chai had twenty sons. . . . He told them, “Each of you bring 
an arrow to me and throw it lightly on the floor.” Then he asked Mu Liyan, his 
younger brother sharing the same mother, “You fetch an arrow and break it.” Mu 
Liyan did as he said. And then A-Chai asked again, “You get the other nineteen 
arrows and break them together.” Mu was unable to break them. A-Chai said, “Do 
you all know the meaning of this? A single arrow is easy to break, but a bunch of 
them together are not. If you unite, our state can be consolidated.” After finishing 
these words, he died.236 (Wei shu, “Treatise on the Tuyuhun”)  
The theme of consolidation connects these three stories, within which there are equally a father-
son relationship, materials that can be bundled or separated, action to remove or break them, and 
the father’s warning. First of all, let us look at the differences between the original fable found in 
the second-century Augustana Recension and de Pantoja’s seventeenth-century rework. The 
farmer is turned into a king and in the lesson, the notion of loving each other is newly added to 
be the way to unite with others. At first glance, the change of sticks for the horse’s tail seems 
unnecessary; however, this detail indicates that all hairs of the horse’s tail grow from the same 
place, constituting part of a horse. This implies that all his sons share the same root, their father, 
and that the tail is equally important to the body of the horse, the nation. That the moral comes at 
                                                
236 See footnote 81 for the original Chinese text. 
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the beginning of the fable is sometimes de Pantoja’s method to introduce his fables. The opening 
two sentences of this fable economically relate the central idea of the chapter, “Loving People,” 
and also let readers know what they are supposed to learn from the story: “The goodness of 
loving each other benefits us greatly. Man loses when he is alone, but wins when he unites with 
others.” It takes loving each other as a premise of gaining strength when united with others. The 
original fable, by comparison, is weaker in its argumentative strength in the storyline, because 
there seems no urgency for the farmer to teach his sons the lesson, i. e., he is not dying, and there 
is no explicit enemy for a farmer’s sons to worry about. The epimythium of it says, “The story 
shows that harmony is as good a guarantee of strength as strife is of vulnerability.” De Pantoja, 
however, emphasizes the positive force of “love,” which is a stronger word than harmony, and 
uses being “alone” or “separated” instead of “quarrelsome” to lessen the negative side.  
      When turning to compare de Pantoja’s fable with the sixth-century Chinese yuyan, “A-
Chai Breaking Arrows,” one may be surprised by the similarities between them: The two stories 
both feature a king summoning his sons to him before he dies, both let the king237 demonstrate a 
simple exercise of removing or breaking things which are now put together and then separated, 
and both end with the father’s advice. According to Ge Baoquan, this same account is recorded 
in three historical books: the Book of Wei, Weishu 《魏書》 (386-550 CE), Histories of the 
Northern Dynasties, Beishi 《北史》(386-581 CE), and the Imperial Overview from the Taiping 
Reign, Taiping yulan 《太平御覽》(976-983 CE)238 (Ge 399-400). That is to say, it is meant to 
be read as a real event that has occurred in history. Regarding this crucial difference from the 
other two fables, details such as the names of the characters and the exact number of the sons and 
                                                
237 A-Chai was the ninth khan (reigned 417-426) of his tribe, the Tuyuhun. See footnote 160 for details. 
 
238 It appears respectively in the Book of Wei, vol. 101, “Biography” 89, in the Histories of the Northern Dynasties, 
vol. 96, “Biography” 84, and the Imperial Overview from the Taiping Reign, vol. 349.  
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arrows both attest this to be true. In addition, that the yuyan does not seem well-designed is also 
one factor that indicates an imperfect occurrence in reality. Why did A-Chai not ask one or all of 
his sons to break the arrows themselves, if he wished them to really learn the lesson? Instead, he 
asked his half-brother, Mu Liyan, to demonstrate this simple act to them. The context of this 
incident tells us that Mu Liyan and Mu Gui 璝 are both his half-brothers sharing the same 
mother. A-Chai told his sons that since his older brother was not partial to his own son and 
passed the throne to him (A-Chai), now he was going to give his leadership to his half-brother 
Mu Gui.239 Then it was reasonable that he let his half brother do the demonstration of breaking 
the arrows before his sons. Though it is still unclear why it was Mu Liyan, but not Mu Gui, who 
did it, the unexplained specific seems to help constitute a rather believable incident that might 
have just happened by chance.  
      De Pantoja’s next fable appears in book three, “Dispelling Greed,” describing an incident 
happening to a poor man who sells distilled liquor. It is a story inspired by an anecdote of Al-
Mansur Ibn Abi Aamir (938-1002), known as Almanzor, the most powerful ruler of Muslim Al-
Andalus, Moorish Iberia in medieval Spain: 
            A wise man recorded what he saw: A man who was very poor got a few zhu240 by 
chance. He went to sell liquor that was distilled with river water at double the 
usual price. In so doing, after a few months he earned up to ten pieces of gold and 
turned greedier. He put the money into a leather bag and went to the market for 
his trade. Once when he felt hungry and wanted to buy food, he put the money to 
one side. A crow, thinking that it was meat, grabbed the bag. The man shouted, 
                                                
239 「先公車騎捨其子虔，以大業屬吾，豈敢忘先公之舉而私於緯代！其以慕璝繼事。」(Histories of the 
Northern Dynasties vol. 96, “Biography” 84). 
 
240 An ancient unit of weight, one twenty-fourth of a Chinese ounce. It was used as a monetary unit. 
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chasing the bird until above a river the bag was torn open. The gold fell into the 
water and sank to the bottom. The man had obtained the money from water and 
lost it to water. Yet he saved it gradually and lost it all at once. His efforts were all 
in vain and only his sin remained. Can we not be warned by this tale?241 (De 
Pantoja 867; my translation)   
The main part of the fable comes from Almanzor’s anecdote, “The Caliph and the Gardener,” 
which is a long story about what happened to a merchant from whom Almanzor bought some 
jewels. The merchant put all the gold that Almanzor paid him into a bag of purple silk. On his 
way to another city, he stopped by a river and decided to cool himself down in the water, so he 
took off his clothes and laid them on the bank with the bag on top of them. However, an eagle, 
mistaking the bag for food, took it with its claws and flew away. The difference is that the 
moneybag did not break and the eagle dropped it where a gardener found it. So there was 
originally a sequence depicting that the merchant went back to Almanzor in hope of selling more 
jewels. The king, having learned the incident, helped him to find the bag and eventually 
discovered that the gardener took it. Because the gardener, who returned the bag immediately, 
turned out to be poor but honest, the story ends with Almanzor’s rewarding him with ten pieces 
of gold and amending the merchant ten pieces of gold in place of those that had been used by the 
gardener (Baldwin, ebook).  
      From the way that the merchant lost the moneybag, we detect an affinity between the two 
stories, even if the birds are different: one has a crow, the other an eagle. Besides this, the 
amount of gold lost in de Pantoja’s version is exactly the same as that in Almanzor’s story. In the 
                                                
241 有賢者記所見：一人貧甚，偶得數銖，往粥酒，用河水倍之，售賈亦倍。如是數月，積得十金，貪心不
已。盛之革囊，入市貿易適饑欲買食，委金於旁。烏誤以為肉也，攫之去。是人大呼，追之河上，囊破，
金隕，沈焉。從水而得，從水而失，但漸積蹔亡，枉用勞，徒存罪耳，可不戒哉？ 
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first story, the man lost his money because of greed, but the gardener in the second story was 
rewarded for not being greedy. In this sense, the reason of switching the bird from the eagle to a 
crow becomes comprehensible, for in the western tradition the eagle is the king of birds, 
symbolizing nobility, yet the crow is a base kind, foreboding corruption. In The Bestiary, or The 
Book of Beasts, the crow is a bad omen that foretells trouble and treachery (White 142). 
According to Ge Baoquan, a new version of On Overcoming the Seven Capital Sins, called The 
True Teaching on Overcoming the Seven Capital Sins (Qi ke zhen xun《七克真訓》), was 
written in 1857 by Jesuits in the official dialect, mandarin Chinese. This book was thought of 
highly by literati and officials at the time (389). And the bird in this new version of the same 
story was an eagle instead of a crow242 (Ge 394-95). The eagle in this new version confirms the 
derivative relationship of de Pantoja’s story with Almanzor’s anecdote; however, the 
significance that De Pantoja wanted to convey with its substitute, the crow, is lost. 
      As a Spaniard, de Pantoja must have known well the story of Almanzor, a medieval 
Muslim conqueror against Catholic states of the Iberian Peninsula. By concealing the name of 
Almanzor, de Pantoja successfully transforms what originally occurred to a Muslim ruler to 
serve his need of preaching Catholicism. He reduced the length of the story, keeping only a few 
features, and thus made the anecdote suit the definition of an Aesopic fable. It is fictitious, 
constituted of a series of actions, and has the purpose of a moral lesson. The poverty of the 
gardener is transferred to the man in de Pantoja’s adapted story, whereas an opposite moral 
quality of the gardener, greed, determines the theme of the whole plot. To underline this point, de 
                                                
242 昔有一貧人，偶得些微銀錢，就去買酒賣。用河水摻假，賣的價錢又高，過了不久，積了十多兩銀子，
裝在一皮袋內，帶上街去買賣。自覺腹飢，進飯鋪吃飯，把皮袋放在一邊，忽來一鷹抓皮袋而去，因他想
是一塊肉。貧人大聲喊叫，跟著趕。趕到河邊，鷹飛過河，忽然口一鬆，皮袋落在河內，貧人失望而憂。
你看此人之銀，用河水摻假而得，後依舊歸於河內。枉費多日的心計，白白的勞苦多日。銀子失了，罪罰
難逃。 
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Pantoja lets the man use river water to add to his liquor in order to earn more money and, later, 
he lets the same river water take his money away. This brilliant metaphor illustrates the last 
words: “[the man] saved it gradually and lost it suddenly. His efforts were all in vain and only 
his sin remained.” This leads to de Pantoja’s conclusion that a thief cannot bring riches with him 
after death but only his sins of stealing them and being stingy243 (De Pantoja 867).  
      In book four, “Soothing Anger,” under the chapter, “Overcoming Difficulties with 
Patience,” there is an Aesopic fable, “The Rabbits and the Frogs.”  
            When you encounter difficulties, you see only those who have more joy than you, 
so it is hard for you to bear them. If you see those who are suffering with more 
difficulties, then it is easy. In the past, a wise man said that among all animals the 
rabbits were the most cowardly. One day all the rabbits discussed this. “We live 
such a difficult life as an animal. Men catch us. Big wolves eat us. Even eagles 
and hawks seize us. Not a moment can we be at ease. Rather than living in dread, 
it is better to die. Death stops all the fear.” There was a lake nearby. Hence they 
reached an agreement to go drown themselves. Some frogs were near the water. 
Seeing the rabbits, they were all frightened, and in their confusion jumped into 
water. The rabbit at the front saw it and stopped the rest of them, saying, “ Let us 
not die for the time being. There are others who are more cowardly than we.”244 
(De Pantoja 921; my translation)   
                                                
243 宜思爾去世之時，財不隨爾，特取財吝財之罪隨爾。 
 
244 爾遇難時，惟視有樂勝爾者，故難忍，若視有苦勝爾者，易忍矣。昔有賢人寓言曰：獸中兔膽最小，一
日眾兔議曰：「我等作獸特苦，人搏我，大狼噬我，即鷹鷙亦得攫我，無時可安，與其生而多懼，不如死
，死而懼止矣。」向前有湖，因相約往自溺水。水旁有蛙，見兔驚亂入水，前兔見之止眾兔曰：「且勿死
，尚有怖過我者。」 
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The fable can be found in the Augustana Recension (Perry #138), Babrius (#25), and, according 
to Whitesell, is recorded four times in the medieval sermon books of reference (359). There are 
clues that suggest that de Pantoja’s narrative is closer to Babrius’s fable, “Why the Hares 
Refrained from Suicide.” The first halves of the former two old versions are both depicted 
through indirect statements. In Babrius, it is said that “[t]he hares were resolved not to live any 
longer but to throw themselves one and all into the dark waters of the pond, seeing that they were 
the feeblest of all living creatures, cowardly in spirit and skilled in nothing but flight” (Perry, 
Babrius 37). But in the Augustana, it simply states that “[s]ome rabbits who were disgusted with 
their own cowardice decided to end it all by jumping over a cliff” (Daly 151). Since in de 
Pantoja’s fable all the rabbits, instead of just some, are included in the matter, and the place of 
suicide is a lake, not a cliff, a reasonable conjecture could be that Babrius is the earliest source of 
his story, if not a direct one. But Babrius does not add any moral to the story, as the hare’s 
comment deciding not to kill themselves after seeing the frogs’ reaction seems already to be self-
evident: “Let’s go back now. There’s no longer any need for us to die; I see others who are 
weaker than we” (Perry, Babrius 39). However, the Augustana version makes the moral clear: 
“So it is with men. The misfortunes of others serve as consolations for our own troubles” (Daly 
283). The theme of de Pantoja’s work in this part is to emphasize the ability to bear hardship, to 
endure difficulties with patience as one way to soothe anger, one of the capital sins. Comparing 
our conditions to those of others, as he notes at the beginning of his adapted fable, can make us 
either unable or better able to endure unfavorable things in our lives.  
      These are the fables that de Pantoja quoted and adapted in his book. Ge Baoquan in his 
discussion includes “The Stomach and the Feet,” which should precisely be called “The Body 
and Members,” in book two, “Assuaging Jealousy,” and “The Ass and the Horse” in book five, 
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“Blocking Gluttony.” Nevertheless, these two examples are actually analogies integrated with de 
Pantoja’s argument. The characters do not really perform real actions in his narration, i.e., there 
is no story. So they should not be taken as fables, but rather analogies that might have been 
derived from fables. To clarify this idea, let us take a look at them:  
            People in this world are like a body. The Bible says: All people constitute a body, 
so they get along with each other for the sake of the body. The way that they love 
each other should be like the hundred parts of a body. The hundred parts of a body 
are either high or low, of either greater or lesser urgency. Their work is also either 
laborious or effortless, either noble or base. According to rank, each settles into its 
position, attending to its duty. The base ones do not encroach, the noble ones do 
not despise, those who lack are not jealous, those who have are not arrogant. 
Hence, the feet do not ask to be the head, the head does not scorn the feet. The 
eyes, unable to hear, are not jealous of the ears, while they, able to see, do not put 
on haughty airs before the ears. All members work on their respective parts, not 
benefiting themselves alone but benefiting all. For instance, the eyes see, meaning 
a man sees. The feet walk, meaning a man walks. The mouth eats, meaning a man 
eats. The mind learns, meaning a man learns. Seeing, walking, eating, and 
learning are jobs assigned to each member, but they all benefit one man. A 
virtuous person is content with God’s mandate, not envious or scornful. All he has 
and knows he does not begrudge sharing, thus making it like all have and all know 
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[what he has and knows]. Self is not merely self, but a whole man.245 (De Pantoja 
822-23; my translation and italics) 
This passage clearly shows that it is an argument, using an analogy of the body and the members, 
rather than a fable, which contains actions performed by the characters. In addition to the lack of 
action, at the beginning of the content the word “like” (you 猶、ru 如), which introduces 
analogues to elucidate the explanation, also makes the distinction explicit. Although there is an 
Aesopic fable showing how the stomach and the feet argue about their importance,246 there is no 
trace of a story like that in de Pantoja’s use of the similar imagery. The latter is actually full of 
the author’s argument of morality, specifying what is the right thing to do. Compared to Aesop’s 
version, it is more like the verses in the New Testament, 1 Corinthians 12.12-27, since the source 
that de Pantoja gives at the beginning of his analogue is the Bible: 
            For as the body is one, and hath many members; and all the members of the body, 
whereas they are many, yet are one body, so also is Christ. For in one Spirit were 
we all baptized into one body, whether Jews or Gentiles, whether bond or free; 
and in one Spirit we have all been made to drink. For the body also is not one 
member, but many. If the foot should say, because I am not the hand, I am not of 
the body; is it therefore not of the body? And if the ear should say, because I am 
not the eye, I am not of the body; is it therefore not of the body? If the whole body 
                                                
245 世之人，猶一全身焉。《經》云：眾人共成一身，故人皆相與為體也，其相愛，宜如人身之百體焉。身
之百體，各有尊卑緩急，百體所營，亦有勞逸貴賤。第各安其位，各從其職，卑者不陵，尊者不嫚，無者
不妒，有者不驕。故足不求為首，首未嘗輕足；目不聽，不妒耳；目能視，不驕耳也。體各營其業，不私
受其益，諸體共受之。如目視，謂人視；足行，謂人行；口食，謂人食；心明，謂人明。 視行食明之職，
各體分任之，其益，一人全享之。仁者，安於天命，不妒不慢，所得所知，不吝傳達，猶眾人公得公知焉
。己亦非己，乃人焉。 
 
246 “The Belly and the Feet” (Perry #130, Daly 148); “The Stomach and the Feet” (Perry, Babrius and Phaedrus 
446).  
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were the eye, where would be the hearing? If the whole were hearing, where 
would be the smelling? But now God hath set the members every one of them in 
the body as it hath pleased him. And if they all were one member, where would be 
the body? But now there are many members indeed, yet one body. . . . And if one 
member suffer [sic] any thing, all the members suffer with it; or if one member 
glory [sic], all the members rejoice with it. Now you are the body of Christ, and 
members of member.247 (Douay Version; my italics for “as” and “if,” the rest are 
from the original text)  
This passage from the New Testament also teaches the meaning of “all for one”: “members of 
member” symbolizing that each of you is one part of it. Yet the form is a little different from the 
previous passage. Similarly, it starts with, “as,” to introduce the analogy, but after that, a few 
“ifs” introduce subjunctive clauses to hypothesize imaginative situations, through which the 
author was able to give subsequent results and ask questions. The first two ifs show that the 
passage is composed of alternately descriptive and argumentative statements. Within the frame 
of discussion, they bring in anthropomorphic dialogues yet still keep them functioning to 
elucidate the argument. Hence there is never a storyline; there are only some assumptions.  
      The other example not to be considered a fable, but mistook by Ge as one, is “The Ass 
and the Horse” in book five, “Blocking Gluttony.”      
            When the ass and horse, after being fed with abundant food and being accustomed 
to leisure, are loaded with burdens, they definitely disobey and forsake their 
duties. When mounted, they surely abandon their masters. When driven, they 
certainly do not yield to the bridle and bit. [Nevertheless], if fed with a meager 
                                                
247 The italics of “as” and “if” are mine. The italicized “is” in the second line and “there are” in the third to the last 
line are from the original text, possibly used to emphasize the contrast between one and many.  
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amount of food and made to toil excessively, then they do not resist their heavy 
responsibility. They move slowly and listen to their masters’ words, rather than 
wait for the whip or rod. Is there any difference between the condition of our body 
and those of the ass and the horse? If our body, nourished richly, stays long in 
comfort and pleasure, it surely resists violence, does not respond to command, and 
arrogates the place of the master. [On the contrary], if accustomed to labor and the 
simple life, it is certainly easy for it to follow the order of nature’s law. Therefore, 
it is said, “When the body enjoys pleasure, the spirit falls ill; [whereas] when the 
body suffers, the spirit recovers.”248 (De Pantoja 949-50; my translation) 
This, again, is a fully argumentative passage, where de Pantoja describes the habitual nature of 
the ass and the horse and makes it analogous to the habits of human beings. There is no fictitious 
part, no story; there is, rather, observation based on facts. The reason why Ge Baoquan took 
these two examples as fables may be that he mistook the definition of the Chinese yuyan for 
simile and metaphor, which often appear in any analogical writing or speech. To supplement a 
point in an argument, they are often short and do not have the quality that constitutes a story, 
where the characters perform an action or series of actions that are considered fictitious. Or it 
may be that Ge simply wanted to put down anything similar to a fable that he found in this book. 
      De Pantoja, like Ricci, also uses seven Aesopic fables in his book. It is hard to estimate 
the influence of these fables on the reader at that time. All we know is that On Overcoming the 
Seven Capital Sins was very popular after de Pantoja passed away in 1618. According to Lin 
Zhongze 林中澤, after the original edition was published in 1614, it was republished in 1643, 
                                                
248 驢馬厚食之，久習閑放，後載之，必逆而棄任，跨之，必棄主，御之，必不順轡銜矣。若薄食肆勞之，
即重任不逆，行止遲速，惟主謦欬，不竢鞭箠也。我形軀之情與驢馬何異？豐育之，久居逸樂，必抗畔，
不復理命，而反自擅纂為主。習以勞事，淡泊滋味，其聽從道心之命必甚易焉。故曰形軀優樂，靈神遽病
；形軀居苦，靈神病癒矣。 
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1798, 1843, 1849, and 1873 with several wooden-carved-font editions. In 1628, Li Zhizao 李之
藻 included it in his Tian xue chu han《天學初函》(First Collection of Heavenly Studies). And 
then, in 1857, it was rewritten by Jesuits with the official dialect, Chinese mandarin, in the Qing 
dynasty, entitled Qi ke zhen xun (The True Teaching on Overcoming the Seven Capital Sins), as I 
mentioned earlier.249 Zhang Cuo 張錯 believes that its popularity has to do with the similarities 
between the central thought of this book and the Chinese Confucian culture, as “The Master 
[Confucius] said, ‘To subdue one’s self and return to propriety, is perfect virtue’”250 (Zhang 75-
76). According to Zhang, the universality and the amusing aspect of the fable also contribute to 
the success of both Ricci’s Ten Discourses by a Paradoxical Man and de Pantoja’s On 
Overcoming the Seven Capital Sins. Furthermore, he sees that the frequently quoted words from 
the Greek and Roman philosophers such as Aristotle, Epictetus, Seneca, and Aurelius in both 
works help to pave the way for the westernization in China afterwards (76). Naturally, the 
combination of the words of the Greek and Roman philosophers and the fable with God’s 
teaching makes their written sermons more acceptable for the Chinese. Instead of following the 
mode of Ricci’s relatively more didactic True Meaning of the Lord of Heaven, de Pantoja 
employed a method closer to that in The Ten Discourses. This must have been based on his 
observation of the reception of the latter book at that time.  
                                                
249 Lin Zhongze 林中澤 records the information of the several editions of Ricci’s True Meaning of the Lord of 
Heaven and de Pantoja’s On Overcoming the Seven Capital Sins in his Wan Ming zhong xi xing lun li de xiang yu 
《晚明中西性倫理的相遇》(The Contact between the Sexual Ethics of the Chinese Ming Dynasty and of the West), 
as he discusses the influences of the two works (20-25). 
 
250 From The Analects, “Yan Yuan” 1; translated by James Legge, Chinese Classics Part 1 Confucius, p. 62. 子曰：
「克己復禮為仁。」《論語‧顏淵》 
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Nicolas Trigault’s Kuang yi (Analogy) 
 
      This trend of using Aesop’s fables in Chinese sermons culminated with the French Jesuit 
Nicolas Trigault’s translation of twenty-two fables in his Kuang yi《況義》(Analogy) in 1625. 
This is generally considered the first translated collection of Aesop’s fables in China. It was 
dictated by Trigault and written by a Chinese Christian convert, Zhang Geng 張賡. Li Shixue 
mentions that when Giulio Aleni (1582-1649; Chinese name: Ai Rulüe 艾儒略) preached in 
Fuzhou in Fujian province, each of these Jesuits had a copy of Trigault’s Analogy in hand (83). 
However, there is no copy circulating nowadays. According to Ge Baoquan, there are only three 
hand-written copies extant: two in the National Library of France in Paris, the other in the 
Bodleian Library of Oxford University. Therefore, we must base our analysis on the fables 
transcribed by Ge, who traveled to Paris and made transcriptions of them all in his Zhong wai 
wen xue yin yuan《中外文學因緣》(The Causes and Effects of the Exchanges between Chinese 
and Western Literature, 1992). He found that one of the two copies there had an appendix 
containing sixteen extra fables besides the twenty-two fables in the main text. Of all of them, 
only the first three fables in the appendix had titles. Thus in his transcribed version, Ge added a 
number and a title to each fable for the convenience of reference.  
 
The Two Copies of Kuang yi in the National Library of France 
 
I have translated into English the titles of the twenty-two fables found in the two copies 
of the National Library of France using Ge’s Chinese originals: 
1. The Argument among the Members of a Human Body（人體各部之爭） 
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2. The Contention between the South Wind and the North Wind 
（南風與北風相爭論） 
3. On Association with Three Friends（談與三友之交） 
4. The Widow and the Hen（嫠婦與母雞） 
5. The Words of a Gardener（種圃者言） 
6. A Greedy Dog Losing His Meat（貪犬失肉） 
7. The Horse and the Ass（駿馬與驢） 
8. The Sick Lion, the Wolf, and the Fox（病獅與狼和狐） 
9. The Fox Seizing the Crow’s Meat（狐奪烏肉） 
10. The Master, the Puppy (Dog), and the Ass（主人與猉（犬）及驢） 
11. An Old Man and the Tiger（老翁與虎） 
12. The House Mouse and the Wild Mouse（屋鼠與野鼠） 
13. A Pedestrian Asking an Old Man about the Way（行人向丈人（老人）問路） 
14. The Ass Carrying Salt and Silk Cotton（驢馱鹽和木棉） 
15. A Passerby Driving Away Flies for a Weak Patient（途人為疲弱之患者驅蠅） 
16. The Ass Carrying a Statue of Buddha（驢馱佛像） 
17. The Cook and the Soup Eater（烹人與嘗羹者） 
18. The Shoe Salesman Criticizing a Painting（賣履（鞋）者議論寫真（畫像）） 
19. The Father and the Son Riding an Ass（父子騎驢同行） 
20. The Pigeon that Pretends to Fly the Highest（冒充飛行最高之鳩） 
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21. The Sculptor that Listens to Others’ Opinions（聽取意見之雕刻家） 
22. The Cowardly Rabbits and Frogs（膽小之兔與青蛙）   
I shall discuss some that have previously appeared in Ricci or de Pantoja’s work. 
      As if supplementing de Pantoja’s borrowing the analogy of the body and members from 
the Bible, the first fable in Trigault’s collection is “The Argument among the Members of a 
Human Body” (人體各部之爭). 
            Once the members of a body aroused confusion among themselves. They told 
each other, “Why am I busy without an end? The head thinks, the eyes see, the 
ears hear, the tongue talks, the teeth chew, the hands wave and hold, and the feet 
run and walk. In this manner, each labors in its position. But the spleen in the 
belly enjoys comfort. How is that fair?” So they swore to each other not to serve it 
anymore, cutting out its food and drink. In a few days the limbs gradually felt 
tired, not knowing why. The head turned, the eyes blurred, the tongue dried, the 
teeth shook, the hands trembled, and the feet stumbled. Then the belly sighed and 
said, “Don’t be perverse, saying that I am useless. The spleen is the source that 
sends the blood to connect each of us, making the whole body a family. 
Restraining the spleen from cooking, you prepare your own meal, live happily 
together, and all stay healthy.”  
                The moral is that the country is a unity. The ruler is the head; the minister is 
the belly; the five government officials are the four limbs, which are all citizens. 
The ruler, suspecting the minister, says, “Your portion of food is large and you 
still talk about salary.” The ignorant citizens also say, “Why so severe to me?” 
They do not think to nourish each other or stay in peace. Things repay each other; 
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if not, they hurt each other. A country without a minister is a body without a 
belly.251 (Ge 409-410; my translation) 
As we can see, the length of the didactic part, not including the belly’s words, is just one-third of 
de Pantoja’s passage on the same topic, but the force of the argument is not necessarily less 
strong. The fable leaves a deeper impression on our mind, for it is full of lively images and 
dialogues. And since the ending of the fable is related to the moral, which has also been 
dramatized with dialogues to parallel with the story, the last word of the moral seems to carry 
more weight than all the rest: “A country without a minister is a body without a belly.” It is a 
strong and simple message, not to be forgotten easily. This must have been the effect that the 
missionaries normally wanted to achieve with their sermons.  
     Trigault’s version of Fable Seven, “The Horse and the Ass,” can be compared with de 
Pantoja’s “The Ass and the Horse” and the original “The Ass that Envied the Horse” in the 
Augustana Recension: 
            A person who loves the horse feeds him with rice and fine grains, offers him 
timely food and drink, and checks on him at the stable often. When the horse is 
going out, he decorates him with a bridle and tassels. The owner does not use him 
except for a good reason. He also owns some asses, who are made to work to 
exhaustion endlessly and do not receive sympathy when hungry or thirsty. These 
                                                
251 一日形體交疑亂也。相告語曰：「我何繁勞不休？」首主思慮，察以目、聽以耳、論宣以舌、吃嚌以齒
、揮握奔奏（第二手抄本作“走”）以手足。如是，各司行役。但彼腹中脾肚，受享晏如，胡為乎宜？」
遂相與誓盟，勿再奉之，絕其食飲。不日肢體漸憊，莫覺其故也。首運、目瞀、耳聵、舌槁、齒搖、手顫
、足疐。於是腹乃吁曰：「甚勿乖哉，謂予無用。夫脾，源也。血脈派流，全體一家。抑脾庖也，爾饔爾
餐，和合飽滿，且咸寧矣。」 
     義曰：天下一體，君元首，臣為腹，其五司四肢，皆民也。君疑臣曰：「爾糜大言俸。」愚（第二手抄
本作“遇”）民亦曰：「厲我何為？」不思相養相安。物各相酬，不則兩傷。無臣之國，無腹之體而已。 I 
maintained the breaks in the text but added the punctuation as needed. There was originally no punctuation but were 
only periods marking the breaks. 
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asses howl to each other with anger, “Isn’t it strange that this is unfair?” Before 
long, the owner has a good cause for riding his horse and leading his troops into a 
fierce battle. They are both wounded to death. Only the ass carrying the provisions 
escapes and returns. Therefore, the ass, in shock, realizes, “I have always felt 
humiliated when I compared myself with the horse, but now I would rather be 
myself.” 
                 The moral is that those who suffer need not worry, for the ones who work 
hardly ever die.252 (Ge 412; my translation) 
The ancient Augustana fable “The Ass that Envied the Horse” is recorded as follows: 
            The ass envied the horse because of the feed and attention he got, and he felt sorry 
for his own lot because he had to carry burdens and got little feed, while the horse 
was decked out with bridle and frontlets and traveled light. While the ass was 
thinking this over, a war broke out, and a soldier mounted the horse and rode him 
into the midst of the enemy. The horse fell wounded by a sword, and as he 
breathed his last, the ass changed his mind and pitied him. (Perry #357; trans. 
Daly 215) 
The moral of this fable is “[t]hat we should not be jealous of those who are wealthy and occupy 
positions of responsibility but should consider the danger and ill will they face and be satisfied 
with the modest estate which is the mother of our tranquility” (Daly 299).  
                                                
252 愛駿馬者，豢以稻粱，時其齕飲，入視皂棧，出飾（第二手抄本無“飾”字）鑣纓。主人非吉行，勿輕
用也。家畜數驢，疲役弗休，飢渴勿恤。相與怒號曰：「異哉不平乎？」亡何，主義帥師乘駿鏖戰，主與
馬，俱被（第二手抄本無“被”字）創死，驢獨以馱糧抵壘，駭遁歸來，乃始大詫曰：「我向視馬大慚，
今寧作我。」 
     義曰：茹苦者勿憂，服勞偏不死。  
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      If we compare de Pantoja’s “The Ass and the Horse,” which I translated a few pages 
earlier, with these two fables, the first thing that catches our attention is the change of the theme 
in de Pantoja’s use of his analogy, which equates both the ass and the horse with our body, and 
the master with our spirit or mind. He says, “When the body enjoys pleasure, the spirit falls ill; 
[whereas] when the body suffers, the spirit recovers.” Hence, we should not feed our body with 
too much comfort and pleasure lest it disobey the commands of our mind. In this comparison, 
there is no difference between the ass and the horse. They are both fed in order to carry burdens 
or be ridden when needed by the master. The whole passage is not a story but a phenomenon 
described from a human observer’s point of view. However, Trigault’s story basically follows 
the original storyline. A significant difference in this version is the active role of the human 
character, the owner of the horse and the ass. Neither of the animals but “a person who loves the 
horse” starts the fable. Moreover, the story largely depends on the owner’s action. How he treats 
the two animals differently is the source of the ass’s complaint and a main issue that is later to be 
solved by the conclusion. As for this part, the Augustana version only presents a human 
character, “a soldier,” who rather comes from nowhere and simply appears to supply for the war 
scene. Trigault’s arrangement seems superior in that he makes the cause and effect clearer. But 
what I am more concerned with is the human-centered way of thinking that supports the main 
structure thereof. Even the ass’s dialogues, which do not exist in the other two versions, further 
anthropomorphize the animal in Trigault’s fable. This may contribute to the ass’s assimilating 
the human characteristics and also to the dramatization of the story. The Augustana fable rather 
highlights the ass’s feelings without much mention of his relationship with his owner, who is not 
necessarily the soldier in question, as if this piece of information is not important at all. Also, its 
plot is not as complete as Trigault’s rewritten Chinese version—we do not know how and where 
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the ass witnessed the horse’s death. In this sense, the adapted fable is completed in the plot and 
made applicable to a human-centered literary milieu such as China. The emphasis laid on the 
human character can be seen everywhere in the Chinese yuyan that has been discussed earlier in 
chapter two. This fable, in a way, makes an attempt to keep this factor and the 
anthropomorphized animal together. 
      Fable Eight, “The Sick Lion, the Wolf, and the Fox,”253 is a good parallel to both Ricci’s 
“The Lion and the Fox” and de Pantoja’s “The Sick Lion, the Wolf, and the Fox.” Upon scrutiny, 
this fable is almost the same as de Pantoja’s rewrite except for the moral attached to the end of 
the story. Here I translate it as follows: “The moral is that the slander just comes out of one’s 
mouth, and the tragic flaying of the skin returns to make one’s body suffer. How dreadful!” This 
epimythium is similar to de Pantoja’s promythium: “The slanderers set up traps for others but 
often fall into their own traps,”254 as well as his epimythium: “They do accept your slander, and 
then turn the hatred toward you”;255 except that Trigault underlines the physical parts of human 
organs: the mouth and the body. That is to say, the body suffers the pain that the mouth incurs. 
An interesting ambiguity can arise from this statement if the word xuan 旋 is translated as 
“forthwith” instead of “return,” since this Chinese character carries both meanings (Mathews’ 
Chinese-English Dictionary 432). Then the translation becomes “The slander just comes out of 
one’s mouth, and the tragic flaying of the skin forthwith makes one’s body suffer.” This way, 
                                                
253 獅子為百獸王，一日病，百獸來候安，獨狐未至，狼遂獻讒曰：「我輩皆來，狐獨否，誠欺王（第二手
抄本作“主”）。」狐適至聞之，便進問。獅子大怒，詰後至者何。狐曰：「大王疾，百獸徒來一候安，
於大王疾曷瘳？小狐則偏走，求良方，傾幸得，即趨前，何敢後？」獅子更（第二手抄本作“便”）大喜
，詢何藥也。曰：「當用生剝狼皮，乘熱被大王體，立愈矣。」獅子便搏狼，如法用之。 
     義曰：讒人之言，甫脫於口，剝膚之慘，旋羅[罹]躬，可畏哉。(Ge 412-13). 
 
254 讒人者，設坎以陷人，而屢自陷。 
 
255 詩曰：「豈不爾受，既其女遷。」  
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there is no clear indication that shows the slander bounces back to the same person, but it only 
depicts what dreadful harm the power of slander can cause.  
      Trigault’s Fable Nine, “The Fox Seizing the Crow’s Meat,” also has an analogue in de 
Pantoja’s selection of fables: “The Fox and the Crow.” Likewise, there is little change in the 
content. Moreover, the moral of this fable is close to a summary of its counterpart: “The moral is 
that when someone flatters you to your face, he must have a purpose. You are not to be flattered 
but rather to be fooled”256 (Ge 413; my translation). Compared to de Pantoja’s long explanation 
about the motive of a flatterer, flattery, and the foolishness of listening to it,257 Trigault’s is quite 
succinct. The same applies to his Fable Twenty-Two, “The Cowardly Rabbits and Frogs,” where 
there is a slight difference in the content (all the rabbits, instead of just the front rabbit, say that 
they should stop their plan) but there are some modifications in the moral: “All living things 
have restrictions. Don’t feel sad about yourself. Even if one can be without worry or fear, does 
that mean he can overpower all?”258 (Ge 417; my translation). By comparison, de Pantoja’s 
promythium seems to be advice that only deals with one aspect, the relative conditions that 
influence one’s feelings: “When you encounter difficulties, you see only those who have more 
joy than you, so it is hard for you to bear them. If you see those who are suffering with more 
difficulties, then it is easier.”259 Obviously, Trigault’s moral is more inclusive and explanatory 
regarding the nature of living beings.  
                                                
256 義曰：人面諛己，必有以也。匪受其諛，實受其愚。 
 
257 See section “Diego de Pantoja’s Qi ke” in this chapter.  
 
258 義曰：有生者，夫（第二手抄本作“無”）各有所制矣，毋自慼也。雖然，不憂不懼，豈為能制人？ 
 
259 爾遇難時，惟視有樂勝爾者，故難忍，若視有苦勝爾者，易忍矣。See p. 213 of this dissertation for a full 
translation of de Pantoja’s fable. 
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      Another noteworthy fable is Fable Three, “On Association with Three Friends.” The 
story itself is based on the medieval morality play, Everyman, written in the late fifteenth 
century. Before Trigault selected this story, Matteo Ricci had already made this morality play a 
parable in Chapter Four of his Ten Discourses by a Paradoxical Man to illustrate the idea: 
“thinking often of the time of death prepares one for the Judgment after death.” One would not 
take this story as a fable, for Ricci’s interpretation is strongly tied to the biblical context. 
However, since it is included in Trigault’s Analogy, which has been considered the first Aesopic 
fable collection translated into Chinese, it is worthwhile analyzing the transformation of this 
story. Here is Trigault’s version: 
            A man here has three friends. A is closest to him, B is the least close, and C lies in 
the middle of intimacy. In the main, he stays connected to them. [Because] this 
person engages in corruption and is not loyal to his lord, the latter issues a decree 
to capture him. He urgently looks for help, thinking of his closest friend, whom he 
receives with fondness whenever he sees him. He asks him to use his power to 
move the high ministers and also to go with him, saying, “He who offers help 
when one is in need is the real friend.” His friend says, “The place you go to is far 
and dangerous. [Even if] I trudged after you, what could I do about it? You are 
now a criminal.” The man deeply resents his friend’s attitude. Since his friend, his 
lifelong confidant, acts thus, from whom else can he expect sympathy? One that is 
about to sink into an abyss holds onto whatever he can. Hence, he tentatively turns 
to C for help. C replies, “It is not convenient for me to accompany you there, but 
our friendship should not be lost. I will go with you until we reach the outer part 
of the city and return.” This man thinks back and can no longer recover from his 
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sorrow. In the past he cared for the third friend the least, how dare he tell him 
about it? On the contrary, this friend comes to the man to express his regard, 
telling him, “Don't worry! You can still count on me and not be disappointed. 
Those two friends could not go with you. Even if they went, they could not save 
you. Let me go first and you follow afterwards. I shall let the lord acquit you of 
your crime. If you can accomplish a great service, you will regain the old favor 
from him.” 
                 The moral is that what men in this world love the most are goods, money, 
gold, jewelry, and the like. Next to these are wives, sons, relatives, and friends. 
They care least and engage rarely with virtue and meritorious deeds. Mankind 
receives punishment from heaven. When the time of death approaches, how can 
goods and money stay by their sides? Their wives, sons, relatives, and friends 
send them off in grief with elegies and then return. Only virtue and meritorious 
deeds remain with their spirits eternally, praying to heaven for blessing and 
protection. What is the reason that men do not befriend these two?260 (Ge 410-11; 
my translation) 
                                                
260 有人於此，三友與交，甲綦密，乙綦疏，而丙在疏密間，大氐猶戚之也。此人行貪穢，事主不忠，上詔
逮之，急惶遽求援。念吾最密之友，逢人見愛，權動公卿，請與偕往。曰：「急難相拯，實在友矣。」友
曰：「爾所往遠而險，我艱步趨，可奈何？爾時罪人（第二手抄本“時”作“是”，“罪”後無“人”字
）。」深懊恨，自以生平密交，如是如是，更向誰憐？沉於淵者，不問所持，則姑向丙家友叩請。丙家友
曰（第一手抄本兩處“丙”字都改為“乙”字。第二手抄本仍為“丙”字，疑有誤。）：「我未便與俱也
，但誼不可失，相將至郭外而反。」此人回思，悲念無復之矣。異日者交疏友生，又何敢告？是友翻來慰
勞（第二手抄本無“勞”字）曰：「而勿憂，而還從我可，不失望也。彼二友者，不能同往，往亦不能救
若。我且先，若後來，能令主上，赦若罪。若立功，復若舊寵矣。」 
     義曰：世人之所急愛厚密，貨財金寶等也；次者，妻子親朋也；最輕薄而交疏，則德功是矣。人者獲罪
於天，死候迫之，貨財安能俱？其妻子親友，哀送蒿里而回，惟此功德，永守爾神，祈天保佑。世之人，
莫與為友，何也？ 
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This version is very similar to Ricci’s except that some details have been omitted, and some 
details have been revised in order to make the example universal. The first thing is the tense of 
the story. Ricci sets the time of the story in the past, narrating it as an anecdote: “Once there was 
a scholar who had three friends he engaged with different degrees of fondness: one he loved 
more than he loved himself, another he loved as much as he loved himself, the other he treated 
with little care and rarely saw him”261 (Ricci, Jiren 457; my translation). The main character, 
scholar (士 shi), is replaced with man (人 ren) by Trigault. And certainly in this context there is 
no A, B, or C friend262 but friends who remain anonymous. All the pretexts the first two friends 
give to the scholar for not being able to go with him are left out by Trigault in his rewrite. He 
also saves his hero’s explanation of the awkward situation to his third friend; while the scholar in 
Ricci’s story  
            thought of that minor friend, who had always been loyal to him. ‘Perhaps he could 
save me,’ [he pondered.] He went to his place. Despite all his feeling of shame, he 
was compelled to tell him of his other two friends’ betrayal, and he regretted his 
former carelessness with him. ‘Please do not mind!’ [he said,] ‘If only you could 
recall one day of our friendship, I would like to ask you, noble man, not to forsake 
me.263 (Ricci, Jiren 457-58; my translation) 
Trigault simply replaces all the man’s struggles with one sentence, “In the past he cares for the 
third friend the least, how dare he tell him about it?” He also ends the story with the third 
                                                
261 昔有一士，交三友，而情待不等。其一愛重之深於己，其一愛重之如己，其一甚菲薄，希覿面焉。 
 
262 In Chinese, jia, yi, bing 甲、乙、丙 in Trigault’s original Chinese version function as simple indications like A, 
B, C, to refer to unnamed individuals or objects in an example. 
 
263 既而思彼小友，素忠實，或能救我乎未可知。至其所，無奈愧怍不得已，先告以二友相負狀，又自咎曩
之菲薄，請勿介意也，惟幸念一日之雅，願邀大德，無棄我矣。 
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friend’s words instead of continuing to describe what happens next, as Ricci does. On the one 
hand, Trigault cuts down this part to avoid redundancy and make the curtailed story suit the 
brevity of a fable. On the other hand, he adds a few details that serve to underline the moral 
lesson. For instance, in Ricci’s story, the scholar’s crime is not clearly stated. It only says that 
“[a]n incident suddenly occurred. The king in anger captured him and tried him in order to send 
him to jail”264 (Ricci, Jiren 457; my translation). But Trigault specifies the crime of the man in 
his story to be “corruption, not loyal to his lord,” which implies that this man is obsessed with 
wealth and not faithful to God. And it makes better sense that his lord “issues a decree to capture 
him” rather than has already captured him and tried him, for in that case it would not be possible 
for him to ask his friends for help. Furthermore, the third friend in Ricci’s story only says in 
reply, “My old distant friend! I have been missing you all this time. Now please quit worrying. 
Only I can handle this matter. Through pleading, I will save you, who favors me”265 (Ricci, Jiren 
458; my translation). The last sentence creates some confusion because the third friend is 
actually the scholar’s last resort and least favored friend, though one may notice the graciousness 
of the friend that the line suggests here. The third friend in Trigault’s story, however, actively 
comes to the man to express his regards. Besides comforting him and promising to plead for him, 
he better clarifies that “[t]hose two friends could not go with you. Even if they went, they could 
not save you” and he also tells him that “[i]f you can accomplish a great service, you will regain 
the old favor from him [the lord].” Together with the epimythium, these seemingly ordinary, 
even secular, sentences teach the reader the worthlessness of worldly materials and relationships, 
in contrast to God’s mercy offered to the repenting sinners.  
                                                
264 忽遇事變，國主怒逮訊之詔獄。 
 
265 友曰：「吾故寡交，恆念汝。汝今勿憂，此等事惟我能任之，便相拯濟，為好我者勸也。 」 
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      Nevertheless, it seems that even in the epimythium Trigault still wishes to conceal the 
biblical connotations. He refrains from being specific about them, whereas Ricci makes the 
Catholic theology plain as day. After the story, Ricci immediately interprets its meaning:  
            [t]he incident that the scholar encountered is the time of man’s death when the 
Lord will judge our bad deeds in our lifetime. The three friends represent goods, 
relatives, and virtue respectively. Goods, houses, and landed property, because 
they surely cannot move by themselves, only give us a shroud and a coffin; 
relatives and friends only send us to the mountain, where our tomb is located, for 
they surely cannot enter the grave. But virtue and good deeds, though people do 
not think highly of them, can surely meet the urgent need after our death and save 
us. Thus it is obvious that the notion of the time of death guides mankind to 
distinguish falsehood and reality of worldly things. Those that can follow us are 
our affairs; they are reality. Those that cannot are not our affairs; they are 
falsehood.266 (Ricci, Jiren 458; my translation)  
In this passage, Ricci focuses on what material possessions, relationships, virtue, and good deeds 
can offer us after death when God’s judgment comes. Overall, he holds those that are attached to 
this world to be false, and those that can follow us to the world after death to be real. Of course, 
this interpretation is supported by the belief in God, the judgment, and an afterlife. Conversely, 
the moral that Trigault employs is rather broad in its application and not so crystal clear in 
relation to the context, for his advice is mostly based on the content of his fable, i. e., the reader 
does not need to have much knowledge outside the sphere of the literary text in order to learn the 
                                                
266 士遇事變，即人之死候，上主將審判我一生不善行也。其三友者，一財貨，一親戚，一德行矣。夫財貨
室屋田產，自不能運動，惟與我葬服及棺槨耳。夫親戚朋友，惟送我山間及墳墓之外，自不能入矣。第德
行陰騭，人雖不甚重之，卻能保身後之急，且以我救也。以是可見死候之念，導人以明世物之虛實矣。能
隨我者，乃我事也，實也；不隨我者，非我事也，虛也。 
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lesson. The crucial change he makes is the substitution of the Chinese word tian 天, heaven, for 
zhu 主, lord. As a matter of fact, besides heaven, the word tian also carries the meanings of the 
firmament, the sky, the weather, a day, nature, Providence, the Supreme Ruler, and god. 
(Mathews’ Chinese-English Dictionary 920-921). Hence when he says, “Mankind receives 
punishment from heaven [tian 天]” (my italics), Chinese readers may as well understand it in 
their own terms. “When the time of death approaches,” he continues, “how can goods and money 
stay by their sides? Their wives, sons, relatives, and friends send them off in grief with elegies 
and then return. Only virtue and meritorious deeds remain with their spirits eternally, praying to 
heaven [tian] for blessing and protection. What is the reason that men do not befriend these 
two?” (my italics). It is evident that until the end, Trigault mentions nothing about God’s 
judgment but only the vague concept of tian, which provides ample flexibility of meanings. The 
word “spirit,” shen 神, can also mean “the mind,” as opposed to “the body,” so it is not hard for 
Chinese readers to freely adopt whatever meaning suits them. As for the remaining part of his 
epimythium, it is mostly common sense for a worldly man, who normally cherishes material 
possessions and relationships with people, and who at the same time is aware of the fact that 
death could be the end of everything. Since good men often leave a good reputation after their 
demise, the idea that virtue and meritorious deeds remain with spirit eternally is also easily 
comprehended by the Chinese, who have long been cultivated by Confucianism about the 
importance of virtue and good deeds. The unfixed reference in the moral and the universality of 
Trigault’s story seem to reshape Ricci’s parable into a fable, which is neutral in its stance and 
more digestible for a foreign reader. 
      One interesting feature of Trigault’s Analogy is that of all twenty-two fables, sixteen 
include at least one human character in them, among which twelve have a human being as the 
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main character.267 This is a significant number compared to the previous two Jesuits’ works, for 
we can only see human characters appear in three out of seven fables by Ricci, and two out of 
seven fables by de Pantoja.268 But now they make up more than two thirds of the total number in 
Trigault’s collection. While in the appended sixteen fables of one copy of Analogy, only six 
fables feature human characters, the first two fables have been proven to come from the Chinese 
poet of the Tang Dynasty, Liu Zongyuan (773-819). These two fables have human characters in 
mute supporting roles, but the leading animals do not talk, either. This is reminiscent of the way 
Ricci adapts the fables, whose method seems to aim for removing all the animals’ dialogues, 
although the use of a human character does not seem to be essential for him. The first of the two 
fables in the appendix is called “A Theory of the Brown Bear” (Pi shuo 羆說): 
            The deer is afraid of the civet; the civet is afraid of the tiger; the tiger is afraid of 
the brown bear. The appearance of the brown bear resembles a standing man with 
his hair hanging down loosely. It has great strength and brings great harm to 
mankind. In the south of the Chu State there was a hunter who could imitate many 
beasts’ voices with a bamboo flute. It was said that once he went into the 
mountains with a bow and arrows and fire in a jar, and imitated the voice of a deer 
in order to attract one. Having waited until a deer came, he shot it with a burning 
arrow. A civet, hearing the deer, came. The man was scared. Hence he imitated 
the voice of a tiger to frighten it away. The civet left but a tiger came. The man 
was scared even more. Thus he aped the voice of a brown bear. The tiger also 
                                                
267 Trigault’s Fables 2~7, 10, 11, 13~19, and 21 contain one or more than one human character. Among these fables, 
the human being is the main character in Fables 3~5, 10, 11, 13~15, 17~19, 21. 
 
268 The three fables that have human characters in Ricci’s work are “Aesop’s Life—The Tongue,” “Two Hounds,” 
“The Horses, the Deer and Man.” Those in de Pantoja’s work are “The Sons Plucking the Horse’s Tail” and “The 
Poor Man Selling Liquor.” 
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escaped, [yet] a brown bear heard the sound and sought its own kind. It reached 
the spot and found it was the man. [Therefore,] it struck him down, seized him, 
and tore him apart for food. Nowadays, none of those who do not have real skill 
within themselves and rely on external force can avoid being eaten by a brown 
bear.269 (Ge 419; my translation) 
The second fable “A Biography of Fuban”270 (Fuban zhuan 蝜蝂傳) is translated as follows: 
            Fuban is a kind of insect that is good at carrying small worms on its back. When 
seeing something on the way, it always picks it up, lifts its head, and carries it. As 
its load gets heavy, it causes endless hardship; but because its back is rough, the 
loaded things do not slip. Finally it stumbles, falls forward, and is unable to get up. 
People sometimes sympathize with it and remove the load for it. [But] when it can 
get up for the moment, it picks up things as before. It also likes to climb high and 
exert all its strength continuously until it drops dead. Nowadays, those who love 
to take do not avoid the goods they see, in order to thicken their store at home. 
Without knowing that these are burdens, they only fear that the goods do not 
accumulate, until they slack and stumble. When they are demoted and must move 
to a remote place, they suffer a lot. But once they get the chance to be back, they 
do not stop. Every day they long for being promoted and increasing their income, 
and are greedy to take and grow their wealth to a great extent. Therefore, they 
draw near to a dangerous fall. In view of the death of their predecessors, they still 
                                                
269 鹿畏貙，貙畏虎，虎畏羆。羆之狀，被髮人立，絕有力而甚害人焉。楚之南有獵者，能吹竹為百獸之音
。嘗云，持弓矢罌火，而即之山，為鹿鳴以感其類。伺其至，發火而射之，貙聞其鹿也，趨而至，其人恐
，因為虎而駭之。貙走而虎至，愈恐，則又為羆。虎亦亡去，羆聞而求其類，至則人也，羆搏挽裂而食之
。今夫不善內而恃外者，未有不為羆之食也。 
 
270 Fuban is a kind of insect that likes to carry things on its back (L. Wang 1166). 
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do not quit. Although they have tall and big shapes and are called human beings, 
their intelligence is that of a small insect. This also deserves pity.271 (Ge 420; my 
translation) 
      These two fables can be found in Liu Hedong ji《柳河東集》, or Liu Zongyuan ji《柳宗
元集》, (Literary Corpus of Liu Hedong, or Literary Corpus of Liu Zongyuan) volume sixteen 
and seventeen respectively272 (Ge 420). As we can see, the narration of both passages is 
descriptive, based on the observation of animals’ natural behavior. And the animals are basically 
presented with the human characters’ involvement, which turned out to be ineffective when these 
people try to manipulate or interrupt the nature of those animals in the fables. Rather, they 
themselves are integrated into the natural cycle, in terms of the whole system or an individual 
life, by becoming part of the food chain or assimilating one of the animals. These two of Liu’s 
yuyan might reflect what he observed in the officialdom as he started to serve at the imperial 
court in his twenties, and died fourteen years after he was demoted due to a failure of a political 
revolution that he participated in 805 CE (Z. Liu 1). Directing towards those corrupt eunuchs, 
who pretended to have true abilities but only intended to obtain benefits by tricks, Liu’s “A 
Theory of the Brown Bear” could be a good example of mirroring their consequences as well as 
a projection of Liu’s wish. “A Biography of Fuban” was also a good caricature picturing those 
who were always greedy for goods and wealth until they met their death. Though these two 
yuyan should be more exactly applied to Liu’s political environment, they have been added to the 
                                                
271 蝜蝂者，善負小蟲也。行遇物，輒持取，卬（同昂）其首負之。背愈重，雖困劇不止也，其背甚澀，物
積因不散，卒躓僕不能起。人或憐之，為去其負，苟能行，又持取如故。又好上高，極其力不已，至墜地
死。今世之嗜取者，遇貨不避，以厚其室，不知為己累也，惟恐其不積，及其怠而躓也。黜棄之，遷徙
之，亦以病矣。苟能起，又不艾，日思高其位，大其祿，而貪取滋甚，以近於危墜。觀前之死亡不知戒，
雖其形，魁然大者也，其名人也，而智則小蟲也，亦足哀夫。 
 
272 See Liu Zongyuan. Liu Zongyuan ji 柳宗元集 [Literary Corpus of Liu Zongyuan]. Beijing: Zhonghua, 1979. pp. 
467, 483-484. 
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appendix of Trigault’s Analogy and recognized as fables by Trigault and Zhang Geng, or any 
other, possibly Chinese, Catholic follower who thought that they could also provide good 
teaching, despite the fact that the author Liu’s own learning and philosophy actually supported 
Confucianism.     
 
The Bodleian Copy of Kuang yi 
 
According to Ge Baoquan, the third copy at the Bodleian Library of the University of 
Oxford, on the whole, has the same contents except that the morals have been sinicized with 
words from the Chinese classical canons or the sayings popular among the common people of 
China. In addition, three fables are replaced with newly created fables that were never recorded 
in any Aesopic fable collections or other prior Chinese sources (Ge 429). However, this copy 
does not have the appendix of sixteen fables. Ge’s source shows that it was transcribed, 
presumably by a Catholic called Lorenzo Yao in Shanghai, around the time between 1851 and 
1874.273 That would be two hundred years after Analogy was written. Although nothing is known 
about Yao, in light of this copy, we can be certain about the transcriber’s, or the unknown 
writer’s, intention of making the fables more appealing to the Chinese taste. The following is a 
list of the fables in this copy. There is no title in the original text, so the English titles are based 
on the Chinese titles given by Ge Baoquan.  
1. The Argument among the Members of a Human Body（人體各部之爭） 
2. The Contention between the South Wind and the North Wind 
                                                
273 On the back of the copy it says “Transcribed by Shanghai Yao Lorenzo 上邑姚老楞佐抄.” Ge Baoquan’s source, 
Xiang Da 向達, who had made a transcript of this copy, informed Ge of the condition and the time of the copy in the 
Bodleian Library (Ge 427-29). 
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（南風與北風相爭論） 
3. On Association with Three Friends（談與三友之交） 
4. The Widow and the Hen（嫠婦與母雞） 
5. The Words of a Gardener（種圃者言） 
6. A Greedy Dog Losing His Meat（貪犬失肉） 
7. The Horse and the Ass（駿馬與驢） 
8. The Sick Lion, the Wolf, and the Fox（病獅與狼和狐） 
9. The Master, the Puppy (Dog), and the Ass（主人與猉（犬）及驢） 
10. An Old Man and the Tiger（老翁與虎） 
11. The House Mouse and the Wild Mouse（屋鼠與野鼠） 
12. A Pedestrian Asking an Old Man about the Way（行人向丈人（老人）問路） 
13. The Ass Carrying Salt and Silk Cotton（驢馱鹽和木棉） 
14. A Passerby Driving Away Flies for a Weak Patient（途人為疲弱之患者驅蠅） 
15. The Shoe Salesman Criticizing a Painting（賣履（鞋）者議論寫真（畫像）） 
16. The Father and the Son Riding an Ass（父子騎驢同行） 
17. The Pigeon that Pretends to Fly the Highest（冒充飛行最高之鳩） 
18. The Sculptor who Listens to Others’ Opinions（聽取意見之雕刻家） 
19. The Cowardly Rabbits and Frogs（膽小之兔與青蛙）   
20. The Firefly Lighting the Way (螢火蟲照路） 
21. The Temple Monk and the Daoist Priest（寺僧與道士） 
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22. The Alcoholic（酣酒之徒） 
      The original Fable 9, “The Fox Seizing the Crow’s Meat,” Fable 16, “The Ass Carrying a 
Statue of Buddha,” and Fable 17, “The Cook and the Soup Eater,” which we see in the copy 
found in the National Library of France, were removed.274 So the numbers of the fables after 
Fable 8 have been rearranged and three new fables were added at the end to make up, likewise, a 
total of twenty-two fables. In the following section, I comment on those fables that I have 
discussed previously for the sake of comparison. My translations of the additional lines, 
supplemented to the moral of each fable, and of the three substitute fables recorded in Ge’s book 
are as follows, with my own comments put in brackets: 
1. The Argument among the Members of a Human Body（人體各部之爭） 
Before the moral, it cites, “Mencius says, ‘If there were no gentlemen, there would be no 
one to rule common people. If there were no common people, there would be no one to 
support gentlemen’”275 (Ge 430). 
[This was taken from the Mencius (the fourth cen. BCE), “Teng Wen Gong I” (Mencius 118-
19).] 
3. On Association with Three Friends（談與三友之交） 
Before the moral, it cites, “The poem says, ‘Having friends is no better than having 
brothers”276 (ibid.). 
                                                
274 Compare this list with the list of the copy found in the National Library of France on pp. 217-219 of this 
dissertation. We have no idea why the original Fable 9 has been omitted. But Ge noticed that there was a clue that 
the transcriber missed the original Fable 16 and 17 by mistake, because the moral of Fable 17 was mistakenly 
recorded right after the story of Fable 14, “A Passerby Driving Away Flies for a Weak Patient” (the original Fable 
15) (Ge 431-32). 
 
275 Junzi 君子 means “the princely man—a gentleman, the wise man, a man of complete virtue, the beau-ideal of 
Confucianism” (Mathews’ Chinese-English Dictionary 241). Here it refers to the gentlemen of the ruling class. 孟夫
子曰：「無君子莫治野人，無野人莫養君子。」《孟子‧滕文公上》 
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[The poem refers to the poem “Chang di” in the Book of Songs (the 12th century to 7th century 
BCE). Chang di (prunus japonica) is a plant of plum family, remarkable for its flowers, of which 
every two or three closely connect with each other like siblings (Shi jing 283-84). Obviously the 
commentator either missed the point of this fable or tried to replace it with Chinese ethics.] 
7. The Horse and the Ass（駿馬與驢） 
Before the moral, it cites, “A common saying says, ‘Train a person for a thousand days, 
even if only for one difficult mission.’ [On the contrary,] labor generates leisure, 
[meaning those who are made to work hard actually have an easy job.]  From top to 
bottom, who dares possess a playful mind? Speaking of dedicating efforts, there is no 
differentiation between the high and low. Death makes skeletons of all the living. The 
moral is that those who suffer need not worry, for the ones who work hardly ever die. 
‘Doctrine of the Mean’ [from the Book of Rites] says, ‘Those who are in high positions 
do not treat with contempt those in low positions. Those in low positions do not cling to 
those in high positions.’ Laymen should not take advantage of the poor and admire the 
rich. Rectify your own doing rather than beg others for help, and do not send your 
problems to others. The Book of Songs says, ‘Not disliked there, nor hated there, almost 
every day and night gentlemen perpetuate their good reputation.’ None of the gentlemen 
is an exception; therefore, they are well-known early to the whole kingdom”277 (ibid.). 
                                                
276 詩曰：「雖有朋友，不如昆弟。」[《詩經‧小雅‧常棣》] 
 
277 俗云：「用人千日，為難一遭。」勞則生逸。自上以下，誰敢媱心，捨力無貴無賤，死同枯骨。義曰：
「茹苦者勿憂，服勞偏不死。」中庸曰：「在上位不凌下，在下位不援上。」俗人不可欺，貧崇富正己而
不求於人 [筆者更正逗號位置，為：俗人不可欺貧崇富，正己而不求於人]，亦勿施於人。詩云：「在彼無
惡，在此無射，庶幾夙夜以永終與 [中庸原文作「譽」]。」故君子未有不如此，而蚤有餘 [中庸原文作「譽
」] 於天下哉 [中庸原文為「者也」而非「哉」]。 
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[The common saying shows an attempt to appeal to those who did not read the Chinese classic 
works cited in this copy. In fact, the original Bodleian copy has no punctuation throughout the 
whole text. After checking a scanned copy of the original text, which the Bodleian Library made 
available to me, I corrected a comma placed by Ge in order to make better sense of the lines 俗
人不可欺貧崇富，正己而不求於人，亦勿施於人.278 I translated them as “Laymen should not 
take advantage of the poor and admire the rich. Rectify your own doing rather than beg others for 
help, and do not send your problems to others.” This interpretation suits the fable better than 
Ge’s version, which, according to his punctuation, would read: “Do not take advantage of 
mediocre people. The poor may admire the rich but they rectify their own doing rather than beg 
others for help, and they do not send their problems to others. 俗人不可欺，貧崇富正己而不求
於人，亦勿施於人。” All the remaining portion after the moral is taken from the Book of Rites, 
Chapter “Doctrine of the Mean.” The quote from the Book of Songs also appears in this same 
chapter. But there are some mistakes in the text. I have checked that these mistakes were in the 
Bodleian copy, instead of being errors caused by Ge in his transcription, so we can be sure that 
they were made by the commentator.]  
8. The Sick Lion, the Wolf, and the Fox（病獅與狼和狐） 
Before the moral, it states, “The Book of Songs says, ‘Prohibit evil and hold ruffians in 
check who plot to slander and do not once fear violence.’ The moral is that the slander 
just comes out of one’s mouth, and the tragic flaying of the skin returns to make one’s 
                                                
278 In this section, whenever there are differences between the Bodleian copy and Ge Baoquan’s published version, I 
have followed the Bodleian copy scrupulously. In order to make the differences clear, based on Ge’s version, I 
pointed them out with brackets in the Chinese original quotations and discussed those major differences in my main 
text.  
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body suffer. How dreadful! A common saying is, ‘The one who lies to others lies to 
himself. The one who respects others respects himself’”279 (Ge 431).  
[The quotation from the Book of Songs has actually been adapted according to the fable. The 
original text should be “Use caution to prevent evil. Hold ruffians in check who do not once fear 
the will of heaven.”]280  
19. The Cowardly Rabbits and Frogs（膽小之兔與青蛙）   
Before the moral, it states, “the common saying is, ‘[When] men have no way out, they 
seek a suicidal death.’ [Since] the predecessors slipped, later generations should be 
careful to hold on there. Once bitten by a snake, a man would be afraid of the end of a 
rotten rope for three years. A real man faces death unflinchingly, [but] being alive one 
day is better than being dead for a thousand years. How can one come back to life after 
death? Just wait for death to come. As long as the green hills last, there is wood to get 
and burn afterwards”281 (Ge 432).  
[Ge’s version above omitted a few lines that were added by the commentator after the moral of 
this fable. The Bodleian copy shows that the ending of the moral is altered by the additional 
lines: “Even if one can be without worry or fear, does that mean he can control people’s lives? 
Only physicians can determine whether a person will be dead or alive, and that is one among a 
                                                
279 詩經云：「以禁無良，塞遏寇虐，謀欲譖言，慘不畏猛。」義曰：「讒人之言，甫脫於口，剝膚之慘，
旋罹於躬（身），可畏哉。」俗云：「欺人自欺自，敬人自敬自。」 
 
280 以謹無良。式遏寇虐，憯不畏明。《詩經‧大雅‧民勞》(Shi jing 503). 
 
281 俗曰： 「人之走逼（投）[因原抄本筆跡潦草，戈本寫為「逗」，應為「逼」較合理] 無路，自投短劍（
見）。」前人走滑塌，後人留心扎住。一朝被著蛇 [原抄本有「傷」字，戈本缺漏] 咬，三年也怕爛繩頭。
大丈夫是 [原抄本誤，應作「視」] 死如生，在生一日，勝死千年。死哉豈能復生，俟之可焉。留得青山在
，以後捉柴燒。 
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hundred”;282 in contrast to the original moral: “Even if one can be without worry or fear, does 
that mean he can overpower all?”283 
The comment on this fable mainly derives from Chinese common sayings, such as 
“[When] men have no way out, they seek a suicidal death.” “Once bitten by a snake, a man 
would be afraid of the end of a rotten rope for three years.” “A real man faces death 
unflinchingly.” “Being alive one day is better than being dead for a thousand years.” “As long as 
the green hills last, there will be wood to get and burn afterwards [or there will always be wood 
to burn].” Since the phrase “seeking a suicidal death”284 (自尋短見 zi xun duan jian, literally 
“yourself seeking a narrow view,” here mistakenly written as 自投短劍 zi tou duan jian, 
“hurling oneself to a dagger”) originated from the Chinese classic novel, Hong lou meng《紅樓
夢》(Dream of the Red Chamber),285 which was composed in the middle of the eighteenth 
century (W. Li 647), we can infer that these sinicized commentaries were added more than one 
century after the first publication of Analogy in 1625.]  
As for the three new fables added to the end of this copy, one can tell from the 
differences that they have been written by a Chinese Christian convert. Now let us take a look at 
them to see how they are different from the rest of the fables in this copy.  
                                                
282 雖不憂不懼，豈為能制人之生死，惟醫家決生死，百中之一人耶。 
 
283 雖然，不憂不懼，豈為能制人？ 
 
284 There was actually another Chinese expression of “committing suicide” called zijin 自盡, which was not new in 
the 17th century, so I did not translate this phrase the same way. This phrase, zi xun duan jian 自尋短見, literally 
“yourself seeking a narrow view,” is a more literary way to mean committing suicide. 
 
285 “No one threatened her. She herself sought a suicidal death.” 「人家並沒威逼她 [尤三姐] 死，是她自尋短見
。」(Dream of the Red Chamber, ch. 66, Cao 824; my translation). “Ping-er heard her depressing words, not 
knowing what to do. Lest Fengjie seek a suicidal death, Ping-er sticked with her in order to keep an eye on her” 「
平兒愈聽愈慘，想來實在難處，恐鳳姐自尋短見，只得緊緊守著。」 (Dream of the Red Chamber, ch. 106; 
Cao 1288, my translation; Gao 661). 
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20. The Firefly Lighting the Way（螢火蟲照路） 
In this world there are insects without bones, among which only the firefly has light, and 
the others don’t. One night they enjoyed roaming in the sky. The firefly advised them, 
saying, “It is better to circle in the air with me, or you will be injured and hindered 
extremely.” The rest of the insects replied, “[Your advice is] not taken. Just wait for a 
while. The moon will come out with shining light. Then we can all fly up.” Contrary to 
their expectation, the moon came out but was covered by dark clouds. Because there was 
not even the slightest light, [some of them] could not fly and remained on the ground; 
[the others] flew but were all injured and hindered in many ways. At daybreak, upon 
seeing the firefly, they told him, “Your words were precious and valuable advice.” The 
firefly said, “When it was dark, you did not listen to my advice. Now [since] you have 
injured your bodies, do not regret, because it is too late.” The common saying is, “[If 
someone] advise[s] you to be baptized, you do not listen. When the time of the Lord’s 
judgment comes, you cannot borrow others’ light.” That would be like you walk a path of 
darkness and trip twice at one step. These are all injuries and hindrances. There is nothing 
good about them. [Then] it is useless to think back about a predecessor’s advice286 (Ge 
432-33; my translation). 
                                                
286 世有無骨之蟲，惟螢有光，諸蟲乏耶。忽一夜嬉游於空際，螢 [原抄本為「營」，誤] 勸其曰：「同余游
翔益，否則損礙不堪。」諸蟲對曰：「不取之，小俟之，月出光爛，齊可蜚翔而上。」不斍（意）月出而
被烏雲掩之，微光全無，舉翔不能，仍舊在地，或蜚翔俱被損礙多端。待至天明，適至螢，出 [原抄本為「
蟲」] 曰：「爾言金玉哉 [原抄本重複一「哉」字，疑為誤]。」螢曰：「當暗之時，勸爾之言勿聽，如今撞
壞肉體，不堪悔耶，遲耶。」俗云：「勸人進教，勿聽。當上帝 [原抄本為「主」，戈本有誤] 審判之時，
不得借人之光。」如行暗夜 [原抄本為「黑」，戈本有誤] 之途，一步二跌，盡屬損礙，一無好之，思前 [原
抄本有「人」字，戈本缺漏] 勸我無用。 
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21. The Temple Monk and the Daoist Priest（寺僧與道士） 
A temple monk roams at night with a lamp. He says [to a Daoist priest], “You, Daoist 
priest, take advantage of this light to proceed your journey, or it would be hard to move a 
single step. If there is any broad avenue, bridge, or river, it will be even harder to carry 
on. Any slip may cause injuries, which will bring considerable harm and hassles.” The 
Daoist priest replies, “Each of us walks with his lamp, being careful with his step. It does 
not matter if the candle falls, because there was no light from the beginning. If people 
like you and me speak of using the thing borrowed quickly in case the owner himself 
needs to use it, what to do if people beg us to lend them the light?287 (Ge 433; my 
translation) 
 
22. The Alcoholic（酣酒之徒） 
A direct analogy in this era is [represented by] the alcoholic. He has no sense of honor 
and shame, thinking every day only about drinking in the market. He curses loiterers, and 
as if crazy and mad, he often cries or laughs. If this drunkard has no money and he runs 
into an acquaintance, he swindles with force. If this person does not give in, he bullies 
him; if he does, he flatters him. People hate this annoyance. Later when they see him, 
they avoid him in order to prevent him from defrauding them. The common saying is, 
“His name is ‘Drunkard.’ If you get near him, there is only harm. If you keep a distance 
from him, you get rid of the trouble.” The moral says, “Stay away from the ghosts. The 
ghosts that have shapes bother you constantly, but the shapeless ones are more evil and 
                                                
287 寺僧燃燈游夜，曰：「爾道士趁此光者，好行路程，不然寸步難移，或康莊橋河，更難行哉。恐怕跌係
損礙，大關人事。」道士對曰：「各自燃燈行走，小心穩步，不妨燭倒，原舊無光。爾我一類，如曰借來
之物，急宜用之，否則主人自用，倘求者復借光焉？」 
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violent, bringing you endless trouble, which is difficult to prevent. In order to avoid them, 
it is okay for you to follow the true religion [Catholicism]288 (ibid.; my translation). 
      One important trait that these three fables share is that they are all about borrowing one 
thing, specifically, light, and in this way are connected to Catholicism. The metaphor of light in 
the first two fables is quite obvious, especially in the first fable, where the author directly points 
out that “The common saying is, ‘[If someone] advises you to be baptized, you do not listen. 
When the time of the Lord’s judgment comes, you cannot borrow others’ light.’” In his 
transcription, Ge made a mistake of having shangdi 上帝 (supreme emperor, God), instead of 
shangzhu 上主 (the Lord, God), in this sentence. Certainly this “common saying” must have 
been generated by the Chinese converts or the Jesuits, or it could be that the author himself 
labeled these words a common saying in order to make them persuasive. Another conspicuous 
mistake in Ge’s version is the sentence: “That would be like you walk a path on a dark night 如
行暗夜之途,” whereas it should be written as “[t]hat would be like you walk a path of darkness 
如行暗黑之途” according to the Bodleian copy. In the Bible, John 8.12, Jesus said, “I am the 
light of the world: he that followeth me, walketh not in darkness, but shall have the light of life” 
(Douay Version).289 Those who walk in darkness stumble and hurt themselves. Their preference 
for darkness also suggests sin, which will be exposed by light, so light also symbolizes God’s 
judgment. Jesus’s role as a messenger from God is confirmed in the following statement in John 
12.49-50: “For I have not spoken of myself; but the Father who sent me, he gave me 
                                                
288 世之直喻者，酣酒之徒。身無廉恥，終日惟思飲酒市中，詈罵閑人，若痴若狂，哭笑每每。倘酒鬼自乏
財貲，突見熟人，硬詐錢文。不遂則將侮之，遂則媚之，多纏人嫌之。人後瞥見即避，防其復詐。俗曰 [原
抄本為「云」]：「名曰酒鬼，近其害之，遠其免之。」義曰：「敬鬼神 [原抄本無「神」字，戈本誤] 而遠
之。有形之鬼，擾之不休，但無形之鬼，更惡更兇，擾之無窮，難矣。避之欲信真教哉，可焉。」 
 
289 Thanks to the webpage of “The Light,” compiled by Acts 17:11 Bible Studies, which helped me locate all the 
useful quotations about light in the Bible: <http://www.acts17-11.com/light.html> 
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commandment what I should say, and what I should speak. And I know that his commandment is 
life everlasting” (ibid.).  
      The conversation between the temple monk and the Daoist priest in the second fable 
deliberately mocks the two religions that these two characters represent. At first, the monk’s 
suggestion to the Daoist priest about taking advantage of the light creates a false image that he is 
the one who offers the light. But the Daoist priest soon reveals that neither of them is the true 
owner of the light, saying, “Each of us walks with his lamp, being careful with his step. It does 
not matter if the candle falls, because there was no light from the beginning.” The anonymous 
author seems to say that none of them really produces light; that is to say, in an extended 
meaning, Buddhism and Daoism cannot offer light, true guidance, for people in darkness. The 
Daoist priest continues, “If people like you and me speak of using the thing borrowed quickly in 
case the owner himself needs to use it, what to do if people beg us to lend them the light?” By 
showing the urgency of using the light they “borrowed,” the fable criticizes that these two 
religions pretend to provide light for their followers, yet they cannot really lend it to anyone who 
begs for it. There are some important passages in the Bible that are related to light. The person 
who appended this fable to Analogy might have relied on verses such as “Jesus cried, and said: 
He that believeth in me, doth not believe in me, but in him that sent me. . . . I am come a light 
into the world; that whosoever believeth in me, may not remain in the darkness” (Douay Version, 
John 12.44, 46). The importance of light is pronounced in the epistle of St. Paul to the Ephesians 
5.8-12: “For you were heretofore darkness, but now light in the Lord. Walk then as children of 
the light. For the fruit of the light is in all goodness, and justice, and truth; Proving what is well-
pleasing to God: And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather 
reprove them. For the things that are done by them in secret, it is a shame even to speak of” 
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(Douay Version). Light engenders goodness, righteousness, and truth; in contrast, darkness 
spawns sins that one must hide. The two fables are both set in the night for the sake of showing 
the disadvantages of being without light as well as exposing the false light carriers. 
      The third fable “The Alcoholic,” strictly speaking, is not a fable but a description of this 
type of person. The narration, similar to Liu Zongyuan’s “A Biography of Fuban,” which I 
discussed earlier in this chapter, focuses on the characteristics of a certain kind of living being 
based on observation. Though the composition seems less relevant to the subject of light 
depicted in the previous two fables, it is still on the same topic. In the New Testament, Paul the 
apostle addressed his epistle to the Thessalonians, “For all you are the children of light, and 
children of the day: we are not of the night, nor of darkness. Therefore, let us not sleep, as others 
do; but let us watch, and be sober. For they that sleep, sleep in the night; and they that are drunk, 
are drunk in the night” (Douay Version, 1 Thessalonians 5.5-7). Through this revelation an 
extended analogy is formed: light pertains to day and renders sobriety; darkness pertains to night 
and induces sleep and drunkenness. Therefore a drunkard is experiencing an everlasting night 
and is never awake to light. His act of borrowing money is similar to borrowing light, yet as the 
fable portrays the situation, it is quite an annoyance. In the Old Testament, there is also an 
example that compares people without the guidance of light to drunkards: “He changeth the heart 
of the princes of the people of the earth, and deceiveth them that they walk in vain where there is 
no way. They shall grope as in the dark, and not in the light, and he shall make them stagger like 
men that are drunk” (Douay Version, Job 12.24-25). According to Henry Morris, this may refer 
to the time after God confused people’s tongues due to the incident of Babel. A drunkard does 
not only stagger aimlessly, but he also babbles nonsensical languages.  
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At the end, the moral says, “Stay away from the ghosts. The ghosts that have shapes 
bother you constantly, but the shapeless ones are more evil and violent, bringing you endless 
trouble, which is difficult to prevent. In order to avoid them, it is okay for you to follow the true 
religion [Catholicism].” In Ge’s version, he supplements “spirits 神 shen” after “ghosts,” which, 
though following a Chinese common saying, “Stay away from the ghosts and spirits 敬鬼神而遠
之,” is a mistake. It might be because the Chinese character 神 shen, meaning spirits in this 
context, also stands for God, so the commentator left it out to prevent any misunderstanding. It is 
interesting that the moral likens the drunkards to ghosts that have shapes and then brings in the 
idea of shapeless ghosts. Truly, ghosts do not come out during daytime or expose themselves to 
light, but expanding on the concept of drunkards, who are human beings, to ghosts, is still a great 
leap in so far as this piece of writing is concerned. However, it becomes somewhat natural if we 
see it from the Chinese original word for drunkard in the text, “jiugui 酒鬼,” literally meaning 
“an alcoholic ghost.” For the purpose of making this last narration effective for promoting 
Catholicism, it seems that the author tried to appeal with superstition to the common Chinese 
people, who had great fear of ghosts. Otherwise, it is only farcical to ask people to become 
Catholics simply to avoid drunkards.    
      In view of the special treatments that fit the cultural situation in China, it is probable that 
the last three new fables were added by a Chinese Christian convert. As Ge Baoquan said, these 
three fables were not found in Aesopic fable collections or in the other two copies of Trigault’s 
Analogy. Acknowledging Zhang Geng, Trigault’s co-translator, as the first Chinese who 
introduced western literature to China, Ge did some research on Zhang’s background, yet he did 
not actually state that Zhang might be the one who added these sinicized comments and the last 
three fables (434-36). One clue obtained from the analyses—the use of the four-character idiom, 
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zi xun duan jian 自尋短見 (“seeking a suicidal death”) from Dream of the Red Chamber—leads 
me to conjecture that the comments were added at least one century after Trigault and Zhang’s 
first publication of Analogy. In consideration of the three fables, the use of the firefly, the monk, 
and the Daoist priest as the main characters is quite peculiar. The last piece about the alcoholic 
also reminds us of the pure descriptive analogy seen in the Chinese yuyan, which should not be 
defined as a fable per se. In sum, the work of the translation done by Trigault and Zhang Geng 
might have initiated the first mixture of the fable and the yuyan, and have subsequently inspired 
some anonymous writer to supplement these three fables, which possess the features of the two 
genres respectively. “The Firefly Lighting the Way” presents speaking animals as in typical 
Aesopic fables; “The Temple Monk and the Daoist Priest” is a satiric fable incorporated into 
Chinese religious culture; and “The Alcoholic” is actually a yuyan, which intends to teach a 
lesson through description based on observation, rather than plot. They are important traces of 
the first steps in the integration of the fable into the Chinese literary tradition. 
 
Conclusion 
 
 In the three Jesuits’ works, we see the differences in their adaptation of fables to suit their 
different purposes. Ricci, with his principle of replacing Buddhism and supplementing 
Confucianism, basically conformed to Chinese literary tradition in his adaptation. Targeting the 
Chinese literati as his readers, his Ten Discourses of a Paradoxical Man records his dialogues 
with ten Chinese scholars and officials at the time. The dialogic format might have been inspired 
by the Chinese philosophical works of Confucius, Mencius, and Zhuangzi. As he brought in 
Aesop’s fables as exempla, he also made use of Zhuangzi’s terms and wrote “Two Trees” to 
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counter Zhuangzi’s “The Mountain Tree” in order to promote the Catholic doctrines. Through 
his treatment, an implicit connection was drawn between Aesop’s fables and Zhuangzi’s use of 
yuyan. His rewrites of the fables are descriptive, in contrast to the original Aesopic fables, which 
mostly feature talking animals.  
De Pantoja, on the other hand, aimed to recruit common people and was therefore not as 
restricted as Ricci by the literary rules. As a result, his fables in On Overcoming the Seven 
Capital Sins remain lively while serving to teach religious lessons. He was the first person who 
openly used the term yuyan 寓言 to introduce an Aesopic fable. In his “The Poor Man Selling 
Liquor,” we see the transformation of Almanzor’s anecdote into an Aesopic fable, and in “The 
Belly and the Feet” and “The Ass and the Horse,” the transformation from fables to analogies. 
This proves that the narration and existence of a plot determine the fable as a genre.  
Trigault’s Analogy, differently from the previous two works, was the first Aesopic fable 
collection translated into Chinese, with the help of a Chinese convert. According to Li Shixue’s 
source, Analogy appears to have been widely used for the Jesuits’ missions in China. However, 
the Chinese reception is unclear, except for the Ming scholar, Li Shixiong’s 李世熊 explicit 
absorption of this work in his writing, which will be discussed in the next chapter. Trigault’s 
work contains more fables and, surprisingly, tends to maintain the universality of the fables in 
general. Among these rewrites, Ricci’s and Trigault’s versions of the medieval morality play, 
Everyman, demonstrate the differences between a parable and a fable. As for the three extant 
copies of Analogy, it should be noted that the two yuyan inserted into the appendix of one copy 
in the National Library of France, as well as the highly sinicized comments and three newly 
created fables in the Bodleian copy, reveal an early attempt at combining Aesop’s fables and the 
yuyan, despite its religious intention.       
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      The Jesuit methodology of conversion developed by Matteo Ricci in China includes not 
only theological lessons with written works, but also, more importantly, “personal relations and 
training in science” (Spence 152). This proved to be effective. Slow as it might be, Ricci’s 
association with some important Chinese scholars of the upper class (shi dai fu 士大夫) did 
benefit the Jesuits’ missions. His Chinese close friends who were deeply attracted by his 
knowledge of western science, such as chemistry, geometry, or cartography, all became 
Christians one after another.290 According to Guo Tingyi’s Jin dai Zhongguo shi gang《近代中
國史綱》(A Short History of Modern China, 1986), five years after Ricci’s seeing the Emperor 
Wanli in 1600, more than two hundred converts gathered in the Nanchang Mission House (Ricci 
and Trigault 458, Guo 27). By the time that Ricci passed away in 1610, about two thousand five 
hundred people had converted to Catholicism. And thirty years later, the number of converts 
increased to more than one hundred thousand (Guo 28). Afterwards, with the help from the other 
Jesuit missionaries,291 and Ricci’s principal followers, Xu Guangqi, Li Zhizao, and newly 
baptized Yang Tingyun 楊廷筠, the Ming court was able to fix the problems of miscalculating 
the calendar and continue the learning of western science (astronomy, physics, mathematics, 
etc.). The technology accompanying it was especially useful in manufacturing cannons when the 
government faced battles caused by external invaders or internal riots. Despite some contrary 
                                                
290 Notebaly, Xu Guangqi (Paul) 徐光啟 in 1603, Qu Taisu (Ignatius) 瞿太素, also called Qu Rukuei 瞿汝夔, in 
1605, and Li Zhizao (Leo) 李之藻, also called Li Wocun 李我存, in 1610 just before Ricci’s death. (Spence 152; 
Ricci and Trigault 430, 467-71, 397-99). The others include Feng Mugang 馮慕岡 (also called Feng Yingjing 馮應
京) and Li Yingshi (Paul) 李應試 (Ricci and Trigault 394-97, 434).   
 
291 Important Jesuits include the Italian, Sabatino de Ursis (Xiong Sanba 熊三拔) and the German, Johann Adam 
Schall von Bell (Tang Ruowang 湯若望). After the fall of the Ming Dynasty in 1644, Schall von Bell earned the 
trust of the Manchu Emperor Shunzhi of the Qing Dynasty and was assigned the director of the Imperial 
Observatory, or Bureau of Astronomy, (Qin tian jian 欽天監). With the Flemish, Ferdinand Verbiest (Nan Huairen 
南懷仁), who assisted him and succeeded his work after Schall von Bell passed away, they gradually procured the 
Jesuits’ freedom of building churches and preaching throughout the country (Guo 27-29). 
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voices from the conservative party, the Ming and the Qing emperors’ dependence on the Jesuits’ 
help largely facilitated the latter’s missionary work, so much so that in 1670, there were about 
two hundred seventy thousand converts, and the number became inestimable at the beginning of 
the eighteenth century (Guo 31).  
      However, “The Chinese Rites Controversy,” which occurred between China and the 
Roman Catholic Church in the second half of the seventeenth century, exposes the 
incompatibility between the Chinese Confucian tradition and Catholicism. Due to the Christian 
prohibition against the Chinese tradition of worshipping ancestors and Confucius, the other two 
sects from the Roman Catholic Church—the Dominicans and the Franciscans—which had held a 
grudge against the Jesuits, incited a lot of conflicts on this issue (Guo 32). The same problem 
existed when Matteo Ricci was taking charge of the China missions. He considered the Chinese 
ancestral rites as a way of honoring the departed, and he thought that Confucius was not an idol 
but the Prince of Chinese Philosophers.292 The following Jesuits in China agreeing with Ricci’s 
view made justification when questioned by the Catholic Church. But, as Guo says, in 1704, 
Pope Clement XI set a strict rule regarding this topic: The Chinese use of tian 天 (heaven) or 
shangdi 上帝 (supreme emperor) to designate the ruler of all creatures must be banned, and no 
more rites for ancestors or Confucius were allowed to the Christian converts (ibid.; St. Sure and 
Noll 36-41). The new rule enraged Emperor Kangxi, who thus far had been close to the Jesuits 
and granted them privileges because of his love for western knowledge. Now that the Pope in 
                                                
292 Ricci wrote in his journal, “This practice of placing food upon the graves of the dead seems to be beyond any 
charge of sacrilege and perhaps also free from any taint of superstition, because they do not in any respect consider 
their ancestors to be gods, nor do they petition them for anything or hope for anything from them” (Ricci and 
Trigault 96). As for the worship of Confucius, “[t]hey do not recite prayers to Confucius nor do they ask favors of 
him or expect help from him. They honor him only in the manner mentioned of honoring their respected dead” (ibid. 
97). 
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Rome intended to change Chinese tradition and customs,293 it would be hard for Kangxi not to 
suspect that the Pope would further extend his power to interfere with politics. In 1706, he 
decreed that all the westerners had to follow the practices set by Matteo Ricci, or they could not 
stay in China294 (Guo 32, L. Wu 28-29). Missionary activities were henceforth restricted, and 
then after Emperor Yongzheng inherited the throne in 1723, Catholicism was banned. But the 
banning was not truly effective until 1735, when the Pope stopped the China missions and 
Emperor Qianlong came to power the next year (reigned 1736-95). Meanwhile, some Jesuits still 
worked at the Imperial Observatory to help with the astronomical observations and the 
corrections to the calendar, but according to Guo, in 1838, the time of Emperor Daoguang, no 
westerner was employed there anymore (Guo 35).     
      The Jesuits’ accommodation to the Confucian rites might have been based on their 
realization that Confucianism had been deeply rooted in Chinese culture. It was not possible for 
them, as a group of foreigners, to make the Chinese accept Christian beliefs and at the same time 
forsake their own tradition. Although after The Rites Controversy and Emperor Yongzheng’s 
ban, most of the Jesuit missionaries’ works, either translations of scientific books of various 
kinds or their own theological writings, were preserved, in the next one hundred years, as Guo 
states, missionaries and Christian converts were from time to time imprisoned and persecuted 
(ibid.). The whole incident shows that in the process of cultural exchanges, the reform of 
scientific knowledge is easier than that of philosophical thinking, for the former deals with the 
material aspects of life, the latter with the metaphysical. When one wants to change the latter, 
either accommodation must be made that no harm be caused to a long-standing culture that 
                                                
293 The ancestral rites were also derived from Confucianism. Up until then, the worship had been observed for nearly 
one thousand eight hundred years after Emperor Wu (reigned 140 - 87 BCE) of the Han Dynasty first exclusively 
patronized Confucianism in governing the state. 
 
294 「今後如不遵利瑪竇的規矩，斷不准在中國住。」 
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defines the identity of a people, or drastic measures have to be taken. If drastic measures are 
taken, as we see in the China missions, then any cultural change that has been initiated will 
probably cease at some point. The same idea applies to the transmission of Aesop’s fables. The 
fables in the Jesuits’ rewrites were soon found by the Chinese to be worth developing. Hence 
they adopted the form and created their own Aesopic fables. These fables were not imbued with 
Christian teaching, but instead, carried the characteristics of the Chinese literary and cultural 
tradition.  
  
PART III TRANSFORMATION
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Chapter 6: The Chinese Aesopic Fables 
 
After Nicolas Trigault’s Analogy was published in 1625, two Chinese collections of 
animal stories, Ke ru《可如》(Could be Models) and Wu gan《物感》(Contemplation on 
Animals), were composed during the Ming Dynasty. Chen Puqing in his Zhongguo xian dai 
yuyan shi gang《中國現代寓言史綱》(Outlines of the History of Modern Chinese Yuyan, 
2000) observes that since Dong Deyong’s 董德鏞 Could be Models was written after Analogy, it 
might have been influenced by it. But, as he says, because the animals in this book are not 
anthropomorphized to any great extent, its author did not fully absorb the literary device of 
personification from European fables (38). On the other hand, Chen ascertains that Li Shixiong’s 
李世熊 Contemplation on Animals follows the style of European fables. Chen’s judgment seems 
to be mostly based on whether or not the animals acquire the ability to talk in the stories. In 
addition to the time of the composition of Could be Models in 1636,295 which was eleven years 
after Analogy, the reason that Chen assumes that this book might have been influenced by the 
latter may be that it starts with stories of birds that can talk. Nevertheless, the fact that most of 
the stories that follow feature animals that cannot speak undermines the theory of 
                                                
295 There has been different dating of this work. As Shen Chu’s 沈初 Zhejiang cai ji yi shu zong lu《浙江採集遺書
總錄》(The Catalogue that Collects the Remaining Books in Zhejiang Province), written in 1775 in the Qing 
Dynasty has an entry indicate that Dong Deyong’s Could be Models is “written by Dong Deyong of Yin County in 
this dynasty 國朝鄞縣董德鏞撰” (501). The term, “this dynasty” (guo chao 國朝), causes ambiguity. Though it 
naturally refers to the Qing Dynasty, the time when the catalogue was made, when it comes to the specific year, the 
result does not match scholars’ research. Chen Puqing says that Hu Congjing 胡從經 in Wan qing er tong wen xue 
go chen《晚清兒童文學鉤沉》(Discoveries of Children’s Literature in the Late Qing Dynasty) thought it was 
written in the Qing Dynasty in 1816 because a passage contains words like “an event happening in the summer of 
the year of bingzi 丙子夏日事.”  Chen reckons that 1636 is also the year of bingzi in accordance with the system of 
numbering the years, which is formed by the combinations of Heavenly Stems and Earthly Branches. Since the Siku 
quanshu《四庫全書》(The Complete Library in the Four Branches of Literature), completed before Emperor 
Jiaqing inherited the throne in 1796, records information about Could be Models, it is not possible that the book was 
written after that. So here I follow Chen’s designation of the year of composition as 1636. 
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personification. In fact, there is more to say about this matter. Although Could be Models and 
Contemplation on Animals were both written in the same period of time, there are fundamental 
differences between the two works in terms of the literary genres that the two authors employ. It 
would be appropriate to say that Dong Deyong actually collected animal anecdotes and added 
moral instructions to the end of each story while Li Shixiong started to create Chinese Aesopic 
fables.  
 
Dong Deyong’s Ke ru (Could be Models)   
 
The central ideology in Could be Models, strongly emphasized by the author, is that of 
Confucianism, supplemented by both Buddhist and Daoist philosophy. Dong Deyong says in the 
introduction that many examples of good men commendable for their loyalty, filial piety, moral 
integrity, and righteousness (zhong xiao jie yi 忠孝節義) often appeared in the Buddhist realm, 
and that people liked to write about them. But these writings were not gathered together and their 
meanings were obscure. He therefore used birds, beasts, fish, and bugs to tell of affairs that 
should be taken as those of human beings (Dong 193).296 This work is described in the Siku 
quanshu《四庫全書》(The Complete Library in the Four Branches of Literature), the largest 
collection of Chinese classics compiled in the Qing Dynasty, as having a total of sixty-three 
chapters comprising six volumes (only three are still extant), and each chapter labeled with a 
certain kind of animal. Dong’s purpose of compiling such a collection that urges mankind to look 
                                                
296 躋躋忠孝節義善男子，佛丈之林多可少怪，亦復誰忍沒之，是以諸家每大書特書，錯諸人事法鑑之間，
第散見而不聚，隱而義未顯。吾特表以出之，其禽獸魚蟲，其事人事也。(子 149—193). This edition is 
directly taken from the Siku quanshu (The Complete Library in the Four Branches of Literature), so its page 
numbers are marked the same as they are in the large corpus of the compilation. For example, the page number that I 
put here, “Dong 193,” is actually printed “Zi 149—193” on the book. Zi, meaning “masters,” is one of the four 
divisions/branches of this imperial library. So the content is located in masters division, number 149, on page 193 of 
the Siku quanshu.   
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up to animals is said to admonish and warn people at that time297 for “the corruption of the 
human mind and of the morals of society at the end of the Ming Dynasty was extreme. Scholar 
officials often made a determined effort to write books in this manner” (Dong 250; my 
translation).298 Not unlike medieval priests and fabulists, Dong defends his use of animal stories 
in the introduction to the book. At the beginning he says, “If not absurd, you would say I 
deceive; therefore, I talk the absurd. If not offending, you would say I copy; therefore, I offend. 
When it is in fact low, its lowness is lofty. When it is in fact humble, its humility is 
extraordinary. When it is in fact subtle, its subtlety achieves eternity” (Dong 193; my translation 
and italics).299 The character 寔 shi (the same as 實 shi) that I translate here as “in fact.” Just at 
the opening, the author uses this character repeatedly to stress the factuality of these accounts in 
order to reinforce the value of his words. He then quotes authority to support his point of view: 
“The Chunqiu fanlu [Luxuriant Gems of the Spring and Autumn Annals] says, the Chun qiu 
[Spring and Autumn Annals] has no common phrase. From vicissitudes to good fortune, words 
shift in order to apply to events.”300 The concept of “describing same things with different words 
事同辭異” also suggests broad applications of the ideas imparted in the book. As a metaphysical 
interpretation of Confucius’ canonical work, the Spring and Autumn Annals, the Luxuriant Gems 
of the Spring and Autumn Annals offers indirect Confucian authorization to Dong Deyong’s 
                                                
297 其曰可如者，蓋心存乎勸戒也。(子 149—250) 
 
298 蓋明之末造，人心世道無不極敝，故士大夫發憤著書，往往如是云。(ibid.) 
 
299 是得無誕乎，曰吾謾也乎哉，吾誕也。是得無瀆乎，曰吾彔[左邊「言」字旁]也乎哉，吾瀆也。蓋寔賤
矣，賤而乃高，寔鄙矣，鄙而殊奇，實微矣，微而克永。（子 149—193) The 實 shi of 實微矣 shows that 寔 
and 實 are interchangeable in these lines. 
 
300 繁露日[應為筆誤「曰」]，春秋無通辭，從變而福，是以移其詞，而以從其事。(ibid.) 
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changes of the “words” while he maintains the essence of these occurrences, i.e., the moral 
teaching.  
With the citation of the Luxuriant Gems, which basically abides by the methods from the 
Yijing (Book of Change), Dong implies strong links between subjects and their environments, 
their nature, and less explicitly, the turns of fortune. He used these ideas to support Confucian 
mores and present narratives that are structured on Confucian doctrines of loyalty, filial piety, 
moral integrity, and righteousness. Likewise, the Jesuits’ use of fables cannot be separated from 
their religious beliefs, and the same holds true for their way of reshaping and adapting the 
characters and the plot. The animal characters, which take part in most of their fables, rather than 
being representatives of nature, are no more than simple signifiers that embody certain types of 
human behavior. A passage from Ricci’s Tianzhu shiyi (True Meaning of the Lord of Heaven) 
explains the basic difference between mankind and animals in Catholic doctrine: 
Our true homeland is not on this earth, but in heaven, and it is in that direction 
that we should turn our eyes. Present time is all that the animals have for 
happiness, and that is why they are built to look at the ground. Man is created for 
heaven, and his head and eyes are raised high so he can always see whither he is 
bound. To put one’s happiness in earthly things is to descend to the level of the 
beasts.301 (Trans. Spence 158-59) 
The human-animal division is clearly made with humankind’s association with God and its 
future abode in heaven. Ricci uses the different physical structures of appearance to justify this 
point. However, in the Chinese yuyan tradition established by Zhuangzi, influenced by Chinese 
                                                
301 故現世者，吾所僑寓，非長久居也。吾本家室，不在今世，在後世；不在人，在天；當于彼創本業焉。
今世也，禽獸之世也，故鳥獸各類之像俯向於地，人為天民，則昂首向順于天。以今世為本處所者，禽獸
之徒也 . . .。(ch. 3; Ricci 25). 
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mythology and supported by the Buddhist belief of reincarnation, the Chinese tend to search for 
philosophical enlightenment through observation of animals, which they believe to be connected 
to nature and to have some human attributes. For example, as Dong illustrates,  
nevertheless, [there is nature] divine as the dragon, mighty as the phoenix, 
benevolent as the kylin. Also the lamp moth’s chasing light, the loyalty of the ant, 
the cry of filial piety of the raven, the sincerity of the goose, the uprightness of the 
pheasant, the fearlessness of the apes, the anxiousness and negligence of the 
legless insect are qualities taken as standards. While the qualities are similar to 
humans’, the occurrences are unique.302 (Dong 193; my translation)  
It is clear that Dong mixes the imaginary creatures with the real animals in this passage. 
However, by placing the dragon, phoenix, and kylin (Chinese unicorn) at the beginning, he 
alludes to his dependence on the authorities of these auspicious animals in Chinese culture, 
though there is no tale devoted to them in this collection. Contrary to the Jesuit practice of the 
fable, Dong aims to set up animals as role models based on real accounts of their behavior, by 
which human beings are to scrutinize and improve themselves. Yet at the same time he is also 
aware of the defects of taking such base subject matter to attain his serious objective. Whether or 
not the readers can penetrate beneath the surface to get at the “fruit” (shi 寔/實) still depends on 
themselves, and this he makes clear with the last words of the introduction: 
If one looks at the shallow, crude part and cannot extend to perceive the 
extraordinary secret, hence he degrades these accounts as vulgar people’s talk. It 
is still enough for me to make them known. Although one has to have the natural 
talent and insight of people who are of the highest intellect or virtue in order to 
                                                
302 然神如龍，威如鳳，仁如麟，而且燈蛾之向明，蟻之忠，烏之孝鳴，鵝之樸，雉耿介，猿猊無畏，豸之
直虞而多遺耶，夫乃則其性，性所同也，事所獨也。(子 149—193) 
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engage in such a discussion, the petty ones who see it definitely laugh. The 
esteemed prime minister, Zhou Yi,303 says that a man of noble character writes 
books for the purpose of admonishing people, rather than for his own likes and 
dislikes. Then why should I care [whether my readers] understand me or blame 
me?304 (Dong 193-93; my translation) 
One may be surprised at the similarity between the author’s concerns that this defense displays, 
and the ending comments in Chaucer’s “Nun’s Priest’s Tale” in his Canterbury Tales. The Nun’s 
Priest says after he finishes his tale (an adapted version of Aesop’s “The Cock and the Fox”):  
            But you who take this tale as folly,  
            as of a fox, or of a cock and a hen,  
            take the morality, good men. 
            For Saint Paul said that all that is written 
            is written for our instruction. 
            Take the fruit and let the chaff be still. 
            Now, good God, if it be thy will, 
            as says my lord, make us all good men, 
            and bring us to his high bliss! Amen.305 (Chaucer 243, ll. 3438-3446; my 
translation) 
                                                
303 Zhou Bida 周必大 (1126-1204) was conferred with the title, Sir Yiguo 益國公 (“yiguo” means benefiting the 
country). Thus he was also called Sir Zhou Yi 周益公. As a wise Confucian scholar and loyal politician, he served 
as the prime minister of Emperor Xiaozong of the Southern Song Dynasty for eight years. 
 
304顧淺陋未能擴悉奇秘，抑為下下人說法，亦足以發。雖然必具上上人根器，上上人眼界，方可與語於此
，下士見之必大笑矣。周益公曰，君子之著書也，有心乎勸戒，而無意於好惡，然則知我罪我，吾亦何意
哉？（子 149—193-94) 
 
305 But ye that holden this tale a folye,  
     As of a fox, or of a cok and hen,  
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Both authors first point out the two ways to understand a yuyan or fable, which would instruct 
the reader on morality and/or arouse laughter. And then they both quote authorities from their 
respective philosophical/theological beliefs—the one Confucianism, the other Christianity—to 
stress that the purpose of a written work is to admonish or instruct. The difference is that Dong 
shows his careless attitude while implying the author’s inability to control the reader’s response. 
By contrast, Chaucer lets the Nun’s Priest end his tale with a prayer. Though this might be due to 
a wish to suit this character’s social status, it is due more to Chaucer’s Christianity. Ignoring the 
priest’s advice, the host, who suggests that all the pilgrims tell tales in their journey, takes the 
chaff instead, to poke fun at him with a vulgar joke. Both Dong’s collection and Chaucer’s tale 
adapted from a fable, after all, bear on their respective cultural traditions, and in both traditions, a 
moral truth lies beneath a narrative surface.  
The Complete Library in the Four Branches of Literature describes Could be Models as 
consisting of six volumes made up of sixty-three chapters. However, because three volumes have 
been lost, we have only three volumes, consisting of thirty-four chapters. Twenty-five of them 
are devoted to birds and the rest are given over to beasts. In view of the way he named these two 
categories, the feathered (yushu 羽屬) and the hairy (maozong 毛宗), Dong’s arrangement of the 
categories seems to have roughly followed the ancient Chinese zoological classification that 
came into existence in the mid-third century BCE. In such classification, animals were 
categorized according to the five-phases theory into the scaly, feathered, naked, hairy, and 
                                                
     Taketh the moralite, goode men.  
     For Seint Paul seith that al that writen is,  
     To oure doctrine it is ywrite, ywis;  
     Taketh the fruyt, and lat the chaf be stille. 
     Now, goode God, if that it be thy wille, 
     As seith my lord, so make us alle goode men, 
     And brynge us to his heighe blisse! Amen. 
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armored (lin 鱗、yu 羽、 ying 贏 、mao 毛、jie 介), which refer respectively to fish, birds, 
human beings, beasts, and turtles (Sterckx 79, 85). But based on his description in the 
introduction that the four categories, birds, beasts, fish, and bugs, are included to tell human 
affairs, he obviously replaced turtles with bugs. Human beings, the missing category, however, 
become implicit yet central objects that are always being compared to these animals. Throughout 
the work, the human characters are spectators who are moved by the animals’ actions. The 
hearers of these anecdotes, learning them directly from these spectators, or indirectly from 
hearsay, recorded these natural wonders performed by animals in a sporadic way. Dong gathers 
them, and after each animal story, he makes explicit its relationship to human morality. This 
method of comparison remotely corresponds to the early Chinese practice of putting human 
beings within the same frame of categorization with other animal species. As the five-phase 
paradigm places human beings at the center, so does Dong, who in his comments emphasizes the 
morality of human society as his literary purpose. Although there are the underlying distinctions 
of what Roel Sterckx calls in his The Animal and the Daemon in Early China (2002), the 
“culture-man-morality” and “nature-animal-bestiality,” in both the western and the Chinese 
animal stories, the fundamental difference is that in the Chinese traditional conception, these two 
categories are rather “interdependent spheres subject to constant change and mutual influence” 
(205).  
As for the format of the book, under each kind of animal there are several stories listed 
with subheadings that tell the morals of the stories. In the content, beneath the subheading is the 
title of the source. The materials from which Dong selected stories range from the earliest 
mythological works, the Daoist, Buddhist, and Confucian treatises, collections of fantastic stories 
(zhiguai), ancient encyclopedias (leishu), notebooks (biji), unofficial or official historical works, 
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narratives,306 to stories told by his contemporaries, whose names cannot be found in historical 
records. To those stories that he wrote by himself he put Wu ru 無如 (“not able to be compared 
with”) instead, corresponding with the title Ke ru (Could be Models, or literally, “could be like 
[these animals]”). In the Chinese literary tradition of the genre of the zhiguai, writings of the 
supernatural, extraordinary events about ghosts and animals were at first recorded without the 
moral judgment of humans. As this genre was gradually influenced by the Buddhist concept of 
reincarnation, the writing contained more explicit Buddhist moral lessons. Dong’s book, to a 
certain degree, shows a style of the late zhiguai while his remarks are a combination of 
Confucian, Buddhist, and Daoist thinking to rectify social problems.      
The way in which Dong treats the stories, in the main directly borrowed from other books 
with little change, manages to depict more faithfully the events than do artistic embellishments. 
We can see this in Dong’s selection of stories for the first two types of birds: crested mynas307 
and parrots, the only two animals that can communicate with people in this book. The first story 
of this work is one of the few anecdotes that were written by himself: 
                 In the south of Lu County [located in the south of Sichuan province], a person 
raised a crested myna, which had the ability to talk. A foreign ambassador who 
                                                
306 The detailed titles include the earliest mythological work, The Classic of Mountains and Seas, Shanhaijing《山
海經》; the Daoist work, the Liezi《列子》, the Daoist Treatise Baopuzi《抱朴子》; the Buddhist Gaoseng zhuan
《高僧傳》, Guangren ping《廣仁品》; the Confucian works Jianwen jixun《見聞記訓》, Xiaoji《孝紀》; 
collections of fantastic stories Yiyuan《異苑》, Shuyi ji《述異記》, Guangyi ji《廣異記》; the encyclopedia 
(leishu) Tianzhong ji《天中記》; notebooks (biji) You yang za zu《酉陽雜俎》, Yong chuang xiao pin《湧幢小
品》; unofficial or official historical works such as the Tang shu《唐書》, Kai yuan tian bao yi shi《開元天寶遺
事》, Ting shi《桯史》, Ning bo fu zhi《寧波府志》; narratives such as the Tang Narratives, Tang xiaoshuo《唐
小說》(not sure if Dong refers to narratives in the Tang Dynasty in general or a single work with this title), the 
collection of the Tang legends Jiwen《紀聞》, and the Ming narrative Baicun《稗存》. This list is not exhaustive 
and just meant to give some examples. 
 
307 The crested myna is called qinjile 秦吉了, lege 了哥, or bage 八哥 in China. It looks somewhat crow-like with 
black feathers, white wing patches, and whitish bill, inhabiting in southern Asia. It is said to have better ability in 
mimicry than gray parrots (“Mynah,” Online Encyclopedia Britannica).   
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came to offer tribute to the court was willing to pay three hundred thousand coins 
to buy the bird and take it back to his country. The owner told the bird, “Myna, I 
am poor and want to sell you to a foreigner.” Myna said, “I am a bird of the Han 
clan. I don’t want to go to a foreign country.” [But] the owner had already 
accepted the money, letting it be bound and taken away. The bird therefore fasted 
several days until its death. 
                 Mr. Kongzhao [Dong’s literary name] asks the reader, “Is the crested myna’s 
love for the care of the previous owner still there? It is rather because of 
cautiousness due to the difference between China and the foreign country that it 
did not want to eat mutton and cheese. Although its life had been handed over, its 
body did not give in. Those disloyal sons who submitted to barbarians, and 
beautiful sisters who were sent to marry foreigners for political reasons, were 
willing to serve barbarian tribes without shame, and rejoiced about not having to 
die. If they saw Myna’s self-starvation for the principle of righteousness, would 
they not cover their faces and find no place to hide [because of shame]?”308 (Dong 
195; my translation) 
At the beginning, the narrative tells us the location of this event and that the crested myna can 
talk, which is known as a natural talent of this kind of bird. This enables the reader to take the 
following conversation between the owner and the bird as happening in reality. With this in 
mind, regarding the talking animal, the reader also tends to discount the presence of the 
supernatural and “talking animals” as a literary device. This technique contributes to the 
                                                
308 瀘南畜有秦吉了者，能人言。貢夷將以錢叁拾萬鬻焉以歸。主人告知曰：「吉了，我貧願買汝於夷。」
吉了曰：「我漢禽也，不欲入夷。」主人業收其值矣，聽其絜之行，遂絕食數日死。 
孔昭氏曰：秦吉了顧係戀安在哉？惕之然，華夷之別，不欲羶酪乎。其生雖捐，軀靡違也。彼臣胡逆子和
番麗妹，甘心奉夷狄不為恥，而以免死為幸，視吉了之大義烈性，不蒙面無地乎？(子 149-195) 
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historicization of the account, placing the story between the realms of fable and history. This is 
perhaps done as an attempt to avoid the risk of explicitly criticizing definite persons or parties at 
that time. As for the moral, a salient feature of Dong’s work is that his comment added to the end 
of each story is often long, probably because most of the stories are taken from his predecessors’ 
works, which do not reveal clear references to people or events in his time. His purpose of 
compiling such a book, nevertheless, is to point out the errors of his current society and to offer 
salutary advice. Hence, he makes his point understandable to the reader through his comments. 
As the short description of this work in The Complete Library in the Four Branches of Literature 
says, “Beneath each entry is attached with comments, most of which are words highly critical of 
the society. They must have been provoked [by something]”309 (Dong 250; my translation). 
Dong’s long comments permit him to criticize society, justifying the value of these animal tales. 
Contrary to the pattern of the epimythium of the fable, which is concise, they are more like the 
author’s own feedback on the aforementioned anecdote. And perhaps because most stories were 
not written by himself, the comments and the content of the stories are distinctly separated from 
each other.  
It becomes clear in Dong’s comments that he applauds the crested myna’s loyalty to its 
origin, the Han clan, rather than to its owner, who easily sold it to a foreigner. He starts with the 
interrogative, “Is the crested myna’s love for the care of the previous owner still there?” 
Obviously a denial is expected. This elucidates that its “self-starvation for the principle of 
righteousness” is unrelated to personal attachment to the old owner or a comfortable 
environment. Rather, it marks the distinctions between China and a foreign country, and between 
this loyal bird and the human beings whom he mentions in the story and comments about. 
                                                
309 逐條之下附以評語，大抵憤世嫉俗之詞，有所激而然也。（子 149—250) 
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According to Yang Guozhen 楊國禎 and Chen Zhiping’s 陳支平 Ming shi xin bian《明史新
編》(History of the Ming Dynasty Newly Edited, 1993), in the previous one hundred years 
during the reigns of Emperors Jiajing and Wanli (c. 1522-1620), trade and industry flourished. In 
that period, a great number of people abandoned farming and became businessmen (375-377). 
The subsequent impact of this trend caused the pursuit of wealth to greatly affect Chinese 
traditional values. Replacing the old ethics, money was worshipped by people and changed 
human relationship and social hierarchy (ibid. 401-407). Dong lived in Yin county in Zhejiang 
province,310 where Ningbo port, one of the main trading ports at that time, was located. Since 
many native and foreign businessmen gathered there for commerce (ibid. 364), he must have 
observed the degradation of morality for the sake of money in these business activities. Hence, in 
the story the owner does not seem to cherish his relationship with the bird and exchanges it all 
too easily for money.  
However, knowing the principle of righteousness (dayi 大義) better than its owner, the 
“disloyal sons,” and “beautiful sisters,” the crested myna is unaffected by material seduction 
(mutton and cheese). The use of “sons” and “sisters” highlights the idea of one origin and two of 
the five relationships that are fundamental to constituting social structure in Confucianism. They 
are the relationships between father and son, and between older and younger siblings. The 
concept of five relationships originated with Mencius, who is considered the primary follower of 
Confucius and whose role is held as secondary only to Confucius in the school of Confucianism. 
Interestingly enough, in introducing these five cardinal relationships, Mencius also draws a 
comparison between animals and human beings:  
                                                
310 See footnote 295 for details. 
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            [M]en possess a moral nature; and if they are well fed, warmly clad, and 
comfortably lodged, without being taught at the same time, they become almost 
like the beasts. This was a subject of anxious solicitude to the sage Shun, and he 
appointed Hsieh [Xie] to be the Minister of Instruction, to teach the relations of 
humanity: – how, between father and son, there should be affection; between 
sovereign and minister, righteousness; between husband and wife, attention to 
their separate functions; between old and young, a proper order; and between 
friends, fidelity.311 (Ten wen gong I; trans. James Legge, Chinese Classics v.2, 
251-252)  
By telling the story of the legendary ruler, Shun, in Chinese antiquity, Mencius argues that these 
five relations of humanity are what separate men from beasts. The five relationships tie people 
together with a morality that maintains order in the family and society. If these are lost, “they 
become almost like the beasts.” That is to say, humanity is defined by morality. Without it, the 
relations are broken, and human organizations become chaotic. This notion contrasts with but 
does not contradict Dong’s central thought that men have to learn from animals when they 
forsake their moral education, abandon their own moral nature, and thus regress to a state lower 
than the beasts. But, unlike Mencius, Dong lays more weight on morality rather than politics. 
The most prominent virtue for Dong is filial piety, which ranks as the first relationship 
among the five in Mencius’s theory. In a story of a crane, originally recorded in the collection of 
the Tang legends, Jiwen《紀聞》(Records of the Heard Tales), a supposedly Buddhist parable is 
turned into a Confucian example:  
                                                
311 人之有道也，飽食、煖衣、逸居而無教，則近於禽獸。聖人有憂之，使契為司徒，教以人倫，－－父子
有親，君臣有義，夫婦有別，長幼有敍 [應為「序」誤]，朋友有信。《孟子‧滕文公上》頁一二五。 
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                In the area of Lu Mountain [in Jiangxi province], Master Yuan was good at 
shooting with crossbow before he became a monk. Once after he shot the mother 
crane in a cave of cranes, he again watched secretly for the chick. As he was about 
to shoot it, he noticed that the chick stood still without moving. Upon observation, 
[he found that] the chick had died in the nest. He suspected that it died from grief. 
He then cut open [its body] and saw its intestines all broken up into very small 
pieces. The master therefore put down his crossbow and made a vow of 
benevolence.   
                Mr. Kongzhao asks, “How did the chick of the crane know to die for the death 
of its mother? That was [rather] because when it grieved to such extremity that it 
did not know it had reached the end. Master Mencius said, “[T]he knowledge 
possessed . . . without the exercise of thought is . . . [good] intuitive knowledge; 
the ability possessed . . . without having been acquired by learning is [good] 
intuitive ability.”312 The chick of the crane experienced filial piety from its true 
nature and sincerity. Besides, what did it do this for? The intuitive knowledge and 
ability cannot be defamed. Why does mankind wear away their own intuitive 
goodness?313 
                                                
312 My translation, except for the quotation from Mencius, follows James Legge’s translation. The quotation has 
been modified by switching the order of the two halves of the sentence according to Dong’s text. In Mencius 
original text, intuitive ability is discussed before intuitive knowledge. The original quotation translated by Legge is 
as follows: “The ability possessed by men without having been acquired by learning is intuitive ability, and the 
knowledge possessed by them without the exercise of thought is their intuitive knowledge” (Mengzi, Jin xin I; 
Legge, Chinese Classics v.2, 456). “人之所不學而能者，其良能也；所不慮而知者，其良知也。”《孟子‧盡
心上》頁三〇七。 
 
313 廬山遠法師未出家善弩射，嘗於鶴窟射得鶴母後，復伺鶴雛，將射之，見雛立不動，觀之已死於巢中。
疑其痛親致死，破視其腸皆寸絕矣。法師於是放弩發菩薩心。  
孔昭氏曰：鶴雛何知以身殉母？繇夫慟絕自不知其至此極也。孟夫子有言，不慮而知者良知也，不學而能
者良能也。鶴雛體孝真性自摯，亦孰為為之？知能之良端不可誣，而人何自蝕其良也？（子149—203-204） 
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The storyline belongs to a typical Buddhist parable that describes a past occasion on which a 
monk decided to take the vow or grasped the truth of Buddhist teaching. Shi Yongxiang 釋永祥
concludes in his Fo jiao wen xue dui Zhongguo xiao shuo de ying xiang《佛教文學對中國小說
的影響》(The Influence of Buddhist Literature on Chinese Narratives, 1990) that, by and large, 
after the Buddhist teaching of reincarnation and retribution penetrated into the public in the Wei 
and Jin Dynasties (220-316 CE), almost all Chinese literature to some degree reflects Buddhist 
concepts (78). The marvelous and unbelievable part is that the chick died in severe grief upon 
losing its mother. The sight moved the master, who can be regarded as the first perceiver of this 
incident. The story itself asks the reader to see it from the master’s perspective, while Dong, 
though hoping that the reader takes it seriously, does not want him to absorb it as a Buddhist 
message. Hence he uses Mencius’s theory about intuitive knowledge and intuitive ability 
(liangzhi liangneng良知良能) to explain that filial piety is acquired without thinking or learning. 
Filial piety is natural in both animals and human beings; moral knowledge, however, can only be 
acquired through instruction. In this anecdote, mankind is placed on the same plane with the 
crane and assumed to possess the same quality as it does. In fact, in Chinese mythology and 
religion, especially Daoism, the crane is a revered bird connected to the heavens and it holds an 
exalted position as a symbol of longevity or immortality (Spring 11). Its otherworldliness is 
brought down to earth here as it is reincarnated as a Confucian bird; for Confucianism is a 
philosophy that focuses on affairs of this world. It developed into Neo-Confucianism in the late 
eighth and early ninth century.314 Overall, the teaching of Neo-Confucianism synthesizes 
                                                
314 According to Feng Youlan’s A Short History of Chinese Philosophy, Neo-Confucianism split into two branches 
in the eleventh century: one is the School of Platonic Ideas (li xue 理學), completed by Zhu Xi (1130-1200); the 
other is the School of Universal Mind (xin xue 心學), completed by Wang Shouren (1473-1529) (Feng 323). Since 
Emperor Renzong of the Yuan Dynasty in 1313 decreed that the Confucian classics, Four Books, should be the main 
texts for the imperial examination, Neo-Confucianism continued influencing Chinese politics and literati until the 
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Confucianism, Buddhism, and Daoism (Feng 367). This combination of thoughts is evident in 
Dong’s work.  
The same theme can receive very different treatment, depending on whether it appears in 
an eastern or western fable. Let us take, for example, the theme of speaking about others behind 
their backs. In Dong’s collection, one anecdote about a parrot and one about a raven respectively 
may serve for comparisons. With the subheading, “Holding to Sagacity” (bingzhe 秉哲), this 
story borrowed from a collection of fantastic stories in the fifth century, Yiyuan《異苑》(The 
Strange Garden), depicts a humorous picture of a telltale parrot:  
                Zhang Hua had a white parrot. Every time when Zhang went out and returned, 
it told what good and bad deeds the servants had been up to. Later the parrot 
became quiet. When Zhang asked why, it replied, “Now I hide in the earthen jar. 
How do I know?” The gentleman, then staying outside, ordered the parrot to be 
taken out. The parrot said, “I had an ominous dream last night. It is not suitable 
for me to go out.” The gentleman still forced it out to the courtyard. A hawk came 
to seize it. He then taught it to peck at the hawk’s feet and relieved it from the 
danger. 
               Mr. Kongzhao says, “The parrot was talkative. When encountering the anger 
[of the hawk], it was fortunate to escape the hawk’s beak. Otherwise, if the evil 
dream came true, it would just make those who loved it grieve, and those who 
feared it rejoice. Manipulating good and evil is not worth taking by mankind, yet 
the parrot made no deception nor did it conceal evil. Compared to this comical 
                                                
imperial examination was abolished in 1905 (Feng 338). Zhu Xi’s interpretation of the Four Books was adopted as 
the official version for the examination. The Four Books consist of Great Learning, Doctrine of the Mean, The 
Analects, and the Mencius.  
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type of intermediary, there is truly discord created by those who follow the waves 
up and down in order to save their own lives.315 (Dong 198; my translation) 
In Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, the story of “Phoebus and the Crow” adapted from 
Ovid’s Metamorphoses,316 can be found in “The Manciple’s Tale.” In his storytelling, the 
Manciple draws a connection between man and the crow in order to elucidate the moral. The tale 
is about the god, Phoebus, when he dwelled on the earth. He had a crow, which was white and 
good at talking and singing, and a beautiful wife, whom he would do anything to please. One day 
the crow saw the wife’s affair with another man in the house while Phoebus was not at home. It 
told its master about his wife’s infidelity upon his return. Phoebus, enraged, killed his wife. But 
he soon regretted it and directed his anger to the crow. Cursing all its offspring to be black and 
their cries to predict storms, he then plucked all the crow’s white feathers to make it black, and 
took away its sweet voice. 
Chaucer’s fable itself is not typically Aesopic because, first, it is not ascribed to Aesop 
but to Ovid’s mythology. Secondly, there are too many detailed descriptions about the characters 
and distracting discussions about man’s and woman’s nature embedded in the story (e.g., ll. 148-
154, 159-195, 206-237). However, it conforms to B. E. Perry’s definitions of an Aesopic fable 
for it is fictitious, consists of a series of actions, and is told for the purpose of offering moral 
                                                
315 張華有白鸚鵡，華每出行還輙，說僮僕善惡，後寂無言。華問其故，答云：「見藏甕中，何繇得知？」
公後在外，令取鸚鵡，鸚鵡曰：「昨夜夢惡，不宜出戶。」公猶強之至庭，為鸇所搏，教其啄鸇腳獲免。 
孔昭氏曰：鸚鵡饒舌，逢彼之怒，亦幸而得脫鸇吻。不則妖夢是踐，適為愛我者所痛，而忌我者快也。顧
翻弄善惡，人所無取，而無欺情無隱奸出諸鸚鵡；較之滑稽之流，與波上下，偷以全其軀，寔有間也。（
子 149—198) 
 
316 Ovid (43 BCE - 17 CE) was a Roman poet living in Emperor Augustus’ time. He worked on the Metamorphoses 
between 2 - 8 CE, and published it in his exile (von Albrecht 786-790). “The Manciple’s Tale” was adapted from 
Ovid’s “Coronis and Phoebus” in Book 2 (ll. 531-632). 
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instruction—“My son, beware, and be no author new / of tidings, whether they be false or 
true”317 (Chaucer ll. 359-60, p. 268; my translation).  
The difference between it and Dong’s story is that in the Manciple’s narration, the crow 
directly represents man, while Dong makes a distinction between a telltale bird and a telltale 
person. The Manciple, after he finishes the tale, immediately says, “Gentlemen, by this example, 
I pray you, / take care what you say: / never tell any man in your life / how another man has slept 
with his wife”318 (ll. 309-12; my translation). In this warning, there is no differentiation between 
the bird and man: the crow, for example, did something wrong and was punished, so we should 
learn from its experience, be the tidings true or false. On the contrary, Dong thinks that the 
parrot, which “made no deception nor did it conceal evil,” is like a comical figure. This 
difference must have come from both authors’ recognition of the fictional or factual 
characteristics of the stories. The crow in the Manciple’s tale is just a convenient tool that 
represents any human being. So what is newly constructed in the story is the crow as a 
metaphysical concept. Nonetheless, Dong took his anecdote as true, and his bird as a true bird. 
He considered the parrot’s telltale honesty to be innocent nature. If it were a human being who 
was taking this role, the matter would be more complicated. That is because human beings can 
lie in order to save their own lives, but animals cannot. 
The composition of Dong’s story might have been influenced by Indian stories. In Xue 
Keqiao’s 薛克翹 discussion of the Chinese and Indian tales of parrots in his Zhong Yin wen xue 
bi jiao yan jiu《中印文學比較研究》(Comparative Studies of Chinese and Indian Literature, 
                                                
317 “My sone, be war, and be noon auctour newe / Of tidynges, wheither they been false or trewe” (ll. 359-60). The 
Manciple quotes a lot of his mother’s words when explaining the moral of the story, and these two lines are among 
the last words of his tale, which he is speaking in his mother’s tone. He keeps saying that he is not a learned man. He 
obviously heard this tale from his mother, as this is “[t]he firste vertu [first virtue]” (l. 332) that he learned.  
 
318 “Lordynges, by this ensample I yow preye, / Beth war, and taketh kep what that ye seye: / Ne telleth nevere no 
man in youre lyf / How that another man hath dight his wyf” (ll. 309-12). 
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2003), he states that the arrival of Indian parrots as tributes to China in the early fifth century, 
accompanying the Buddhist tales, laid the foundations of Chinese parrot stories that were deeply 
influenced by the Indian storytelling (82). According to him, unlike the early Chinese narratives 
and poems of the parrot that simply described its appearance and ability to talk, the parrot in the 
stories after the fifth century could think and communicate with people, like those parrots in the 
Indian stories (ibid. 81-82). Xue believes that this tale of Zhang Hua’s white parrot recorded in 
The Strange Garden must have been inspired by Buddhist tales (ibid. 84). But the influence can 
hardly be detected from Dong’s comments after he borrows this story, for his interpretation only 
focuses on the social aspect (the parrot’s relationships with others) rather than the mystical part 
of the story (the parrot’s intelligence and ability to dream). Such an emphasis on this-worldly 
matters is shown even more explicitly in the next example.   
In an anecdote written by Dong about a raven, with the subheading, “Hating Evils” (jixie
嫉邪), a man is punished by an animal for committing such an immoral act as speaking falsely 
about others. 
       In the Chen Dynasty [558-589 CE], Sima Shen could observe the monarch’s 
mood. If anyone countered him, he slandered him secretly. Thus, he brought 
disasters to many people. Once while he was taking a nap at the Department of 
State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) during the daytime, a raven flew down to peck his 
mouth. The blood flowed and covered his face. The public opinion at the time 
regarded it as retribution for slandering virtuous people. 
     Mr. Kongzhao said, “The raven is a bird that sees the omen and cries out to tell 
people to come back. The tidings are said to be mostly bad. But it does not stop its 
cry because of this. Its intention is loyal and useful [to human beings]. Those who 
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openly defame others are malicious and insidious kinds of people. [The bird] 
surrounds them and pecks them violently, yet we repay with a comment, ‘The 
raven is stubborn.’ If all ravens were thus, would there still be the regret for not 
being able to identify who the xiangbo [slanderer] is?” (Dong 226; my translation 
and italics) 
This anecdote can be compared to the fable, “The Sick Lion, the Wolf, and the Fox,” that 
appears in both de Pantoja’s and Trigault’s works. I have discussed their treatments of this fable 
in chapter five. Unlike the theme of a telltale bird in the previous pair of Chinese and western 
examples, the focus of this anecdote has shifted to the consequence of making up stories to 
slander innocent people. The same emphasis can be found in the analogous fable. In de Pantoja’s 
adaptation of “The Sick Lion, the Wolf, and the Fox,” the judicial element is removed, and the 
master-and-servant hierarchy in the original ending is replaced by a quotation from the poem, 
“Xiangbo,” in the Chinese classic, Shijing, the Book of Songs—“They do accept your slander, 
and then turn the hatred towards you” (“The Minor Odes of Kingdom [Xiaoya],” “Xiangbo,” p. 
371).319 Dong seems to make the same reference to the Book of Songs by using the term, xiangbo 
巷伯—an official title at the imperial court, which also means “eunuch”—to indicate the 
slanderer at the end of the tale. Likewise, there is a higher authority in Dong’s narrative, the 
monarch, renzhu 人主, which literally means the lord of people, in comparison with tianzhu 天
主, the lord of heaven, and with bai shou wang 百獸王, the king of all animals, namely the sick 
lion, in de Pantoja’s fable. However, the retribution of the slander is carried out by the raven 
instead of the monarch in Dong’s story. The implication that the bird knows better than the lord 
                                                
319 See chapter five, section “Diego de Pantoja’s Qi ke,” of this dissertation. 
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of people is clear, yet there is no direct reference that connects the bird to any heavenly power, 
which can rightly explain the animal’s sense of morality.  
This strategy reinforces the fact that Dong depends on animals’ inborn nature to educate 
humankind, and that his philosophical ground mainly centers on Confucianism, which, as a 
philosophy, refrains from talking about the unknown. As in The Analects, it says, “The subjects 
on which the Master [Confucius] did not talk, were—extraordinary things, feats of strength, 
disorder, and spiritual beings”320 (“Shu Er”; trans. James Legge, Chinese Classics v.1, 39). That 
is why even though Dong’s text is a corpus of animal narratives that he gathers mostly from 
collections of the supernatural, it does not completely fall within the framework of the genre of 
the zhiguai. For Dong meant to grasp the factor of truthfulness in these anecdotes yet avoid 
interpreting them from the perspective of the mysterious or heavenly forces. Lu Xun summarizes 
Confucius’s teaching to be “about the way to cultivate morality, regulate the family, rule the 
state and bring peace to the world” and to disapprove “talk of the supernatural” (Yang Hsien-Yi 
and Gladys Yang 17). Dong’s comments on the stories primarily stay within the fields of these 
doctrines. 
 
Li Shixiong’s Wu gan (Contemplation on Animals) 
 
Wu gan《物感》(Contemplation on Animals) written in the same period by Li Shixiong 
李世熊 (1602-1686), a scholar who lived between the Ming and the Qing Dynasties, manifests 
the socially edifying function of animal stories from a different angle, and by a western literary 
device. Directly adapting six of the fables from Trigault’s Analogy (1625) in his twenty Aesopic 
                                                
320 子不語怪，力，亂，神。《論語‧述而》 
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fables, Li employs the Aesopian pattern of narration, yet creates the content that centers on 
Confucianism, and supplements it with Daoist and Buddhist morality. In the original work that 
was issued in 1654, he did not write an introduction. Instead, Qiu Fu 丘復 (1874-1950), a scholar 
born in the Qing Dynasty who supported and participated in revolutions to overthrow 
Imperialism, composed an introduction to this work in 1918 for its republication. He related a 
lamentation aroused by it:  
            Mr. Li Hanzhi [Li’s alias] of Ning Hua [in Fujian province] wrote Gou ma shi ji, 
(Historical Records of the Dog and the Horse), to criticize people in the Ming 
Dynasty who were like beasts or below beasts. That work was lost. [Yet] the 
twenty chapters of Wu gan are extant. Endowing the borrowed animals with 
meanings, he lodged the serious within the humorous. In the book, those things 
are not referred to as having happened to animals, but rather to humankind in 
reality. In animals, the meanings are entrusted. At the beginning of the birth of 
human beings, humankind was not contaminated. [However], in chaotic times, 
they differed from animals [in a bad sense]. Alas! How did I know that a hundred 
thousand years later, [humankind’s nature] would be contaminated by humankind 
[themselves], and trickery, deception, craftiness, and fraudulence have not altered 
their nature? . . . Alas, only when the sages and intellects were forsaken, the 
robbers would be stopped; only when the tools of measurement were broken apart 
would people stop fighting. Human beings pity animals for being foolish, while 
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animals hate human beings for being cruel. Who is right and who is wrong? I have 
no idea.321 (Li 1-2; my translation) 
      Qiu Fu makes it clear for the readers that they should associate Li’s fables with the Ming 
social-political issues, but at the same time he realizes that the problem of humanity is the same 
throughout human history. By saying that “in chaotic times, they [human beings] differed from 
animals [in a bad sense],” Qiu places human beings and animals on the same plane for 
comparison just like Dong Deyong. He takes the Chinese conventional way of seeing animal 
stories, which depicts animals based on observation. Such methods evaluate animals’ behaviors 
through facts. The fact that he borrows Zhuangzi’s words, “only when the sages and intellectuals 
were forsaken, the robbers would be stopped; only when the tools of measurement were broken 
apart, people would not dispute,” shows that his way of interpreting this group of fables 
originates from reading those of Zhuangzi’s. The sentence is taken from chapter ten, “Rifling 
Trunks” (Qu qie 胠篋), of the Zhuangzi (Chen Guying 259). It says that although sages set up 
standards for the country, once robbers take the throne, they make use of the sages’ teaching for 
their own benefit. When there are tools of measurement, there are robbers who use them for 
deception. It is knowledge that contributes to those complexities and deprives human beings of 
their pure nature. And it is the very source of chaos322 (ibid. 256-261). So at the point of seeing 
the degradation of humanity due to “trickery, deception, craftiness, and fraudulence” invented by 
human beings, Qiu is no longer certain whether it is that animals are foolish or that human beings 
                                                
321 寧化李寒支先生著有狗馬史記，譏斥明季之人而獸，與夫人不如獸者，其書不傳。今傳物感二十篇，假
物託辭，寓莊於諧。書中所指寧物，唯是人實有之，於物焉寓然，生人之始，人亦無是染，於濁世遂與物
異。嗚呼噫嘻！吾惡知夫百千年後為人所染，而詐欺奸偽不變易其性乎. . . . . . 嗟乎！絕聖棄智，大盜乃止
，剖斗析衡，而民不爭。人憫物蠢，物病人忍，孰是孰非，吾不得而知矣。 
 
322 雖重聖人而治天下，則是重利盜跖也。為之斗斛以量之，則並與斗斛而竊之；為之權衡以稱之，則並與
權衡而竊之。……上誠好知而無道，則天下大亂矣。……天下每每大亂，罪在於好知。(G. Chen 263). 
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are cruel. Of course, both parties are taken into account as what they are in terms of reality, 
rather than of a rhetorical or literary hypothesis. That is to say, he obviously disregards the fact 
that the narrative method that Li employs in Contemplation on Animals has less to do with the 
real nature of species but more with animals’ archetypal images created for the sake of argument. 
Here it is, especially, a method that comes from a different tradition.  
To differentiate the pattern of Aesop’s fables from that of the Chinese yuyan, we need 
first to clarify some basic features of the former. In his experience of translating the Augustana 
recension of Aesop’s fables, Lloyd Daly says, “The language of the originals is, on the whole, 
simple and straightforward, with little of the artificiality of literary or rhetorical pretentiousness, 
and yet free from colloquialism” (25). He also says that although a fable can be used by a 
moralist “to point a generalized moral lesson, [i]n most of other instances . . . the fables are used 
to make a point or support an argument” (14). The depiction of the legendary Aesop in the 
biographical Life has also helped shape the form and use of the fable as a genre. Let us take into 
consideration Aesop’s words in the Life of Aesop, which is agreed by most scholars to have been 
composed in the first century BCE or the first century CE (Zafiropoulos 11). When Croesus, the 
king of Lydia, was about to kill Aesop, the spokesman of Samos, Aesop defended himself, 
saying, “Have pity on me, for I have no power to injure an army, nor am I so handsome that I 
might give false evidence against someone and get away with it. Poor as my body is, I utter 
words of commonsense and thereby benefit the life of mortals” (Daly 77-78). The emphasis on 
his powerlessness suggests his lower class status. His disfigured appearance corresponds to the 
style of simplicity of his fables to highlight his honesty. He treats the morals of his fables as 
commonsense that can benefit people’s lives. By saying this, he confirms that they are meant to 
be practical for daily life. To be specific about this point, in his Ethics in Aesop’s Fables: The 
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Augustana Collection (2001), Christos Zafiropoulos specifies Aesop’s “commonsense” in his 
fables as reflecting Greek ethics in general. As Zafiropoulos states, the fables “do not preach 
which action or type of behaviour is ethically correct (e.g. inherently virtuous), but rather they 
advise on what should be done in a particular situation” (41). As for the dispositions of the 
characters of the fables, he says that “[i]t has been traditionally held, and is still maintained by 
the majority of modern scholars, that the animals in Greek fable represent ‘types’” (28). Instead 
of being portrayed faithfully as their own kinds, they represent stereotypes of human behavior. In 
his research, Zafiropoulos suggests that while the animals exhibit stereotypical qualities in the 
fables, their behavior may vary somewhat depending upon the literary goals of the particular 
fabulist using them (28-30). Hence, if one were to believe the animals to possess qualities 
exactly as they are shown in Aesopic fables, he would be greatly mistaken for reading the literal 
meaning constructed by this literary technique. To sum up, in addition to being simple and 
straightforward, the proper conduct in Aesop’s fables reflects Greek ethics and is highly 
dependent on context. Hence, the collection of the fables is not so much a moral guide as a 
handbook of survival skills. Virtue is not an issue in it; victory is.      
There are twenty fables in Li Shixiong’s Contemplation on Animals. The Chinese yuyan 
scholar, Chen Puqing, rightly discerns that nineteen of them feature anthropomorphized animals, 
and the only one that does not is borrowed from Xue tao xiao shuo (《雪濤小說》The Novel of 
Snow Pavilion), written by a Ming official and scholar, Jiang Yingke 江盈科 (1555-1605) (Chen 
Puqing, A History 245, 247-48). Since anthropomorphized animal characters were rarely used in 
the traditional Chinese yuyan writing, the high percentage of this literary technique used in this 
work seems to Chen an explicit indication of the influence of the style of Western fables 
(Outlines 34). The direct borrowing of fables from the Jesuit Nicolas Trigault’s translations of 
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Aesop’s fables confirms his point of view. But he does not get into a detailed analysis of this 
phenomenon.  
Now I will try to examine the synthesis of the two styles of storytelling in Li’s work. The 
twenty fables of Contemplation on Animals are listed in the following table: 
 
1. “The Contracting Earth 
Worm”（縮蚓） 
*2. “The Crippled Ass” 
（蹇驢） 
3. “The Neglecting Cat”  
（曠貓） 
#4. “The Talented Fox” 
（才狐） 
#5. “The Pseudo-Phoenix” 
（似鳳） 
6. “The Famous Silverfish” 
（名蠹） 
7. “The Bat” 
（蝙蝠） 
#8. “Imitating the Eagle” 
（效鵰） 
*9. “The Reflection of Meat” 
（肉影） 
*10. “Imitating the Puppy” 
（效猉） 
*11. “The Flattering Fox” 
（佞狐） 
*12. “Bowing to the Ass”  
（禮驢） 
*13. “The Frogs’ Terror” 
（蛙怖） 
**14. “Depending on the 
Tiger” （憑虎） 
15. “The Mirage”  
（鼉市蜃樓） 
**16. “The Old Bug” 
（老虫） 
17. “The Buddhist Cat” 
（佛貓） 
#18. “The Mice’s 
Discernment”（鼠辨） 
#19. “Biting People” 
（噬人） 
#20. “An Adopted Son” 
（乾兒） 
 
* borrowed from Analogy; # inspired by the fables in Analogy; **borrowed from Chinese 
authors. 
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Here, six fables are borrowed from Trigault’s Analogy, six fables are inspired by the fables in 
that collection, two are directly taken from Chinese works, and the remaining six are either 
rewritten Chinese yuyan or created by the author. The two fables borrowed from the Chinese 
authors’ works are #14 “Depending on the Tiger” and #16 “The Old Bug,” respectively from Tu 
Benjun’s 屠本畯 Aizi wai yu《艾子外語》(Unofficial Comments of Master Ai) and Jiang 
Yingke’s The Novel of Snow Pavilion. Zhu Puwen 祝普文 identifies three more fables in Li’s 
book as rewrites of Chinese yuyan in his short essay, “Cong Wu gan yi shu kan Yisuo yuyan dui 
Zhongguo yuyan de ying xiang 從物感一書看伊索寓言對中國寓言的影響” (“Looking at the 
Influence of Aesop’s Fables on Chinese Yuyan through Contemplation on Animals,” 1988). They 
are fable #8 “Imitating the Eagle” (based on “Diao zhuan 雕傳 [A Biography of the Eagle]” in 
Tao Zongyi’s 陶宗儀 Chuo geng lu《輟耕錄》[Notes Made While Resting from Farm Work], 
vol. 26), fable #15 “The Mirage” (based on “Tuo shi 鼉市 [The Mirage]” in Feng Menglong’s 馮
夢龍 Gu jin tan gai《古今譚概》[A Chat about the Past and the Present]), and fable #17 “The 
Buddhist Cat” (based on a story in Fubai zhuren’s 浮白主人 Xiao lin《笑林》[The Forest of 
Laughter])323 (Zhu 268). The first one has actually undergone a considerable change and has 
been so mixed with the elements of the fable that it can hardly be recognized as resembling the 
yuyan. As for the second one, Li borrowed the whole account from Feng Menglong to be the first 
half of his story and added the second half to formulate a complete fable that carried a moral 
lesson. The third one can be seen as representing the transformation from a joke to a fable. My 
                                                
323 Note that several joke books share the same Chinese title, Xiao lin《笑林》, but they were actually edited or 
written by different authors. Here I translated Fubai zhuren’s (“Master Fubai”) Xiao lin as The Forest of Laughter in 
order to set it apart from Han Danchun’s 邯鄲淳 Xiao lin (The Woods of Laughter), which I introduced in chapter 2 
of this dissertation, and He Ziran’s 何自然 Xiao lin (The Forest of Jokes), which Lu Xun mentioned in his A Brief 
History of Chinese Fiction. See footnote 411. 
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choices of the fables for discussion here, however, will be those that better demonstrate Li’s 
absorption of Aesop’s pattern of narration. Due to the scope of my thesis and the goal of 
providing a thematically coherent treatment of the texts, I do not include “Imitating the Eagle” 
and “The Mirage” in this chapter. But I hope that the following examples will give sufficient 
evidence for Li’s artistic skills in the process of reworking and sinicizing the Jesuit’s Aesopic 
fables.  
I shall examine three or four fables in each type in the following analysis. First, let us 
look at some of those that he took directly from Analogy.  
 
Borrowing and Adapting 
 
Before I move on to look into the details, I would like to propose a rough morphology of 
Aesop’s fables for the convenience of comparison. This scheme of analyzing the formation of 
fables is inspired by the structuralist Vladimir Propp’s Morphology of the Folktale (1968). His 
practice is to break down a tale into the basic components, i.e., the functions of dramatis 
personae, in order to see their relationship to each other and to the whole (Propp 19-21). As the 
renowned folklore researcher Alan Dundes underscores the effectiveness of seeing “a folktale as 
consisting of a sequence of motifemes (Propp’s functions)” in order to “stay closer to the tale as 
it exists when told by a raconteur to an audience” (Dundes 136), the same can apply to Aesopic 
fables, which, being shorter and simpler, constitute a simpler morphology. A tentative general 
pattern is shown below: 
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Morphology of Aesop’s Fables 
 
Title: indicating animals or human beings that seldom have names in the fables.   
Characters: The number of the characters ranges from one to three, normally involving no more 
than three animals (including mankind). 
Paradigm 
(Promythium) 
A. Initial situation 
B. Problem 
C. Solution  
  C 1. A short dialogue  
  C 2. A single action  
  C 3. Both dialogue and action 
Epimythium 
Theme: mainly wisdom of survival 
 
One Animal: 
Ex.1.   The Fox and the Grapes (Perry #15) 
A. A hungry fox sees some ripe grapes hanging on a tree.  
B. The fox cannot reach the grapes. 
C1. He says, “They are sour grapes.” 
Epimythium: “Some who can’t do what they want because of their own inability blame it 
on circumstances” (Daly 268). 
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Two Animals: 
Ex. 2.  The Fox and the Crow (Perry #124) 
A. A crow perches in a tree with some meat and a fox observes it. 
B. The fox wants to get the meat.  
C3. The fox flatters the crow; therefore, the crow opens his mouth to croak and drops the 
meat. 
Epimythium: “The fable is appropriate for a senseless person” (Daly 281).  
Three (kinds of) Animals: 
Ex. 3.  The Birds, the Beasts, and the Bat (aetiological fable) (Perry, Babrius app. 566, p. 527) 
A. There is a fierce war between the birds and the beasts. 
B. The bat, being something between a bird and a beast, keeps changing sides to the 
winning group. 
C2. When the war ends, the bat’s treachery is discovered. He is ashamed to show himself, 
so thereafter he hides in the cave in the day and comes out in the night.  
Epimythium: Don’t change sides more than once. 
 
      In Li’s adaptation and creation of the fable form, he differs from the paradigm by 
involving mankind or animals as actors and observers, by emphasizing description or dialogue 
more than action, and by giving names or places. 
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1. “The Crippled Ass”（蹇驢） 
 
      The model for Li’s second fable, “The Crippled Ass,” is Trigault’s fable #14, “The Ass 
Carrying Salt and Silk Cotton.”324 
            The ass carries salt that is very heavy. It detests the work. When it crosses a river, 
it goes down on its knees at the midstream, immerses its load in the water, and 
delays before it gets up. The salt is fully soaked extremely fast. And it is said that 
when it carries the salt, it does the same when going through the river. The master, 
looking into the problem, changes the salt to silk cotton with double weight. This 
time [the ass] does it again for a long time. The cotton soaked with water is even 
harder to carry. The master scolds, “Beast! You dare do it again!” 
               The moral is that what the master loads on you, you bear with composure. [If] 
you must shrink from it, the master still refers to your trick to restrain you.325 (Ge 
414-15; my translation)  
Though Li’s version cannot be regarded as a direct borrowing, one can see his fable is a variant 
adapted from and countering Trigault’s fable. His rewrite is as follows: 
            A lame ewe feeds on water and grass in the suburbs. It moves along the good 
shade, and only wants to be out of the reach of whipping and scolding. It runs into 
a crippled ass pulling a cart of salt, who is suffering a great deal. The ewe laughs, 
                                                
324 See chapter 5, section “The Two Copies of Kuang yi in the National Library of France” of this dissertation for a 
complete list of the fables in Trigault’s Kuang yi (Analogy). The numeration of Trigault’s fables for comparison here 
is based on the copy in the National Library of France. 
 
325 驢服鹽甚重，心惡之。渡河中流，折膝，濡負遷延而後起，鹽湛漬殊快。又曰服鹽，逆河便復爾。主人
廉其情，更使服木棉倍重，又復爾許久，水漬棉益難勝。主人叱曰：「畜生復敢爾！」 
        義曰：主命所加於爾，爾安承之。爾必以詐脫，主還將爾詐繩爾。 
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“Donkey! You endeavor to exert yourself. What is the result?” The Ass replies, 
“The Creator endowed me with loud voice. Accordingly, humankind thinks that I 
have enough strength to bear heavy loads. So I cannot quit even if I want to.” The 
ewe says, “Why don’t you hide your ability well?” The ass nods, [agreeing with 
the idea]. It therefore gets down to the ground, making the sound of vomiting, and 
cunningly appears to be exhausted to the point of sickness. The master presumes 
that it is tired because of hunger. [So] he feeds it to the full and prepares bushels 
of grain in wait. The ass [then] goes back to its old ways. It struggles to make a 
long bray and crisscrosses to and fro with great efforts. The ewe sighs and says, 
“[Since] you covet delicate rewards, you will soon be exhausted to death.” Hence 
it is said that raising a dragon diminishes its spirit; feeding a tiger diminishes its 
fierceness.326 (Li 1-2; my translation and italics) 
In the original fable in the Augustana collection, there is no master or any other character 
in the story but the ass. So there is no dialogue; there is only the description of its action and 
thought. If we compare it to the paradigm, the initial situation of the fable is that the salt melts 
when the ass first slips and falls into the water (A). The problem is that it wants to lighten its 
burden when carrying sponges (B). The ass ends up being drowned because the second time the 
sponges it carries are filled with water and become heavy when it slips on purpose (C2).327 The 
moral of the fable is that “[s]o it is that some men, through their own schemes, find themselves 
jockeyed into disaster” (Daly 288).  
                                                
326 跛牂在郊嚙水草，循佳蔭坐起，惟意鞭呵不及，遇蹇驢負鹽車，困甚，咲曰：「阿驢勉努，果何如耶？
」驢曰：「造物者付我龐聲，人遂以為力堪任重，即欲罷不能矣。」牂曰：「子何不善藏其用？」驢頷之
。遂據地喀喀，譎狀瘏(tú)瘁。主人以為饑疲也，飽飼之，仍儲斗粟俟之。驢故態復作，䦟䦛 (chuài zhèng) 
長鳴，轇轕往返甚勇。牂歎曰：「汝情貪纖賞，立見疲死矣。」故曰：「豢龍損靈，食虎損猛。」 
 
327 Perry#180, trans. Daly p. 170. 
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In Trigault’s adaptation, the master’s existence is necessary because he means to bring in 
a figure that symbolizes the Lord and to chastise sloth, one of the Seven Capital Sins. The fact 
that in his version the only dialogue is uttered by the master strengthens the power of 
chastisement with a strong warning: “Beast! You dare do it again!” The religious significance 
becomes clear when the moral centers on the master, whose orders are inescapable. The ass’s 
small trick only bounces back on itself. However, the additional role of the master is not 
indispensable for the story because the main structure is not changed. The master is there only to 
change the salt to silk cotton, and to scold the ass when the latter already finds that “[t]he cotton 
soaked with water is even harder to carry.” The ass must remain alive in order to be chastised, 
and to be given a chance to correct its behavior, so that the story can teach Catholic morality. 
When it comes to Li’s adaptation, the plot becomes more complicated with one more 
character, the ewe, to form an implicit pair for comparison, and the moral promotes an opposite 
perspective that should be ascribed to the founder of the yuyan, Zhuangzi. In Li’s rewrite, all 
three characters become essential because the structure is added with one more cycle. It becomes 
as follows: 
A. The ewe meets the ass and suggests him to hide his ability. 
B. The ass wants be free of its burden. 
C2.   The ass takes the ewe’s advice.  
A. The master sees the ass’s fake illness. 
B. The master feeds it with extra grain. 
C2.   The ass goes back to its previous life. 
Epimythium: Hence it is said that raising a dragon diminishes its spirit; feeding a 
tiger diminishes its fierceness. 
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The ewe is lame and the ass is crippled. They are pretty much alike, but they choose diverse 
paths for their lives. The structure is similar to that of “The Country Mouse and the City Mouse,” 
which does not exist in the Augustana but does in Horace and Babrius. The following is based on 
Babrius’s version of the fable:          
A. A country mouse treats a city mouse with his humble food.  
B. The city mouse suggests a better life in the city. 
C2. The country mouse goes to the city with the city mouse. 
A. They sneak into a big house and have a great meal. 
B. They are frightened by men who enter the house. 
C1. The country mouse says, “This abundance of yours is full of danger. As for 
me, I’ll not desert the homely clods, under which I munch my barley free of 
fear” (Babrius#108; Perry Babrius, p. 143). 
Epimythium: It is better to enjoy plain life in peace than luxuries in fear. 
The second problems in these two cases are both caused by the third character: human being(s). 
The difference is that the ewe in Li’s fable, rather than being a real actor, most of the time is 
more like an observer who sees the ass until the end and gives the last comment, similar to the 
function of epimythium: “[Since] you covet delicate rewards, you will soon be exhausted to 
death.” Because there is no punctuation in the original text, the epimythium in Li’s fable 
(“[h]ence it is said . . .”) can actually be taken as part of the ewe’s speech.  
In terms of the moral, the instruction of this fable obviously opposes the Christian 
thinking of Trigault’s version. For the ass complains that the Creator, namely, the Lord, gave it a 
loud voice, which makes people think that it is capable of toil, and the ewe advises it to “hide its 
ability well” (shan cang qi yong 善藏其用). Both the ewe’s ending comment and the 
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epimythium support this notion. It comes from Zhuangzi’s theory of preserving oneself with “the 
usefulness of being useless,”328 which derives from the founder of Daoism, Laozi: “What has 
existence serves for profit; what does not, serves for usefulness”329 (Dao de jing, ch. 11; my 
translation). Trigault presents the unavoidability of carrying out the duty that the Lord gives 
people. The master’s yelling “Beast! You dare do it again!” parallels human beings directly with 
beasts, who must obey the orders of their master, if we read “the master” in the moral part as 
indicating the Lord of Heaven. The ewe that successfully breaks free of man’s slavery in the 
second story therefore has the right, as the master does, to judge the ass’s behavior. Li employs 
Daoist thinking to offer a way out and secretly criticizes those who bring toil to themselves. 
Instead of being indebted to the Creator, they are actually bound by their greed. He, too, has 
animals stand in for human beings. 
 
2. “The Reflection of Meat”（肉影） 
 
Li’s fable #9, “The Reflection of Meat,” is directly taken from Trigault’s fable #6, “A 
Greedy Dog Losing His Meat.” Trigault’s version reads as follows: 
            A dog runs with its mouth biting a piece of meat. While it crosses the river along 
the wooden bridge, it looks down and sees the reflection of the meat in the water. 
It thinks that the reflection is another piece of meat, so in haste it greedily wants to 
                                                
328 Zhuangzi’s theory about the advantage of being useless (wu yong zhi yong 無用之用) appears in chapter 4, “In 
the World of Men,” and chapter 20, “Mountain Tree.” In both chapters, Zhuangzi observed that the tree with bad 
quality was left alone to grow but mountain trees were cut down because they were useful to man (G. Chen 131-139, 
142, 498-501). 
 
329 有之以為利，無之以為用。《道德經》第十一章。 
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eat and cannot close its mouth. The meat that it bites in its mouth suddenly drops. 
Seeing this, a group of children on the bank clap and laugh out loud. 
                The moral is that the dog’s greed causes it to lose something it already has in its 
attempt to gain twice as much. [The loss] can even make the dog forget the 
reflection.330 (Ge 412; my translation and italics) 
Li’s version331 is almost the same as Trigault’s, except for the changes of a few words that make 
the description of the plot clear. He also changes the moral:  
                       A dog runs with its mouth holding a piece of meat. While it crosses the river along 
the wooden bridge, it looks down and sees the reflection of the meat in the water. 
It thinks that the reflection is another piece of meat, so in haste it wants to eat it 
and opens its mouth. The meat that it holds in its mouth drops into the river. A 
group of children on the bank clap with complacency and laugh out loud. Is this 
dog the only one in the world who loses the one piece of meat he already has in 
his mouth in hope of gaining two? (Li 5; my translation and italics) 
The italics indicate the changes. As we can see there are differences between “biting” (噬 shi) 
and “holding” (衘 xian) meat with the mouth. The latter is a more accurate word in the context. 
Li also replaces “in haste it greedily wants to eat” with “in haste it wants to eat it” to make it 
clear that what the dog wants to eat is the reflection of the meat in the water. The phrase “cannot 
close its mouth” (口不能噤 kou bu neng jin, literally “the mouth cannot close”) in Trigault is 
                                                
330 一犬噬肉而跑，緣木梁渡河，下顧水中肉影，又復云肉也。急貪屬啖，口不能噤，而噬者倏墜。河上群
兒為之拍掌大笑。 
      義曰：其欲逐逐，喪所懷來，庬也可使忘影哉。 
 
331 一犬衘肉而跑，緣木梁渡河，下顧水中肉影，又復云肉也。急欲啖之，口張，而原衘者墜河矣。河上羣
兒撫掌大咲。世之為肉影而喪所懷來者，豈但此尨哉？ 
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also awkward, because the character 噤 jin means “unable to speak, as from tetanus” or “[s]ilent” 
(Mathews’ Chinese-English Dictionary 150). Li substitutes with  “opens its mouth” (口張 kou 
zhang) to make the meaning simple and clear. For the sake of clarification, in the part where the 
meat drops, he supplies with “into the river.” The children’s act of “clap” (拍掌 pai zhang) is 
also modified with “clap with complacency” (撫掌 fu zhang) to present the exact description of 
the children’s reaction, which can be altered by a single Chinese character with a slightly 
different meaning. The biggest change for Li is the moral of the fable. Trigault says that “the 
dog’s greed causes it to lose something it already has in its attempt to gain twice as much. [The 
loss] can even make the dog forget the reflection.” Li switches this to a question in which the 
answer is self-evident: “Is this dog the only one in the world who loses the one piece of meat he 
already has in his mouth in hope of gaining two?” Trigault’s moral explains the story from a 
third person point of view. In his second sentence, the use of 庬 (máng) is replaced by Li with 尨 
(máng). The two characters are pronounced the same way and look alike. But in the old usege, 
the former meant “ample,” while the latter more accurately referred to “shaggy dog” (Ulving 
291). Li’s question, though succinct, directly makes the reader think about himself and connect 
the fable to reality. In reading Trigualt’s fable, Li Shixue emphasizes the difference between the 
reflection and the true existence in relation to the emptiness of this world and the reality of God’s 
world. This echoes the sin of greed, one of the Seven Capital Sins (62-66). Nevertheless, when 
we come to Li Shixiong’s moral part, the emphasis is laid on what is happening in “this world.”   
The original Augustana fable (Perry #133), “The Dog Carrying Meat,” relates that a dog 
with some meat saw his own reflection when he was crossing a stream. He “thought it was 
another dog with a larger piece of meat. On this supposition he dropped his own meat and started 
to go and get that of the other dog. As a result he lost both, since he couldn’t get the one because 
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it didn’t exist, and the other was carried away by the stream” (Daly 149-50). The moral says, 
“The fable is appropriate for a greedy man” (ibid. 282). The structure of the three versions is 
basically the same:  
A. A dog with meat crosses a stream/bridge. 
B. The dog sees his refection/the meat in the water. 
   C2. The dog drops his meat because he wants to get the other dog’s meat/the meat 
in the water. 
One should not neglect the additional role of the children in both of the Chinese rewrites. Like 
the the ewe in the last fable adaptations, the children serve as observers of the scene, but their 
existence does not affect the completeness of the fable. This is reminiscent of the Chinese 
traditional way of recording anecdotes. A human observer(s) can both stress the factuality of the 
happening and associate animal behavior with human beings’ own behavior. That makes more 
effective the educational function of the fable.  
One element missing in the Chinese versions is competition. The original fable describes 
that the dog sees his own “reflection” and thinks it is “another dog with a larger piece of meat.” 
He wants to fight with the other dog for the larger piece of meat, while at the same time he 
forgets what he already has in his mouth. Zafiropoulos discusses the theme of the agon in 
Greece, “the Greek term for competition.” He says, “The Augustana fables often comment on the 
results of a conflict, on the success or failure of their figures in episodes of strife. Thus, it could 
be said that the collection’s ethics promote success and are in line with the Greek competitive 
ethos” (45). What is presupposed in the Augustana “The Dog Carrying Meat” is a conflict that is 
pictured and expected in the dog’s mind, and, expecting a prize, he chases after the image of the 
other dog and the piece of meat. Not until he drops his own meat does he realize that the prize 
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does not exist, though the image of “the other dog” (his reflection) is still there. The fable 
suggests, through the dog’s own reflection, that his competitor is actually himself. He is the only 
one able to prevent himself from losing what he already has by overcoming greed. Removing 
this element of “self as a competitor,” the two authors of the Chinese versions added the 
additional characters of the children in order to focus attention on judgment. The traditional 
Chinese way of passing judgment on an event or character in a story is to insert characters—in 
this case, children—to provide a moral perspective from within the story itself. The dog sees his 
own mistake in the first case; the children see the dog’s mistake in the second case. This example 
can be compared with Ricci’s adapted fable of the Peacock and de Pantoja’s version of the same 
fable, where the contrast of self and others’ views deserves our attention.332  
 
3. “Imitating the Puppy”（效猉） 
 
Another fable that Li borrowed from Trigault is his fable #10, “Imitating the Puppy.” It 
resembles Trigault’s fable #10, “The Master, the Puppy (Dog), and the Ass,” which is recorded 
as follows: 
            The master returns home. The puppy suddenly runs to greet him. Raising its head 
and straightening out its legs, it shoves him, leans on him, rushes against him, and 
offends him. The master takes liberties to play with it. The ass sees the master 
sympathize with the puppy. Another day, upon his return, [the ass] shoves him, 
leans on him, rushes against him, and offends him, just like that. The master 
thinks it ominous and kills [the ass] right away.  
                                                
332 See chapter 5 of this dissertation. 
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                     The moral is that [though] the rank makes us all civil servants, being able to 
get close to the master depends on the ranking of positions. [How can] one 
foolishly desire to act beyond one’s right through a cheerful face of a court 
jester?333 (Ge 413; my translation) 
Li only makes two changes in the content of the fable and removes the entire moral without 
giving a new one.334 He changes the order of the puppy’s actions to “rushing against him, 
offending him, shoving him, and leaning on him (衝冒蕩倚 chong mao dang yi)” to correspond 
to the ass’s “shoving him, leaning on him, rushing against him, and offending him (蕩倚衝冒 
dang yi chong mao).” Trigault might have borrowed these descriptions of the puppy’s actions 
from Liu Zongyuan’s yuyan,“Qian zhi lü 黔之驢” (“The Donkey in Guizhou”), in which the 
exact words are used to portray the tiger.335 In terms of the figure of speech, to avoid repetition 
of the phrases within the fable, Li Shixiong simply uses an inversion of the first two acts with the 
last two to create a parallel between the two animals’ actions. Rather than showing that the ass 
really does them differently, the switch of the order is done for a literary purpose. The second 
change is that after the ass’s imitation of the series of actions, he writes, “just like the puppy (亦
復如猉 yi fu ru qi),” instead of the vague expression in Trigault, “just like that (亦復如是 yi fu 
ru shi).” As in the previous fable, his intention of correcting and improving the Chinese wording 
                                                
333 主人來歸，猉猝猋迎之，昂首矯足，蕩倚衝冒，主人狎而與嬉。驢見主人之憐猉也，異日伺其歸，蕩倚
衝冒，亦復如是，主人以為不祥，亟屠之。 
     義曰：等是公家之臣，呢 [疑為「昵」誤] 主有分，妄冀以俳優容悅乎？ 
 
334 主人來歸，猉猝猋迎之，昂首矯足，衝冒蕩倚，主人狎而與嬉。驢見主人之憐猉也，異日伺其歸，蕩倚
衝冒，亦復如猉，主人以為不祥，亟屠之。(Li 5). 
 
335 See chapter 2, section “Satirical Yuyan,” of this dissertation for a discussion of Liu Zongyuan’s yuyan.  
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for clarification is clear. One can also sense a little, but not too much, of the literary 
modification. 
Besides the Augustana recension, both Babrius and Phaedrus have their versions of this 
fable, all stressing envy or jealousy on the ass’s part.336 One may be surprised at Trigault’s 
leaving out this element in the fable (a good chance to warn about a Capital Sin in Catholicism) 
and his directing the lesson to the officialdom in the imperial court. From this we can see not all 
Trigault’s translations of the fables should necessarily be interpreted in light of religious values. 
His Analogy, unlike Ricci’s or de Pantoja’s work, is a collection of fables written by him and 
Zhang Geng. The collection was made useful for the preachers in China as well as for the 
Chinese laymen, who could relate the lessons to their current society.   
 
4. “The Flattering Fox” （佞狐） 
 
Li’s fable #11, “The Flattering Fox,” is adapted from Trigault’s fable #9, “The Fox 
Seizing the Crow’s Meat.” I have talked about de Pantoja’s “The Fox and the Crow” and briefly 
about Trigault’s version of it in chapter 5. Here, let us look at Li’s rewrite: 
            The crow perches on a branch of a tree, pecking a piece of meat. The fox, who 
wants to obtain the meat, flatters the crow, “They say that the crow is black. Truly 
it is so bright as snow that it can almost be the king of animals. But only I have 
never heard its voice.” The crow, overjoyed, makes a big cry of sorrow and drops 
the meat. The fox gets the meat and leaves. The pheasant runs into the fox and 
scolds it, “Reversing the black to white, you are a thief that cuts off others’ 
                                                
336 Perry #91 (Daly 133), Babrius #129, Phaedrus Ad 17 (extant only in prose paraphrase codex Ademari 17) (Perry 
Babrius 166-169, 438-39).  
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meat!” The peacock comes across the crow and laughs at it. [The peacock] says, 
“You have had enough of the flattery of others, eating without moistening your 
beak!” (Li 5; my translation and italics)337 
The italics indicate the differences from Trigault’s version. As we can see, the change from the 
king of “birds” to the king of “animals” highly increases the degree of exaggeration. The use of 
“only” expresses the necessity for the crow to demonstrate its voice. This detail is presented in 
de Pantoja’s version but is removed in Trigault. Li adds it back and lets the fox leave for the 
other two animals to show up and give their comments like objective observers.  
The two animals are not randomly chosen to deliver the author’s messages. I have 
mentioned that in Greek fables, animals represent types. The pheasant obviously is not one of the 
stock animals in Aesop’s corpus. According to Hou-mei Sung’s Decoded Messages: The 
Symbolic Language of Chinese Animal Painting (2009), in as early as the Han Dynasty, the 
pheasant was associated with the “five virtues:” literary talents, martial spirit, bravery, 
benevolence, and trustworthiness.338 Its symbolic meanings lasted to the twelfth century. In the 
Yuan Dynasty, the pheasant’s beautiful feathers were compared to a scholar’s literary talents, 
and the meaning evolved in the Ming Dynasty for the bird to represent a successful career of 
officialdom (82-84, 86). And the peacock was actually a bird of fortune, who was believed to 
have nine virtues: “First, well-shaped facial feature; second, clear voice; third, walking and 
                                                
337 烏棲枝啄肉，狐欲奪肉，詭諛烏曰：「人言黑如烏，乃濯濯而雪，是堪為百獸王，但未聞其聲如何耳。
」烏大喜，嗐然而鳴，肉下墜，狐遂得去。文雉遇狐而叱之曰：「反黑為白，割肉之賊！」孔雀遇烏而笑
曰：「飽人之諛，咮 (zhòu) 不自濡！」 
 
338 Sung refers to Hanshi waizhuan, “ji (the group chickens and pheasants) was associated with five virtues: the 
combs or crests on their heads, like the tassels on official caps, symbolized the virtue of wen (literary talents); the 
spurs on their feet showed the virtue of wu (martial spirit); their courage to face their opponents in combat indicated 
the virtue of yong (bravery); their calling each other to share upon the discovery of food, the virtue of ren 
(benevolence); and finally their reliability in announcing the dawn, the virtue of xin (trustworthiness)” (82). These 
virtues seem to have derived from people’s impression of their appearance and their habitual nature.  
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flying in order; fourth, aware of the time for the right action; fifth, eating moderately; sixth, 
staying content; seventh, not easily distracted; eighth, not licentious; ninth, knowing the reversals 
of fate.” These correspond to people’s nine virtues described in the Yi Zhou shu《逸周書》
(“The Leftover Zhou Documents”—a remaining historical account of the Western Zhou period 
[c. 11 cen. BCE – 771 BCE]): “loyalty, trustworthiness, respect, resoluteness, gentleness, 
peacefulness, steadiness, chastity, and obedience” (Yi Zhou shu, vol.1, p. 6).339 The pheasant’s 
comment can naturally be considered as given by a scholar, who criticizes the fox, because the 
latter manipulates the truth by reversing black to white, confounding right and wrong, just in 
order to steal the crow’s meat. The peacock’s comment is even more interesting. It reveals both 
the western and the Chinese symbolic representations of this animal. The peacock says to the 
crow, “You have had enough of the flattery of others, eating without moistening your beak!” The 
peacock’s problem of being vainglorious and proud in the western fables can be seen in both 
Ricci’s and de Pantoja’s “The Peacock Who Was Proud of His Tail but Ashamed of His Feet.” 
But the peacock here talks not only about vanity but also about “eating moderately,” which is the 
fifth virtue in the Chinese symbolism of this animal, in relation to “gentleness” among the human 
virtues listed in the Yi Zhou shu. The sarcastic critique of having flattery as food suits the crow’s 
situation well. Since he has had enough flattery, there is no need for the meat. At the same time, 
it shows the combination of both the western and Chinese ways of thinking about an animal—the 
peacock.  
                                                
339 九德：「 忠、信、敬、剛、柔、和、固、貞、順。」《逸周書‧常訓解第三》It is recorded in Gu jin tu 
shu ji cheng《古今圖書集成》(Complete Collection of Illustrations and Writings from the Earliest to Current 
Times) that Zeng yi jing (Sutra that Encourages Noble Superior Intention) says that “the peacock possesses nine 
virtues: first, well-shaped facial feature; second, clear voice; third, walking and flying in order; fourth, aware of the 
time for the right action; fifth, eating moderately; sixth, staying content; seventh, not easily distracted; eighth, not 
licentious; ninth, knowing the reversals of fate. All these characteristics are analogous to monks’ behavior” 
(“Writings of Birds and Beasts,” vol. 518, p. 28; my translation).《增益經》孔雀有九德：一顏貌端正，二音聲
清徹，三行步翔序，四知時而行，五飲食知節，六常念知足，七不分散，八少婬，九知反覆，以此喻比丘
之行儀也。《古今圖書集成‧禽蟲典‧孔雀部》五一八冊之二八頁。 
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The structure of Li’s fable remains the same as Trigault’s:  
A. A crow perches in a tree with some meat and a fox observes it. 
B. The fox wants to get the meat.  
C3. The fox flatters the crow; therefore, the crow opens his mouth to croak and 
drops the meat. 
But compared to Trigault’s moral for his version of the fable, “the moral is that when someone 
flatters you to your face, he must have a purpose. You are not to be flattered but rather to be 
fooled”340 (Ge 413; my translation). The pheasant’s and the peacock’s comments in place of the 
author’s formal epimythium are more lively and take both sides into account. They show the 
Chinese culture in a simple and natural way. 
 
Inspired Pieces 
 
1. “The Talented Fox” （才狐） 
 
In Li’s works that are inspired by Trigault’s fables, one can still detect the similarity but 
be surprised at the new representation. For example, his fable #4, “The Talented Fox,” might 
have been inspired by fable #7, “The War between the Birds and the Beasts,” in the appended 
sixteen fables of Analogy, of which I have discussed only the first two in chapter five of this 
dissertation. Li’s fable is written as follows: 
            In the mountains, the tiger is the king; the wolf is the manager who assigns 
positions. The ape and the fox are both responsible for guarding the land. The ape 
                                                
340 義曰：人面諛己，必有以也。匪受其諛，實受其愚。 
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tells the fox, “All I have got is trees. There is really nothing worthwhile [there]. 
Why did the wolf assign [me] this position?” The fox says, “Why don’t you catch 
some animals like the elk and the dog to offer them as tributes?” The ape does as 
he says. He fights the elk and the dog extensively but, in return, gets bitten by the 
dog. He appeals to the wolf. The wolf [then] orders the fox to restrain the dog. 
The fox pretends to have taken the order from the tiger. The dog, out of fear, 
surrenders and waits for punishment. The fox therefore takes the flesh of the elk 
and the dog to the wolf for him to enjoy. The wolf is pleased. He praises the fox’s 
ability and laughs at the ape’s clumsiness, saying, “Hiring a talented official is far 
better than hiring several upright officials.”341 (Li 3; my translation) 
The outline of this fable is similar to the appended fable #7 of Analogy, “The War between the 
Birds and the Beasts,”342 which also describes the arrangement of the positions of the beasts. The 
fable is quite long. It says that the birds and the beasts are at war. The beasts make the lion their 
king. He commands that all beasts such as the bears, tigers, leopards, rhinos, elephants, jackals, 
wolves, horses, and bulls gather together, and assign their positions. All of them get work except 
                                                
341 山中以虎為君，豺狼為列司，猿狐等皆職守土。猿謂狐曰：「我所得皆木，實無一當，狼意者何以安此
位乎？」狐曰：「子盍取麋犬之屬以進？」猿從之，乃廣搏麋犬，反為犬所噬，訴於狼。狼令狐按之，狐
假虎為之命，犬懼束手待罪。狐因取麋犬之肉以亯狼，狼喜，嘉狐之能，而笑猿之拙也，曰：「用一才吏
勝循良數輩。」 
 
342 飛鳥走獸相戰，咸舉族而議。獸奉獅子為王，出令召諸毛蟲之屬，熊羆虎豹，犀象豺狼，馬牛種種華集
，而兔若驢，亦咸在聽令。於是挑選小牙角距，某稱猿臂，某負虎頭，某舉狼煙，某作豕突，某作驃騎，
某為驂乘。而諸獸見有兔在，啟獸王曰：「今將交兵羽族，彼有飛將軍鷹揚之帥，我當擇熊羆之士，虎賁
之軍敵之，以期必勝。乃趯趯讒兔，亦選與鋒，何益勝敗之數？可令散去。」獸王曰：「且止，固未必無
用。」諸獸又見驢在，曰：「兵貴神速，蹇驢安所用？令散去。」王曰：「且止，亦未必無用也。」迨羽
檄交馳，期日已至，百鳥無一來者。獸王疑駭，敵出沒早晚叵測，定多埋伏，誰能偵查？乃遣兔為諜者，
走禽鳥烏合之山，觀其動靜戰守方略。回報命，諸獸喜，盡得敵情。百鳥拼飛而來，諸獸布陣，驢隊居前
，將接刃，獸王喝令驢鳴，眾驢合喙一鳴，百鳥驚散，大捷而還。諸獸深服獸王神算，收功於兩長耳矣。
吁！天生之才，雖有不齊，然亦各利用，惟在用之者稱其才耳。故曰：「能善用者，必有善功。」(Ge 
422). 
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the rabbits and the asses. The other beasts first question the uses of the weak rabbits, and then of 
the crippled asses. Twice the lion king says, “Hold on for a while, they are not necessarily 
useless.” When none of the birds shows up on the day of the battle, the lion, worried that there 
might be an ambush, sends the rabbits to spy on the birds. Thus, the beasts get to know their 
enemies’ military situation. When the birds come, the king sets the team of the asses on the front 
and orders them to bray all at once. Frightened by the sound, hundreds of the birds disperse right 
away. So the beasts win a great victory. All of them admire the king’s insight that turns the two 
weaknesses into strengths. The moral reads, “Alas! [Everyone’s] natural talent, though not the 
same, is good for use in its own way. Only when it is used is it called talent. So it is said the one 
who can use it well will have great achievements” (Ge 422). 
Trigault’s fable finds no corresponding models in Aesop’s fable collections. One can tell 
by simply looking at the number of characters and the complication that the narrator tries to 
make through detailed description of the story. Even Aesop’s fable “The Bat,” which also 
features the war between the birds and the beasts, does not give a list of the recruited animals. 
The structure of this new fable, however, remains simple. 
A. The birds and beasts are at war. The lion king assigns each beast a position. 
B. The rabbits and the asses are thought to be useless by the others. 
C2. The king sends the rabbits to spy on the birds, and orders the asses to bray. 
Thus they win the war. 
Epimythium: Everyone has a talent. The one who can use it well will have great 
achievements.  
On the contrary, Li’s fable is shorter, but actually consists of two cycles. 
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A. The tiger is the king. The wolf assigns the ape a position that the ape does not 
like. 
B. The fox suggests him to catch the elk and the dog as gifts for the wolf. 
C2. The ape gets bitten by the dog and appeals to the wolf. 
          A. The wolf orders the fox to restrain the dog. 
B. The fox lies to the dog that he takes the order from the tiger. 
C2. The fox gets the flesh of the elk and the dog to please the wolf. The wolf says, 
“Hiring a talented official is far better than hiring several upright officials.” 
Trigault’s fable has a wise ruler who knows how to make a good use of his subordinates’ 
abilities, whereas the real ruler in Li’s fable, the tiger, is just a shadow. The one who possesses 
power and accepts bribes is the wolf manager. In Li’s interpretation, the word talent (才 cai) 
becomes cunning, which caused endless strife between courtiers at the imperial court. Since the 
wolf’s line ends the fable, it tempts the reader to take it as an epimythium. As a matter of fact, 
the author holds an opposite view and tries to be ironic by means of the wolf’s statement. The 
fox’s trick has its precedent in the anonymous Zhanguo ce (Legends of the Warring States), a 
collection compiled by Liu Xiang in the 1st century BCE. It is known to us through the “crafted 
pieces of rhetorical literature that are called ‘persuasions’”343 (Crump 1). The yuyan of the tiger 
and the fox that Li refers to was recorded in the “Strategies of Chu 1.” Close to Aesop’s style, it 
relates the story of a fox that walks into a forest with a tiger behind him. Upon seeing the pair, 
the animals all flee, but the tiger does not realize it is he who makes the animals fear, not the fox. 
The story was told by Jiang Yi, a minister of Chu, to convince King Jinxuan that the North 
actually feared the powerful force of Chu behind his general Zhao Xixu instead of fearing Zhao 
                                                
343 Also see chapter 2, section “Cautionary Yuyan,” of this dissertation. 
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Xixu.344 Li’s use of this classical allusion shows that he was aware of the similarities between the 
Jesuit’s fables and this type of Chinese yuyan told by the persuaders, or sophists, during the fifth 
to the third century BCE.  
   
2. “The Pseudo-Phoenix” (似鳳) 
 
Another fable inspired by Trigault is Li’s fable #5, “The Pseudo-Phoenix.” The 
inspiration is Trigault’s appended fable #6, “The Competition between the Raven and the Eagle.” 
The latter reads as follows: 
            The raven and the eagle do not concede to each other: The eagle brags about its 
bravery; the raven boasts about its gregariousness. They ask the phoenix to judge 
their boasts. The phoenix says, “The real good and bad depends not on words but 
on action. Show me what each of you catches and I will judge for you.” In a 
moment, the eagle holds a pigeon in its beak, and the raven a mouse, both put in 
front of the phoenix. The phoenix says, “Why do you need me to judge? You can 
judge by yourselves. The pigeon is clean, [but] the mouse is dirty. It is very clear 
that the eagle surpasses the raven.” Alas, the weight of human beings is different, 
just like [that of] the raven and the eagle. Oftentimes people rely on their strengths 
and criticize others’ weaknesses. Only the traces of action manifest to others’ ears 
and eyes. Those who employ personnel [should] learn the way by which the 
                                                
344 荊宣王問羣臣曰：「吾聞北方之畏昭奚恤也，果誠何如？」羣臣莫對。江一對曰：「虎求百獸而食之，
得狐。狐曰：『子無敢食我也。天帝使我長百獸，今子食我， 是逆天帝命也。子以我為不信，吾為子先
行，子隨我後，觀百獸之見我而敢不走乎？』虎以為然，故遂與之行。獸見之皆走。虎不知獸畏己而走
也，以為畏狐也。今王之地方五千里，帶甲百萬，而專屬之昭奚恤；故北方之畏奚恤也，其實畏王之甲兵
也，猶百獸之畏虎也。」(Liu 482). 
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phoenix judges. So it is said, “[When] one’s quality is decided according to 
action, there is no need to brag.”345 (Ge 421-22; my translation)  
Li’s fable #5, “The Pseudo-Phoenix,” is translated below:  
           In the southern part of the land there is a kind of bird called, the “Zhao-ming” 
[meaning “light,” or “glory”]. It looks like a phoenix, known to the world because 
of its fighting ability. All the birds follow it. The sound is stunning [when it flaps 
its wings]. But it is not prudent, [because] it often flies down to the swamp to get 
the roes of eels for food. The parrot tells the crowd, “I heard that the phoenix 
perches on nothing but the Chinese parasol trees and eats nothing but the bamboo 
fruit. Now I see that [the Zhao-ming] is probably its pseudo kind. I am going back 
to Long Mountain346 and will stop serving it.”347 (Li 3; my translation) 
This fable is not modeled after any in the Aesopian collections. The connection between 
the two fables through the phoenix is explicit. In Trigault’s fable, the phoenix is the judge of the 
raven’s and the eagle’s action, whereas in Li’s fable, the pseudo-phoenix, the Zhao-ming, 
becomes the object to be judged. In both fables, the real qualities of these birds are demonstrated 
by their food. Interestingly, this echoes the American slogan for human health: “You are what 
you eat.” Biologically speaking, for animals, their food plays a dominant role in their life, so the 
food may reasonably serve as an indicator of their action. As for human beings, who tend to 
disguise themselves with words, the moral of Trigault’s fable stresses that others can see and 
                                                
345 鴉鷹意不相下，鷹誇其勇，鴉誇其群，求判於鳳。鳳曰：「優劣之實，不在言而在行。各取所獲，吾為
若判。」須臾，鷹銜一鴿，鴉銜一鼠，俱置鳳前。鳳曰：「何須我斷，爾行自判矣。鴿清鼠穢，鷹之過鴉
甚明也。」吁！人之分量不同，無異鴉鷹，每恃己長而病人短，惟行事之實迹，昭著於人耳目。用人者，
師鳳凰之判耳。故曰：「因行定品，何用誇詡！」 
 
346 Long Mountain (Long shan 隴山) lies in northwest China in Shaanxi province. 
 
347 南方有鳥曰昭明，似鳳，操戈而見於世。羣鳥雲從，赫然有聲，顧不自持重，常下菹澤取鰌鮞食之。鸚
鵡謂其羣曰：「吾聞鳳凰非梧桐不棲，非竹實不食，今所見殆其似耶！吾歸隴山不欲事之矣。」 
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hear the traces of a person’s action. In addition, it urges “[t]hose who employ personnel [should] 
learn the way by which the phoenix judges.” To this, Li counters with a view from the 
subordinate, the parrot. In Li’s fable, the birds follow the Zhao-ming, because in appearance it 
looks like a phoenix. The parrot, as a bird that can talk, often becomes a means for the Chinese 
poets to express their feelings.348 Here it serves a similar function to utter the words of truth. 
Again, an observer in the story ends the fable with a comment, instead of the author’s 
epimythium. It is not hard to find the parrot’s role as the author’s embodiment, as it says, “Now I 
see that [the Zhao-ming] is probably its pseudo kind. I am going back to Long Mountain and will 
stop serving it.” The character Long 隴 is a homophone of the Chinese dragon, long 龍, which is 
a spiritual animal used to designate the emperor, the one who receives heaven’s mandate. That is 
to say, the parrot refuses to serve a fake phoenix and turns to the real ruler, the dragon. This 
parallels the fact that Li, as a civilian of the Ming dynasty, refuses to serve the Qing emperors.  
In Chinese culture, both the dragon and the phoenix are regarded as sacred, legendary 
animals. Pang jin 龐進 characterizes the dragon as loving water, favoring flying, having access 
to heaven, good at transformation, supernatural, symbolizing either an auspicious sign, or a bad 
omen in different times, and demonstrating power.349 All these features, except the first two, 
became the divine nature that relates to the human ruler in the time of the First Emperor of Qin 
(Qin Shi Huang, reigned 221 BCE - 210 BCE) (Pang 211; X. Zhang 56-59). Pang also defines 
the phoenix as facing the sun, loving fire, reaching heaven, self-renewing, holding to morality, 
symbolizing an auspicious sign, upholding loftiness, favoring cleanness, demonstrating beauty, 
                                                
348 See Li Yongqing’s 李永青 dissertation, Zhongguo gu dai shi fu zuo pin zhong de ying wu yi xiang yan jiu《中國
古代詩賦作品中的鸚鵡意象研究》(“Study on Parrots’ Images in Ancient Chinese Poems and Odes,” 2009). 
 
349 喜水、好飛、通天、善變、靈異、徵瑞、兆禍、示威。 
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representing love, and becoming king350 (162-188). There are even records in the Zhuangzi that 
show the founder of Daoism, Laozi, represented by the dragon, and Confucius, by the phoenix, 
as two contrary but complementary forces.351 Therefore, in Li’s representation, it becomes 
comprehensible that refusing to join government service is connected to the dragon (water; yin), 
corresponding to Daoism, and serving the ruler is associated with the phoenix (fire; yang), 
relating to Confucianism.     
The structure of Trigault’s fable is as follows: 
A. The raven and the eagle do not concede to each other and ask the phoenix to 
be the judge. 
B. The phoenix wants them to bring him what they catch. The eagle brings a 
pigeon, and the raven a mouse. 
C1. The phoenix says that the pigeon is clean, and the mouse is dirty, so the eagle 
surpasses the raven. 
Epimythium: Those who employ personnel should learn the way by which the 
phoenix judges. So it is said, “[When] one’s quality is decided according to 
action, there is no need to brag.” 
 The structure of Li’s fable is similar, except that there is no epimythium: 
                                                
350 向陽、喜火、達天、自新、秉德、兆瑞、崇高、好潔、示美、喻情、成王。 
 
351 According to Pang, it says in the Zhuangzi that Confucius once traveled to the south to visit Laozi. After he 
returned from the trip, he did not speak for three days. His disciples asked him what he said to Laozi. He replied that 
he had seen a dragon that rode the cloud and flew among yin and yang. He was so stunned that he could not even 
close his mouth. 孔子行年五十有一而不問道，乃南之沛見老聃。. . . . . . 孔子見老聃歸，三日不談，弟子問曰
：「夫子見老聃，亦將何規哉？」孔子曰：「吾乃今於是乎見龍！龍，合而成體，散而成章，乘雲氣而養
乎陰陽。予口張而不能嗋，予又何規老聃哉！」《莊子‧天運》(G. Chen 377, 382; Pang 209-10). In a lost 
portion of the Zhuangzi, which was quoted in Yi wen lei ju, vol. 90, it is said that Laozi once saw Confucius lead five 
disciples walking in front of him. He asked who they were. As the person who replied finished introducing the five 
disciples, Laozi compared Confucius to the phoenix. 莊子曰：老子見孔子，從弟子五人，問曰：「為誰？」對
曰：「子路為勇，其次子貢為智，曾子為孝，顏回為仁，子張為式。」老子歎曰：「吾聞南方有鳥，其名
為鳳。. . . . . . 鳳鳥之文，戴聖嬰仁，右智左賢。」《藝文類聚》卷九十 (Ouyang 1558; Pang 210). 
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A. The birds follow the Zhao-ming because it looks like the phoenix. 
B. The Zhao-ming is not prudent, because it often flies down to the swamp to get 
the roes of eels for food. 
C1. The parrot says, “I heard that the phoenix perches on nothing but the Chinese 
parasol trees and eats nothing but the bamboo fruit. Now I see that [the Zhao-
ming] is probably its pseudo kind. I am going back to Long Mountain and will 
stop serving it.”  
Li’s rewrite of this fable combines Trigault’s idea and Zhuangzi’s yuyan in chapter 17, 
“Qiu shui [Autumn Floods],” of the Zhuangzi. It is said that when Zhuangzi’s friend Huishi was 
the prime minister of the Liang state, Zhuangzi went to visit him. Someone told Huishi that 
Zhuangzi was going to replace him in his position. Thus, Huishi felt anxious and searched for 
him in the state for three days. At last, Zhuangzi came to him and said,     
            In the south there is a bird called the Yuan-chu [a kind of bird like the phoenix] – 
I wonder if you’ve ever heard of it? The Yuan-chu rises up from the South Sea 
and flies to the North Sea, and it rests on nothing but the Chinese parasol trees, 
eats nothing but the bamboo fruit, and drinks only from springs of sweet water. 
Once there was an owl who had gotten hold of a half-rotten old rat, and as the 
Yuan-chu passed by, it raised its head, looked up at the Yuan-chu and said, 
“Shoo!” Now that you have this Liang state of yours, are you trying to shoo 
me?352 (G. Chen 442-43; trans. Watson with my modification and italics) 
In his fable, Li borrows Zhuangzi’s description of the Yuan-chu’s habitual nature to describe the 
phoenix as “perch[ing] on nothing but the Chinese parasol trees and eat[ing] nothing but the 
                                                
352 南方有鳥，其名為鵷鶵，子知之乎？夫鵷鶵，發於南海而飛於北海，非梧桐不止，非練實不食，非醴泉
不飲。於是鴟得腐鼠，鵷鶵過之，仰而視之曰：「嚇！」今子欲以子之梁國而嚇我邪？ 
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bamboo fruit.” He also takes up his theme of not willing to become an official, but specifies the 
reason as not finding the real ruler.  
Zhuangzi’s story is a yuyan inserted in an anecdote to illustrate the situation. One will 
find that it does not easily fit into the paradigm of Aesop’s fables. If we tried to make it fit, it 
would appear as follows:  
A. The Yuan-chu rises up from the South Sea and flies to the North Sea, and it 
rests on nothing but the Chinese parasol trees, eats nothing but the bamboo 
fruit, and drinks only from springs of sweet water. 
B. The Yuan-chu passes by an owl who has gotten hold of a half-rotten old rat. 
C1. The owl says, “Shoo!”  
We can find that without Zhuangzi’s precondition of the yuyan, it is not appropriate to add his 
comment at the end as the epimythium, because the reader will not understand what he is talking 
about. And, strictly speaking, B is a problem only from the owl’s point of view. To others, it 
rather looks like the initial situation, and the owl’s solution (C1) can be considered as the 
problem. In that way, there is no solution in this yuyan. If we deconstruct the whole anecdote as 
the body of the yuyan, the structure would be:    
A. Zhuangzi goes to visit Huishi. 
B. Huishi suspects that he has come to replace him as the prime minister of the 
Liang state. 
C3. Zhuangzi goes to tell him a story in which the owl protects his rotten rat by 
shooing the Yuan-chu, who eats only the decent food.  
Epimythium: Now that you have this Liang state of yours, are you trying to shoo 
me? 
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Each part makes sense in this structure. But to break down an anecdote in this way is not helpful, 
because the story told by the narrator to solve a situational problem will always stay as the 
solution in this paradigm and remain intact. Though it seems that a fable or a yuyan in practice 
has a structure of “a story within a story,” the genre of yuyan actually possesses a variety of 
forms due to its encompassing characteristics. In this case, Li successfully transplants and 
transforms part of Zhuangzi’s idea in Aesop’s pattern of storytelling.  
 
3. “The Mice’s Discernment”（鼠辨） 
 
Fable #18, “The Mice’s Discernment,” is the longest fable in Li’s Contemplation on 
Animals. It contains twenty-six lines in the original, which is about nine times longer than the 
shortest fable, “Imitating the Puppy” (a little less than three lines), in this collection. The whole 
fable, except the first four lines that set the context, consists of the mice’s ten accusations: They 
accuse the cat of being more harmful to human life than mice are. They also complain that the 
master treats mice unfairly. The context reads as follows:  
           In the western neighborhood, a cat owner bends bamboo shoots as a bed [for the 
cat] to lodge for the night; he catches fish [for the cat] to eat as the meal. . . . . . . 
This extreme care for the cat is due to the owner’s worry about the threat to the cat 
from the hound and the old hog. Someone asks the owner, where does the love 
[for the cat] come from? He replies that it is because of his [the owner’s] hatred 
for the mice. But the mice do not accept the cat owner’s explanation.  
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They appeal to him in a well-organized argument that I paraphrase from the very condensed 
classical Chinese:353 They tell the owner that the cat does five times more harm than the mice do 
but that the owner just does not realize that. The mice first defend themselves with the small 
matters they are often accused of and bring ten charges against the cat, who is so much larger 
than they are. They take only one grain among hundred thousand grains in the granary, drink a 
very small share of the wine, and gnaw on the spots of clothes of those who do not do the 
laundry, in order to punish them for their laziness. Since the cat is big, so is its damage. First, it 
stole the whole roast liver that the master prepared for his guest yesterday. The maid could not 
catch the cat and she cried. Second, on the New Year’s Eve, the meat that the master hung above 
the kitchen range was eaten by the cat at midnight. Third, whenever the master, his wife and 
children sit close to the fireplace, the cat, leaning against the calves of their legs, squats 
sluggishly. Its tail is hot and stinks so that no one can get near. Fourth, whenever the pretty and 
young mistress sleeps, the cat crouches on her chest, treads on the coverlet, and keeps coming 
back after being pushed away. Fifth, whenever the master has special guests and a feast is 
arranged in the courtyard, the guards sometimes get tired and the cat jumps on the table. Sixth, 
the mating of male and female is natural, but it should be done quietly. The cats roar and pant so 
                                                
353 西鄰有蓄貓者，折筍為床以便其宿，撈鮮為脯以待其餐。周旋在目，撫摩應手，旦出而不返，則建鼓以
求之，其愛護篤至，蓋慮獫犬艾豭，不能希其萬一也。或問此愛從何生，則以惡鼠故。於是羣鼠不服，憑
物而告主人曰：「擇害於家貓方倍蓰於我輩，主人不悟也。計吾鼠子之為竊也，倉囷餘粟萬千粒中之一粒
耳，佳釀即百甕，如不能飲，何醢餌果實由慢藏誨盜，我則稍分餘惠至無幾耳。裳服不勤浣者，吾則噬其
點汙，用懲怠惰。篚筐之脆薄者，逄其朽敗，則吾族之不肖者侵之，賢者不屑也。主人亦知貓之危害乎？
昨者主人戒客炙肝全具，彼貓一過啣曳而去，追之不及，婢涕如雨，其害一。主人除日懸肉竃，突彼階而
升，丙夜攖齕，天明視之僅存空革，其害二。主人婦子擁爐暢美，彼蠢然蹲踞兩脛跛倚，尾熱臭蒸不可嚮
邇，其害三。主婦少艾施襟薦枕，彼橫伏肘膺，蹈籍衾錦，揮去復來，獸亂人寢，其害四。貴客珍筵列於
庭際，守者偶倦，一躍狼戾，其害五。陰陽交媾，萬物自然，事貴密靜，而彼聲哮喧，驚夢赫嬰不得安眠
，其害六。此其小者也。嚮者公子病怯，惡聞喧嘩，乃惡聲震怖，而疾不可圖，其害七。偎抱種火焚其外
鞹，竄人積薪，圉廄延爍，其害八。最恨矢溺，必不棄地，遮藏掩浥，朽爛生蟻，其害九。貪食我輩，掀
尾揭縫，桷澑(liū)及樑，樑摧及棟，凡大廈之傾，而生人貽露處之痛，而主人夣夣也，其害十矣。我鼠子何
能為？乃殺我猶不快忿，而愛彼惟恐不足也。其無告知者乎？悲夫！縱豺狼而問狐狸者亦養貓之智矣！」
(Li 8-10). 
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loudly that they wake everyone up, especially the babies, who can hardly stay asleep. Seventh, 
when the master’s son was ill and hated to hear noise, the cat frightened him with its clamor and 
worsened his sickness. Eighth, holding the kindling to burn its own skin, the cat scurries into a 
woodpile, sets it on fire, and burns the stable. Ninth, what the mice hate the most is that the cat 
shits and pees, not on top of the soil, but hides its feces and urine, which decay later and attract 
ants. Tenth, because it loves to eat mice, the cat lifts up the end of everything to the point that it 
dislodges the rafters, causing the building to tilt and everyone to panic. The mice end their 
argument with a brilliant animal analogy: “Alas! It is as intelligent for an owner to raise a cat in 
order to catch mice as it is for a hunter to let go of wolves and hunt foxes.” 
Due to the peculiar characteristic of the mice’s monologue, certainly this fable cannot 
find any counterpart in Aesop’s fables or Chinese yuyan. However, it fits into Perry’s definition 
of an Aesopic fable, for it is fictitious and consists of an utterance that is told for the sake of 
persuasion. One thing that does not agree with the definition is that the fable does not describe 
something that happened in the past. Because there is no tense shifting in the grammar of 
Chinese, I translated the Chinese fables or yuyan into the present tense, unless they appear as 
anecdotes that the author intends to be taken as historical records. This fable might have been 
inspired by Trigault’s fable #12, “The House Mouse and the Wild Mouse,” a variant of “The 
Country Mouse and the City Mouse.” In the fable, the “house mouse,” rather than the city 
mouse, takes the wild mouse to a dangerous place, the house, and they are frightened by a cat 
instead of the men in Babrius’s fable, the structure of which we have already discussed earlier in 
this chapter. Actually, in Horace’s original version of the fable, inserted in Book 2 of his 
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Satires,354 it is dogs (“Molossian hounds”)355 that threaten the two mice (Fuchs 42). Clearly, the 
clue that relates to Li’s fable is the cat and the cat’s behavior when it appears in the scene 
described in Trigault’s fable: “The cat comes unexpectedly. The house mouse soon escapes 
through the hole. [Nevertheless,] the wild mouse does not escape at that instant. Because the cat 
is preoccupied with other food the mice left behind, it does not bother to catch the wild mouse. 
[Hence, the wild mouse] barely avoids [its death]. The cat eats its fill and leaves”356 (Ge 414; my 
translation). The cat is portrayed as preferring human food and neglecting its duty—catching the 
mice—and, therefore, bringing harm to human life instead.  
Li’s fable seems to react to this aspect from the mice’s point of view, for such a trait of 
the cat is not typical in the classical Aesopic fables, where it is described as having different 
tricks, perhaps second only to the fox, in order to catch mice and birds. For example, the cat may 
pretend to be dead, or to be a monk or bishop, in order to lure the mice; or the cat may disguise 
itself as a doctor to cheat the birds, or it may invite the birds to dinner. None of these suggests 
that the cat could lose interest in mice and bring harm to mankind. Only Odo of Cheriton in the 
thirteenth century touches upon the problem of the cat with the fable, “A Rat, a Cat, and Some 
Cheese,” to point out the issue of the bishops’ misusing the archdeacon to suppress the chaplain 
in a parish. For he ultimately “devours both the parish and the chaplain, i.e., both cheese and rat” 
(Jacobs 91). The fable is short and without any dialogue: “A man had a cheese in his pantry. And 
a rat got in and began to gnaw away. Then our paterfamilias thought over what he ought to do. 
                                                
354 Book 1 of the Satires was published around 35-33 BCE, and Book 2, where the fable appears, was published 
around 30/29 BCE (von Albrecht 712). According to scholars’ supposition, Babrius’s version was probably written 
in the late first century CE (Perry, Babrius xlviii). 
 
355 Molossis canibus (Horace 2.6, ll. 114-15). 
 
356 貓突至，屋鼠亟從穴孔逃去，野鼠猝無復之，適貓耽逐所棄食，不遑顧，僅以獲免，貓飽而退。Odo of 
Cheriton’s 13th century version has the title of “The House Mouse and the Field Mouse” and the mice’s enemy is 
also a cat. But the cat does not demonstrate such a behavior. It “pounced after him [the field mouse] and, 
immediately, our mouse leaped back toward the hole” (Jacobs 87). 
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Finally, having sought advice, he placed a mouser [cat] inside the pantry—and he devoured both 
the rat and the cheese as well” (ibid.). Li’s Putting the mice in the judicial context also reminds 
us of Odo’s well-known medieval fable, “Belling the Cat,” (or “The Mice and the Cat” in his 
collection), which also appears in the prologue to the fourteenth-century allegorical poem, Piers 
Plowman (Jacobs 129-130; Langland B-text ll. 146-208, pp. 6-8). The fable relates how the mice 
hold a council and come to a conclusion of belling the cat in order to warn themselves of danger, 
but they fail to carry it out because no mouse has the courage to put a bell around a cat’s neck. 
Both authors used the fable to criticize the oppression of the common people by high religious or 
political authorities. 
Indeed, several classical Chinese yuyan that stress this issue between the man, the cat, 
and the mice and are narrated from the man’s perspective appeared before Li’s Contemplation on 
Animals; for example, Liu Ji’s 劉基 (1311-1375) “The Cat of Zhongshan” (Zhongshan mao 中山
貓), Song Lian’s 宋濂 (1310-1381) “Shu’s Cats” (Shu shi li sheng 束氏狸狌), and Xue Xuan’s 
薛瑄 (1389-1464) “A Theory of the Cat” (Mao shuo 貓說). The first two were both brilliant 
scholars in the late Yuan and the early Ming Dynasties. And Xue, like Li Shixiong, also lived in 
the Ming period but about two centuries earlier. Liu Ji’s story tells of a man from the Zhao state 
who had a problem of mice. He got a cat from the Zhongshan state. After a month, not only the 
mice but also his chickens were eaten by the cat. His son complained about it, but this man did 
not care, because to him, the price was worthwhile (P. Chen 218; J. Liu 202-203). Song Lian’s 
story is about Mr. Shu of the Wei state, who really loved cats. He raised more than one hundred 
cats at home. These cats first ate all the mice in his house and then all those in his neighborhood. 
Because all the mice had been wiped out by them, the Shus had to buy meat to feed the cats. 
After a few years, the offspring of these cats knew nothing about mice. Now a man from the 
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south of the city suffered the problem of mice and borrowed a cat from Shu. Seeing the mice for 
the first time, the cat thought they were monsters. The latter also reckoned this cat had no skill at 
all and bit it (P. Chen 230; Song 1770). Xue Xuan’s “A Theory of the Cat,” describes what 
happened when Xue once raised a strong cat to deal with the mice problem. At first, he tied the 
cat with a rope to tame it. All the mice hesitated to get out of their holes. After he released the 
cat, the first thing it did was seize a newborn chick and eat it. His family wanted to beat the cat 
but he stopped them, for he believed that all capable beings had some defects. But as time went 
by, the cat did nothing except eat and romp. The mice found that the cat was useless so they 
came out to disturb the household as usual. Moreover, the cat ate more than half of the chicks in 
his house. Therefore, when the author’s family grabbed the cat and put it in front of him, he 
chastised it, whipped it, and sent it away357 (P. Chen 234; Xue vol. 11, p. 6). Compared to Odo’s 
fable, the narration of these yuyan is specific about details such as people, places, and times to 
ensure the truthfulness of the account. It does not provide an exact solution to the problem, but 
rather has an open ending, leaving the readers to decide for themselves.   
The authors of all the three Chinese yuyan told their stories from a human observer’s 
perspective, the third person’s point of view, with an emphasis on the cat. None of the animals 
really talks, except that the mice in Xue’s yuyan have a short dialogue to inform each other, a 
detail that is not essential to the plot. Li’s revolutionary creation in “The Mice’s Discernment” is 
to use the means of anthropomorphization to let the mice, the weak and long neglected party, 
                                                
357 余家苦鼠暴，乞諸人得一猫，形魁然大，爪牙銛且利，余私計鼠暴當不復慮矣。以其未馴也，縶維以伺候其
馴焉。群鼠聞其聲，相與窺其形，類有能者，恐其噬己也，屏不敢出穴者月餘日。既而以其馴也，遂鮮其維縶。
適覩出殼雞雛，鳴啾啾焉，遽起而捕之。比家人逐得，已下咽矣。家人欲執而擊之，余曰：「勿庸。物之有能者
必有病，噬雛是其病也，獨無捕鼠之能乎？」遂釋之矣。已則伈伈泯泯，饑哺飽嬉，一無所為。群鼠復潛視，以
為彼將匿形致己也，猶屏伏不敢出。既而鼠窺之益熟，覺其無他異，遂歷穴相告曰：「彼無為也。」遂偕其類復
出，為暴如故。余方恠(guài)其，然復有雞雛過堂下者，又亟往捕之而走。追則囓者過半矣。余之家人執之至
前，數之曰：「天之生材不齊，有能者必有病，舎其病，猶可用其能也。今汝無捕鼠之能，有噬雞之病，真天下
之棄材也哉！」遂笞而放之。(Xue, vol. 11, 6). 
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speak for themselves. The wild mouse’s wisdom of returning to the field in Trigault’s “The 
House Mouse and the Wild Mouse” might have inspired Li to conceptualize the mice’s long, 
logical accusations against the cat. The three Chinese yuyan all focus on the problem that a man 
encounters when raising a cat/cats to handle the mice. Comparing them, we can find one element 
that determines the difference, i.e., the change of the cat’s behavior changes the man’s reaction 
toward it.  
In Li’s fable, the mice’s dialogue takes almost the whole length of the story. It becomes 
almost meaningless to break it down for the structure. If we do, it would look like this:  
A. The master loves the cat because he hates the mice. 
B. The mice think it unfair. 
C1. The mice charge the cat with ten accusations and say, “It is as intelligent for 
an owner to raise a cat in order to catch mice as it is for a hunter to let go of 
wolves and hunt foxes.”  
Apart from supplementing the Chinese traditional viewpoint, Li’s arrangement is also related to 
the other two fables of the cat that come before this fable in his book. They are discussed in the 
following section.  
 
Re-Creation 
 
1. “The Neglecting Cat”（曠貓） 
  
To understand Li’s choice of giving the mice a voice, we have to look at the other two 
fables that center on the issue of the cat and the mice. His fable #3, “The Neglecting Cat,” might 
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have been adapted from Xue Xuan’s “A Theory of the Cat” due to the similarities of the 
storyline:  
            The cat’s duty is to regulate the mice so that all people raise it with care. An old 
farmer hates the mice’s damage to his property. He is pleased to have obtained a 
huge cat and, stroking its fur, feeds it with rich food. He orders the cat: “If there is 
anyone unpeaceful that likes to destroy and do harm to my house, you punish him 
for me.” The cat stares with its big round eyes and opens its mouth to show its 
sharp teeth, looking very powerful. The master is even happier. After a few days, 
his trouble with the mice remains. The master looks for the reason. The cat sits on 
a height, wiping its face with saliva. Along the kitchen range, it only licks its lips 
and sleeps deeply. Then the big mouse tells the small mouse, “You are nimble and 
witty. Why don’t you try the cat?” The small mouse secretly passes in front of the 
cat, who does not even notice. The small mouse runs to inform the big mouse, 
saying, “It only wants to eat its fill. We can serve it with dainties delivered from 
afar and it will be too distracted to eat us.” Hence, they all transport what they 
have got to the cat. The cat enjoys them, leaving the mice alone. Later on, the 
mice grow even fiercer. The master, in anger, goes to punish the cat, but the cat 
runs out of the house and has no concern for its old master.358 (Li 2; my 
translation) 
                                                
358 貓職治鼠，故人皆珍畜之。田舍翁惡鼠之害物也，得巨貓而喜，循其毛羽飼以膏腴，命之曰：「有貪殘
不靖害於予家者，汝若予治。」貓為環眼張牙狀甚武，主人益喜。越數日鼠害如故，主人跡之，貓則高坐
唾臉，循廚竃舐唇熟睡而已。於是大鼠謂小鼠曰：「汝便捷多智，盍嘗試之？」小鼠密過貓前，貓不為覺
，小鼠奔謂大鼠曰：「此不過欲飽腹耳，吾輩遠致珍饈事之，其口可以箝也。」於是僉輦 (qiān niăn) 所得
於貓，貓甘之，置羣鼠不問，後鼠益甚。主人怒將執貓誅之，而貓踰他家不顧舊主人矣。 
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Xue’s yuyan in Li’s rewrite becomes Aesopic through the anthropomorphization on the mice’s 
part and the simplification of the structure of the story. In the original yuyan, the narrator 
undergoes three stages of revelation when observing the cat and tells the story with the first 
person point of view. The structure consists of three cycles, but the details of the yuyan do not fit 
in my definition of the initial situation, problem, and solution entirely. A loose outline of the 
structure below will serve as a basis for comparison: 
1. A+B. The mice at my house are fierce. 
C2. I get a strong cat and tie it with a rope to tame it. The mice do not dare to 
come out. 
2. A. I undo the rope on the cat. 
B. The cat eats a newborn chick. 
C3. My family want to beat the cat, but I stop them and say, “All capable beings 
have some defects. Eating chicks is the cat’s defect. Would it not also possess 
the ability to catch mice?”  
3. A. The cat does nothing except eat and romp. The mice inform each other that the 
cat is useless.  
 B. The mice come out to disturb the household as usual, and the cat eats more 
than half of the chicks in my house.  
C3. My family grabs the cat and puts it in front of me. I chastise it: “Everyone’s 
natural talent is not the same. One who has talent must also have defects; 
abandoning his defects, he can still use his talent. Now you have no talent of 
catching mice but the defect of eating chicks. Indeed you are like those who 
[on the contrary] abandon their talent!” This said, I whip it and send it away.   
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The initial situation is the same as the problem in the first cycle of Xue’s yuyan. Since it is told 
from the first person point of view, the problems in the story are naturally the narrator’s 
problems. After Li’s adaptation, the structure is as follows:  
A. An old farmer gets a cat to deal with the mice. 
B. The mice think that the cat could be a threat. The master finds that the cat only 
sits and sleeps.  
C3. The mice test and feed the cat to appease it, and then they grow fiercer. The 
farmer wants to punish the cat because it neglects its duty. The cat flees 
without concern for its old master.  
In this structure, B shows that both the mice and the master suffer because of the cat: one worries 
that it may carry out its duty, the other worries that it may not. Due to the switch to the third 
person narrative mode, Li conveniently reveals the opposite mindsets of both parties toward one 
thing without much extra description. Yet the story still maintains the simplicity and stays within 
the paradigm. Anthropomorphization of the mice largely facilitates this task. The master talks to 
the cat, though the cat does not reply; and the conversation between the mice creates a lively 
picture for the scene. In Xue’s version, there is only description about the mice’s observation of 
the cat, and their communication is limited to one short sentence, “It [the cat] takes no action. 彼
無為也” Li develops this sentence into a small drama played by “the big mouse” and “the small 
mouse,” who appear to show more wisdom than the farmer and the cat. On the whole, it seems 
that Li makes the cat mute because it is the target to be criticized in this fable. The master, the 
cat, and the mice may parallel the roles of the ruler, the officials favored by the ruler, and the 
rebellious group at the imperial court or at the lower level of society. As in “The Talented Fox,” 
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Li condemns the ruler’s lack of the insight to perceive one’s talent and to employ the right 
person to govern public affairs. 
 
2. “The Buddhist Cat”（佛貓） 
 
Continuing the battle between the cat and the mice, Li’s fable #17, “The Buddhist Cat,” is 
the fable right before “The Mice’s Discernment.” In this fable, Li’s predilection for the mice is 
more explicit than in the last one:  
            A child plays with beads. By accident, he drops them into fishy-smelling water 
and leaves them there. A cat smells the scent and thinks that the beads are fish. He 
holds the beads in his mouth while walking. All the mice see it and say, “This sir 
is praying to Buddha. We have a way out!” Soon after, a mouse passes by. The cat 
suddenly abandons the beads and gnaws at the mouse. The mice cry, “It chews the 
fur, bones, blood, and marrow to the last bit. This sir becomes crueler than before 
it converted to Buddhism!”359 (Li 8; my translation) 
Zhu Puwen points out that this story is taken from Fubai zhuren’s (Master Fubai) Xiao lin (“The 
Forest of Laughter”), a collection of jokes compiled in the Ming dynasty. Let us look at the 
original version, “Being a Vegetarian:”  
            A cat wears beads on his neck by accident. A mouse sees it and says joyfully, 
“The cat has turned vegetarian.” He leads his offspring to thank the cat. The cat 
[suddenly] cries out loud and gulps down several mice in a row. The mouse takes 
                                                
359 小兒持念珠為戲，偶墜魚腥水中，棄之去。貓聞腥以為鮮也，啣珠而走，羣鼠窺之，齊聲曰：「乃公念
佛矣！吾輩有生路矣！」頃之，一鼠過，貓遽舍珠而囓鼠。老鼠泣曰：「毛骨血髓嚼盡無餘，乃公念佛後
又狠於前矣！」 
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flight in haste and then escapes. Sticking out his tongue, the mouse says, “He 
becomes more atrocious after turning into a vegetarian”360 (Fubai 230; my 
translation).  
We can see from this version that Li supplements the reason to explain how the cat picks up the 
beads and how fast he abandons them in order to eat the mouse. The relation between beads and 
vegetarianism is made lucid by directly referring to the beads as a symbol of Buddhism. This 
replacement of the terms reveals Li’s intention of dealing with ideology (religion) rather than 
physical need (food consumption); thought rather than material. The light-hearted reactions of 
the mouse in the original story are also replaced with the mice’s sincere joy and distress about 
their survival. With these modifications, Li stresses the moral lesson, and the joke turns into a 
fable.  
In the West, Odo wrote a fable with a similar concept in the thirteenth century. It is called 
“The Cat Who Made Himself a Monk”: 
            In a monastic dining hall there lived a cat who had caught and killed all the 
mice—one huge mouse excepted. The cat thought over just how he might deceive 
and devour that huge mouse. Finally he shaved a tonsure for himself, put on a 
cowl, and feigned being a monk. And he sat down and proceeded to eat among the 
other monks. Seeing this, our mouse—believing that nobody wanted to harm 
him—was delighted. So he frolicked here and there while the cat, still 
dissimulating, averted his eyes from this folly. At last, quite carelessly, the mouse 
pranced in close to the cat. Then indeed the cat boldly seized him with his claws 
and held him fast. Said the mouse: “Why are you doing something so cruel? Why 
                                                
360 貓項下偶帶數珠，老鼠見之，喜曰：「貓吃素矣。」率其子孫詣貓言謝。貓大叫一聲，連啖數鼠。老鼠
急走，乃脫，伸舌曰：「他吃素後越兇了。」 
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don’t you put me down? Weren’t you made a monk?” The cat replied: “You 
certainly aren’t going to speak with such eloquence that I’ll put you down, 
Brother. When I so wish, I am a monk; and when I wish, I’m a canon.” And he 
devoured the mouse.  
                     Thus many (finding themselves unable to get the riches and other things they 
desire) fast and feign the role of good and holy men, even though they are actually 
hypocrites and demons giving themselves the appearance of the angel of light. 
While others make themselves monks in order to become cellar masters, priors, 
abbots, and bishops. And thus they tonsure themselves so that they can seize upon 
one particular mouse. Then afterwards—when they illicitly have whatever they 
desired—you’ll find yourself incapable of speaking with the eloquence needed to 
make them put down their mouse. (Jacobs 85) 
Odo’s fable is followed by a long explanation that interprets the fable in the light of a corrupt 
church. He clearly points out the difference between appearance and essence/reality; the latter is 
specifically represented by the actions in the fable. We have also seen this theme in Li’s “The 
Pseudo-Phoenix,” “The Neglecting Cat,” and “The Buddhist Cat,” which address a similar issue 
of the incongruity between name and substance (ming bu fu shi 名不副實). In Li’s and Odo’s 
fables, religion becomes only a cover for evildoers to fulfill their schemes. Yet differences exist 
in the ways they narrate their stories. Instead of deliberately disguising itself as a Buddhist, the 
cat in Li’s fable picks up the beads simply because they smell like fish. Also, the mice, who are 
so smart, discover through observation the cat’s change and then find out that the cat is not really 
what it appears to be. Li might not want to attack Buddhism or let the cat look as if it possessed 
any intelligence, so he lets the cat’s religious disguise happen by chance. As in the previous two 
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fables about the feud between the cat and the mice, the cat is also speechless in this fable. The 
mice’s dialogues naturally express feelings of hope and frustration and soon win over the 
reader’s sympathy. On the contrary, the cat in Odo’s portrayal is the smart one, who really 
knows how to “feign being a monk” in order to deceive the mouse. The censure on the cat is 
much stronger and sarcastic by making it say to the mouse, “You certainly aren’t going to speak 
with such eloquence that I’ll put you down, Brother. When I so wish, I am a monk; and when I 
wish, I’m a canon.” The religious terms, such as “Brother,” “monk,” and “canon,” are especially 
significant in Odo’s work. For Odo the cat is no longer a cat, but, as he says in the moral, a 
hypocrite and demon who gives himself “the appearance of the angel of light.” In this way, even 
the animal character takes on the double roles, as a monk or a hypocrite, an angel or a demon. 
The narrative structure of Odo’s fable is as follows: 
A. A cat that lives in the monastic dining room kills all mice except a huge one. 
B. The cat thinks over how he may deceive and devour that huge mouse. 
C3. He feigns being a monk and seizes the mouse. Before devouring him, he says 
“You certainly aren’t going to speak with such eloquence that I’ll put you 
down, Brother. When I so wish, I am a monk; and when I wish, I’m a canon.” 
Epimythium: Many hypocrites and demons put on the appearance of the angel of 
light in order to get what they desire. They also make you lose your eloquence to 
stop them. 
Li’s fable, though shorter, actually has two cycles: 
A. A child drops beads into fishy-smelling water and leaves them there. A cat 
smells them and thinks they are fish.  
B. The cat holds the beads in its mouth while walking.  
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C1. The mice say, “This sir is praying to Buddha. We have a way out!”  
A. A mouse passes by the cat.  
B. The cat suddenly abandons the beads and gnaws at the mouse.  
C1. The mice cry, “It chews the fur, bones, blood, and marrow to the last bit. This 
sir becomes crueler than before it converted to Buddhism!” 
In the same way that Li adapted Trigault’s fable “The War between the Birds and the Beasts” to 
write his “The Talented Fox,” here, Li’s fable shows that the complexity of the plot, rather than 
the elaboration of the details, is his main concern. The human character—the child—however, is 
not an absolutely necessary agent at the beginning of the story.   
 
3. “The Old Bug” （老虫） 
   
Li’s intention of focusing on the issue of the incongruity between appearance and reality, 
vis-à-vis name and substance, is illuminated with the fable that he directly took from the Chinese 
yuyan writer, Jiang Yingke. It may not be a coincidence that the story is also related to the 
mouse. Before “The Buddhist Cat” lies fable #16, “The Old Bug,” the fable that Li explicitly 
borrows from Jiang Yingke’s “A Mouse’s Skill with a Tiger’s Name” (Shu ji hu ming 鼠技虎名) 
in The Novel of Snow Pavilion. I translate Jiang’s yuyan as follows: 
           The people of the Chu state call the tiger, “the old bug;” the people in Gusu361 call 
the mouse, “the old bug.” I worked as an official in Changzhou county [located in 
Suzhou], and once went to Loudong [Taicang city in Jiangsu province] and stayed 
in an inn near the post. After I put out the candle and went to bed, suddenly there 
                                                
361 Gusu was the capital of the Wu state in the Spring and Autumn period (770 – 404 BCE); it is now called Suzhou, 
a city in Jiangsu province. 
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was a noise of something moving quickly among the bowls and plates. I asked 
what that was. The young gatekeeper answered, “It is an old bug.” As a man from 
Chu, I was puzzled greatly and said, “How can such a beast appear in the city?” 
The boy said, “It is no beast other than the mouse.” I said, “Why is a mouse called 
‘the old bug’?” The boy explained that it was called thus because of the custom of 
the Wu state.  
                     Alas! The mouse assumes the name of ‘the old bug,’ which puzzles me and 
makes me want to run. On second thought, I laughed about it for quite a while. 
But nowadays, there are many who assume empty names to astound the world. 
Can the stately official dresses and caps, with a drooped girdle and countless 
seals that are attached with long silk ribbons, certainly hold back the burgeoning 
of evil, subdue the powerful, and destroy bullies? [When staying] in military tents, 
can those who depend on tall caps and long swords, hold to the battle ax and the 
army banner, certainly resist gangs of bandits, curbing the northern tribes and 
southern Yi,362 as in ancient times, people like Sun Wu, Wu Qi, Bai Qi, and Wang 
Jian did?363 When one suddenly heard their names, working overwhelmingly and 
clamorously, [these names] are not different from the old bug. Slowly, [people] 
bow to those who hold in their hands the signs of power. This is just the skill of 
the mouse [here, a great name for a petty animal].364 As for those who hold the 
skill of the mouse and assume the name of the tiger to stand above the people, they 
                                                
362 Yi is a minority nationality, whose people are distributed in Sichuan, Yunnan, Guizhou, and Guangxi provinces. 
 
363 Sun Wu, Wu Qi, Bai Qi, and Wang Jian (孫武、吳起、白起、王翦) were four renowned military generals 
during the periods of the Spring and Autumn (770-404 BCE) and the Warring States (403-221 BCE) (Jiang 5).  
 
364 Jiang compares the mouse, which takes on a great name, “the old bug,” to scare people, with those who hold a 
means of power in order to enjoy the honor that they do not deserve.  
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belong to the species of the mice [mean fellows]. [In this respect,] should one not 
have great concern for the affairs all over the country? 
                    I checked the brief history of the Tang dynasty, which says, “The big bug [the 
tiger] and the mouse are both among the twelve guardians of the twelve two-hour 
periods of a day.” Thus that the people of the Wu state called the mouse, “the old 
bug,” is actually a mistake.365 (my translation; italics are made to indicate the 
parts deleted by Li)  
In his adaptation, Li abandons first-person narration and invents a character he calls “the official 
of the Chu state.” He also corrects the redundancy in the conversation and condenses what Jiang 
thinks in reaction to the incident, which can serve as the moral of the story:  
           The people of the Chu state call the tiger, “the old bug;” the people in Gusu call 
the mouse, “the old bug.” [Once] an official of the Chu state went to Loudong and 
stayed in an inn near the post. After he put out the candle and went to bed, 
suddenly there was a noise of something moving quickly. The official asked what 
that was. The young gatekeeper answered, “It is an old bug.” The official of the 
Chu was puzzled, “How can such a beast appear in the city?” The boy said, “It is 
no beast other than the mouse, which is called thus because of the custom of the 
Wu state.” The official said, “The mouse assumes the name of ‘the old bug,’ 
which puzzles me and makes me want to run. Nowadays, those who depend on 
                                                
365 楚人謂虎為 “老虫”，姑蘇人謂鼠為 “老虫”。余官長洲，以事至婁東，宿郵館，滅燭就寢。忽碗碟砉然有
聲，余問故，閽童答曰： “老虫。” 余楚人也，不勝驚錯，曰：“城中安得有此獸？” 童曰：“非他獸，鼠也
。” 余曰： “鼠何名老虫？” 童謂吳俗相傳爾耳。 
     嗟嗟，鼠冒老虫之名，至使余驚錯欲走，徐而思之，良足發笑。然今天下冒虛名、駭俗耳者不少矣：堂
皇之上，端冕垂紳，印累累而綬若若者，果能遏邪萌、折權貴、摧豪強歟？牙帳之內，高冠大劍，左秉鉞
，右仗纛者，果能禦群盜、北遏虜、南遏諸夷，如古孫、吳、起、翦之儔歟？驟而聆其名，赫然喧然，無
異於老虫也；徐而叩所挾，止鼠技耳。夫至於挾鼠技，冒虎名，立民上者皆鼠輩，天下事不可大憂耶？ 
     余按唐小史有云：“大虫，老鼠，同列十二時神。” 則吳人呼鼠為老虫原誤。(Jiang 4). 
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tall caps and long swords, and hold to the battleaxe and the army banner, are not 
different from the old bugs. Slowly, [people] bow to those who hold in their hands 
the signs of power. This is just the skill of the mouse. Even though it is just the 
mouse, how can one not be frightened away?”366 (Li 7-8; my translation)    
Since the storyline remains the same as the original, there is no doubt that Li felt the need to put 
this yuyan, slightly modified, in his work. The official’s words were originally presented as the 
reflection in his mind with a lot more details. His long comment makes the original yuyan fit into 
the pattern of exposition and argumentation. The specific examples from history that Jiang 
provides further show that, though the story itself can be used as an interesting example, his 
comments are still too personal. In this case, Li condenses the yuyan in order to maintain the 
form of the stories he writes in this work. That is to say, he might want to make the yuyan look 
like a fable, while at the same time, the misrepresentation of name and substance cannot be fully 
displayed if he changes the elements such as the identities of the states or places. After all, he 
must explain the origin of the term, “the old bug,” which he uses as the title of this fable. The 
term has a regional color and historical background, which also make this title stand out from all 
the others. Any fabricated information about it would make this story unconvincing. So Li 
chooses to keep the factual part and trim the author’s comments. This fable becomes the only 
fable in this work that is based on historical facts. Hence, we should not neglect the lesson he 
tries to bring before the reader with it. As for the structure of this fable, we can easily break it 
down according to our paradigm: 
                                                
366 楚人呼虎為老虫，姑蘓人謂鼠為老虫。楚吏至婁東，宿郵館，滅燭就寢，忽砉 (huò) 然有聲，吏問故，
閽童答曰：「老虫也。」楚吏驚錯曰：「城中安得此獸？」童曰：「非他獸，鼠也。吳俗傳呼云耳。」吏
曰：「鼠冒老虫之名，使余驚錯欲走，今之高冠大劍，秉鉞杖纛者，赫然無異老虫也。徐而叩所挾，正鼠
技耳，雖鼠耳，安得不驚走哉？」 
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A. The people of the Chu state call the tiger, “the old bug,” a term that the people 
of the Wu state use to call the mouse. An official of Chu goes to Wu’s place. 
B. He hears a sound while sleeping in an inn. The gatekeeper tells him that is an 
old bug. 
C1. He asks, “How can such a beast appear in the city?” and the gatekeeper 
explains that the old bug means the mouse. The official says, “Nowadays, 
those who depend on tall caps and long swords . . .  are not different from the 
old bugs. . . . This is just the skill of the mouse. Even though it is just the 
mouse, how can one not be frightened away?” 
 
4. “Depending on the Tiger” （憑虎） 
 
Li’s fable #14 “Depending on the Tiger” is another fable that explicitly involves 
geographical elements and the identity of the character. He borrowed this story from Tu 
Benjun‘s 屠本畯 Aizi wai yu《艾子外語》(Unoffical Comments of Master Ai), a work in the 
Ming Dynasty, with little change, but his selection of this yuyan to be included in this fable 
collection shows Li’s intention of combining both western and Chinese ways of telling stories for 
the sake of giving a trenchant lesson. The following is my translation of his fable:  
            The people in Dongmeng Mountain367 shout that a tiger is coming. Aizi [Master 
Ai] is gathering tea plants [nearby] and watches from the cliff. [He] hears the 
snake tell the tiger, “[Whenever] you come out, people keep out of the way and 
the beasts run in panic. Your pomp and power are glorious. When I come out and 
                                                
367 Dongmeng Mountain is located in Yongjia county in Zhejiang province. 
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am not trampled by mankind, [I call it] good luck. I would like to depend on the 
kindness and benefit that you received from above to honor the lofty mountain. 
What should I do?” The tiger says, “You can ride on my back.” The snake 
therefore leans on the tiger. [They go] no more than a few li. The snake, whose 
nature is untamed, winds tightly around the tiger. The tiger carries the snake to the 
mountain recess and jumps up, breaking the snake in two. In rage, the snake says, 
“Depending on [another] for a moment harms my whole life. Alas!” It is not that 
the tiger wants to harm him, but the tiger almost gets strangled [by him]. Aizi 
says, “Relying on another’s power to assume the air of authority, one praises 
another’s favor for a little while but will eventually incur misfortune [to 
himself].”368 (Li 6-7; my translation) 
Aizi (Master Ai) is a fictional character in the Aizi za shou (The Miscellaneous Comments of 
Master Ai), assumed to have been written by Su Shi (1037 – 1101 CE). According to Chen 
Puqing, it is the earliest Chinese work that has been composed for yuyan only. I have introduced 
this work in chapter 2 of this dissertation.369 Tu Benjun wrote an unofficial sequel to this famous 
work in the Ming Dynasty. It is not a coincidence that Li chose to include this story. Once the 
reader of the Aizi za shou, encounters the name, “Aizi,” he should be able to identify it 
immediately or, even better, to associate it with its historical background. The character has been 
set to be a courtier serving King Xuan of Qi in the Warring States period, a time when the yuyan 
of the persuaders flourished. Moreover, the fable echoes the famous story in the Legends of the 
                                                
368 東蒙山中人喧傳虎來，艾子采茗，從壁上觀。聞蛇告虎曰：「君出而人民辟易，禽獸奔駭，勢烜赫哉！
余出而免人踐踏，幸矣！欲憑寵靈，光輝山嶽，何道而可？」虎曰：「憑余驅而行，可耳。」蛇於是憑虎
，未數里，蛇性不馴，虎被緊纏，負嵎聳躍，蛇分兩段。蛇怒曰：「憑得片時，害却一生，哀哉！」虎不
如是，幾被纏殺。艾子曰：「倚勢作威，榮施一時，終獲作灾。」 
 
369 See chapter 2, section “Satirical Yuyan.” 
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Warring States about how a fox depends on a tiger’s power to frighten all the other animals, 
which I mentioned previously in this chapter in the section on “The Talented Fox.” In that yuyan, 
the fox simply walks after the tiger, and here, the snake stays on its back, above the tiger. Both 
use the other, the tiger, as a tool to create an appearance of power. Nevertheless, the outcome of 
the snake is a straightforward warning that counters the wolf’s ending comment in “The Talented 
Fox”—“Hiring a talented official is far better than hiring several upright officials”—where the 
author lets the wolf praise the fox just to condemn moral degradation. In case the reader does not 
sense the ironic tone in this line, “Depending on the Tiger” more explicitly demonstrates the risk 
for anyone who practices this cunning strategy.  
The fable has one yuyan character, Aizi, and two talking animals, the snake and tiger, 
who act out the theme of “The Tiger and the Fox,” in The Legends of the Warring State. It seems 
that Li Shixiong manages to present a fable that combines characteristics of both Chinese yuyan 
and Aesop’s fables. The idea that the snake asks to get on the tiger’s back is somewhat related to 
Trigault’s fable #20, “The Pigeon that Pretends to Fly the Highest.” That fable tells that in a 
competition of selecting the king of birds, the pigeon secretly attaches itself to the back of a big 
bird, and when the latter flies above all the others in the sky and feels tired, the pigeon starts to 
fly from its back. Hence, it flies higher than any other bird and becomes the king. The moral is 
that “A petty man uses tactics to arrogate the honor of the respectable people; therefore, those 
who take control should not let others rely on their power”370 (Ge 416). But here, we are given 
the information of the place, Dongmeng Mountain, and a human character, Aizi, as the witness. 
The structure of the story is as follows: 
                                                
370 小夫任術，遂擅其尊。故御下者，不可使人有所托。 
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A. Aizi is gathering tea plants in Dongmeng Mountain. He watches what happens 
between the tiger and the snake. 
B. The snake envies the tiger’s stature and asks to depend on it to honor the lofty 
mountain. 
C3. The tiger agrees and carries the snake to walk in the mountain. 
A. They go no more than a few li. 
          B. The snake, whose nature is untamed, winds tightly around the tiger.  
          C3. The tiger carries the snake to the mountain recess and jumps up, breaking the 
snake in two. The snake says, “Depending on [another] for a moment harms 
my whole life. Alas!”  
          Epimythium: Aizi says, “Relying on another’s power to assume the air of 
authority, one praises another’s favor for a little while but will eventually incur 
misfortune [to himself].”  
In the first cycle, it is the snake that has a problem; in the second cycle, the snake becomes the 
tiger’s problem. Aizi’s comment may be taken as the epimythium of this fable, but we have to be 
careful because in a literary work, the character’s opinion is not necessarily the same as the 
author’s opinion. This might be why Li tends to let his characters have the last words. He does 
not want his fables to have only one meaning. Right after the snake laments its sorrow, the 
narrator explains the whole thing objectively: “It is not that the tiger wants to harm him, but the 
tiger almost gets strangled [by him].” This is where Li made an explicit change in the text. In the 
original story, it was the tiger who made it clear: “Not true. I almost got strangled!” 虎曰：「不
如是，幾被纏殺！」 (Tu 2). However, the voice is shifted to the narrator in Li’s adapted 
version. In the light of the structure, this explanation is unnecessary because there are already the 
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snake’s and Aizi’s lines to elucidate the lesson of this story from the snake’s situation. The 
narrator’s explanation, therefore, can be seen as a reminder by the author that we should consider 
the situations on both sides. One minor change lies in Aizi’s final comment. In Tu’s original text, 
Aizi says “Relying on another’s power to assume the air of authority, one praises another’s favor 
for a little while but will eventually incur misfortune [to himself]. Be warned [jie zhi 戒之]!” 
(ibid., my italics). The fact that Li removed “Be warned” seems to be an attempt to avoid letting 
Aizi assume the role of the narrator and thus make him a more natural character in the story. 
Li often refrains from giving the epimythium himself in the narrator’s voice. In so doing, 
he maintains a certain openness of interpretation. Among his twenty fables, only in fable #9, 
“The Shadow of Meat,” one of the fables he borrows from Analogy, does he express his opinion 
by saying, “Is it only this dog in this world who loses what he has with himself for the shadow of 
meat?” And in fable #13, “The Frogs’ Terror,” which is the same as Analogy fable #22, “The 
Cowardly Rabbits and the Frogs,” he quotes the epimythium from Trigault, changing it slightly: 
“The Westerner says, ‘All living things have restrictions. Don’t feel sad about yourself. If one 
can be without worry or fear, will he [still] be overpowered by others?”371 (Li 6; my translation). 
The last question has been altered from Trigault’s version, “does that mean he can overpower 
all? 豈為能制人”372 (Ge 417). Interestingly, the alteration leads the original moral in an opposite 
direction, which may constitute a completely different interpretation due to the shift of 
viewpoints. With Li’s change, the answer to the question is not so self-evident in the context. 
Trigault means to say that even if one can be without worry or fear, he cannot overpower all 
because all living things have restrictions. In contrast, Li expands the question to the 
                                                
371 西士曰：有生者，夫各有所制矣，毋自慽也，雖然不憂不懼，豈為人制？ 
 
372 See also chapter 5 of this dissertation for de Pantoja’s and Trigault’s adaptations of this fable. 
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philosophical sphere. His question poses the following problems: can anyone really live without 
worry or fear? If one can, will he still be overpowered by others? Based on two or three 
directions of thinking, depending on the number of characters present in a story, the structures of 
his inspired or created fables usually consist of more than one cycle. As we know, one person’s 
solution can be another’s problem, and when every character has an opinion about an incident, 
the story can never be concluded with one voice. If it is, the conclusion (epimythium) is 
arbitrarily decided upon by the author. 
The main reason that western fables almost always have a promythium or epimythium 
might come from the original design of the fable collection—to serve for the convenience of an 
orator, who can draw on any fable at the moment of need. The moral of a fable may vary 
according to the point the speaker wants to make, but it is seldom the case that a fable is left 
without the narrator’s epimythium, or more than one character’s problem is revealed as the main 
part of the structure. These features in Li’s fables allow complexities in varying degrees, but they 
also cause ambiguities in the narratives of the fable.  
To explain the transformation that Li makes in the structure of his fable-telling, let us 
look briefly into the differences in modes of thought attributed to western writers and Chinese 
writers. As A. C. Graham observes this phenomenon in Chinese literary history:  
            It is well known that almost all Chinese philosophical “systems” are practical, 
moral, or mystical philosophies of life, indifferent to abstract speculation. It is 
therefore not surprising that Chinese thinkers have cared little for the forms of 
reasoning, except under the pressure of the acute controversies of the third century 
BCE. What is surprising is the almost exclusive interest of Chinese philosophers 
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in the problem of names and the fact that even those who advanced from the name 
to the sentence studied the parallelism of sentences rather than their analysis.  
                     A reason for this interest can be found in the Chinese language, which 
organizes uninflected words solely according to word order and the placing of 
particles. Without the inflections . . . the Chinese sentence, until recently, almost 
defied analysis. (416-17) 
What caused the controversies in the third century BCE was Zhuangzi’s rejection to “all dialectic 
on the grounds that names have only an arbitrary connection with objects and that any point of 
view is right for those who accept the choice of names it assumes”373 (ibid. 415). It is noteworthy 
that Neo-Confucianism, a philosophical movement that started in the Song dynasty (960-1279) 
and that prevailed in Li Shixiong’s time till the abolishment of imperialism, undermines the 
importance of sequential thought or “logic” in the western sense (ibid. 416).  
However, this does not mean that Li’s fables are opposed to thinking itself, but rather that 
they open up what in western thought would be considered syllogistic reasoning. His fables do 
this through displaying multi-purpose syllogistic or chain arguments. Hajime Nakamura, in his 
Ways of Thinking of Eastern Peoples (1997), proposes that logic is “one of the most important 
keys for the study of the features of the ways of thinking of a people” (8). He defines the 
compound syllogism as “a form which joins together complete syllogisms” (ibid.). What Li’s 
fables present are open texts without definite conclusions to the syllogisms implied in each 
situation. Nakamura might call them, “abbreviated, or incomplete, syllogisms.” By ending the 
story with the characters’ opinions, Li avoids using the authority of an author and creates 
vagueness for other possible interpretations. Take some of his adapted and created fables as 
                                                
373 The controversies that took place in the third century were the Mohists’ responses to Zhuangzi with the Mohist 
Canons systemizing dialectic. Besides the Mohists, at the same period, only Xunzi, a follower of Confucianism, 
wrote a treatise that specifies the discussion of names (Graham 415). 
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examples: The crippled ass is commented by the ewe, instead of by the author, as exhausting 
himself because of greed; the wolf’s comment at the end of “The Talented Fox” is obviously a 
misleading one; and “The Neglecting Cat” ends with a pure description of the cat’s fleeing the 
house without any judgment. It is clear that Li prefers to offer views from different characters, or 
descriptions contrary to any fixed comments from Trigault, in order to open the story to more 
than one interpretation. Because he does so, the unconcluded endings show how wrong people 
can be in just knowing the true identity of a small animal in the fables, let alone knowing that of 
a human being.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Although, like Dong Deyong, Li was also a supporter of Confucianism, and his goals 
might somewhat overlap with Dong’s; nevertheless, the two authors’ methods of writing are 
diverse: one is a historical anthologist who relies on past facts and his critiques, the other an 
artistic writer who rewrites and creates stories that seem to have not taken place, nor will ever 
happen, but that can directly reflect his society. Even though the anecdote about “the old bug” 
stresses historical and regional factuality, the abstraction is actually the key that makes Li’s work 
cross the barrier of time and still apply to the modern world. Dong’s work highly emphasizes 
fundamental Confucian morality by recalling the past, while Li’s work concentrates on the 
deviation or manipulation of names or appearance in order to respond to the social problems in 
his time.    
Li’s fables, including those not discussed in this chapter, mostly revolve around the 
discrepancies between appearance and essence or reality as well as between name and substance. 
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The latter is clearly manifested in the borrowed yuyan, “The Old Bug,” where people from 
different areas perceive one term as referring to completely different objects. Yet even if the two 
parties have clarified this misunderstanding, and each successfully makes a connection between 
the signifier and the signified, the problems are further complicated by other elements. Li 
explores this theme from different perspectives, including the following:  
1. from those who exhaust their capability to obtain what they do not deserve (“The 
Crippled Ass”);  
2. from those who manage to be another (“Imitating the Puppy”) or rely on another’s 
power to deceive others (“The Talented Fox” and “Depending on the Tiger”);  
3. from those who enjoy the trick (the wolf in “The Talented Fox”), to those who suffer 
from it (the dog in “The Shadow of Meat” and the master in “The Neglecting Cat”), 
even those who both enjoy and suffer from it (the crow in “The Flattering Fox”);  
4. and from those who are so keen to disclose the trick (“The Pseudo-Phoenix,” “The 
Mice’s Discernment,” “The Old Bug,” and “The Buddhist Cat”).  
These examples surely refute the conventional western laws of thought. Obviously, for Li, the 
truth is atemporal, independent of any statement that is designed within the text proper, since his 
texts are tied to reality and must be understood through it. What Li targets is actually the 
aberrations in his social-political environment that do not conform to the Confucian doctrines.  
The idea of names is founded on Confucius’s teaching of “The Rectification of Names (
正名 zhengming)” for the purpose of maintaining the order of society and governing a state well. 
As Feng Youlan 馮友蘭 elucidates in his A Short History of Chinese Philosophy, it means that 
“things in actual fact should be made to accord with the implication attached to them by names” 
(Feng 41). To Confucius, “[e]very name in the social relationships implies certain 
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responsibilities and duties” (ibid. 42). Names must agree with actuality. Li practically visualizes 
the social phenomena contrary to this principle in his animal analogies in order to show the 
decadence of this aspect, especially in officialdom. For instance, an ass imitates a puppy; the 
tiger as a king does not rule, but his minister, the wolf, appropriates his power, and the fox has 
the liberty to assume the tiger’s name to deceive the dog; the Zhao-ming is mistaken as a 
phoenix; a cat that neglects his duty does not catch mice. . . . etc. These problems can be 
classified with Xunzi’s theory of fallacies on the Rectification of Names. To further develop 
Confucius’s teaching on this subject, Xunzi, Confucius’s follower, points out three classes of 
fallacies committed by other schools in the Warring States period (403-221 BCE).374 The first 
class is called “the fallacy of corrupting names with names.” This can apply to the problem in 
Li’s fable of using “the old bug” to refer to two different animals: the mouse and the tiger. The 
second class, Xunzi calls, “the fallacy of corrupting names with actualities.” A fawning ass 
cannot become a puppy by imitating what a puppy does. The third class is what he calls “the 
fallacy of corrupting actualities with names.” This fallacy can serve to apply to most of Li’s 
fables. The flattering fox tempts the crow to open its mouth by calling it the king of the birds. 
The fox makes the dog fear by lying to him that he suppresses the dog under the tiger’s 
command. The Zhao-ming is undeservedly enjoying the name and honor of a phoenix. The cat 
cannot be called a Buddhist simply because it carries beads; besides, a Buddhist cat is still a cat. 
When what you see and call is not what you believe it is, you run the risk of becoming the dog 
that drops the real meat for the reflection of meat in the water. According to Feng, “Xunzi then 
concludes that the rise of all these fallacies is due to the fact that no sage-king exists. Were there 
to be such a sage-king, he would use his political authority to unify the minds of the people, and 
                                                
374 Namely, the School of Names and the later Mohists, whose theories are regarded as sophistry. The most well-
known example for the former is Gongsun Long’s “A white horse is not a horse” in terms of identity; for the latter, 
“Killing robbers is not killing men” because “loving robbers is not loving men” (Feng 153; Graham 415-16).  
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lead them to the true way of life in which there is no place or need for disputation and argument” 
(Feng 153). Xunzi’s conclusion reflects his worries and wish for the chaotic period of the 
Warring State. Li might have shared the same disappointment after the Manchu took over the 
political power from the Han clan and established the Qing dynasty in central China in 1644.375  
In order to narrate stories that take more than one perspective yet still maintain the 
concise form of the fable, Li sometimes adds one more cycle to the story and leaves the ending 
open without the narrator’s comments. Hence, they become fables without fixed morals. To 
reinforce the contents he supplies with animal or human figures that bear the traditional Chinese 
characteristics, such as the pheasant, peacock, Zhao-ming, phoenix, and Aizi. He also uses the 
idea of the Chinese yuyan, “The Tiger and the Fox,” from The Legends of the Warring States in 
“The Talented Fox” and “Depending on the Tiger,” rewrites Xue Xuan’s “A Theory of the Cat” 
in “The Neglecting Cat,” and adapts Jiang Yingke’s “A Mouse’s Skill with a Tiger’s Name” in 
“The Old Bug.” His endeavor to infuse the Chinese spirit in the western fables that he borrows 
from Trigault and to reshape the Chinese yuyan to fit into Aesop’s style, proves that he is the 
first Chinese writer who combines the two genres to create Chinese Aesopic fables. This effort 
paves the way for the Chinese fable translators and writers to emulate in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. 
                                                
375 According to Qing shi gao《清史稿》, Li lived as a recluse after 1644. He refused to see any guests and rejected 
to serve at the Qing court several times. The officials could seldom see him even if they arrived at his door (Zhao 
vol. 45, p. 13861; Sun 35). Li did not give in even when he was threatened by death. Finally in 1684, when he was 
83, he accepted the request of writing a treatise for his county, Ninghua xian zhi《寧化縣志》(“The Treatise of 
Ninghua County”) (Sun 7, 81). 
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Chapter 7: Translation and Re-creation 
 
Aesopic fables really thrived in China during the nineteenth and early twentieth century. 
During this period, three important collections of translated Aesopic fables were published. They 
are Robert Thom’s Yishi yuyan《意拾喻言》, also called Yishi Mengyin《意拾蒙引》(English 
title: Esop’s Fables; “Esop” being a variant spelling of Aesop) (1837), Zhang Chishan’s 張赤山 
Haiguo miaoyu《海國妙喻》(Marvellous Fables of the Seabound Countries, 1888), and Lin 
Shu’s 林紓 Yisuo yuyan《伊索寓言》(Aesop’s Fables, 1903). Each of them contains eighty-
two,376 seventy, and three hundred translated fables respectively, and focuses on three different 
functions, which we may use as indicators to examine the distinct features shown in the three 
collections. As Leo Tak-hung Chan insightfully puts it in his “Liberal Versions: Late Qing 
Approaches to Translating Aesop’s Fables” (1998), “[T]he adaptation strategies of translated 
fables are perhaps best understood through the application of a functionalist and dynamic model, 
in which the fable is seen to be adjusting in various ways to the target community, the receiving 
culture, and the targeted readers” (58). 
As a genre, in both its western and eastern incarnations, the fable has a specific use value. 
Therefore, the history of the transmission of the fable from West to East is also the history of the 
transmission of the fable’s use value. In this, the fable may be distinguished from other genres, 
such as the modern western novel in which the most important aspect of transmission is the form. 
The three influential translated-fable collections that I am going to introduce below demonstrate 
three main purposes of fables: education for beginning learners, entertainment in showing 
                                                
376 Due to a mistake of numeration, there are total 81 fables listed in the table of contents in Yishi yuyan, but two 
fables are both numbered as #31. So there are actually 82 fables contained in this work. In this chapter, I refer to the 
fables in this work with their correct designated numbers. 
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marvels, and criticism of social issues. The forms adopted by the compilers, however, in these 
compilations are miscellaneous rather than faithful to Aesop’s pattern, due to the pre-existing 
culture and the similar literary genres in Chinese literature, namely, biji (notes, or random 
jottings) and the still-not-clearly-established concept of yuyan as a genre, which in the history of 
its development is frequently applied as a mode.  
 
Background and Influence 
 
According to Chen Pingyuan’s 陳平原 Er shi shi ji Zhongguo xiaoshuo shi《二十世紀
中國小說史》(A History of Chinese Fiction in the Twentieth Century, 1989), the translation of 
the foreign fiction during the late Qing period377 stimulated Chinese writers to create modern 
fiction (xiandai xiaoshuo 現代小說), which is considered by Yu Dafu 郁達夫 “the globalization 
of Chinese fiction”378 (D. Yu 99). The significance thereof consists of the Chinese’s acceptance 
of and compromise with the exotic styles of writing, which facilitated the emergence of the new 
narrative patterns in Chinese fiction of the twentieth century (Chen Pingyuan, A History 23; The 
Changes 5-6). Among Chen Pingyuan’s list of the earliest translation works that entered China in 
the late Qing, Robert Thom’s Yishi yuyan is put in the first place (A History 24). This list shows 
that unlike Trigault’s Kuang yi (Analogy), this group of translated fables not only caught the 
public’s eye but also played a crucial role in introducing Western literature to China at the time 
                                                
377 The time from the breakout of the first Opium War in 1840 to the abolishment of Imperialism in 1912 is 
generally referred to by Chinese historians as the late Qing period. 
 
378 Yu Dafu (1896-1945) was a renowned Chinese writer and critic of modern Chinese literature. He says in 
“Xiaoshuo lun 小說論” (“Theory of Fiction”) that the modern fiction is not so much “a new genre in Chinese 
literature” as a result of “the globalization of Chinese fiction.” 「現代我們所說的小說，與其說是『中國文學最
近的一種新的格式』，還不如說是『中國小說的世界化』比較得妥當。」 
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of the Opium Wars in the nineteenth century. This era was one of great uncertainty for China 
both politically and culturally.  
Yishi yuyan (Esop’s Fables) was first published in 1837 in Guangzhou379 with the title 
Yishi mengyin (literally, Esop’s Guide for the Ignorant), and then republished in Guangzhou and 
Macao in 1840 with the title of Yishi mengyin and Yishi yuyan respectively. Thom might have 
wanted to use the Chinese characters of Yishi 意拾 to refer to “Esop” as shown in the English 
title of the work. Yishi in Chinese also suggests “meanings collected or gathered.” Though Yuyan 
喻言 in the title is spelled identically in phonetics as the yuyan we have discussed so far, the 
character yu 喻, meaning “to illustrate; to instruct,” differs from the yu 寓, meaning “to lodge in; 
to sojourn; to dwell,” in Zhuangzi’s initial employment of this generic term (Mathews’ Chinese-
English Dictionary 1142-1143). It is therefore Lin Shu’s title Yisuo yuyan《伊索寓言》that 
established the standard Chinese translation of the name of Aesop and officially grouped 
Aesop’s fables into the Chinese yuyan category.380  
The influence of Thom’s Esop’s Fables was tremendous. Since my purpose is to consider 
the changes made by the Chinese in the early reception of Aesop’s fables, my research focuses 
on the works produced after Thom’s fundamental translation in 1840 and before the May Fourth 
Movement in 1919, a time frame that marks the transition from premodern to modern times. Ge 
                                                
379 Guangzhou, located in Guangdong province, was the first port that China opened for trade with the foreign 
countries in 1685 (T. Guo 35-36). A lot of foreign businessmen frequented this city since then, especially those from 
the British East India Company (ibid. 35-36). By the year of the publication of this book, China and England had 
already had many disputes over trading regulation. The problem of opium importation into China had grown serious 
starting in the late eighteenth century (ibid. 49-53). Being able to speak Chinese was important for foreigners who 
wished to gain an advantage doing business and negotiating with the Chinese government. Hence, Esop’s Fables as 
a Chinese textbook for the Englishman certainly tied in with the economic and political circumstances at that time. 
 
380 However, Lin is by no means the first person who used the term “yuyan 寓言” to refer to fable. The translation 
was first made by de Pantoja, who introduced four, out of the seven, fables in his On Overcoming the Seven Capital 
Sins (1614) by starting a fable with “a fable [yuyan] tells” (yuyan yue 寓言曰). They are “The Fox and the Crow,” 
“The Trees and the Olive,” “The Sick Lion, the Wolf, and the Fox,” and “The Rabbits and the Frogs” (De Pantoja 
752, 765, 809, 921).  
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Baoquan provides a brief introduction to the relevant works from 1840 to the 1980s. I shall list 
the titles within my scope of research as follows, for reference: As Ge observes, new versions of 
Esop’s Fables were published in Singapore and Hong Kong in 1843, and in Shanghai between 
1840 and 1850 (444). A manuscript based on the Shanghai version was identified by the 
Japanese scholar, Shinmura Izuru 新村出, to have been written around 1856-1857 in Japan. 
After that, according to Ge, two editions in Japanese were published in 1876 and 1898. In 1891, 
Esop’s Fables was divided into three volumes by an Alfred J. May (who taught at Queen’s 
College in Hong Kong) to be used as textbooks for English learning (Ge 445). Moreover, 
translations based on it and other sources started to appear in the late nineteenth century, such as 
Zhang Chishan’s Haiguo miaoyu (1888), of which a small vernacular version consisting of 
twenty-five fables by Jingui Meilü nüshi 金匱梅侶女史 was also called Haiguo miaoyu (1898). 
Other translations include Huang Haizhi’s 黃海之 Taixi yuyan《泰西寓言》(Western Fables, 
1902), Lin Shu’s Yisuo yuyan (Aesop’s Fables, 1903), Chen Chunsheng’s 陳春生 Dong fang yi 
shou《東方伊朔》(Eastern Aesop, 1906) and Yi shou yi ping《伊朔譯評》(Translations and 
Comments of Aesop’s Fables, 1909), M. E. Tsur’s Yi shi yu yan xuan yi《伊氏寓言選譯》
(Aesop’s Fables Selected and Translated, 1910), Sun Yuxiu’s 孫毓修 Yisuo yuyan yanyi《伊索
寓言演義》(Historical Fiction of Aesop’s Fables, 1915), Guan Yinglin’s 關應麟 Yisuo yuyan《
伊索寓言》(Aesop’s Fables, 1915), and Zhang Baoying’s 張寶瑛 Yi shi yu yan yi yi《伊氏寓言
譯意》(Translations and Meanings of Aesop’s Fables, 1919) (Ge 445-449). Ge notes that the 
most popular one was Lin Shu’s translation, of which was printed the eighth edition in 1913 and 
the nineteenth edition in 1924 (447). That is to say, on average, it had been reprinted once every 
year for eleven years. I have not been able to retrieve all these texts, as most of them are out of 
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print.381 The latest reprinted version is by the Taiwanese scholar, Yan Ruifang’s 顏瑞芳 Qing 
dai Yisuo yuyan han yi san zhong《清代伊索寓言漢譯三種》(Three Versions of Chinese 
Translations of Aesop’s Fables in the Qing Dynasty, 2011), which gathers the three most 
influential collections translated and compiled by Robert Thom, Zhang Chishan, and Lin Shu. In 
the following section, I will introduce these works first and then compare some fables selected 
from them. The texts will be examined as examples that reflect the dominant trend in the process 
of translating and re-creating Aesop in the Chinese milieu. 
 
Yishi yuyan (Esop’s Fables) 
 
In the preface to Yishi yuyan written in the 1840 edition in Macao, Thom managed to 
explain the intention, design, and background of this translation. Approximately half of it is 
about how much England lagged behind the other countries like France, Italy, and Germany in 
learning Chinese. Therefore, it was necessary to compile such a textbook for Englishmen to learn 
this language. The front cover of the book alone is intriguing enough. The following is a picture 
of it: 
                                                
381 In my search of these ten Chinese texts, I could not find those by Huang Haizhi, M. E. Tsur, Guan Yinglin, and 
Zhang Baoying. According to Ge, there is a copy of Huang’s work housed in the Beijing Library under Xidi (Zheng 
Zhenduo 鄭振鐸) Collection 西諦藏書.  
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Fig. 8. The Front Cover of Esop’s Fables, from Robert Thom and Mun Mooy trans., Yishi yuyan: 
Esop’s Fables Written in Chinese by the Learned Mun Mooy Seen-Shang (Canton 1840). 
Not under copyright. 
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Under the parallel Chinese and English titles, one reads “written in Chinese by the learned Mun 
Mooy Seen-shang [Mr. Unenlightened], and compiled in their present form (with a free and a 
literal translation) by his pupil Sloth.” Obviously, neither author wanted his name to be revealed 
due to the prohibition of the Qing court for any Chinese to teach foreigners Chinese. In later 
scholars’ research, we are able to identify the pupil “Sloth” as Robert Thom,382 who says in the 
preface that when the fables were “first published in Canton [Guangzhou] 1837-38 their 
                                                
382 Ge Baoquan says that one copy sent to the British Museum by “D. Thom” in 1941 has “Robert Thom” written 
after Sloth on the cover. He assumes that this D. Thom might be Robert Thom’s relative (438). According to Ge’s 
research, Robert Thom was born in Scotland in 1807, went to China in 1834, and worked in a foreign firm (Yihe 
yanghang 怡和洋行). Both his learning of Chinese and publishing of this book were supported by the firm. After 
the publication of Yishi yuyan in 1840, he started to work as a translator in several cities in China, and was the 
officer of domestic affairs of Zhenhai 鎮海 (a county of Zhejiang province at that time, now a district) in 1841 and 
then as the consul of England at Ningbo city in 1843. He had also edited Han ying zi hui《漢英字匯》(Chinese-
English Glossary, 1842) and Han ying hui hua《漢英會話》(Chinese-English Dialogues, 1846) before he died in 
1846 (ibid.). This brief account of his life indicates that he might have had a near-native language ability in Chinese, 
and it is probable that he actually took more control of this translation in his cooperation with his Chinese teacher, 
“Mr. Unenlightened,” compared to Nicholas Trigault’s co-work with the native Chinese, Zhang Geng, in writing 
Analogy. Another clue that Thom was from Scotland is in the verses quoted on the cover. At the bottom of the 
cover, three verses from Thomas Campbell’s poem, “Gertrude of Wyoming” (Part I, Canto VI; Campbell 143) and 
another three verses from Sir Walter Scott’s “The Lay of the Last Minstrel” (Canto VI, 2.5-7; Scott 42) have been 
quoted. Both were well-known Scottish poets living between the late eighteenth and the early nineteenth centuries, 
and both poems refer to “Caledonia,” a historical area corresponding to modern Scotland (Encyclopædia Britannica 
Online). The English verses seem a little incongruous with the Chinese sayings above, which show the importance 
of union of the “Chinese and Foreigners”; however, they certainly convey a sense of nostalgia on the part of Thom. 
They are arranged under the pseudonym “SLOTH” in such fashion:  
 
孤掌難鳴 
It is difficult for a single palm of the hand to emit a sound. 
CHINESE CLASSIC SAYING. 
 
五湖四海皆兄弟 
人生何處不相逢 
Those of the Five Lakes and those of the Four Seas (Chinese and Foreigners) are all BRETHREN. 
Where may not members of the family of MAN meet by accident together? 
CHINESE PROVERB. 
 
Alas! Poor Caledonia’s mountaineer! 
That wants stern edict e’er, and feudal grief, 
Had forced him from a home he loved so dear! 
CAMPBELL. 
* * * * 
* * * * 
Land of my Sires! What mortal hand 
Can e’er untie the filial band, 
That knits me to thy rugged strand? 
SCOTT. 
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reception by the Chinese was extremely flattering. They had their run of the Public Courts and 
Offices—until the Mandarins—taking offence at seeing some of their evil customs so freely 
canvassed—ordered the work to be suppressed” (preface, no page number available). At the 
same time, Thom shows his awareness of the revolutionary significance of this work, for it 
ushers “this Graeco-Sinico compound into the world” and, for the first time, presents pages 
“printed on Chinese wooden blocks, and European metal types—placed side by side” (ibid.). He 
clearly states that “the work itself was under the ban of the Government,” but since it is now 
being published again in 1840, it is probable that the ban was lifted at the time he wrote this 
preface, or that the Chinese government was too busy to take care of it as the first Opium War 
just broke out in the previous year.  
The uniqueness of this translation is seen in the layout and the conspicuous sinicization of 
the contents. In addition to a long introduction teaching the basic knowledge of the Chinese 
language, on each page, there are three columns of texts: the left column contains both the “free 
and literal” English translations; the middle, the classical Chinese translation; and the right, the 
sounds of the Chinese characters in Mandarin pronunciation in Nanjing (the official dialect) and 
then in Canton dialect, as seen in the following excerpt of the first fable: 
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Fig. 9. The Layout of Esop’s Fables, from Robert Thom and Mun Mooy trans., Yishi yuyan: 
Esop’s Fables Written in Chinese by the Learned Mun Mooy Seen-Shang (Canton 1840). 
Not under copyright. 
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According to Thom, the fables in this collection  
were selected indiscriminately from Esop—Phedrus—Ananius—Barlandus &c. 
&c. &c., but all published under the general name (used for the sake of briefness), 
of Esop’s Fables. These were delivered orally at different times, in Mandarin 
Chinese, by the Compiler [Sloth] to his native Teacher [Mr. Unenlightened, who 
wrote them down in a style coming] under the class of 雜錄 tsă-lŭh, being the 文
字之末 wăn-tszé-che-mŏ, or lowest and easiest style of Chinese composition. (By 
making himself master of this style, the Student will find little difficulty in 
understanding the various 小說 seaou-shwŏ or popular novels of the day, and it 
may serve as a stepping-stone to much higher literary attainments) (ibid.).  
Based on the diversity of Thom’s sources, it would be hard to trace the original text of each 
fable. In her essay, “Yishi Yuyan: Aesop’s Fables in Late Qing China,” Tao Ching-sin pins down 
its source text to be Sir Roger L’Estrange’s Fables of Æsop and Other Eminent Mythologists: 
with Morals and Reflections (1714) (2-3). It is a probable speculation, for L’Estrange categorized 
the five hundred fables in this collection according to the authors, of whom some have been 
mentioned in Thom’s preface.383 And this work, as Joseph Jacobs says in his “History of the 
Aesopic Fable” (1970), later giving rise to Krilof and his school in Russia, “is still the most 
extensive in existence” (191-92). What is noteworthy in this preface is that Thom shows an 
awareness of the style, 雜錄 tsă-lŭh (pinyin: zalu; random jottings), which serves as a medium to 
                                                
383 L’Estrange (1616-1704) was a successful English journalist in the late seventeenth century (Pincus 139-140). His 
fable collection was published around the mid-seventeenth century. The earliest I can find is the third edition 
published in 1669, and the latest, the eighth edition in 1738. Each fable in this sizable collection was attached with a 
long reflection mostly regarding his political view as a Jacobite, a supporter James II. So his reason for compiling 
such a work was not at all naïve. After twenty-nine pages of a retold version of Planudes’ The Life of Aesop, there is 
an alphabetical table of the fables included, which are grouped according to the authors in the contents. They are the 
fables of Aesop, &c., of Barlandus, &c., of Anianus, &c., of Abstemius, &c., of Poggius, miscellany fables, and a 
supplement of fables out of more than fourteen authors including Phaedrus, Babrius, Avianus, Neveletus, 
Camerarius, de La Fontaine, etc. 
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pass the fable to the English and Chinese readers in this and some other succeeding translations. 
Zalu is a literary style commonly categorized under biji (notes or random jottings), which 
flourished in the Song Dynasty (960-1279 CE). In A Guide to Chinese Literature, Wilt Idema 
and Lloyd Haft define biji as “a general term for collections of short notes by individual authors 
on various subjects. Biji can deal with a tremendous variety of topics, depending on the author’s 
personal interests. Some are concerned with philological observations; others are reflections on 
history, political anecdotes, or fragments of literary criticism” (162). A distinguished feature of 
biji is that the contents are personal and subjective writings in classical prose, which are 
characterized by a mixture of subjects. One can assume that the medium of biji increases the 
fable compiler’s freedom of including a lot more material that does not typically appear in 
Aesop’s fables. In view of the cooperative work, it would be difficult to know for sure which of 
the two translators made the sinicized alterations in the end texts. For it seems that Thom, calling 
himself the “Compiler” with the pseudonym, “Sloth,” took most control in selecting and 
dictating the fables; however, his native Chinese teacher, “Mr. Unenlightened,” naturally had 
better knowledge of Chinese. Although neither of their pseudonyms guarantees the quality of this 
translation, in respect of the tone of the compiler in the preface, and the time and efforts required 
to compose such a work under the hazardous political climate of the first Opium War (1839-
1842), I think both pseudonyms actually intend to suggest the opposite of the translators’ 
characters.  
The sinicization by way of following the pattern of Chinese vernacular novels is the most 
ostensible feature of this translation. A number of fables are introduced with a time frame set in 
the remote past, usually tinged with a mythological color; for example: “the beginning of the 
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time of Pangu384 盤古初” (Th1);385 “a record in the Shanhai jing [Classic of Mountains and 
Seas; c. 300 BCE—200 CE] 山海經載” (Th3); “in the time of Great Yu386 大禹時” (Th6); and 
“during the time of Shen nong [Farmer God, or Divine Farmer] 神農間”387 (Th7). Some even 
take place in actual locations in China (e.g. Th12: Luofu Mountain388 羅浮山) and Hong Kong 
(e.g. Th22: Moxing Ridge 摩星嶺), or in fictional locations in classical works, such as Dahuang 
Mountain (or Mountain of the Great Wilds)389 大荒山 (Th32), the location mentioned in the 
Classic of Mountains and Seas, or the Wonderous Park390 靈囿 (Th23), recorded in the Shijing《
詩經》(Book of Songs, or Classic of Poetry; c. tenth to sixth century BCE) as owned by King 
                                                
384 Pangu was related to the creation of humankind in Chinese mythology. According to Anne Birrell’s article, 
“Myth,” in The Columbia History of Chinese Literature (2001), there are two versions of myths concerning Pangu. 
It is narrated in the Wuyun linianji《五運曆年紀》(Chronicle of the Five Cycles of Time) that humans came to 
being from the mites of the god Pangu’s dying body. And in another version recorded in the Sanwu liji《三五曆紀
》(Historical Records of the Three Sovereign Divinities and Five Gods), he was the first human created from the 
separation of sky and earth (63). Both of these works were composed in the third century CE. 
 
385 “Th” refers to Thom’s Esop’s Fables. See appendix B for a complete list of fables in Thom’s work. 
 
386 Great Yu is a mythological figure in one of the four Chinese flood myth traditions. His myth plays a crucial role 
in the dominant tradition due to his image conforming to Confucian values. He also exists in other myths and is also 
the “Divinely Ordained Founder of the Hsia Dynasty” (Birrell, “Myth” 65). His functions in both myth and history 
have made him a half-man and half-god ideal for the succeeding rulers.   
 
387 Shen nong is one of the recurring deities in many classical works. He has been included in the historicizing texts 
with some other deities to form a typical chronology (Birrell, “Myth” 65). 
 
388 Luofu Mountain, located in Guangdong province, is one of the very popular mountains known for its great 
scenery. It has been visited by many celebrities in history, such as the great historian Sima Qian and poets like Li 
Bai, Du Fu, Su Dongpo, etc.  
 
389 It appears in the chapter “Dahuangxi jing” 大荒西經: “In the Great Wilds to the West is a mountain called the 
Mountain of the Great Wilds where the sun and moon enter [大荒之中，有山名曰大荒之山，日月所入。]” 
(Trans. Strassberg 218; Shanhai jing, “Dahuangxi jing”). Dahuang Mountain also appears in chapter one of the 
Honglou meng (Dream of the Red Chamber) to provide the mythological basis for this classic vernacular novel in 
the Qing Dynasty.  
 
390 “The king was walking in his wonderous park, / Where lay the does, all sleek and clean. / ‘Twas sweet to him 
their restfulness to mark, / And see the white birds’ glistening sheen” (Shi jing, “Daya, Lingtai”; trans. James Legge, 
Chinese Classics v.3, 298). 王在靈囿，麀鹿攸伏，麀鹿濯濯，白鳥翯翯。《詩經‧大雅‧靈臺》頁四七三。 
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Wen of Zhou 周文王 (1099-1050 BCE). And the ending epimythium of the fable is replaced by 
a proverb or common saying, which is stated with a formulaic pattern. At the closure of a fable, 
the narrator would start his comment with “the proverb says 諺云、俗云,” “this is what people 
say 正所謂,” “this applies to those people in this world, who always . . . . 世人每每” and 
sometimes end the comment with the pattern that derives from the most ancient Chinese 
collection of poetry, the Book of Songs, “truly this is just as the proverb hath it! 正此之謂也” or 
“which is just the moral of the fable/the moral of what we have been saying 此之謂也,” or 
“these are no lying words! 非妄言也.”  
The pattern of the colloquial ending remarks seems mostly to have been taken from the 
oral-formulaic tradition in Chinese shuochang wenxue 說唱文學 (tell-and-sing literature), a term 
that refers to “the various genres of narrative or descriptive texts that were intended to be recited 
or performed for a general audience by one artist (sometimes two or three)” (Idema and Haft 
231), though it has integrated the element of classical poem from the Book of Songs. The tell-
and-sing literature has a very early, untraceable origin and is known to have been active during 
the Tang Dynasty (618-906 CE). Both Chinese novellas (huaben 話本), rising in approximately 
the second half of the thirteenth century, and vernacular novels, also known as chapter novels 
(zhang hui xiao shuo 章回小說), derived from the storyteller’s promptbook in the second half of 
the fourteenth century and popular in the Ming and the Qing Dynasties (ibid. 212; W. Li 620-
21), keep the narrative pattern of the professional storyteller by adding a comment in verse at the 
end of each chapter. The formulaic words, “just as it is said 正是,” or “a poem can serve as a 
proof 有詩為證,” that are used to introduce the narrator’s commentary couplet in these two 
genres function similarly to the abovementioned phrases in Esop’s Fables. It seems that the 
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translators wished to bring the popular culture to the language learners by integrating the 
common pattern of storytelling into the textbook, while the transplanting of ancient times and 
places at the beginning of the fables introduces the root of the literature and culture of the target 
language. This seems to be a consistent arrangement after Thom’s mention of mastering the 
random jotting style employed by this translation, and the lengthy introduction about linguistic 
issues in classical Chinese. Researchers hold different opinions regarding this over-sinicized 
translation. Leo Chan suspects the pedagogical rationale of doing such a work under the 
unfavorable political climate (60). Tao Ching-sin sees that the dramatization of the fables and 
adoption of this narrative pattern targeted the non-elite readers as possible converts, and Mun-
mooy, being a lower literatus, gave an unfaithful, mercantile rendition of the fables (12, 36). Yan 
Ruifang’s and Bao Yanyi’s 鮑延毅 views are rather positive, praising the idea of teaching 
Chinese history and culture along with the language (R. Yan 4-6; Bao 22-23). Whether or not 
Thom’s professed intention was sincere, in view of the popularity of these translated fables in 
China, and even in Japan during the late nineteenth century after the publication, one has to 
admit that his collaborative translation with his Chinese teacher, Mun mooy, met the public’s 
need in the social-historical environment.  
 
Haiguo miaoyu (Marvellous Fables of the Seabound Countries) 
 
Zhang Chishan’s Haiguo miaoyu (1888), compiled about fifty years after Esop’s Fables, 
can be found in A-ying’s 阿英 Wan qing wen xue cong chao: yu wai wen xue yi wen juan《晚清
文學叢鈔：域外文學譯文卷》(A Collection of Late Qing Literature: Foreign Literature 
Translations, 1961). In Zhang’s introduction to his work, he equates the sages’ teaching (sheng 
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xian zhi jiao 聖賢之教) with Aesop’s fables, and sees that “when people hear the correct 
principles and solemn words, they feel sleepy, as if they did not hear them at all. This is common 
humanity. But if warned, guided, and encouraged with jokes and popular sayings that aim at their 
problems of partiality, ignorance, and greed, hopefully they feel ashamed and mend their ways, 
working hard toward goodness”391 (1107; my translation). He also shows some awareness of 
Aesop as the author of these fables, saying that he was a “man of letters” (wenshi 文士) in 
ancient Greece, who was ugly but good at speaking, and that “he had written a book, ‘Yuyan,’ 
consisting of hundreds and thousands of chapters”392 (ibid.). Zhang’s strategy in introducing 
Aesop’s fables to China is to associate them with the teachings of the sages. From these words 
we learn that his approach is philosophical rather than worldly and materialistic. He goes on to 
say that Aesop wrote a book, called “Yuyan,” which consists of “hundreds and thousands of 
chapters.” The connection between the fable and the yuyan seems to come handy when Zhang as 
a compiler introduces Aesop’s fables to the Chinese. Apparently he either had no idea about the 
legendary Aesop’s early status of a slave, which had actually been described in Thom’s work 
(Thom ii), or he intended to conceal it. In spite of all the followers of Aesop, who contributed to 
the growth of the corpus, here the work is credited to Aesop alone, and yet the exact number of 
fables is even exaggerated to be in the thousands.  
No doubt, some changes must have been made for the sake of expediency during the 
process of transmission in reshaping Aesop and his fables. In this, we must ask when even the 
fabulists themselves, such as Phaedrus, Babrius, Avianus, Walter of England, Odo of Cheriton, 
or Robert Henryson, just to name a few, ascribe their works to Aesop, does it still matter to assert 
                                                
391 無如人聞正言法語，輒奄奄欲睡，聽如不聽，亦人之恆情。曷若以笑語俗言警怵之，激勵之，能中其偏
私矇昧貪癡之病，則庶乎知慚改悔，勉為善良矣。 
 
392 其所著寓言一書，多至千百餘篇。 
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the faithfulness of the translation to the original when we do comparisons, just as we do 
concerning other translated literary texts? Since “Aesop” had become a shadowy umbrella term 
for the writing and use of the fable in the West by the Middle Ages, it is not really helpful to 
compare a translated text that has already passed several hands with the original Greek text, just 
to see if the translation is faithful to Aesop. In the case of fables, it would be more productive to 
look at the version that is used as the source text. This is because both the western and Chinese 
writers had retold the fables and, by degrees, revised them for their own use before the fables 
reached a particular translator/compiler. Thus, we can ask what messages the alterations in our 
target text tell us regarding the socio-historical, cultural backgrounds, and literary tradition in the 
recipient country.  
 Although Zhang claims to have compiled, rather than composed, these fables, it is 
arguable whether or not he actually participated in rewriting them. Zhang states the following in 
the introduction:  
[I]n recent years, the westerners translated them [the fables] into Chinese, of 
which a lot have been published on newspapers. Although they have been done 
through translation and revision, the original meanings are not yet lost. It was a 
shame that they were not compiled into a book. In a fear that they might be lost in 
time, I searched them out purposely and got seventy of them. Therefore, I wrote 
them down and sent to the press.393 (1107; my translation) 
If these words are reliable, the sinicization, both culturally and linguistically, of the texts were 
made by the westerners, but upon closer inspection, one quickly becomes suspicious of this 
                                                
393 近歲經西人士繙以漢文，列於報章者甚夥。雖由譯改而成，尚不失本來意味，惜未彙輯成書。余恐日久
散佚，因竭意搜羅，得七十篇，爰手鈔付梓……。 
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inference. Leo Chan rightly defines this collection as “a blend of the exotic-Western with the 
indigenous-Chinese” (65). He offers a list that sets the exotic elements against the sinicized 
elements in Zhang’s Marvellous Fables. The former mostly consist of foreign locations, such as 
Europe, Italy, Persia, Greece, India, and gods such as Venus, while the latter include Chinese-
style characters such as Pangu the Creator, Yama, Amida Buddha, the Rotten Confucian, and 
events that existed in Chinese mythology such as the Great Deluge. Because of the language and 
the style of some fables similar to the classical Chinese genre, biji, Guo Yanli 郭延禮, in his 
discussion of “Zhongguo jin dai yi suo yu yan de fan yi 中國近代伊索寓言的翻譯” (“The 
Modern Translated Literature of China: Aesop’s Fables,” 1998), believes that some fables in this 
work were embellished and reworked by Zhang (205-206). I agree with Guo’s opinion. Though 
it might not necessarily be Zhang who did the work, the sinicization must have been done by 
Chinese writers. Not only does this collection contain the Aesopic fables as common as “The 
Fox and the Crow” (Z11, “Xi mei 喜媚 [Loving Flattery]”)394, “The Dog and the Shadow” (Z15, 
“Rou ying 肉影 [The Shadow of Meat]”), or “The Fox, Wolf, and the Sick Lion” (Z49, “Xian 
chan 獻讒 [Offering Slander]”), which we have seen in the Jesuits’ translations, but it also 
gathers stories that are derived from Chinese sources. The acculturation actually goes beyond 
merely the borrowing of the western terms of characters and locations. Some “fables” strangely 
take on a form that is not purely Chinese or Aesopic.  
The following example should demonstrate the peculiar quality of the West-Eastern 
hybrid in this work. An anecdote in Li Boyuan’s 李伯元 (1867-1906) Nanting biji《南亭筆記》
                                                
394 See Appendix C for a full list of the fables in Zhang’s Marvellous Fables of the Seabound Countries. The “Z” 
before the number of the fable refers to Zhang’s work. 
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(The Notes of Nanting; “Nanting” being Li’s alias) records a story that happened to the notorious 
great general, Nian Gengyao 年羹堯 (1679-1726), in the Qing Dynasty: 
     When Nian Gengyao led the troops, his renown was awe-inspiring. Wherever 
he went, the corruption was carried out to the extreme. One day an old man, 
kneeling, presented [to him] a jade basin. [Nian] ordered it to be opened and 
examined. [Inside the basin] there was just one piece of decayed bone, concave 
and hollow. No one knew what it was. [Nian] asked him. The old man kowtowed 
and explained, “This is a treasure. Please put the bone on the left side of a 
weighing scale and put two hundred taels395 of gold on the right side. The bone 
will definitely be heavier than the gold.” The result was just as he said. [Nian] 
commanded to add gold. The more gold was added, the heavier the bone became. 
Startled, [Nian] asked for the reason. The old man spread a pinch of yellow soil on 
the bone. The bone suddenly became light and the gold became heavy. Hence, 
[Nian] asked what exactly it was. The old man said, “This is a bone of the eye 
socket of a greedy man. That’s why the more gold [it sees], the greedier the eye 
becomes. It can never be satisfied until it sees the soil. An ordinary person with 
insatiable greed piles up gold and jade. After the person dies, his eyes still see 
things the same way.” The general was quiet.396 (Li vol. 1. 8-9; my translation) 
                                                
395 Tael is a unit of weight used in East Asia approximately equal to 1.3 ounces. 
 
396 年用兵之際，聲威赫然，而所至殊貪黷。一日有一叟，跪獻一玉盆，命啟視，內藏枯骨一片，形凹而中
空，眾莫之識。詰之，叟叩首進言曰：「此至寶也。請置骨於天平之左，而右置黃金十鎰 [一鎰為二十兩]
，必骨重金輕。」試之果然。命加金，則金更加而骨愈重。愕然問故，叟以黃土一撮布其上，骨頓輕而金
頓重。因問究是何物？叟曰：「此貪夫之目眶骨也。故金愈多，其眼愈貪，不知饜足，不見土不休。凡人
堆金積玉，迨其死後，亦作如是觀。」將軍默然。 
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A fable in Zhang’s Marvellous Fables shares almost the same storyline. It is entitled, “Kuang gu 
眶骨 [The Bone of the Eye Socket]”: 
     In the past, there was a king in the West, who was remarkably intelligent and 
had the ambition to take over all the other nations and sweep up the universe. 
Once he led a million soldiers to encroach on the neighboring states. Wherever 
they went, their enemies were routed as they crushed them like splitting bamboos. 
When they attacked India, one day they stayed at Jile yuan [Garden of Paradise]. 
An old gardener, kneeling, presented [to the king] a small jade box with dazzling 
luster. The king ordered his personal attendant to open and examine it, in which 
there was just one piece of decayed bone, concave and hollow. No one knew what 
it was. In rage, the king said, “You offer me a bone of a corpse. This has 
constituted an outrageous deception that results in a death penalty.” The old man 
kowtowed and explained, “This is a precious treasure with marvellous effect. 
Please try it. If it doesn’t work, I should bear the heavy punishment.” Then he put 
the bone on the left side of a weighing scale. On the right side, he put two hundred 
taels of gold. The bone was heavier than the gold. The king was amazed and 
commanded to add gold. But the bone was still heavier. He then commanded 
again to add more gold. As a result, the more gold was added, the heavier the 
bone became. Startled, the king asked for the reason. The old man spread a pinch 
of yellow soil on the bone. The bone suddenly became light and the gold became 
heavy, scattering all over the ground. The king asked, “What exactly is it that 
possesses such an unusual quality?” The old man reported, “This is a bone of the 
eye socket of a greedy man. That’s why the more gold [it sees], the greedier the 
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eye becomes. It can never be satisfied until it sees the soil. An ordinary person 
with insatiable greed piles up gold and jade. After the person dies, his eyes still 
see things the same way. When other people get into his abode, [his treasure] is 
like the gold spread all over the ground. Alas! How sad it is!” The king was 
awakened [to the insight] and delighted. He rewarded both his troops and the old 
man. Then he ceased the war and returned to his land, which he defended 
tenaciously and governed with policies of benevolence. People of the whole 
kingdom all counted on him. Alas! In this world, there are many greedy men who 
do not close their eyes until they are buried. Why not, like this king, awaken 
quickly, guard one’s own ancestral estate, and die with his head intact? Is that not 
exceptionally wise?397 (Zhang #66, 1140; my translation and italics. The italics in 
this passage echo words and phrases from the previous passage.) 
The new version is twice the length of the original. As if to entertain readers, it has been 
rewritten with all the additional elements that make it an exotic story yet attached with a clearly 
stated moral. Interestingly, under such treatment, a simple Chinese historical anecdote becomes 
both occidental and oriental, even though a lot of descriptions are directly borrowed from Li’s 
biji. The story tells that an unspecified king, who lived in whatever country located in the West, 
invaded India and learned a philosophical lesson in “Jile yuan” (Garden of Paradise). The 
                                                
397 昔者，西方有一王，英敏非常，兵強國富，有席捲羣邦囊括宇宙之志。嘗領兵百萬，蠶食鄰國，所到披
靡，勢如破竹。攻印度時，一日駐蹕極樂園，園叟遠迎，跪獻一玉匣，光彩奪目。王命近侍啟視，內則枯
骸一片，形凹而中空。眾皆莫識。王大怒曰：「爾獻尸骨，相欺已甚，罪應死。」叟叩首進言曰：「此乃
貴重至寶，妙用無窮，請試之。如不驗，當領重罰。」即置骨於天平之左，置黃金十鎰於天平之右，乃骨
重金輕。王異之，命加金，則骨猶重；命加多金，則愈多而骨愈重也。王愕然問故。叟以黃土一撮布其上
，骨頓輕，而金忽重，狼藉滿地。王曰：「究為何物，奇乃爾爾？」叟奏曰：「此乃貪夫之眶骨，故金愈
多，其眼愈貪，不知饜足，不見土不休。凡人堆金積玉，貪得無厭，迨其死後，亦作如是觀。他人入室，
猶金之散於滿地也。可甚悲夫！」王悟且悅，犒師賚叟，遂罷兵歸，固守其疆，溥行仁政，境內咸仰賴焉
。噫吁！世之貪夫不入土而目不瞑者多矣，曷若此王之速悟而反保其祖業，全其首領以終也。不亦俊傑乎
！ 
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elements of the name of the historical figure and time implied in the anecdote have been 
removed. Only those that the author wants to emphasize are significantly named. In this case, the 
lesson comes from Buddhism, whose origin lies in India and of which the ultimate goal for 
human beings is to attain the Paradise, “Jile.”398 Unlike the brief narrative that ends with the 
general’s silence, the fable has been embellished with rich details that tell us that the king’s 
erroneous conduct has been redressed. At the end, by stating the moral, the narrator urges the 
reader to praise the protagonist’s action.           
In this example, one may observe what constitutes a “fable” for the author of this piece, 
as one of the earliest Chinese fabulists that encountered the impact of a western literary genre 
and tried to make it appeal to the public. The rewritten story consists of a beginning (exposition), 
middle (description), and end (conclusion), and is attached with a moral (exhortation) with the 
narrator’s voice. It is situated in a non-existing place (Garden of Paradise) at an indefinite time. 
These factors in the plot somewhat make the narration take on the mode of allegory. The 
author’s end remark, working as an epimythium, however, lays the emphasis on the narrative’s 
function and labels it a fable. Yet as a fable, there might be too many detailed descriptions. It 
seems to have been transformed into a piece of fictionalized historical story in biji added with a 
didactic instruction, a yuyan with no observer providing a framing context for the event, or a 
long fable without talking animals. Of course one can argue that exceptions exist in all these 
three genres. As the methods of conveying didacticism with a metaphorical analogy of fable and 
yuyan are popular in both western and Chinese literature respectively, it is common that their 
characteristics are found inside another form of writing and coexisting with other genres. Writers 
henceforth acquire greater latitude in composing didactic stories. The borderlines of the 
                                                
398 Jile 極樂: A Chinese Buddhist term, translated from Sanskrit, Sukhāvatī, meaning paradise. It also refers to the 
Western Pure Land of Amita-Buddha (Xinyun and Ciyi 5481). 
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definitions of genres have been continuously challenged by new works in literary history. We 
must acknowledge the fact that the categories of genres set up by theorists and critics are for the 
convenience of grouping these works for discussion and research, not for restricting the future 
writers’ creativity. 
Zhang’s collection is an assemblage of seventy short didactic stories with dissimilar 
characteristics. Forty-four of them can be easily identified as translations of Aesop’s fables, 
among which thirty-five seem to be taken from Thom’s Esop’s Fables, mostly without 
significant changes. The remaining twenty-six fables, including the example I discussed above, 
are either rewrites or the creations of unidentified authors.399 Following the style set by Thom’s 
version, the variations seen in the second group inherit the pattern of giving a complete structure 
to the fable with a beginning, middle, and end. However, the time frame is no longer associated 
with a definite mythological allusion, but simply refers to “the past 昔、古時.” The moral, most 
of the time, continues to be phrased with a proverb, or an exclamation, “alas! 噫/嘻/嗚呼!” 
followed by some feedback based upon the writer’s observation of “men of this world 世人.” As 
for the content, the new fables are often created by changing Aesop’s material or Chinese yuyan; 
in the latter there is a general preference for human characters.  
The adapted narrative mode of the time frame comes from a reaction in part to the 
history-oriented tradition of Chinese literature and in part to the Buddhist story-telling customs. 
The Buddhist stories share the pattern of starting the narrative by setting the time in an indefinite 
past due to the Gautama Buddha’s use of metaphorical stories or parables in his teaching. This 
can be attested by those in the Jātakas (Buddhist Birth Stories), Bai yu jing《百喻經》(Sutra of 
the One Hundred Parables) and the four Za pi yu jing《雜譬喻經》(Sutras of Miscellaneous 
                                                
399 See Appendix C for details. 
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Parables).400 For example, the first birth story about the truth starts with “[o]nce on a time in the 
city of Benares in the Kāsi Country, there was a king named Brahmadatta. In those days the 
Budhisatta was born into a merchant’s family . . .” (Cowell 4). And then the following stories 
normally start with “[o]nce on a time, when Brahmadatta was reigning in Benares, the Bodhisatta 
was born [someone or some animal].” The parables in the other two works also start in the same 
manner, such as “[o]nce upon a time, there was a foolish man who visited another man’s 
place”401 (Bai yu jing #1, Sanghasena 19); “[o]nce there was a man who had no wisdom. He was 
very thirsty and needed water” (Bai yu jing #5, ibid. 28); “[s]everal generations earlier there was 
a merchant . . .” (Jiu za pi yu jing #1, Sun and Li 3); “[o]nce there was a snake whose head 
argued with its tail” (Za pi yu jing #26, Sun and Li 236). Ji Xianlin in his Fo jiao yu zhong yin 
wen hua jiao liu《佛教與中印文化交流》(Buddhism and the Cultural Exchanges between 
China and India, 1990) points out the relevance of this narrative pattern to the life style of the 
old agricultural society and to the followers of the Buddha, who were lower-class laborers. It was 
convenient for the Buddha to draw the material from their life (63-64). M. Winternitz also 
remarks that “[i]n this way it was possible to change any popular story that was either narrated 
by the people or that could be known from some profane literature” into a Jataka-story (108-
109). He notes that through this method “all kinds of stories, tales, fables, anecdotes, etc.” were 
made “Buddhistical” (109). Indeed the Christian preachers in the medieval times and 
missionaries in the seventeenth century carried out the same practice. The latter case in particular 
we have seen in chapter five with a focus on the transmission of fables.  
                                                
400 The first two works were translated into Chinese in 280 CE and 492 CE respectively, and the four different 
Sutras of Miscellaneous Parables were translated no later than the Eastern Jin (317-420 CE) (Zapiyu jing 2). 
 
401 The examples here are my translations based on the Chinese texts quoted from the cited works. 「昔有愚人，至
於他家。」《百喻經‧一、愚人食鹽喻》「過去有人，癡無智慧，極渴須水 . . . .」《百喻經‧五、渴見水
喻》「昔無數世有一商人 . . . .」《舊雜譬喻經‧一、薩薄降鬼喻》「昔有一蛇，頭尾自相與諍。」《雜譬
喻經（比丘道略集）‧二十六、蛇頭尾共諍喻》 
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Nevertheless, in nineteenth-century China, when Aesop was wrapped in a package for a 
secular and practical purpose—language teaching—in the inauthentic “random jotting style,” 
Zhang’s collection shows that the absorption of the genre became an experiment of narrative 
patterns of Aesop’s fables, Buddhist parables, and Chinese yuyan. With the influence of the 
vernacular novels, the Chinese storyteller’s phrases, as discussed in the previous section of 
Esop’s Fables, were even conveniently integrated into the new way of narration. As the 
components of the beginning, middle, and end become necessities in an individual fable that 
does not have a context, the fable no longer functions as merely a rhetorical device, but rather 
stands alone as an independent literary work. Even though the conspicuous presence of the 
narrator may be considered a trace marking its relation with the folkloric oral tradition, the 
commentary mode providing proverbs and gnomic sayings at the end of the fable had already 
become formulaic in Chinese vernacular novels in the late fourteenth century, and thus by no 
means suggests a real speech performance here. Fables, yuyan, or story teller’s phrases from 
vernacular novels included in the medley in Zhang’s Marvellous Fables had already departed 
from the original design of their oral function, while the mixture of genres and styles in this work 
contributed to the literary development of Aesop’s fables in China. This trend was further 
developed in works such as Jingui Meilü nüshi’s (Qiu Yufang 裘毓芳) vernacular version of 
twenty-five fables selected from Zhang’s work with the same title, Haiguo miaoyu (1898), and 
Sun Yuxiu’s Yisuo yuyan yanyi (Historical Fiction of Aesop’s Fables, 1915), which provides a 
group of longer, literarily embellished fables in vernacular Chinese. 
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Yisuo yuyan (Aesop’s Fables) 
 
Lin Shu’s translation of Aesop’s fables, Yisuo yuyan (1903) was the most popular version 
among all the translated collections of Aesop during the late Qing period. This might be due to 
three main reasons: first, Lin Shu (1852-1924) was a prolific and famous translator at that time, 
translating about one hundred and eighty western works into Chinese classical prose throughout 
his life; secondly, his Aesop’s Fables was then the largest collection of Aesop, containing three 
hundred fables; thirdly, the rendition of the fables basically follows the style of the original. 
According to Yu Jiuhong’s 俞久洪 “An Examination and Probe into Lin Shu’s Translated 
Works 林紓翻譯作品考索” (1983), Lin translated one hundred and sixty-three works from 
eleven countries, not including eighteen of his unpublished works402 (403). Although most of the 
works he translated were composed after the mid-sixteenth century, as a Chinese patriotic 
conservative, Lin himself advocated classical learning. He did his translation out of his interest in 
Western fiction, which he said, in some prefaces to his translations, had moral values. As he 
pronounced in his preface to the translated Henry Rider Haggard’s Montezuma’s Daughter, Ying 
xiao zi huo shan bao chou lu《英孝子火山報仇錄》(Notes on an English Filial Son Who 
Avenged His Mother) in 1905, “I am not a person that learns Western knowledge. I sympathize 
                                                
402 The following are some better known authors: One hundred works of Lin’s translations were from England, such 
as those by Shakespeare, Charles Dickens, Daniel Defoe, Arthur Conan Doyle, and Charles Cowden Clarke’s prose 
version of Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales; seventeen from America, such as works by Washington Irving and Harriet 
Beecher Stowe; twenty-four from France, such as works by Honoré de Balzac, Victor Hugo, and Alexandre Dumas 
fils, among which his first translation of Alexandre Dumas fils’s La Dame aux Camélias (The Lady of the 
Camellias), which Lin published in 1899, brought him great fame. Ten works from Russia were all written by Leo 
Tolstoy. The rest include classics by Aesop, Miguel de Cervantes, and Henrik Ibsen (J. Yu 403-427). 
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with our national worries and only consider that novels can still move people”403 (Lin, “A 
Preface” 108; my translation). He was known to be especially fond of Western novels. Yu notes 
that he translated all the plays into the form of novels, with only one exception404 (404). It would 
be interesting to see how he dealt with fables. One thing peculiar about Lin as a translator is that 
he did not know any foreign languages. All his translations were done by writing down other 
people’s dictated versions of the works. His version of Aesop was a cooperative effort with Yan 
Peinan 嚴培南 and Yan Qu 嚴璩 (the eldest son of another famous translator in the late Qing, 
Yan Fu 嚴復). According to Yan Ruifang, Yan Qu went to study in England between 1896 and 
1900 so he reckons that the original version must be one that was widely circulating in England 
while Yan Qu was studying there (11). He further sees that Lin’s Aesop’s Fables achieves what 
Yan Fu establishes as three principles for translation—faithfulness, comprehensibility, and 
elegance (信、達、雅)405 (12).  
Considering the year, the number of fables translated, the contents, and the order of the 
fables in Lin’s collection, I believe Rev. George Fyler Townsend’s Three Hundred Æsop’s 
Fables Literally Translated from the Greek, published in 1867,406 is the most probable source for 
Lin’s translation. As did Townsend, Lin also included illustrations for some fables in his book. 
                                                
403 「吾非西學人也。甚憫宗國之蹙，獨念小說一道，尚足感人。」(林紓《英孝子火山報仇錄》序) Also see 
Zhou Zuoren’s 周作人 “Tong cheng pai dui xin wen xue de ying xiang 桐城派對新文學的影響 [The Influence of 
the School of Tong Cheng on New Literature]” (189-190). 
 
404 The French playwright George Clemenceau’s (1841-1929) Le voile du bonheur (The Veil of Happiness) (1901). 
 
405 Yan Fu introduces these three principles, as he mentions the difficulties of translating the current work, in his 
preface to his translation of Thomas Henry Huxley’s Evolution and Ethics (Tian yan lun《天演論》) that he 
published in 1898. Perhaps not even he himself knew that these three principles would have been held as the golden 
rules for Chinese translators since then (Shen 5). 
 
406 This is not to be confused with Townsend’s Three Hundred and Fifty Æsop’s Fables, Literally Translated from 
the Greek, published in 1890. Not only does this latter version have more fables and more illustrations, but the 
fables in it are arranged in a different order.   
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Though not all of them correspond to those in Townsend’s work, they appear in similar fashion, 
sporadically taking half or less than half a page rather than the whole page. Likewise, the 
drawings are not exquisite, but can catch young readers’ attention with nice images. These 
simple drawings help children to remember the morals of the fables and to learn the deeper truth 
contained in the humble narratives. They suit Lin Shu’s purpose of translating Aesop’s fables to 
educate children. Another version, compiled by Rev. T. James in 1876 with selected 203 fables, 
has a similar layout, whereas the order of the fables is completely different.407 
Although the fables often overlap in different collections, and the translators might show 
preference in their selection of fables, the order of the fables, however, can be used as a reliable 
indicator to identify the source of the Chinese translation. Western fabulists or compilers seldom 
give meaningful titles to fables, which are mostly identified by the human or animal characters 
appearing in them, such as “The Fox and the Crow,” “The Rabbits and the Frogs,” and “The 
Farmer and the Snake.” When more than one fable features the same animals, it takes a while to 
find a fable even with the aid of an index. For example, fables such as “The Fox and the Wolf,” 
“The Two Frogs,” “The Deer,” and “The Cat and the Mice” all have more than one version. If 
any ingenious author wished to give suitable titles to each fable, he would find that the corpus 
was too large and that if he did that, it would be even more difficult for a reader to locate a fable 
through a long, complex index. Lin did not even give titles to these three hundred fables, while 
the other translated fable collections during the late Qing, as far as I know, contain identifying 
titles. Therefore, when selecting his material, a translator should not jump indiscriminately from 
                                                
407 The earlier collection pervading in England in the late seventeenth century and the early eighteenth century by 
L’Estrange has no illustration except his own image on the first page and one that shows an ugly, pot-bellied Aesop 
portrayed by Planudes. The other collection that, succeeding L’Estrange’s version, dominated the English Aesop for 
nearly two centuries was compiled by Samuel Croxall and published in 1722. In addition to an illustration of Aesop 
pictured as a handsome young man writing fables amidst animals, there is an illustration for each fable of the total 
196 fables included. The increased numbers of illustrations reflect the importance of fables’ role in children’s 
education.   
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one fable to another. To do so would be to create trouble for himself because he needs to avoid 
repetition of the fables.  
If one has both Townsend’s and Lin’s versions at hand, one might find that in Lin’s book, 
the order of the fables in some places is jumbled. For example, one particular fable does not 
show up until the next one or two pages, or fable A switches its place with fable B, and some 
fables are even missing. The first problem might have been caused by interruptions occurring 
during the dictating and translating process, and the second problem might have been due to the 
necessity of cutting down the number of fables to three hundred. As a matter of fact, although 
Townsend’s title says “three hundred Aesop’s fables,” there are actually three hundred and 
thirteen fables in his collection. They are not identified by number, and there is no table of 
contents but only an index grouping them in alphabetical order; so people tend to neglect the 
total number. It is possible that Lin had translated them all and, upon finding that the number did 
not match what the title indicated, he decided to go back and remove thirteen fables. They are 
listed below. For the sake of convenience in locating and discussing these fables, I have added 
numbers before Townsend’s original titles: 
40. The Cat and the Cock 
            56. The Boys and the Frogs 
            92. The Fisherman and His Nets 
            204. The Man, the Horse, the Ox, and the Dog 
            217. The Geese and the Cranes 
            239. The Fox and the Lion 
            273. The Trees under the Protection of the Gods 
            276. Truth and the Traveller 
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            277. The Manslayer 
            278. The Lion and the Eagle 
            279. The Ass and His Driver 
            280. The Thrush and the Fowler 
            309. The Crow and the Serpent 
One might be curious about Lin’s reasons for eliminating these fables. Upon a closer look, we 
see that most of these fables convey a sense of fatalism, which the main characters cannot fight 
against or toward which they give up before they try to make a change.408 Lin certainly would 
not want his readers to absorb these gloomy ideas that would not be helpful for improving the 
desperate situation of China.  
Lin’s introduction to his translation of Aesop’s Fables mainly emphasizes the importance 
of this work for children’s education (meng xue 蒙學). He says,  
                                                
408 Exceptions include fable #40 “The Cat and the Cock,” which might have been removed because it is similar to 
Lin’s second fable, “The Wolf and the Lamb,” in which the former tries to find an excuse to eat the latter; and fable 
#278, which shows that a lion does not trust an eagle enough to make an alliance with him. This lesson of trust in 
fable #278 has occurred in Lin’s fables #4 “The Wolf and the Crane,” #31 “The Fox and the Goat,” and somewhere 
else. In some of the fables on the list above, the leading character only laments about their fate or ends up killing 
themselves or being killed because of their innate disadvantages, such as the frogs in #56 who cry to the boys who 
throw stones on them, “[W]hat is sport to you, is death to us” (Townsend 58); in #217, the geese cannot escape the 
bird catcher’s chase because they are “slower of flight and heavier in their bodies” (ibid. 140); the man in fable 
#277, being a murderer, cannot escape either by running on the land, climbing up on a tree, or swimming in the river 
because in each of these places, he found three fierce animals respectively lying in wait for him: a lion, a serpent, 
and a crocodile (ibid. 172); the ass in fable #279, regardless of his owner’s help in pulling him back, persists in 
throwing himself into a deep precipice (ibid. 173); the thrush in fable #280 is caught by the fowler because of her 
staying long on a myrtle-tree to eat berries; and the crow in fable #309 meets its end when it seizes a serpent for 
food, who then bites it in return (ibid. 187). The endings in these fables are depressing, and the messages are 
pessimistic. The rest of the fables on the list deal with fate: The fisherman in fable #92 “cannot prevent smaller fish 
from falling back through the meshes of the net into the sea” (ibid. 75); fable #204 describes how the horse, the ox, 
and the dog, grateful for a man’s favors, arrange themselves to accompany him in his early, middle, and late years 
one at a time, for a man behaves in certain ways at their different ages (ibid. 132); in misfortune, the lion in fable 
#239 can only sit in the cage and let the fox revile him, and fable #276 even claims that Truth is left alone in the 
desert because falsehood is now with all men (ibid. 172). He also rejected fable #273, in which the olive tree is 
chosen and praised by Minerva because of its fruit, while the other gods choose trees that do not yield fruit (ibid. 
170). He might have disagreed with its moral, “unless what we do is useful, the glory of it is vain.” For Lin, any 
action undertaken out of patriotism is praiseworthy. 
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[In the European West], those who looked highly upon children’s education do 
not neglect Aesop’s book, . . . which is less than one inch [thick] and full of 
yuyan. The brilliance of his yuyan is not like those by our Zhuangzi, but the 
latter’s book is profound and cannot be beneficial for children’s education. . . . 
Aesop’s book is a book composed out of experience. His words are mostly 
transmitted through the conversation of plants and beasts. The delight is extensive 
and there are axioms [in them]. Europeans, when imparting rudimentary 
knowledge to beginners, mostly gather his sayings to benefit their intelligence. . . . 
Some people criticized his book for resembling fiction of the strange or marvels 
[Qixie xiaoshuo 齊諧小說].409 I said, “Fiction works that are able to make their 
names known are those like Liu Nayan’s Xie nue lu [Notes of Banter], Xu Zao’s 
Tan xiao lu [Notes of Talks and Laughs], Lü Juren’s Xuan qu lu [Notes of 
Laughing], Yuan Huai’s Fu zhang lu [Notes of Slapping Hands], and [Su] 
Dongpo’s Ai zi za shuo [The Miscellaneous Comments of Master Ai]. But those 
focus on humor, suitable for urging people to drink [at a feast]. If used to teach 
children to read and write, they do not qualify for that task. It is not that I 
disregard Chinese works and reach for European ones, but rather, I wish to look 
for a book specific to yuyan, which can make children laugh upon learning it and 
gradually realize the changes of human mind and the inconsistency of the innate 
laws of things. There really is no better alternative to Aesop’s. I have neglected 
classic works for a long time and, in these years, especially indulged in novels. 
                                                
409 Qixie 齊諧 is Zhuangzi’s term, used to refer to the writing of marvels or the strange (zhiguai 志怪). “A book 
called Qixie is zhiguai, a record of the strange or marvels. 齊諧者，志怪者也。” (Zhuangzi, ch 1 “Free and Easy 
wandering”; G. Chen 3, 5). See also chapter 3, section “Xiao-shuo, Myths, Yuyan,” of this dissertation. 
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[Since Aesop’s work] satisfies my nature, I cannot dismiss it. I hope the readers 
do not despise it for [its appearing to be] trivial speech.410 (1-2; my translation) 
The works Lin quotes here are all collections of jokes written in the form of biji (notes), which 
Thom refers to as zalu in his preface. The jokes in such collections are partly anecdotes of the 
authors’ contemporaries and partly fiction, in which some yuyan carrying lessons can be found. 
Animals sometimes appear in them for the sake of creating amusement. Lin’s conception of the 
similarity between fables and this kind of writing, under the consideration of children’s 
education, is assessed in terms of the content rather than the form. Hence, his answer to the 
critical remark about fable’s similarity to the fiction of marvels, interestingly, shifts the emphasis 
from writing about the strange (zhiguai 志怪) to writing about humankind (zhiren 志人 or zalu 
雜錄)—both being defined by Lu Xun as the two categories of the subject-matter presented in 
the tradition of Chinese fiction (The Changes 7-12, A Brief History 19). The jokes in particular, 
as a derivative branch from the writing of humankind, seem to be selected because they are short 
and light-hearted, close to the style of fable. However, underneath the justification of the fable’s 
pedagogical value, there is one important factor connecting fables and jokes in this context; and 
this factor, which Lin did not make clear in his preface, is fully used by him in his translation—
that is, the function of criticizing the current society. The jokes serving this function perhaps 
should better be called satires, of which the representative Chinese work is The Miscellaneous 
                                                
410 [歐西]重蒙學者，仍不廢伊索氏之書，. . . . . . 伊索為書，不能盈寸，其 中悉寓言。夫寓言之妙，莫吾蒙
莊若也，特其書精深，於蒙學實未有裨。. . . 伊索氏之書，閱歷有得之書也。言多詭託草木禽獸之相酬答，
味之彌有至理，歐人啟蒙，類多摭拾其說，以益童慧。. . . 有或病其書類齊諧小說者，余曰：「小說克自成
家者，無若劉納言之《諧謔錄》、徐慥之《談笑錄》、呂居仁之《軒渠錄》、元懷之《拊掌錄》、東坡之
《艾子雜說》，然專尚風趣，適資以侑酒，任為發蒙，則莫逮也。余非黜華伸歐，蓋欲求寓言之專作，能
使童蒙聞而笑樂，漸悟乎人心之變幻，物理之歧出，實未有如伊索氏者也。」余荒經久，近歲尤耽於小說
，性有所愜，亦能莫革，觀者幸勿以小言而鄙之。 
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Comments of Master Ai.411 I have introduced this fictional protagonist, Master Ai (Aizi), in both 
chapter 2 and the previous chapter.  
Though from time to time, Lin makes use of the function of social criticism in his 
personal feedback to the fables, he does not adopt the mode of jokes in either the translated 
contents or his comments. Instead, his comments relate the fables to the dire situation of China, a 
country that had just experienced the defeat of the first Sino-Japanese War during August 1894 
to April 1895 and faced the economic and political invasions of the Western countries.412 For 
example, the fable, “The Wolf and the Crane,”413 tells of a wolf, having a bone stuck in his 
throat, that hires a crane to use his beak to draw out the bone. But the wolf does not pay the crane 
after the problem has been solved. It says in the original epimythium, “In serving the wicked, 
expect no reward, and be thankful if you escape injury for your pains” (Townsend 33). Lin 
translates accordingly but adds,  
How can you blame him according to common sense? Weilu [Lin’s alias] says, 
“Evil men profit through killing men, just like the strong countries profit through 
exterminating countries. If [we] do not examine their malicious intentions but ally 
with them with grace, [we] will ultimately be overthrown by them. The only thing 
                                                
411 Lu Xun says in his A Brief History of Chinese Fiction, “The Miscellany of Ai Tzu [Ai zi za shuo], attributed to Su 
Tung-po, is rather better than most, but the majority of the tales in this are satires on current abuses, not jokes 
designed solely for amusement as in the Forest of Jokes [Xiao lin by He Ziran of the Tang Dynasty, now lost] 惟托
名東坡之《艾子雜說》稍卓特，顧往往嘲諷世情，譏刺時病，又異於《笑林》之無所為而作矣” (58; Trans. 
Yang Hsien-Yi and Gladys Yang 78). 
 
412 The defeat of the first Sino-Japanese War also showed the failure of the previous thirty years of Self-
strengthening Movement (Zi qiang yun dong 自強運動 1864-1893), also known as Westernization Movement 
(Yang wu yun dong 洋務運動), starting under the devastating impacts of the two Opium Wars. After the first Sino-
Japanese War, the countries eager to have a share in China were mainly Russia, Germany, England, and France, 
which either offered loans of large sums of money for China to pay Japan, or divided the land in the Chinese 
territory (T. Guo 288-296).  
 
413 I am using Townsend’s titles here and in the following discussions because the fables in Lin’s book have no 
titles. 
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they know is profit. They would rather save themselves the trouble of making a 
so-called alliance!”414 (Aesop’s 3)  
Through sarcasm and indignation, he manages to direct the reader’s attention to the problems of 
foreign affairs at the time. Another example, “The Labourer and the Snake,” relates how a man’s 
son dies after being bitten by a snake and then the man, unable to strike the snake dead with one 
blow, only cuts off his tail. When the man wishes to make peace with the snake lest he also get 
bitten, the latter rejects because neither of them will forget their loss. In this case, Lin even 
modifies the snake’s words and the epimythium. In Townsend’s original version, the snake says, 
“There can henceforth be no peace between us; for whenever I see you I shall remember the loss 
of my tail, and whenever you see me you will be thinking of the death of your son.” The 
epimythium states, “No one truly forgets injuries in the presence of him who caused the injury” 
(Townsend 54). Lin’s modified phrases largely enhance the emotional aspect: “The snake, 
hissing, told him, ‘There can henceforth be no peace [between us]; for whenever I see my cut 
tail, I shall detest you, and whenever you miss your son, you will also loathe me. Where in the 
world is anyone who bears grudge in his heart and seeks no revenge?’ Weilu says, ‘A scholar 
who has aspirations certainly should not forget [his] nation’s feuds’”415 (Aesop’s 22-23). In the 
new version, the feelings are not incurred by the sight of the enemy, but by the memory of the 
loss that stays with the victims. As if being reminded of the injuries were not enough, the 
characters actively preserve their hatred and are encouraged to take revenge. Concerning the 
                                                
414 安可責之以常理？畏廬曰：凶人以殺人為利，猶強國以滅國為利，不審其包藏禍心，而厚結以恩，將終
為其所覆。彼心蓋知有利而已，寧省所謂邦交耶！ 
 
415 蛇微語之曰：「自是永無和時，蓋吾見斷尾，則必仇君，君思子，亦必仇我，天下安有積仇於心，而能
不圖復者也。」畏廬曰：「有志之士，更當無忘國仇。」 
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fable of “The Father and His Sons,” where a father teaches his sons the importance of unity by 
asking them to break sticks, Lin comments:  
Weilu says, “This matter is very similar to that of A-Chai of the Tuyuhun. But a 
verification with the years shows that Aesop is older than A-Chai. The laws of 
things can be the same without adopting one another; this is an example of that 
kind. The Europeans unite, so they are strong; the Chinese do not, so they are 
weak. The problem [of the latter] is that they are not educated [to do so]. Each one 
acts as he pleases without caring about his country. Therefore, the way of getting 
united with each other depends on people’s forming organizations; the way of 
getting united with nations depends on the ruler’s forming organizations.”416 
(Ibid. 4; my translation) 
Both Thom’s and Zhang’s collections have included this fable, so Lin might not be the first 
person to detect the similarity between the Aesopic fable, “The Father and His Sons,” and the 
historical anecdote, “A-Chai Breaking Arrows.” But he is probably the first person to point it out 
directly. Since he had no further clue about the origin or transmission of the fable, it is natural for 
him to speculate that the story came into being independent from other influence. Guo Yanli says 
that Lin’s sporadic comparisons between Aesop’s fables and Chinese classical tales in his 
comments set up the earliest example of Chinese comparative literature (210). Again, a 
connection to the situation of the country is made at the end.  
Aesop’s Fables virtually became a reference for multiple solutions that Lin intended to 
instill in the younger generations and, even better, the contemporary adult readers, all for the 
                                                
416 畏廬曰：茲事甚類吐谷渾阿柴，然以年代考之，伊索古於阿柴，理有不襲而同者，此類是也。夫歐羣而
強，華不羣而衰，病在無學，人圖自便，無心於國家耳。故合羣之道，自下之結團體始，合國羣之道，自
在位者之結團體始。 
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goal of saving China. Overall, he did not change the narration, but only secretly left out or 
modified a sentence or two in the final lines and condensed the story in a few cases. In terms of 
translation, he replaced the gods’ names with the names of planets, such as Taisui zhi xing 太歲
之星 (an ancient name of “Star Jupiter”) for Jupiter and Taibai zhi xing 太白之星 (an ancient 
name of “Star Venus”) for Venus. It is a treatment suitable for his classical prose. When it comes 
to stories that mention ravens bringing good tidings, Lin substituted them with magpies (que 鵲), 
which were considered auspicious birds by the southerners417 like himself, who was born in 
Fujian province, located in the south-east of China (J. Zhang 11). All these changes seem to have 
been made for the sake of the reader’s comprehensibility.  
 
Comparison of Narrative Patterns: from Fables to Stories and Satires 
 
The dominant feature that can be found in the narration of Thom’s and Zhang’s texts is 
an ostensible inclination of making the fables independent stories, as opposed to “fabula,” which 
is defined by Mieke Bal in Narratology as “a series of logically and chronologically related 
events that are caused or experienced by actors” (5). The concept of fabula comes from Latin 
“fābula,” which means in general a tale, story, and subject of talk. It can also mean mere chatter, 
fiction, drama, and fable (Smith and Lockwood 260). It is actually a noun derived from the verb 
“fārī”: to speak.418 Bal’s definition fixes rather on the “subject of talk,” i.e., the material. This is 
in line with what Perry says regarding fables in the introduction to his Babrius and Phaedrus: 
                                                
417 Roel Sterckx notes that Li Shizhen 李時珍 (1518-1593), one of the greatest acupuncturists in Chinese history, in 
his Bencao ganmu《本草綱目》(Compendium of Meteria Medica) 49.9 pointed out that as to foreboding luck, 
“northerners were fond of ravens and disliked magpies while southerners liked magpies but disliked ravens” (295, n. 
177). 
 
418 The dictionary entry is for, fārī, fātus sum (501 Latin Verbs 214). 
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“[A] fable told in prose without a context, or a collection of such fables, was not literature, 
properly speaking, but raw material meant to be used in the making of literature, or orally” (xii).  
In this section of my research, the fabula as raw material corresponds to the fabula as 
fable, which serves as the core of a transformation toward mature stories by following or 
combining patterns of a preexisting Chinese literary genre. It was a genre that then had actually 
mixed the elements of oral and written traditions, as well as history and fiction—namely, 
xiaoshuo 小說 (fiction or novels, or literally, small talk). However, the brevity and pungency of 
Lin Shu’s translation lead the fables to the path of social satire, which stresses logic of the 
narration and caricatures of the characters in the fables. 
 
Example 1. Animals: “The Fox and the Crow” 
   
Despite the diversity of subject matter, the common features of the stories in Thom’s and 
Zhang’s works are that most of them have a beginning, middle, and end, and that they all have a 
moral stated at the closure of the story, mostly by the narrator with a Chinese saying, while Lin 
basically follows Townsend’s version. Take, for example, the popular fable that appears in de 
Pantoja’s, Trigault’s, and Li Shixiong’s works: “The Fox and the Crow.” The Augustana version 
starts with, “A crow who had stolen some meat perched in a tree.” De Pantoja began with, “A 
fable tells that the crow perches on a tree, pecking a piece of meat.” Trigault’s is the same as de 
Pantoja’s, except that he removed the first three characters, “寓言曰 yu yan yue [a fable tells].” 
The beginning of Li’s fable directly copies Trigault’s version. They all seem to use a technique 
somewhat similar to “in medias res,” that is, beginning in the middle of the story. Yet they are 
presenting a fabula, a single event caused or experienced by actors, instead of a complete story. 
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After all, the general attributes of the crow, as well as of the other animals, are considered 
common knowledge by Aesop, as seen in his fables. Or it could be that in the Greco-Roman oral 
tradition, an orator would prefer to save the time of introducing a story and focus on the point he 
wants to make with it in his speech. To him, the animals in a fable are not so much living 
creatures as symbols carrying fixed meanings, and the fables are merely examples used to 
enhance his argument. In this respect, Thom’s fable, “The Fox and Raven” (Ya hu 鴉狐), is 
unique in the way he introduces it: “The raven by nature is not good at singing419 鴉本不善鳴” 
(Th27, 30). It shows that the translator might have presupposed that this point needed to be 
clarified first, and this signals the beginning of the formation of a story. The fable continues as 
follows: 
One day, while holding some food in her bill, she had snugly perched herself on 
the top of a tree. When just in the nick of time, there was a hungry fox, who 
seeing her, wished to get possession of her food but had no way of putting his 
intentions in execution; so he bethought himself of a trick and said, “I have heard 
that your honour warbles most enchantingly ‘The Nymph in Radiant Robe and 
Feathered Garb’ and I have come especially to hear that goddess song, thereby to 
purge my untaught ear! Pray do not on any account refuse me!” The raven 
believed that it was indeed so and could not contain herself for joy. So she 
accordingly commenced to sing and opened wide her bill; upon which her food 
fell to the ground. The Fox picked it up, and thus addressed her, “After this, 
should anyone laud and commend your honour as a good singer, do not upon any 
                                                
419 The translation, as well as the following quoted text, is slightly modified from Thom’s English text in Esop’s 
Fables to produce a literal translation of the Chinese in order to emphasize the differences between these various 
versions of translations. 
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account believe him; depend upon it he must have private reasons for doing so.” 
The proverb says, “We must be on our guard against flattery, lest it be held out to 
us as a bait!” This is just so!420 (30-31; Thom’s English translation slightly 
modified by me to conform with the Chinese; my italics)  
This fable has encapsulated the structure of a complete story, for it has time (though 
unspecific), characters (as distinct from actors), plot, setting, and tone. Of these characteristics, 
time and tone are often missing in a regular fable. Rene Wellek and Austin Warren define 
literature as “a time-art” in their co-authored Theory of Literature (1973), as they assert that a 
story “calls our attention to time, and a sequence in time” and that “‘[s]tory’ comes from 
‘history’” (215). This idea is expanded to a concept that “the novel is a fictitious history” (ibid.). 
A story needs time, so in the rewritten fable above, the seemingly unnecessary “one day” 
becomes an indispensable component. The fox’s calling the raven “your honour 先生,” the 
“goddess song 仙曲,” and “The Nymph in Radiant Robe and Feathered Garb 霓裳羽衣,” not 
only add cultural elements to this fable, but also enhance the characterization of the fox, who by 
saying these things is shown to be more capable of exaggerating than a conventional Aesopic 
fox. Moreover, he is certainly very kind to warn the raven about not repeating her mistake in the 
future, while de Pantoja’s fox, following the old storyline, mocks the crow for his black color 
(which the crow believes to be white) and for his stupidity.421 By contrast, both Trigault’s and 
Li’s foxes simply take the food and leave. Even the fox in Thom’s source text, translated by 
L’Estrange, is doing what the fox is supposed to do—bidding “him [the raven] remember, that 
                                                
420 一日口啣食物，穩棲樹上，適有餓狐見之欲奪其食無以為法，乃生一計曰：「聞先生有霓裳羽衣之妙，
特來一聆仙曲以清俗耳，幸勿見卻！」鴉信為然喜不自勝，遂開聲張口，其食物已脫落矣！狐則拾之謂鴉
曰：「將來有羨先生唱者，切勿信之，必有故也。」俗云：「甜言須妨 [為「防」誤] 是餌。」此也。 
 
421 笑其黑且笑其愚也。(De Pantoja 753). 
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whatever he had said of his Beauty, he had spoken nothing yet out of his Brains” (16). It might 
be a bit confusing that the raven in L’Estrange’s text is male, while the raven in Thom’s is 
female. In fact, the Latin word in Phaedrus’s text is “corvus,” meaning a raven, masculine, which 
is different from “cornīx,” a crow, feminine (Phaedrus #13; Perry Babrius and Phaedrus 206, 
208; Smith and Lockwood 163, 161). L’Estrange is quite right to have translated corvus as a 
raven and designated it as a “he.” Even if he used a Greek source, “κόραξ” in Babrius’s version 
is also masculine, designating “raven” (Babrius #77; Perry Babrius and Phaedrus 96).422 
Nevertheless, a translator still has the freedom to make an animal male or female according to 
the event, and it might be the reason for Thom’s case here. The goddess song, “The Nymph in 
Radiant Robe and Feathered Garb,” a well-known composition originating in the Tang Dynasty, 
might have created a female image for the raven. It was related to a legend that the Emperor 
Xuanzong (reigned 712-756), who wrote the lyric, actually recorded the song of the nymphs 
when he visited the Palace of the Moon, or Jade Palace, ruled by a legendary Chang-e.423 
Although this may seem to be an appropriate reason for making the raven female, the fox’s 
calling her xiansheng 先生, meaning “Sir,” or “your honour” in the English translation of the 
text, does not match the gender well. The formulaic final remark by the narrator is the most 
explicit sign of the fable’s taking the path of the vernacular novel, while, intriguingly, its outer 
form is adopted from the random jotting (biji, or in Thom’s words, zalu), which is conventionally 
written in classical prose. Under such a treatment, the traditional distinction between classical 
and vernacular writings in Chinese literature breaks down in the mixture of the narrator’s voice 
                                                
422 Thanks to Professor Stephan Heilen for providing the different spellings of crow and raven in ancient Greek. 
Perry’s translation of κόραξ as “crow” in this fable seems to be a loose one (Babrius and Phaedrus 97). 
 
423 There are three versions about the source of this song. According to Yueyuan《樂苑》, one version says that it 
was originally a Buddhist song (Po luo men qü 婆羅門曲) dedicated to the emperor by a regional official, Yang 
Jingshu 楊敬述, (Ci hai 202, “Ni shang yu yi qu 霓裳羽衣曲”). Although the legend that the emperor visited the 
Jade Palace is not reliable, it has inspired many Chinese poets and writers to write about it in their works.  
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taking on the storyteller’s disguise—as if there were still another chapter to be continued—and 
the short classical prose that exists as an independent unit. 
Zhang’s version, “Loving Flattery” (Xi mei 喜媚), is borrowed from Thom. Dubbed with 
a title that better illustrates the meaning of the story, it provides one more detail: “The raven as 
an animal is by nature not good at singing”424 (Z11, 1113). As the author keeps Thom’s ending 
with a Chinese saying (俗云 suyun): “We must be on our guard against flattery, lest it be held 
out to us as a bait,” he adds one more sentence, “The one who says them wants to tempt us”425 
(ibid.). The additional descriptions to the beginning and the end show that the tendency of 
moving toward the vernacular novel is gradually amplified.  
On the other hand, Lin Shu’s translation takes another route. For pedagogical and socially 
edifying purposes, he starts by following the western tradition: “A raven stopped at the tip of a 
twig, with its beak holding a piece of meat”426 (40; my translation). It does not differ much from 
Townsend’s opening of the fable: “A CROW having stolen a bit of flesh, perched in a tree, and 
held it in her beak” (76). While Townsend has a “crow,” the word “鴉 ya” in Lin’s rendition 
should be more accurately translated as a “raven.” In Townsend’s fable there is a dramatic 
change in the crow’s attitude, i.e., she actually loses the meat because she opens the mouth to 
scold the fox in reaction to his flattery,427 and the fable ends with the fox’s line, “My good Crow, 
your voice is right enough, but your wit is wanting” (77). The fox’s criticism of the crow’s 
mistake seems to suit Lin’s interest. He makes the fox’s words even sharper and terse: “My 
                                                
424 鴉之為物，本不善鳴。 
 
425 俗云：「甜言須防是餌。」又云：「言甘者其誘我也。」 
 
426 鴉啣肉止於樹杪。 
 
427 鴉聞而欲斥之。 
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friend, your voice is more beautiful than your brain”428 (40; my translation). From the addressing 
of “my good crow” to “my friend,” and from the description of being “right enough” to the use 
of a comparative, “more beautiful,” to connect the voice and brain, the power of the last line has 
been intensified with the pithy statement. Lin goes on to conclude the fable with his comment: 
“Weilu says, ‘One should not be angry when dealing with a contemptible person. Once angry, 
one slips’”429 (41; my translation). In Lin’s reworking, the fable tends toward modal satire when 
he actually means to mock and correct efficiently rather than to appeal to the public’s taste. This 
small scene of “The Fox and Crow/Raven” per se contains two sources that constitute the 
ridiculous in satire: vanity and hypocrisy; but it is in Lin’s version that we see it in the light of 
such a mode. In his Satire and the Transformation of Genre (1987), Leon Guilhamet notes, 
“When human beings attempt a metastasis from what is natural to what is perverse and harmful, 
they become proper objects of ridicule.” He continues: “Vanity may be thought of as primarily a 
comic vice, and hypocrisy, which is usually more serious, may be satiric” (11). In Townsend’s 
and Lin’s versions of the fable, the crow and raven are not accused of being vain, because they 
open their mouths just to refute the foxes’ false compliments. However, Lin’s way of presenting 
the fox stresses that the problem lies in the persistent hypocrisy on the part of the fox. Hence 
there is nothing comical about this fable; it is only satirical. As Lin makes clear in his comment, 
“One should not be angry when dealing with a contemptible person [xiaoren 小人, literally, petty 
person].”  
                                                
428 我友，爾聲美於腦。 
 
429 畏廬曰：處小人勿暴怒，怒則失著。 
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Example 2. Animals and Humans: “The Cat and Aphrodite” 
 
Another typical example that explicitly marks the differences among these three 
translations is the fable, “The Cat and Aphrodite.” The original model for this fable in the 
Augustana recension tells about “a cat [that] fell in love with a handsome young man and prayed 
to Aphrodite to change her into a woman. The goddess took pity on her plight and transformed 
her into a beautiful young woman,” whom the young man also fell in love with upon first sight. 
Everything went well until they lay in the bedroom. Aphrodite put a mouse in the room and 
“[t]he cat forgot her present circumstances, jumped out of the bed, and went after the mouse with 
the intention of eating it. The goddess was angry with her and restored her once more to her 
former condition” (Perry #50; Daly 114-15). In Thom’s translation, it is the man who is 
infatuated with a cat and asks the goddess, here a Chinese mythical figure, Chang-e, to change 
the cat into a woman (#65, pp. 80-81). In fact, Thom follows L’Estrange’s version of the fable, in 
which the man plays the active role in the love relationship (#61, p. 75). The extant documents 
show that apart from the Augustana version, Babrius in his fable #32 has a weasel in the role of 
the cat, and “Cypris, the mother of Desire,” instead of Aphrodite (Perry, Babrius and Phaedrus 
45-47), but the weasel, like the cat, initiates the love. The idea of reversing the positions of love 
might have come from La Fontaine’s “The Cat Changed to a Woman,” in which a man is madly 
in love with his cat, though the goddess is absent (II.18, pp. 51-52).  
The different openings, endings, and comments may suffice to prove the diverse 
directions the translators took for their purposes. L’Estrange’s fable, Thom’s source text, starts 
immediately without any time setting: 
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     A Young Fellow that was passionately in Love with a Cat, made it his humble 
Suit to Venus to turn Puss into a Woman. The Transformation was wrought in the 
twinkling of an Eye, and out she comes, a very bucksome [buxom] Lass. The 
doating [doting] Sot took her home to his Bed; and bad [bade] fair for a Litter of 
Kittens by her that Night: But as the loving Couple lay snugging together, a Toy 
took Venus in the Head, to try if the Cat had chang’d her Manners with her Shape; 
and so for Experiment, turn’d a Mouse loose into the Chamber. The Cat, upon this 
Temptation, started out of the Bed, and without any regard to the Marriage-Joys, 
made a Leap at the Mouse, which Venus took for so high an Affront, that she 
turn’d the Madam into a Puss again.  
            The Moral 
               The extravagant Transports of Love, and the wonderful Force of Nature, are 
unaccountable; the one carries us out of ourselves, and the other brings us back 
again. (#61, 75; capitalized and italicized words are taken from the original text; 
the brackets are my emendations.) 
Thom’s “The Foolish Swain and His Cat” (Yu fu chi ai 愚夫癡愛), however, is narrated in the 
following manner: “In olden times lived a foolish fellow, who had brought up a cat in his house, 
which he looked upon as a pearl above all price. He was constantly praying to Chang-e, the 
nymph of the moon (i.e., the Chinese Diana), saying, ‘Oh, how shall I get Chang-e to take this 
domestic cat of mine and, divesting her of her outward form, change her into a fair woman!’”430 
(#65, 80). When Chang-e granted his wish, he soon loved the woman just as a husband loved his 
                                                
430 Here and in the following discussions on Thom’s translation in this chapter, I use Thom’s English texts in his 
Esop’s Fables but slightly modify them to conform with his Chinese translation. 昔有愚夫，家畜一貓，視如珍寶
。常祝於月裡嫦娥曰：「安得嫦娥將我家貓兒，換去形骸，變一美人，是余之所愿也。」 
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wife (寵幸如夫妻). It is said, “One night, while [they were] sleeping within the curtains, Chang-
e . . . let a Mouse into the room”431 (ibid.). There are some significant changes in Thom’s 
version. The language full of sexual connotations in L’Estrange (bucksome, bidding fair for a 
Litter of Kittens by her, and the Marriage-Joys) has been removed. And the sentence that 
suggests a drunkard (“doating Sot”) taking a full-bosomed woman (“bucksome Lass”) home for 
sex is replaced with the love that long develops within a house and later turns into the love 
between husband and wife. This idea seems to have derived from the “Marriage-Joys” in the 
original and better suits the conservatism of Chinese society. Besides the substitution of Chang-e 
for Venus, the cat is turned into a domestic cat, and it takes longer for the event to progress. 
Strictly speaking, Chang-e is not a parallel figure of Venus in Chinese culture because she does 
not stand for amorous love. As Anne Birrell says, “[Chang-e] is not the moon goddess as such 
but is said to be the ‘essence of the moon’” and, like the moon, undergoes transformations in the 
earliest version of the legend (Chinese Mythology 144). This replacement might have been 
makeshift due to Chang-e’s mythological charm that could reasonably enable the 
transformation.432 Thom’s ending, too, is a bit different: “No sooner did the beautiful woman 
smell the scent of the Mouse than she arose and caught it! Chang-e railed at her, saying, ‘When I 
granted you to be a human being, you ought submissively to have acted like mankind! How then 
is this, that you again give signs of your brutish nature?’ And thereupon she changed her into a 
                                                
431 一夜同臥帳中，嫦娥以鼠放入房內。 
 
432 About Chang-e’s legend, it is said that Yi the Archer asked for the drug of immortality from the Queen Mother of 
the West. Heng-e (commonly known as Chang-e) stole them and flew to the moon (Huai nan zi, “Lanming xun,” A. 
Liu 298, 300-301). 譬若羿請不死之藥於西王母，姮娥竊以奔月。《淮南子‧覽冥訓》Birrell notes that the 
earliest account of Chang-e is about her metamorphosis into a toad on the moon in exchange for immortality. 
According to Birrell, both the toad’s sloughing off of its skin and the waxing and waning of the moon are the “two 
motifs of the cycle of eternal return” (Chinese Mythology 144). 
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Cat as she had been before!”433 (80-81). The insertion of dialogues of the foolish fellow and 
Chang-e constitutes an important element in novels: “showing” with direct statements to 
dramatize the scene, instead of “retelling” with indirect statements that only give an outline of 
the occurrence.434 Unlike Venus in the original version, who cares about the “Marriage-Joys” 
that the cat disregards, Chang-e’s point is that the cat should act in accordance with its form. In 
her speech, she sets a direct opposition between the way of mankind (rendao 人道) and the 
nature of beasts (shouxing 獸性); this opposition mirrors the narrator’s end remark about the 
opposition between right and wrong:  
Thus it is among the men in this world a class of greedy and tricky rascals. 
Although they may walk on the right path for the moment, once riches come 
before their eyes, they naturally reveal their true colors! The proverb says, “The 
green hills may easily change, but it is difficult to alter natural disposition!” 
(anglice, what is bred in the bone, comes out in the flesh) which is just the moral 
of what we have been saying!435 (#65, 81; my italics emphasize the formulaic 
phrases.) 
                                                
433 美人聞鼠氣疾起而擒之，嫦娥責之曰：「吾既托爾為人，自當遵行人事，何以復行獸性？」遂復仍變為
貓。 
 
434 At this stage, there is still not much revelation of the character’s mind, a feature central to the form of fiction, as 
Wayne Booth notes in his The Rhetoric of Fiction (Booth ch.1, “Telling and Showing”). But in Zhang’s Marvellous 
Fables of the Seabound Countries, Jingui Meilü nüshi’s vernacular version of Zhang’s work, and Sun Yuxiu’s 
Historical Fiction of Aesop’s Fables, one can find that this specific technique is used in some fables. For instance, 
Zhang’s fable #21, “Er xian 二賢 [Two Sages]”; Jingui Meilü nüshi’s “Ge chang sheng ge kua qiao ji 割長繩各誇
巧計 [Cutting the Long Rope to Show Off Ingenious Schemes]”; or Sun’s first fable, “Lang qi xiao yang 狼欺小羊 
[The Wolf Deceives the Little Sheep]” and “Hu yu pu tao 狐與葡萄 [The Fox and the Grapes].” 
 
435 如世人貪狡之徒，雖則暫行正道，一時財帛觸目，自然露出真形。俗云：「青山易改，品性難移。」正
此謂也。 
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In contrast to L’Estrange’s epimythium that holds love and nature to be contradictory, the 
narrator in the Chinese text aims to teach an ethical lesson by employing a proverb and 
storyteller’s type of formulaic phrases. For the consideration of English users, an English 
expression of the Chinese proverb is put in parentheses and not translated into Chinese. But this 
in turn teaches Chinese readers how to express the proverb in English, whether or not it was part 
of Thom’s intention. 
In Zhang’s version, “A Beauty” (Meinü 美女), the storyline seems to have returned to the 
Augustana fable, except that the deity is still the Romanized Goddess of Love, Venus, and that 
more literary descriptions have been added to the story. It reads as follows: “In olden times, there 
were a lot of temples in the Roman Empire. A goddess called Venus was the most beautiful 
among all [that were worshipped]. At that time, there was a cat who, upon seeing a handsome 
youth in elegant outfit, wished to marry him”436 (Z35, 1125-26; my translation). The cat prayed 
to Venus to change its shape into a woman, and she consented. But after the transformation,  
the goddess warned the cat, “You are henceforth a human being. You ought to do 
what humans do.” The cat received the instructions cautiously. She soon followed 
[the youth] for three years like husband and wife. One day, the goddess suddenly 
put a mouse in their room to test her. No sooner did the beauty smell the scent of 
the mouse than she caught it and gobbled it down, as if she had forgotten that she 
was a human being. The goddess railed at her: “Since, having been turned into a 
human form, you do not strip the nature of the beast, it suits you to be changed 
back to be a cat and to live with other beasts.” [At the sight of this], the youth was 
greatly shocked and ran away. This can be compared to the greedy and tricky 
                                                
436 古時羅瑪國廟宇甚夥，有一神名維納斯者，譯 [疑為「亦」誤] 即容貌最美之女神也。時有一貓，見美少
年衣履翩翩，意欲嫁之。 
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rascals in this world. Although they may behave in an upright manner for the 
moment, once they come upon riches, seeing the prey that delight their hearts, 
they naturally reveal [their true characters as] the real appearance of the Lushan 
Mountain. Alas! To a great extent, it is difficult to alter natural disposition!437 
(Z35, 1126; my translation) 
Imitating the pattern of narration set by Thom’s version, the structure of this fable basically 
remains the same as its Chinese precedent, but again more details are supplied to enrich the 
story. Compared to the previous version that only gives the information of “olden times” and 
quickly moves on to the main character’s issue, Zhang’s story offers a more complete setting for 
the time, place, and character: olden times, the Roman Empire, and Venus as the most beautiful 
among all the goddesses. To put more emphasis on the lesson, as well as to increase the 
liveliness of the narrative, the author gives the goddess one more dialogue to advise the cat that it 
should act as a human being later on; and we are told that the time span of the relationship of this 
couple is three years. Under further examination, by comparing this text in A-ying’s collection 
with the republished Marvellous Fables of the Seabound Countries in Yan Ruifang’s Three 
Versions of Chinese Translations of Aesop’s Fables in the Qing Dynasty (2011), the “three 
years” (san nian 三年) in A-ying’s more widely circulating text that I use here might be a typo 
referring to the “youth” (shao nian 少年) (R. Yan 67). The simile of “husband and wife” was 
kept here in spite of the Roman setting, and some words and expressions were directly taken 
from Thom’s fable. The author’s comment at the end particularly builds on the idea of Thom’s 
fable. He manages to rephrase it by making another Chinese allusion, “the real appearance of 
                                                
437 神戒之曰：「爾今為人，宜盡人事。」貓謹受教，即從三年，儼如夫婦。忽一日，神以一鼠放入房內試
之。美女聞鼠氣，一躍而前，疾擒食之，一若忘其為人者。神乃責之曰：「爾既變人形，而不脫乎獸性，
自宜仍變為貓，與獸同處焉。」少年大詫而走。比如世之貪狡者，雖有時暫行端正，而一遇財帛，見獵心
喜，當即露出廬山真面目矣。甚矣哉，本性之難移也！ 
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Lushan Mountain.”438 Nevertheless, traces of attempting to break through Thom’s model can be 
detected in the additional description of the youth’s reaction and the removal of the proverb and 
of the last formulaic phrase—“which is just the moral of what we have been saying”—both of 
which have repeatedly appeared in most of Thom’s fables.  
In contrast to the style of the previous two pieces, Lin Shu’s translation reads like a 
summary of the same story.  
     A female cat suddenly wanted to be close to humankind and fell in love with a 
youth, so it asked Star Venus for a magical change into a woman. The spirit of the 
star granted its wish. After the cat had been transformed into a human being, it 
lived with the youth. Star Venus, thinking that the substance of the cat had been 
changed but that its heart might have not changed [accordingly], once more used 
magical power to form a mouse in order to test it. The cat lady leapt to chase the 
mouse. The spirit of the star was angry and turned it back into a cat again.439 (109; 
my translation) 
Lin’s narration of the fable is a plain description of the occurrence, just like that of a reporter. 
Even if he seems to have intended to make the fable succinct, unlike his source text that begins 
with “[a] CAT fell in love with a handsome young man” (Townsend 183), Lin’s version, 
                                                
438 Lushan (Thatch-Hut) Mountain is located in the south of Jiujiang city, Jiangxi Province. It is well-known for its 
different shapes and diverse scenery when viewed from different angles (Pan 464). The use of “the real appearance 
of Lushan Mountain 廬山真面目” originated from Su Shi’s (Dongpo) (1037-1101 CE) poem, “Ti xi lin bi 題西林
壁” (“Inscribed on a Wall at Thatch-Hut Mountain’s West-Forest Monastery”), in which the poet portrays this 
special phenomenon pertaining to this mountain: “Seen from one side, it’s a ridgeline. From another, it’s a peak. / 
Distant or near, high or low—it never looks the same twice. / But if I just can’t recognize Thatch-Hut Mountain’s 
true face, / here’s why: I am myself at the very center of this mountain! 橫看成嶺側成峰，遠近高低各不同。不識
廬山真面目，只緣身在此山中。” (Tran. Hinton 379).  
 
439 牝貓忽思近人，愛一年少，乃請於太白之星，幻為女郎，星精許之。牝貓既化為人，與年少同居，太白
之星，念貓質既變，而心或不變，復幻一鼠試之。貓女躍起逐鼠，星精怒，令復為貓。 
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surprisingly, gives a reason for the cat’s abnormal behavior at the beginning: “A female cat 
suddenly wanted to be close to humankind.” But some subsequent details in Townsend have 
been obviously left out.440 Lin’s reason of supplementing this first line might be one that 
concerns the logic of cause and effect. By doing it he may prove with this case that within a 
normal context, the involvement of a supernatural power still cannot change one’s true nature. It 
is noteworthy that Lin uses “幻 huan” as the verb to mean “create with magical power” (幻為女
郎、復幻一鼠), and “化 hua” for “transform the substance” (化為人), as distinct from Thom’s 
變 bian441 or Zhang’s 易 yi.442 Although these three words all carry the meaning of change, huan 
is especially related to illusion and magic. 幻化 huanhua, a term often used in the Chinese tales 
of the supernatural, refers to “magical changes, death, metamorphoses” (Mathews’ Chinese-
English Dictionary 334). Even Venus is not a goddess here, but a spirit of a star (xingjing 星精). 
Nevertheless, even though this fable is full of connotations of what Lin calls “the fiction of 
marvels” in his introduction, the story has been made to serve a this-worldly lesson. Lin left out 
Townsend’s moral, “[n]ature exceeds nurture” (Townsend 183), and replaced with his own:  
Weilu says, “Those who are fond of eating surely slaver when they see wine and 
meat; those who are addicted to gambling surely play when they come across a 
gambling game. Since the hands and the mouth have got used to these things, an 
urging to the heart triggers them to act. Hence, as to those contemptible people in 
                                                
440 For example, “the youth saw her, and loved her, and took her home as his bride,” and the occasion of letting 
loose the mouse as “[w]hile they were reclining in their chamber.” The description of how the cat damsel acts in 
chasing the mouse is also omitted: “She, quite forgetting her present condition, started up from the couch, and 
pursued the mouse, wishing to eat it” (Townsend 183). 
 
441 「安得嫦娥將我家貓兒換去形骸，變為美人，. . . . . 。」 嫦娥感其癡誠，姑將其貓暫變美人。(Th65, p. 
80).  
 
442 「 願神大力易我形骸，俾得與少年為佳偶 . . . . . .。」 神憐其癡，為之易形 ，遂成美女，容華頗麗。
(Z35, p. 1126). 
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disguise, there is no need to test them. Their shameful looks will soon become 
visible!443 (109; my translation) 
In terms of the morals that convey similar lessons of the three versions, Lin’s is especially tinged 
with indignant sarcasm meant to chastise certain people and correct the problem. One may as 
well forget that the fictitious story above is about love and nature.  
      Later, the trend of social critique through fables developed into satirical jokes represented 
by Wu Jianren’s 吳趼人 Qiao pi hua《俏皮話》(Witty Talks). According to Lu Shudu 盧叔度, 
the editor of the 1957 edition, some of the stories were first published in newspapers and then in 
a journal edited by Wu, called Yue yue xiao shuo《月月小說》(The All-Story Monthly), during 
the late Qing period (Wu 19). Concerning this journal, A-ying explains in his Wan Qing wen yi 
bao kan shu lue《晚清文藝報刊述略》(A Descriptive Outline of the Literary Newspapers and 
Journals in the Late Qing Period, 1959), that The All-Story Monthly, published between 1906-
1908, mainly contributed to the promotion of short stories (25). Chen Puqing says that the fables 
in Witty Talks were first gathered and published in one volume in 1909, and he considers Witty 
Talks to be “the bridge for the transition between the ancient Chinese yuyan to the modern 
yuyan” because of its anti-imperialistic and anti-feudalistic themes and narrative style that 
combines Chinese with Western techniques444 (Outlines 45, 48). This work is certainly different 
from other jokes composed in classical Chinese joke collections, such as those mentioned in 
                                                
443 畏廬曰：「嗜食者見酒肉必涎，嗜博者遇樗蒱 (shūpú) 必弄，手口既與物習，中心若促之而發者，故矯
飾之小人，不必再試，而醜態當立見。」 
 
444 中國古代寓言向現代寓言過渡的橋樑。 
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Lin’s preface. For the traditional jokes mostly feature human characters (Lin Shuzhen 133-
135),445 whereas in Witty Talks talking animals often have the leading roles.   
One of Wu’s jokes also plays with the motif of transformation. It is entitled 
“Transformation” (Bianxing 變形):  
When a fox, through practicing austerities, becomes a spirit, it can then transform 
itself into a human shape. These are words of fiction writers. A fox believed in 
them, so it practiced daily for two thousand years, but still could not turn itself 
into a human shape. Once, when it sneaked into a city, it saw someone wearing a 
marten jacket [diaopi magua 貂皮馬褂] inside-out and was greatly startled. 
[Hence] it visited a venerable elder, asking him: “I would like to change myself 
into a human shape, but having practiced austerities for two thousand years, I still 
cannot make it. Today, when I went into town, I saw someone who was 
apparently a human being, but had half his body turned into a beast shape. May I 
ask how many years he had practiced [this art]?” The venerable man said, 
“Whoever wishes to change his shape must first change his heart. Although you 
have practiced austerities for two thousand years, you have not changed your 
heart into a human’s heart; therefore, you cannot take a human shape. As for what 
you have seen today: apparently a human being with half his body turned into a 
beast’s shape; the heart of this kind of man has already become a beast’s heart. So 
                                                
445 Also see Lin Shuzhen’s 林淑貞 Yu zhuang yu xie: Ming Qing xiao hua xing yu yan lun quan《寓莊於諧：明清
笑話型寓言論詮》(Lodging Seriousness in Humor: Discussions and Comments on the Joke-Style Yuyan in the 
Ming and Qing Dynasties, 2006), chapter 5, “The Images of the Human Characters.” 
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there is no need for him to practice austerities. He can turn himself into a beast 
shape anytime!”446 (J. Wu 109; my translation)    
馬褂 magua is an “outside jacket with wide sleeves” worn over a gown (Mathews’ Chinese-
English Dictionary 609). Together with a long gown, it was a regular uniform for officials at the 
Qing court. Those made with animals’ fur were especially expensive. According to Li Zejing’s 
李澤靜 “Cun Hong luo meng zhong kan Qing Qianlong shi qi shang ceng she hui de fu shi wen 
hua 從《紅樓夢》中看清乾隆時期上層社會的服飾文化” (“Looking at the Culture of 
Clothing of the Upper-Class Society during the Qing Qianlong Period through Dream of the Red 
Chamber,” 2010), she discusses the great number of jackets made with precious furs found in 
some cases recorded in Qianlong chao cheng ban tan wu dang an xuan bian《乾隆朝懲辦貪汙
檔案選編》(The Selected Files of Investigation on Corruption during the Qianlong Period 
[1736-1795]) and in Nei wu fu zou xiao wen jian《內務府奏銷文件》(The Documents of 
Collected Taxes of the Imperial Household Department) (50). Obviously, Wu intended to 
criticize the corruption of the Qing officials with this joke, or precisely, this satirical fable, which 
suggests that the corrupt officials have already made themselves into beasts. The fox in the fable 
is not the fox in the traditional Chinese “tales of the strange,” in which factuality, or efforts made 
to show this aspect, is an essential factor. And it turns out that the transformation requires no 
supernatural power at all, as the venerable man says, “[T]he heart of this kind of man has already 
become a beast’s heart. So there is no need for him to practice austerities.” How a man’s mind 
                                                
446 狐狸修煉成精，即可以幻成人形，此小說家之言也。一狐信之，即日日修煉，煉至二千年，不能成人
形。偶潛入城市間，見有反穿貂皮馬褂者，不禁大訝。訪年高有德者問之曰：「吾欲變人形，修煉二千年
而不可得，今日吾偶入城市，見有明明人也，而半體已變作獸形者，敢問其修煉若干年矣？」年高有德者
曰：「凡欲變其形，必先變其心；汝雖修煉二千年，而未經變成人心，故終不得成人形也。若汝今日之
見，明明人也，而半體已變獸形者，此等人之心，本已變成獸心，故不必修煉，已隨時可以變為獸形
矣。」 （“變形”) 
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(or greed) can work magic! It is the implied praise of the man that makes this joke satirical and 
reveals what Guilhamet says is the close relationship between satire and panegyric (Guilhamet 
21-22). Here it seems that even if the praise is only implied, rather than publicly announced, the 
biting effect of a satire can still be achieved through an explicit lie—the man who is wearing a 
marten jacket has turned his heart into a beast’s heart—and an irony—it is praiseworthy for the 
fox, who is not cunningly shrewd, but rather naïve.  
 
Example 3. Human Beings 
 
It is not easy to find a single fable of human characters that can best exemplify the 
attributes of all three translations in question: for one thing, compared to animal fables, there are 
fewer “human” fables to be chosen; for another, with different purposes in mind, the translators 
put their emphases on different selections. That is why in the following section, I give examples 
from Thom’s Esop’s Fables that differ from those I choose from Zhang’s and Lin’s collections. 
      One may find it difficult to figure out the models for some fables in Thom’s work only by 
looking at L’Estrange’s list of five hundred fables. The reason is that he might have rewritten a 
couple of fables, among which those fables of human characters explicitly point to the trading 
and political issues that might have concerned Thom, who was then working in Guangzhou. 
They are #28 “The Tailor and Mountebank 裁縫戲法,” #29 “The Dyer and Fuller 洗染布各業,” 
#70 “The Avaricious Landlord Disappointed 業主貪心,” and #73 “Esop Decries the Use of 
Torture 意拾勸世.” The first three are related to some basic ideas and experiences about doing 
business, and the last, to unjust law. “The Tailor and Mountebank” starts with their “discussing 
the affairs of this world” without setting the time in the past. The tailor tells the mountebank 
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(juggler) that he himself cannot be compared with him, because the mountebank has so many 
talents. The mountebank then teaches him some tricks. In the ensuing year of famine, it is the 
mountebank that has to rely on the tailor’s skill. The narrator ends the fable this way: “The 
proverb says, ‘Better know one trade well, than have a smattering of a hundred!’ It is indeed 
so!”447 (32). This story might have been inspired by L’Estrange’s fable #354, “A Taylor and His 
Wife,” in which the wife keeps complaining to her husband about how useless it is to be a tailor. 
L’Estrange’s version certainly is not suitable to be translated, not only because of the 
unfavorable topic, but also because the tailor ends up dunking his wife in water to seal her 
mouth. She, however, holds up her hands over her head and uses her fingers to make an insulting 
gesture. It is suggested that the man drowns his wife (“when he saw that once, he was e’en glad 
to give her over”) (367-68). The moral is a misogynistic one: “The last Two Things that die in an 
Impetuous Woman, are her Tongue and her Stomach, when she cannot have her Will” (368). 
Though L’Estrange claims in his preface that his fable collection is for children’s education 
(L’Estrange A3), this fable might not be appropriate even for adults.448 On the other hand, 
Thom’s adaptation not only defends the value of being a tailor by prolonging the time setting 
from a peaceful time to a year of famine, but also changes the moral from a biased criticism of 
woman in order to address the practical aspects of choosing a profession in society.    
                                                
447 俗云：「百藝無如一藝精是也。」 
 
448 L’Estrange was later accused of having a negative influence on children through his fables by Samuel Croxall, 
whose fable collection succeeded his in the eighteenth century. As Croxall declares in his preface, “[W]hat Devils, 
nay what poor Devils, would L’Estrange make of those Children, who should be so unfortunate as to read his Book 
and imbibe his pernicious Principles: Principles, coin’d and suited to promote Growth, and serve the Ends of 
Popery, and Arbitrary Power” (no page no. available). Although this fable is categorized as Poggius’s work, 
L’Estrange is held responsible for his selection and interpretation of fables. He says in the Reflection, “There’s no 
Place for Reasoning with her, neither is there any thought of curing her Will, by applying to her Body. . . . She 
would have he Will, ay marry would she, and that was all the Harm in’t.” Then he turns to throw his darts at men 
who are transported out of government by saying, “[T]hey make it a Point of Honour to be firm to their Wickedness, 
and with the Old Covenant in their Mouths, to Live and Die Impenitent. They’ll do all the Mischief in fine that they 
can; and when they can do no more, they’ll be troubled at it, and call Pricklouse with their Thumbs still [like the 
woman in the fable], when they can do’t no longer with their Tongues” (L’Estrange 368).   
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      Thom’s fable #29, “The Dyer and Fuller,” is very likely to have come from L’Estrange 
#64, “A Collier and a Fuller.” The original reads: “A Fuller had a very kind Invitation from a 
Collier [charcoal dealer] to come and live in the House with him. He gave him a thousand 
Thanks for his Civility; but told him, that it would not stand with his Convenience; for, (says he) 
as fast as I make any Thing clean; you’ll be smutting it again” (L’Estrange 79). “The Moral,” 
listed below and separate from the content, says, “’Tis a necessary Rule in Alliances, Matches, 
Societies, Fraternities, Friendships, Partnerships, Commerce, and all manners of civil dealings 
and Contracts, to have strict Regard to Humour, the Nature, and the Disposition of those we 
have to do withal” (ibid.). The narration starts from the event directly and proceeds in a plain and 
brief manner. Both the fable and the epimythium present this scene as unexceptional. 
      However, Thom’s version is cast in a different light. It starts thus: 
The (professions of) bleaching and dyeing are not carried on on the same 
principle. One day a Fuller proposed [an idea] to a Dyer: “Why should not you 
and I carry on our business in company? Would not this further increase our 
friendship and intimacy?” The Fuller replied, “As you and I do not conduct our 
business on the same principle, we can never mutually agree upon the same plan; 
for after I had washed my cloth snowy white without a flaw, and unsullied by a 
single speck; were it (i.e., my cloth) only to pass thro’ your hands, there would 
not be a particle of its original color remaining! the hatred in which I hold has 
already entered my very bones and marrow. Why would I even want to carry on 
business together [with you]?” Mencius says, “The man who makes arrows, is 
only alarmed lest they may not wound men; while he who makes armour, alone 
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feels afraid lest men may be wounded;”449—and what is there in this to cause 
surprise?450 (33) 
The narrative, like the previously discussed Chinese versions, can be divided into three parts. 
The beginning is an opening concept about bleaching and dyeing that establishes the premise for 
the story, here also for the moral. And the purely descriptive narrative is transformed into a story 
consisting of dialogues, in which the characters express emotions about this subject: the Dyer 
wishes to increase intimacy, while against the Dyer’s profession, the Fuller harbors a hatred that 
has entered his bones and marrow (恨入骨髓 henru gusui). Although these two human 
characters still represent “types,” as do the Aesopic animals, their dialogues are able to show the 
problem concerning human affairs more vividly. The epimythium is replaced by Mencius’s 
saying that succinctly depicts the antagonism between these two professions; and then following 
the pattern of the vernacular novel, the fable ends with the storyteller’s phrase, “what is there in 
this to cause surprise?” The fable thus develops into an independent short story. 
The source of fable #70, “The Avaricious Landlord Disappointed,” is John Milton’s “The 
Fable of the Peasant and His Landlord” (“Apologus de Rustico et Hero”), first appearing in 1673 
(Milton 487). It cannot be found in L’Estrange’s collection, which was published before it,451 or 
in Perry’s index of Greek and Latin fables in Babrius and Phaedrus. The reason might be that it 
                                                
449 This is quoted from the Mencius, “Gong sun chou I.” Mencius uses this example to explain the importance of 
benevolence. “One must choose his profession with caution. . . . If an arrow-maker feels ashamed of making arrows, 
it would be better for him to practice benevolence. 術不可不慎也。. . . . . . 矢人而恥為矢也。如恥之，莫如為仁
。” 《孟子‧公孫丑上》頁八十一。(Mencius 81; my translation). 
 
450 洗布與染衣各不同道，一日洗者與染者商議曰：「何不你我同事，豈不更為親密？」洗者曰：「你我不
同道不相為謀，原我洗布之後，雪白無瑕、一塵不染，豈知一經汝手，竟無一毫原色矣！吾已恨入骨髓尚
欲同事乎？」孟子云：「矢人惟恐不傷人，函人惟恐傷人。」又何怪乎？ 
 
451 See footnote 383. 
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was mixed with other poems in Milton’s Poems, &c. upon Several Occasions (1791). The 
original fable is told in the following manner:  
A peasant chose the tastiest apples from his apple tree every year and gave them, 
once collected, to his landlord in the city. The landlord, seized by the incredible 
sweetness of the fruit, transplanted the apple tree into his personal small open 
space [in the city]. The tree, thus far fruitful but weak because of old age, having 
been removed from its accustomed soil, became dry and feeble right away. As 
soon as this became clear to the lord, he—having been fooled by idle hope—
condemned his hands [which had been] quick to [cause] his own damage and said, 
“Alas! How much had it been better if I had received those gifts of the farmer, 
although they were small, with a thankful mind, if I could curb my avarice and 
insatiable appetite! Now both the produce and its source have perished to my 
disadvantage.”452 (Milton 487-88; my translation)  
Thom’s version reads like an anecdote: “Formerly there lived a Peasant, who assisted in 
cultivating his Landlord’s grounds. Within (the small premises he occupied or rented) was an 
Old Tree; and of the fruit which it bore, the Peasant was wont every year to select the very best, 
which in the first instance he presented to his Landlord; after which, he sold what was over 曾有
                                                
452 My gratitude to Professor Stephan Heilen for helping me make my translation more literal, and thus closer to the 
original text that is quoted as follows: 
     Rusticus ex malo sapidissima poma quotannis 
       Legit, et urbano lecta dedit Domino: 
   Hinc incredibili fructus dulcedine captus, 
       Malum ipsam in proprias transtulit areolas. 
   Hactenus illa ferax, sed longo debilis ævo, 
       Mota solo assueto, protenus aret iners. 
   Quod tandem ut patuit Domino, spe lusus inani, 
       Damnavit celeres in sua damna manus; 
   Atque ait, Heu quanto satius fuit illa Coloni, 
       Parva licet, grato dona tulisse animo! 
   Possem ego avaritiam frænare, gulamque voracem: 
       Nunc periere mihi et fœtus, et ipse parens. (487-88) 
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佃戶，承耕業主之地，中有老樹一棵，每年所出之果，佃丁擇其善者，先送業主，然後發
賣。” (87; Thom’s English translation without change). The awkward English version seems to 
look this way because it manages to follow the word order of the Chinese translation. This 
indicates that the translation process might have been that Thom and his teacher, Mun Mooy, 
first settled the Chinese translation and then Thom translated the Chinese into English 
accordingly, if necessary, with additional explanation put in parentheses, rather than the other 
way around. As we can see, some details have been added to the translation. The first sentence 
explains why the peasant sends the fruit to the landlord. With the condition of the tree and what 
the peasant does with the rest of the fruit, the story reads as if it had happened. At the end of this 
version, the landlord says, “This is indeed my fault! Had I not transplanted this Tree to my 
garden, every year I might have had fruit for my palate as heretofore! But now and 
henceforward, I shall, alas, enjoy it no more!”453 (87-88; my italics). The landlords in the two 
versions both regret what they have done to the tree, but the new version puts greater emphasis 
on the descriptions of time to stress the landlord’s loss. This also helps to tie the event to the 
historical context. The story, of course, does not stop here, for it is now the Chinese storyteller’s 
chance to give it an ending that will be in tune with his audience’s way of thinking. Thus he 
states, “The proverb saith, ‘Because the avaricious heart is unsatisfied, he loses his capital as 
well [as his profit]!’ which has just been said [in the fable]!”454 (88; Thom’s translation modified 
by me to correspond more closely to the Chinese). The proverb is similar to the landlord’s words 
in Milton’s fable, except that the source is seen as capital, and the produce, the profit; both are 
businessmen’s terms. They might have reflected Thom’s concerns most of the time.  
                                                
453 是我之過也！我若不移在此，每年尚得果嘗，今而後不可復得矣！ 
 
454 俗云：「貪心不一，連本俱失。」正此謂也。 
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The source of fable #73 “Esop Decries the Use of Torture” is unclear. It stands out 
because the historical elements in the content are obviously fabricated, and the character, event, 
and place are all disjoined. The fable says,  
Some three thousand years ago, in the Kingdom of Kalapa, the people of that 
Country were far from being enlightened: their inclinations were solely directed 
towards heresies, which the Laws of the Land most sternly prohibited. . . . One 
day, having apprehended a good many [sorcerers], they were just in the act of 
binding them hand and foot. Esop passed that way and enquired of the bystanders, 
saying, “What have these people been about?” The multitude answered, “These 
are Sorcerers, and just now we are about to try them: we take them and plunge 
them in the middle of that pool; those who swim are then accounted Sorcerers; we 
will burn them with fire! But if they go to the bottom, then we consider them to be 
good people; and will instantly permit them to return home. Sure never was a 
more sage plan [fa 法 also means “law”] devised than this!”455 (91; Thom’s 
translation modified by me to correspond more closely to the Chinese) 
The first problem is the time setting. Thom compiled these fables around 1840. Counting back 
three thousand years would put us in the twelfth century BCE, which was six hundred years 
before Aesop. His Esop in this fable is certainly not the Aesop we know. Moreover, Kalapa is the 
legendary capital lying at the center of the kingdom of Shambhala, the Buddhist Pure Land.456 
                                                
455 加剌巴三千年前，國人未明道理，專好異端，而國法禁之最嚴，. . . . . . 一日挐獲多人，正在繫縛手足，
意拾過而問之曰：「此何為者？」眾答曰：「此乃術士，今將試之，將其溺於池中浮水者，則為術士，當
焚之於火，沉者則為良民，即捨之以歸，法之善莫過於此。」 
 
456 In his The Way to Shambhala, Edwin Bernbaum discusses the mysterious kingdom Shambhala, which was 
recorded in Sanskrit texts of Tibetan Buddhism and gave rise to James Hilton’s idea of Shangri-la in his popular 
novel, Lost Horizon (3-4, 19, 75, 258). The oldest volumes of Shambhala were first written in Tibetan around the 
eleventh century CE as translations of these texts. According to the description of the texts, the kingdom lies in 
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Esop here is visiting a Buddhist kingdom with the name of a legendary city. The third problem is 
another anachronism implied in the punishment of sorcery, which did not become juridical until 
the early fourteenth century in the West.457 In short, Thom’s fable lets Esop appear in a Buddhist 
kingdom in order to correct cruel persecutions of sorcery. The context for Thom is not Asian but 
western, and the reference is to the persecution actually carried out by Christians in the 
fourteenth century (see footnote 457). This might be an unsuccessful attempt of creating a 
historicized fable, as the author tried to give the specific time, place, and person, but only 
exposed his illogical arrangement of these elements.  
Having sensed the Chinese’s preference for historical anecdotes, Thom might have 
wished to make his point through Esop, who in this case reasons with the crowd, just as the 
legendary Aesop was depicted on many occasions in the last part of the Life of Aesop, with the 
men of Samos, the prophets from Heliopolis, and the men of Delphi (Daly 74-78, 84-90). Upon 
hearing those people’s words, Esop in this fable exclaims, “Oh! What kind of plan is this that 
you speak to me about!! Alas! If this be the way that you go to work, of those which [sic] you 
seize, no one will escape with his life: those who swim, die by fire; those who sink, die by water, 
but they both meet Death alike”458 (Thom 91-92). Then Thom continues to make his point clear,  
This Fable refers to those fierce and cruel Mandarins in this world, who make a 
constant practice, of never scrutinizing the truth or falsehood of any case; and 
                                                
northern India, surrounded by a ring of snow mountains, but it remains hidden from view. Kalapa, the capital, is 
located at the center. A jeweled palace is built there as the residence of the King of Shambhala (5-9). Bernbaum says 
that Shambhaha means in Sanskrit, “the Source of Happiness,” and for lamas, it is a Pure Land, a kind of paradise 
(9).  
 
457 According to Jeffrey Burton Russell’s Witchcraft in the Middle Ages (1972), the first case that the Inquisition 
extended its jurisdiction over sorcery was in 1320 by John XXII, whose “canon extravagante, Super illius specula,” 
issued in 1326 or 1327, authorized the Inquisition to continue their persecution of sorcerers by identifying them as 
heretics (173-74). 
 
458 惡是何法哉！夫如是所獲者，無一生命矣！浮者死於火，沉者死於水，均一死也！ 
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who, right or wrong, at once apply the Torture in order that the accused party may 
confess; and to such an extent, as often to lead to the mutilation of limbs; those 
who confess are put to death by statute; those who refuse to confess, then die 
under the Torture—or, granting that they may not actually lose their lives, yet 
their limbs being thus mutilated, can (such unjust Mandarins) ever restore these to 
them again! People therefore cannot be too careful!459 (#73, 92; Thom’s English 
translation without change) 
Thom’s eloquence, linking the fable to the social problem in China, is fully demonstrated in this 
passage only before he gets to the last sentence: “People therefore cannot be too careful! 不可不
慎也！” There is no grammatical subject in the Chinese original sentence; thus Thom supplied 
“people.” The sentence, however, remains ambiguous. Does “people” refer to the Mandarins, 
who should change their brutal practice, or to the common folk, who ought to be smart enough to 
stay away from them? Unlike the other fables, which all have a clear remark delivered with a 
proverb, common saying, or explanation, the uncertainty at the end of this fable undermines its 
effect, but more or less reveals the caution that Thom and Mun Mooy took when touching upon 
the political issue.  
Zhang Chishan’s Marvellous Fables of the Seabound Countries has not a small number 
of fables featuring human beings. Twenty-five out of seventy are such fables, among which five 
have no parallels in other collections, and six adapted from other fables or anecdotes are 
ingeniously done. Since there are so many of them, here I choose one example to show how the 
sinicization of a translated text is deepened through the substitution and portrayal of a human 
character. One would not overlook the idea of the “Rotten Confucian” that a fable in Zhang’s 
                                                
459 如世上暴虐之官，往往不審虛實動以刑法求招，甚至傷殘肢骵，招者則死於律，不招則死於刑，苟不致
斃命，而傷肢骵，能為之復原乎？不可不慎也！ 
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work tries to elucidate. It originally appears as one of Babrius’s extant prose paraphrase fables 
entitled, “The Boy Bathing in the River” (BaP #165), which is narrated in this manner: “A boy 
while bathing in a river came near to being drowned. On seeing a passer-by he called to him for 
help, but the man began to scold him for the foolhardy risk he had taken. Said the boy, ‘Come, 
help me now; you may scold me later when I have been saved’” (Perry, Babrius and Phaedrus 
462-63).  
L’Estrange, as the compiler of the source of Thom’s fables, did not include this fable in 
his collection, but La Fontaine did have a new version of this piece, called “The Child and the 
Schoolmaster” (I.19). It is added with a prologue, working somewhat like a promythium: “That 
fools’ preaching is devoid of power / Is what I am trying to explain.” 
            A child all but drowned in an idle hour 
            When frolicking on a bank of the Seine. 
            Yet fairly near the little fellow 
            Providence had placed an enormous willow. 
            Well, as the child clutched some branches that trailed, 
            A teacher approached and his ears were assailed 
            By cries of, “Help! I’m drowning. Rescue me.” 
            The schoolmaster, pausing impersonally 
            As though reproving iniquities, 
            Said, “The little blockhead has fallen in! 
            See? Punishment for stupidities! 
            Think of undertaking the rogues. Imagine. 
            Unlucky parents who must keep a watchful eye 
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            On the renegades, alert for tricks they may try. 
            Pitiful. I am pained for them to the core!” 
            He ranted, and then drew the child ashore. 
            Many more types are implied than I include— 
            The loose-tongued, carpers, prigs who cannot unbend; 
            Self-evident, those to whom I allude; 
            A whole tribe represented by a single trend. 
            The Creator blessed the seed of each brood. 
            They find, whatever their occupation, 
            A pretext for talking all day. 
            Ah, friend, first effect my salvation, 
            Then tell me what you have to say. (La Fontaine I.19, pp. 30-31). 
Though we do not know what direct source of Zhang’s version is, these two versions of the fable 
should be able to serve as good models for comparison. Zhang’s story #43, “The Rotten 
Confucian,” is told in this way: 
In the past, there was once a child who fell into water. At the critical moment of 
danger, a rotten Confucian just passed by, who, in a scholar’s dress and head 
kerchief, was chanting poetry as he strolled along the bank of the swamp. The 
child cried out loud, “Sir! Please come quickly to save me!” The rotten Confucian 
replied slowly, “You know. The ancients have said that water was soft, so people 
played with it and thus mostly died [because of this]. It would be appropriate that 
one should learn to swim first [so that] he does not need to ask others to rescue 
him afterwards. Then this can be approved.” The child urged in haste, “Sir, please 
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save me up to the bank, and then it wouldn’t be too late to lecture on my conduct. 
Now you don’t stretch out your hand to rescue me and even stand on the dry land 
to admonish me with moral philosophy. I gather that you are not more intelligent 
than I am.” Alas! In this world, those who do not differentiate things according to 
the degrees of urgency, indifferent to others’ welfare, rashly talk in a high-flown 
way, quote copiously from the classics, and mislead and cause harm to all 
humankind, are all the kind of rotten Confucians!460 (1129; my translation and 
italics) 
Among the three versions, only Zhang’s fable starts by announcing that this event 
happened in the past, though the previous two versions are narrated in the past tense. The setting 
of the time frame, again, means to make the fable into an anecdote. Another crucial element 
regarding time in the Chinese fable is the sequence of doing things, which is also what the author 
intends to criticize about the rotten Confucian. The child conversely uses the Confucian’s theory 
to attack him, because he, too, confuses the correct order of what should be done first (qian 前), 
and what afterwards (hou 後). On the other hand, La Fontaine describes why the child falls into 
the river, and he kindly provides him with the willow branches to hold onto, so that he can 
remain alive until the schoolmaster finishes his long rant. Moreover, he does not let the child talk 
back to the schoolmaster; instead, he tells us that the latter does not forget to save the child. La 
Fontaine’s attitude toward such kind of people is rather soft. As he says,  
            The loose-tongued, carpers, prigs who cannot unbend;  
                                                
460 昔有小童，失足落水，危迫之際，適一腐儒過此，儒服儒巾，行吟澤畔。童大呼：「先生速來救我！」
腐儒徐曰：「汝知古人有言，水懦弱，民狹而玩之，故多死矣。夫是宜先習游泳於前，不必求人救援於後
，斯可矣。」童急曰：「先生請救我上岸，再為訓誨，未為晚也。今不一引手救援，竟站在旱地上以道學
之言見責，故知先生之智亦不出我之上耳。」噫！世之不知緩急，不關痛癢，率以高談闊論，引經據典，
誤盡蒼生者，其皆腐儒之徒與！ 
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            Self-evident, those to whom I allude;   
            A whole tribe represented by a single trend.   
            The Creator blessed the seed of each brood.   
            They find, whatever their occupation,   
            A pretext for talking all day.  
To him, there is not just one type, but “a whole tribe” composed of different “broods.” And he 
could not help the situation, but beseech them to “first effect my salvation, / Then tell me what 
you have to say.”  
      The author of Zhang’s version aims solely at one type, the rotten Confucian. Like the 
tailor, dyer, fuller, landlord, fierce and cruel Mandarins, the rotten Confucian seems to be treated 
as a type, a means to label most of the human characters in Aesopic fables. The fable in question 
is very much dedicated to define the rotten Confucian, through his appearance (a scholar’s dress 
and head kerchief), activities (strolling and chanting poetry), demeanor (replying slowly), and his 
interest (what the ancients said). The subtle descriptions are not unlike the portrayal of a 
character in a novel. The child’s dialogue also has a witty twist; despite the fact that he is still 
drowning, he gets even with his lecturer by pointing out that he makes the same mistake of 
mixing up his priorities in that situation. At the end, the author, unsatisfied with the narrow sense 
of the term, “Confucian,”—commonly known as a follower of Confucius—broadens the 
definition to encompass all those who possess the qualities in his comment to be rotten 
Confucians.  
      Lin Shu’s translation is based on Townsend’s version written as follows: 
“A Boy bathing in a river was in danger of being drowned. He called out to a traveller, passing 
by, for help. The traveller, instead of holding out a helping hand, stood by unconcernedly, and 
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scolded the boy for his imprudence. ‘Oh, sir!’ cried the youth, ‘pray help me now, and scold me 
afterwards.’ Counsel without help, is useless” (Townsend 136). Lin did not change much of the 
content, but supplied his own understanding of the fable: 
A boy swimming in a river was down drowning. A passer-by was up there 
crossing above him. The boy cried for help. That person did not answer. He stood 
and watched, and many times he scolded him for his mistaken act. The boy said, 
“You first help me out, and it would not be too late to scold me [then].” When a 
person is at the moment of danger, if you do not rescue him, what is the use even 
if you offer him good advice? Weilu says, “Even though you have good friends, 
do not give advice when they are not in a peaceful state of mind”461 (Lin 80; my 
translation)  
Lin did not embellish the fable with details to highlight the priority of things as Zhang 
did, since he tended to be frugal with words. The slight modification he made in this fable, 
however, should not go unnoticed. The boy in his fable is “swimming” instead of bathing. When 
he is drowning, his direction goes downward (chui 垂); while the passer-by is up (shang 上) 
there above him. The passer-by’s action of crossing above him might imply a bridge. The boy’s 
words, “help me out,” (yuan wo de chu 援我得出) also suggest a direction, from being in the 
water to getting out of it. If Zhang’s rewrite stresses the temporal element, Lin’s version focuses 
on the spatial aspect. Townsend’s fable tells us that the traveler “stood by unconcernedly, and 
scolded the boy for his imprudence.” Lin depicts that the person, who was in a higher position, 
“stood and watched [down], and many times he scolded him for his mistaken act.”  
                                                
461 童子游於河，垂溺矣！行人過其上，童子大號求援，其人弗應，立而視，且申申詈其失計。童子曰：「
君先援我得出，責我未晚！」夫人臨難弗脫人於險，雖善其箴規何益？畏廬曰：「雖有良友，切勿進箴規
於其未安寧時。」 
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His consideration about space and people’s dynamic movements might have come from 
his hobby of painting, a skill to reproduce the crucial moment of life with a picture. He started to 
learn traditional Chinese painting from the age of twenty-three in 1874; since then he painted and 
read every day until he died at seventy-three (J. Zhang 16). According to Zeng Xianhui’s 曾憲輝 
“Lin Shu zhuan 林紓傳” (“A Biography of Lin Shu,” 1983), Lin learned Chinese painting for 
twenty-six years, and he was accustomed to writing a poem of four lines on every finished 
painting (8). In this sense, words and pictures to him seem to be interchangeable codes; animals 
and human beings, too, work in the same way in his fables. It is not surprising that his version of 
translation is often condensed and sharp. And it may not be a coincidence that it provides 
illustrations. As a conservative and proponent of ancient teaching, Lin does not devalue the 
passer-by’s counsel as Townsend does, as the latter concludes: “Counsel without help, is 
useless.” It is even unlikely for Lin to criticize a schoolmaster or a Confucian. Rather, Lin’s 
epimythium explains the meaning of the fable further by elucidating why the counsel is useless: 
“When a person is at the moment of danger, if you do not rescue him, what is the use even if you 
offer him good advice?” The implication is true enough: “He will soon be dead and will not have 
a chance to use it anyway.” In his comment, it becomes clear that “a peaceful state of mind” is 
what determines whether a counsel can be useful. Lin’s straightforwardness makes his collection 
of fables a practical tool to imbue children with a sense of patriotism through logical and 
pictorial narration.  
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Conclusion 
 
Chinese yuyan has a long history of featuring human characters, with which a historical 
context can easily fit into the narrative frame and portray a truth in real life. If the speaker wishes 
to include animals, in most cases, they are introduced in an embedded fabula to show an 
example. The Chinese stories of human characters mostly come from historical anecdotes; hence 
they seldom look the same. Jokes, being another category, can be deliberately fictional and 
sometimes have talking animals, but they are mainly created for laughter rather than profound 
lessons. The seriousness of truth in Chinese literature, before Aesop entered China, must be 
combined with factual descriptions, as can be seen in myth, tales of the strange or marvels 
(zhiguai), miscellaneous anecdotes (zhiren), and legends, also called prose romances, (chuanqi); 
even the Buddhist parables were no exceptions. Therefore, for Chinese writers, the direct impact 
of the pure fictional animal narratives designed for a “quick enlightenment” is a new way of 
seeing and treating history and fiction. In A History of Chinese Fiction in the Twentieth Century, 
Chen Pingyuan mentions that Lin Shu and Wu Jianren accurately categorized their own works 
according to the division between anecdotes (yiwen 軼聞) and fiction (xiaoshuo 小說): “The 
separation between anecdotes and fiction enables writers to have a clear understanding of the 
nature and characteristics of anecdotes. Hence, when they compose fiction, instead of recording 
anecdotes, they use them as elements or fragments to be incorporated into the framework of a 
novel”462 (167-68; my translation). No doubt, this is owing to Lin’s and Wu’s realization of the 
mixture of the two after their exposure to Western fiction; and the fable comes as the earliest 
genre to which they were exposed.  
                                                
462 軼聞與小說的分化，使作家對軼聞的性質、特徵有比較清晰的認識，寫小說時不是直接記載軼聞，而是
把軼聞作為小說的要素或片段，納入長篇小說的整體框架。 
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Aesop’s fables in the late Qing period are purely fictional material, fabula, to be shaped 
and put into literary experiments. The translations or re-creations of fables aimed to educate, 
entertain, and generate social criticism, and can be roughly divided into long literary stories and 
short satirical narratives. The process seems to have evolved from using myth and common 
sayings, incorporating the pattern of Buddhist parables, imitating the narrative convention of 
vernacular novels and mixing them with Chinese anecdotes, to adopting Aesop’s simple 
storyline and terse form to become satirical stories. The last kind turns out to be the type closest 
to the fable’s original form. In this respect, the process represents a struggle of breaking away 
from the old concept of historical truth to the new understanding of fictional truth: the one being 
the particular, the other pertaining to the universal. The complex of animal-human 
transformation in “the tales of the strange or marvels” that once puzzled the Chinese writers 
upon their encountering Aesop’s fables, also seems to have slowly faded away. The two styles of 
presenting Aesop—long embellished literary works intended to be appreciated and short biting 
pieces meant to instigate action—continued to evolve in China in children’s literature and the 
propaganda of social revolution in the early twentieth century.   
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Chapter 8: Conclusion and Perspectives for Further Research 
 
Genre is a literary concept built on the consensus of authors and readers. The vagueness 
of its definition, therefore, is unavoidable in any cross-cultural comparison. Allegory, parable, 
and fables are similar genres that use metaphor or simile as literary devices. In his Fable as 
Literature, the distinction that H. J. Blackham made between parable and fable through Jotham’s 
and Nathan’s stories is not successful because a parable in the Bible naturally refers to something 
particular; when it stands alone, it can be interpreted as a fable. He might have neglected the fact 
that fables featuring human characters also exist in the Aesopian corpus. In the Middle Ages, 
allegory and parable became dominant genres because of Christianity. Their frames of reference 
were ideological, whether in a religious or political sense. Fables, by contrast, appeal to the lives 
of common people and are more closely associated with everyday reality. As a specific genre, 
the “fable” should not be confused with the “beast epic” that arose in the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries in Western Europe, for the development of the characters and complex plot in the 
satirical mode takes away the brevity and didacticism that distinguish the fable from the other 
genres.  
Bestiaries are fictitious natural histories that turn animals into religious symbols. 
Allegory, as veiled language and extended metaphor, is used as a mode rather than as a kind. It is 
devoid of distinct features that fix its form, by which a genre is defined. A fable is intrinsically 
allegorical. According to Andrew Plaks, the Western and the Chinese uses of allegory differ in 
that one employs metonymy (one thing represents another), the other synecdoche (a part is used 
for the whole). The Chinese yuyan, however, unlike the Chinese allegory, is an application of 
metonymy; it is a genre frequently used as a mode because Zhuangzi’s definition does not 
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specify its external form. In this dissertation, Ben Edwin Perry’s definition of an Aesopic fable 
serves as a guideline to differentiate the fable from other genres and is useful in examining the 
transformation of the genre in a cross-cultural context. 
Perry emphasizes the didacticism and usefulness of the fable in the ancient Greek and 
Roman periods. He observes that during the Byzantine period, the use of fable was pervasive in 
rhetoric. The ancient fable was a fictitious story depicting a truth that should be categorized as 
worldly wisdom. Though Socrates wrote verses to contribute to Aesop and Apollo in his prison 
cell, thus appealing to both folk and high culture, the opposition between Aesop and Apollo at 
the end of the Life of Aesop seems to deliberately emphasize the distance between low (folk) and 
high culture. In the Life, Aesop’s fables are used as a political device. Aristotle’s Rhetoric also 
includes fables under the invention of facts, as opposed to past actual facts, in a political speech. 
In his conception, there seems to be a convergence of politics, philosophy, and literature in the 
art of public speaking. Both Socrates and Phaedrus turned Aesop’s fables into verse. Both 
therefore contributed—Socrates, more modestly, and Phaedrus, more emphatically—to the 
transition from the oral to the written, from folk belief to philosophy and literature.  
Scholars of fables hold different opinions as to whether or not any Greek fables came 
from Indian sources. Further archaeological evidence is needed to resolve this problem. In Indian 
literature, parable and fable are seen as interchangeable. The best-known collections of Indian 
fables are the Jatakas, Panchatantra, and Hitopadesa. The Jatakas in particular shaped in the 
Buddhist thought of transmigration was more influential in China than the other two. The secular 
work, Panchatantra, and its derivative, Hitopadesa, however, were not translated into Chinese 
until the mid twentieth century, though some of the fables mixed in the Buddhist sutras have 
been transmitted into China with Buddhism. It is possible that the Jatakas and Panchatantra 
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both borrowed material from folklore, so some of their stories shared similar contents. A distinct 
feature of the latter is the technique of “endless stories within a story” that constitutes 
labyrinthian narration. In contrast to the Panchatantra, in which animals are normally the main 
characters, only one fourth of the Jataka tales, according to Xue Keqiao, can be considered 
animal fables. After the acceptance of Buddhism in the Eastern Han Dynasty in the first century, 
Chinese writers absorbed the religious factors as well as the narrative styles of Buddhist 
literature. The Buddhist law of karma enhances Zhuangzi’s idea of seeing human beings as part 
of nature, but includes the basic concepts of transmigration and retribution, which have been 
taken into the writing of Chinese fiction.  
The standard—a story that contains an analogy, or a detailed analogy—that modern 
Chinese scholars use to define yuyan makes it similar to the western concept of the mode of 
allegory. However, in the modern compilations of this kind of writing, yuyan is treated as a 
genre, which has adjectives to determine its mode, such as philosophical yuyan, cautionary 
yuyan, satirical yuyan, and amusing yuyan. The rise of yuyan, like that of western fables, is also 
known for its philosophical and political purposes during the pre-Qin period before 221 BCE. Its 
development in different historical periods demonstrates the all-encompassing characteristics of 
this term, which can be equivalent, in a loose sense, to parables, fables, anecdotes, and satires. 
The fundamental difference between the Western and the Chinese values concerning fiction and 
facts influenced the development of fable and yuyan. The West held the truth in fiction to be 
useful in rhetoric, whereas the Chinese managed to create yuyan in the style of a historical 
account so that it could be considered trustworthy. The important work by Lu Xun, A Brief 
History of Chinese Fiction, starts with a passage that connects fiction, myth, and fable (made-up 
stories). Lu Xun maintains that the low status of Chinese fiction came from its conflicts with the 
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mainstream Confucianism. As a result, fictional works were written in a way that imitated 
historical writing.  
The first yuyan in the first chapter of the Zhuangzi, the founding work of this genre, 
establishes the ties between myth and yuyan as well as the close relationship between history and 
fiction. They are actually mixed together. Yuyan thus originated from Zhuangzi’s unconstrained 
manner and imaginative design of rhetoric in service of his Daoist philosophy, which encourages 
an individual to abide by the law of Nature. Zhuangzi’s philosophy as a whole is in contrast to 
the Confucian doctrines, which focus on maintaining the social order. Zhuangzi basically 
includes in his work the main types of yuyan that we see in the later development: mythological 
yuyan, simple analogies used by characters, dialogues between historical or fictional figures, and 
scenes enacted by personification of abstract concepts or anthropomorphized animals. In a sense, 
Zhuangzi and Aesop stand on the same ground, only that one is outside social construction, and 
the other inside of it. The animals in Zhuangzi remind people of their connection to nature, while 
those in Aesop are symbols reflecting human predicaments in society. 
The use of the fable in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance was rooted in the Greco-
Roman education in antiquity and subsequently included in the Jesuits’ education, which in turn 
contributed to the fable’s transmission. The preliminary exercises, progymnasmata, dated to the 
fourth century BCE, were used in the Roman schools from the first century BCE in order to train 
orators, during the transition from the school of grammar to the school of rhetoric. Quintilian 
established the role of fables as the “natural successors of the fairy tales.”463 But fables were 
used only as exercises for debate topics in the training of rhetoricians or orators. The problem 
came to the surface when medieval preachers inserted stories in their sermons. The medieval 
triad, historia-argumentum-fabula, divides the three types of narratives according to their degrees 
                                                
463 See chapter 3 for the original texts and sources of the quotations in this paragraph. 
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of truthfulness. A consensus was that stories were worth telling only when they were endowed 
with God-inspired sayings. In that period, God was the only truth and reality. Quintilian’s 
quoting from Cato the Elder’s word that the orator must be “a good man skilled in speaking” 
continued to be at work in the Middle Ages, except that the orator became the religious worker, 
who had to be equipped with both wisdom and eloquence. Stories of wonders were especially 
useful for their appeal to listeners’ emotions and reason. As St. Gregory says, “Examples move 
men more than precepts.” The fable found its way into the medieval preachers’ sermons by 
mixing with exempla.  
In the medieval period, the fox had a special status in the West due to its image as a 
trickster and also because of the famous twelfth-century French Romance of Reynard. It seems to 
be the favorite animal character because it was convenient for preachers to create a moral lesson 
based on it, and for fabulists to develop some variations from the French model. The Reynard 
cycle made the branch of the beast epic popular at that time. It also blurred the division between 
fable and beast epic, the latter being a derivative longer version originally aiming to satirize the 
court. In later chapters of this dissertation, we see that the fable underwent many changes in 
order to adjust for differences in religion, culture, and literary tradition in its transmission to 
China. 
The remnants of the manuscripts of Aesop’s fables were found by Albert von Le Coq in 
the second German expedition in Gaochang in the Turfan area of China during 1904 to 1905. 
According to archeologists’ research, the manuscripts are dated back to a period between the 
eighth century and the twelfth century and categorized as Iranian and Old Turkish sources. 
Archaeologists such as Rásonyi Nagy, Jes Asmussen, and Peter Zieme related the Turkish Aesop 
fragments, recording stories from the Life of Aesop, to Syriac literature. The religions involved in 
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the transmission, according to their respective research, include Nestorianism, Manichaeism, and 
Buddhism.  
Variants of one of the Iranian fables, “The Father and His Sons,” identified in these finds, 
however, appeared in two Chinese historical books, the Book of Wei and The Secret History of 
the Mongols, the one recorded in the mid-sixth century, the other in the thirteenth century. Since 
it appeared in other places during ancient and medieval times (in Plutarch’s first-century and 
Constantine VII’s tenth-century works), I tried to trace the possible route of its transmission into 
China by looking at history. The two versions of the same fable in Chinese historical books 
indicate that this Aesopic fable entered China no later than the mid-sixth century. That was about 
ten centuries before the Jesuit, Matteo Ricci, on his China mission, brought Aesop’s fables to the 
Chinese’s attention by incorporating them into his sermons in the early seventeenth century. In 
light of this example, the history of the transmission of western literature to China might not be 
as transparent as it seems. The mingling of the northern tribes in the Southern and Northern 
Dynasties and the role of the Sogdians in trading with the Chinese should be given more 
attention in order to find more evidence for the transmission. It is probable that not only this 
fable but also other fables, such as those recorded on the fragments in Gaochang, had been 
transmitted into China through religious or trading activities that were facilitated by the Silk 
Road.  
The Jesuits’ translation of Aesop’s fables in the early seventeenth century is generally 
recognized as the first piece of western literature known to the Chinese, though in virtue of this 
dissertation’s exploration of the backgrounds of the historicized fables in the Chinese historical 
books, this chronology should be revised. 
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The Jesuits’ contributions are important, however. Matteo Ricci, Diego de Pantoja, and 
Nicolas Trigault were the three Jesuits credited for using and translating Aesop’s fables in this 
period. The Jesuits’ education not only trained them to be “good men skilled in speaking” but 
also made them experts in the teaching of the arts and sciences. Having adapted to the Chinese 
environment, Matteo Ricci first established the style of integrating fables in a Chinese sermonic 
work, Ten Discourses of a Paradoxical Man (1608). He claimed that his works supported the 
basic principle that he observed on his China mission: replacing Buddhism and supplementing 
Confucianism. In a way, some traces show that he has taken Zhuangzi’s ideas in his use of 
Aesopic fables: from the title (jiren: paradoxical man), the use of Zhuangzi’s term (zaohua: 
nature, creator), and his created fable, “Two Trees,” in contrast to Zhuangzi’s “The Mountain 
Tree.” In addition to the form of dialogues (the format taken in Confucius’s Analects and in the 
Zhuangzi) in his book, the sinicization of his fables is reflected by the use of the ambiguity of the 
Chinese words (such as tian 天 [sky, nature, heaven] and zaohua 造化) to refer to God; avoiding 
the use of talking animals; and an inclination to historicize the fables. His adaptation of fables to 
a great extent conforms to the Chinese literary tradition. 
In On Overcoming the Seven Capital Sins (1614), de Pantoja follows Ricci’s example by 
continuing to use fables in his work. But unlike Ricci (who aims at recruiting the literati) de 
Pantoja’s fables are not as bound by Chinese literary customs. They are written to influence the 
common people instead. With the Seven Capital Sins and the seven counter virtues as his 
subjects, he makes clear his intention to associate the fables with Christian teaching. His direct 
use of “yuyan yue 寓言曰” (A fable tells) to start his fables introduces the genre of fable in a 
formal way, and also openly equates fable and yuyan as the same kind of narratives. These fables 
are often preceded by Christian moral lessons that work somewhat like promythia, stressing the 
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point in relation to his religious topic. Rather than remind his readers of an afterlife, he 
emphasizes the importance of this life by removing from the stories the higher power 
symbolizing hierarchies, as in “The Trees and the Olive,” “The Peacock Who Was Proud of His 
Tail but Ashamed of His Feet,” and “The Sick Lion, the Wolf, and the Fox.” His making 
Almanzor’s anecdote into a fable and changing “The Belly and the Feet” and “The Ass and the 
Horse” into simple analogies, actually demonstrates that the instilling and removing of a fictional 
plot determines the formation of a fable. 
In contrast to the abovementioned two works, Trigault’s Analogy (1625), the first 
Chinese collection of Aesop’s fables translated with the help of a Chinese convert, Zhang Geng, 
carries fewer explicit references to Catholicism and therefore proves to be more universal. The 
fables basically maintain the storylines and the anthropomorphized feature of animals, while one 
can sense the greater emphasis put on human characters. The comparison between Ricci’s and 
Trigault’s retold versions of the morality play, “Everyman,” shows how it first turns from a play 
into a parable, and then from a parable into a fable. The insertion of two Chinese yuyan written 
by Liu Zongyuan in the appendix of the copy in the National Library of France, and the sinicized 
comments and three new fables added to the copy in the Bodleian Library of the University of 
Oxford, indicate that the Chinese started to pay attention to this foreign genre. And for the 
purpose of preaching, the Chinese converts made it their own through the medium of yuyan or 
additional, sinicized comments. 
Later, the Jesuits’ missions in China were called off at the beginning of the eighteenth 
century due to the Chinese Rites Controversy. Their use of Aesop’s fables in their works, 
however, contributed to the development of the Chinese Aesopic fables.    
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Two works compiled or written after Trigault’s Analogy were Dong Deyong’s Could Be 
Models (1636) and Li Shixiong’s Contemplation on Animals (1654); the former, being a 
collection of animal anecdotes, can serve as an example to be compared with Li’s work that 
imitates Aesop and re-creates fables in a Chinese style. Dong’s work manifests the fundamental 
traditional Chinese concept of the interdependence between what Roel Sterckx calls the “culture-
man-morality” and “nature-animal-bestiality.” The anecdotes in Dong’s compilation are 
supposed to be taken as historical evidence to support his arguments, which are mainly based on 
the ethical codes of Confucianism. Even the Buddhist or Daoist elements in these stories seem to 
be deliberately neglected or made to supplement Confucian doctrines. Central to Dong’s 
argument lies Mencius’s idea that humanity is defined by morality. Unlike the stereotypical 
images of the animals created in the western fables, the characteristics of animals in his work are 
regarded as factual. And their virtuous conduct in the stories is the prominent feature that Dong 
wishes to highlight in his comments. This sets apart the Chinese conception and usage of animals 
from the Western conception and usage in didactic narratives. 
Li Shixiong’s Contemplation on Animals, however, attempts to synthesize the two 
narrative traditions by sinicizing Aesop’s fables and by making Chinese yuyan Aesopic. Despite 
his borrowing from Trigault’s Analogy, traces of sinicization in his work include: using animals 
that carry special meanings for the Chinese, emphasizing description or dialogue more than 
action, and giving names, places, or times. These are traits that display the influence of the 
Chinese yuyan tradition. Li also reworked Chinese yuyan to make them fit better into the 
Aesopic narrative pattern by anthropomorphizing animals, cutting down the length of the stories, 
stressing moral lessons, and changing the subjective description to the objective by using the 
third-person point of view. We may also detect further changes of the ways of narration that Li 
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made to the material he obtained from the Western and Chinese sources: using mankind or 
animals as both actors and observers of the story, opening up the text by omitting a stated moral, 
and increasing complexity by adding one more cycle to the fable. The most significant aspect 
that his fables demonstrate to us is the multi-purpose syllogistic or chain arguments, which 
enable the reader to contemplate the meanings of the situation in each Aesopic scene. They are 
by no means simple fables without morals. In respect to the content, the fables in his collection 
mostly center on the discrepancies between appearance and essence or reality as well as between 
name and substance, which were the social problems he observed and wished to correct with his 
writings at his time. His work was more that of a creative writer rather than that of a translator, 
as we saw in the seventeenth-century examples.  
In the nineteenth century and early twentieth century, the translation of Aesop’s fables in 
Robert Thom’s Yishi yuyan (Esop’s Fables, 1837) introduced Western literature to China during 
this period. The relatively large number of fables in this collection attracted the Chinese readers’ 
attention. In the ensuing compilation, Haiguo miaoyu (Marvellous Fables of the Seabound 
Countries, 1888), the fables of mixed styles that Zhang Chishan gathered from journals and 
newspapers show that Chinese writers’ interest in this type of writing was growing. Later, Lin 
Shu’s Yisuo yuyan (Aesop’s Fables, 1903) established the standard Chinese title for Aesop’s 
fables as well as the fame of this genre in China. 
Robert Thom’s work, Esop’s Fables, on which he collaborated with his Chinese teacher, 
Mun Mooy, was first published for teaching Chinese to the Englishmen during 1837-1838. As 
Thom professed in the preface, the translation adopted the Chinese style of zalu. According to Lu 
Xun, zalu is classified under biji (random jottings) for recording the affairs of humankind, as 
opposed to zhiguai, for recording tales of the strange or marvels. The translation to a great extent 
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includes mythological allusions, proverbs, and storytellers’ phrases, the last of which 
conventionally appear in Chinese vernacular novels popular in the Ming and Qing Dynasties. In 
light of the coexistence of elements coming from both ancient and contemporary literature, it 
seems that the translators wanted to introduce language teaching to the readers along with both 
the origin of Chinese literature and popular culture.  
Zhang Chishan’s Marvellous Fables of the Seabound Countries, compiled about fifty 
years after Thom’s work, gathers fables from newspapers from mid-nineteenth-century China. 
This collection shows that the absorption of the genre of fable became an experiment in the 
narrative patterns of Aesop’s fables, Buddhist parables, and Chinese yuyan, and that the stories 
were drawn from both western and Chinese sources. The narrative structure consisting of the 
beginning, middle, and end makes the fable no longer function as a rhetorical device, but as an 
independent literary work that has no connection to real speech performance. This work, together 
with Thom’s, leads the trend of more literarily embellished adaptation of Aesop’s fables. 
Lin Shu’s translation of Aesop’s Fables, published in 1903, is relatively close to 
Townsend’s version. This collection of three hundred fables aiming at children’s education was 
the largest collection of Chinese Aesopic fables in the late Qing period. As a patriotic 
conservative, Lin tried to instill patriotism through his translations and his comments that were 
attached to some of his fables. In reaction to the critical opinion that Aesop’s fables were similar 
to the fiction of the strange or marvels, he made a comparison between Aesop’s work and 
Chinese joke collections. His comparison, instead of addressing the problem of taking Aesop’s 
fables as the fiction of marvels, reveals his intention of making use of the satirical mode of the 
joke in his translated fables for the purpose of socical criticism. For he simply shifted the focus 
to another subject-matter that was also written in the form of random jottings. This suggests that 
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he either mistook the joke books as the “fiction of marvels,” or did not consider that there was 
any supernatural element in the fables that validated the correlation between fiction of marvels 
and Aesop’s fables.  
These three most influential Chinese translations of Aesop’s fables in the late Qing 
period served respectively the three basic functions of the genre of the fable: education, 
entertainment, and social criticism. Two dominant trends of treating this western genre can be 
found in these works: long literary stories and short satirical narratives. From the use of myth, 
proverbs, and storytellers’ phrases in the random jotting form, the barrier between the classical 
prose and vernacular novels was first broken down. Later, Lin’s translation that maintained 
Aesop’s narrative style ushered in the satirical mode of the fable. The process of evolution in a 
way symbolizes the Chinese writers’ breaking away from the traditional attachment to history 
when representing truth in their works, and their moving from a particular historical example to a 
fictional example that, though abstract, can effectively convey a universal concept.  
An important question for “the fable” is whether or not it is a genre that resists literary 
development. Can it be both practical and literary? This is a question strongly related to whether 
it is designed to be told or read. If the former, the fable tends to be short, simple, and easy to 
memorize; if the latter, the fable may present variations that challenge a reader’s understanding. 
Above all, neither the “oral” nor the “written” mode demands faithfulness to Aesop’s original 
texts. Hence, when Aesop’s fables were transmitted to China as insertions in Jesuits’ written 
texts, they were sometimes altered, depending on their target readers and the purposes they were 
intended to serve. When Li Shixiong reworked them, he tried to increase complexity by adding 
more narrative cycles and omitting the narrator’s epimythia. In the translations made during the 
late Qing period, however, the traces of oral traditions in both Western and Chinese literatures 
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simply exist as conventions. But the moral lesson, whether stated by the narrator or not, becomes 
a distinguishable feature to separate the fable from the other genres. This is made evident by the 
transformation of Zhuangzi’s yuyan to a fable in Li Shixiong’s “Pseudo-Phoenix,” of a joke to a 
fable in his “The Buddhist Cat,” and of a historical anecdote to a fable in Zhang Chishan’s “The 
Bone of the Eye Socket.” Later, we see Wu Jianren’s satirical fable, “Transformation,” mocking 
Chinese tales of the strange. The Chinese writers basically held onto the point they wished to 
make and were able to adapt any material into a fable. Due to the differences of cultures and 
literary tradition, the results are full of variety and, more importantly, significant for the Chinese 
in enabling them to reflect their social issues and cultural heritage. 
 
***** 
More research still needs to be done in this field in order to obtain a fuller picture of the 
transformation of Aesop’s fables in China, such as how the book publishing culture influenced 
the dissemination of these translated fable collections and their reception. Research on the 
Chinese publishing and print culture tends to omit the fable or yuyan and focuses on fiction, 
which was a genre made popular through the press, a new mass media arising in nineteenth-
century China. Nevertheless, we should not ignore the large number of fables appearing in 
children’s literature and on newspapers as the propaganda of social revolution in the early 
twentieth century. They were the foremost examples of how the Chinese absorbed the fable as a 
popular genre. According to Hu Congjing’s 胡從經 Wan qing er tong wen xue go chen《晚清兒
童文學鉤沉》(Search and Discovery of Children’s Literature in the Late Qing, 1982), Yuyan 
bao《寓言報》(The Newspaper of Yuyan), published in 1901, had yuyan-type of articles as its 
most prominent feature. A yuyan that he quoted from the issue on July 5, 1902, about a pompous 
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goldfish that is frightened away after being pinched by a small crab (72), was actually written by 
Wu Jianren and later compiled in his Witty Talks (“Jinyu 金魚 [The Goldfish]”; J. Wu 68). The 
narrative pattern, the animals’ talking ability, and the sarcastic remark made by a silver carp to 
criticize the goldfish as an official, all show that it is actually a satiric Aesopic fable. Hu also 
says that one compilation for schoolboys and schoolgirls called Zhong xi yi wen yi zhi lu《中西
異聞益智錄》(Notes of Chinese and Western News for Increasing Knowledge) was published in 
1900. According to his list of Chinese titles of the nineteen fables in this book, both Thom’s and 
Zhang’s fables were selected. But there seems to be newly created fables in them as well. One 
that was quoted by Hu entitled “E wen wen da 蛾蚊問答” (“The Questions and Answers 
between the Moth and Mosquito”) features only the conversation without any plot. This is a 
characteristic typical of Chinese yuyan that emphasizes dialogue rather than action; but it is 
carried out by two talking insects. In the dialogue, the moth, representing the righteous man, 
refutes the mosquito’s way of living:  
Your calling your friends of your own kind is forming a party; availing yourself to 
take advantage of others’ unguarded places and moments is stealing; forsaking the 
light and seeking darkness is being dull; taking hatred and incurring complaint is 
making enemies. With a status like an ant, I only long for the cold stand of a 
lamp, certainly, [an act] honorable and just. Instead of seeking darkness just in 
order to remain alive for a little while, why not depend on the glory of the light 
and live to old age? It is called [self-]immolation, but what is the harm?464 (Hu 74; 
my translation)  
                                                
464 「如兄之引類呼朋，是結黨也；乘間抵隙，是偷竊也；棄明投暗，是昏迷也；取憎招怨；是仇敵也。余
則只身蟻慕乎寒檠，實光明而正大 . . . 與其投黑暗以苟延，何若依光輝而終老。名為火化，夫亦何傷？」 
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This fable was one of the many literary works that aimed to inculcate patriotism in the late Qing 
period. To promote revolution, however, it was usually done in a more obscure manner. Other 
textbooks for children, as Hu discovered, including Wang Lianxi’s 王蓮溪 Hui tu meng xue ke 
ben《繪圖蒙學課本》(Children’s Textbook with Illustrations) published in 1904, Qi meng ke 
ben chu bian《啟蒙課本初編》(The First Edition of the Textbook for Rudimentary Education) 
published in the same year, and Nanyang gong xue tang’s (The Nanyang Public School) Meng 
xue ke ben《蒙學課本》(The Textbook for Children’s Education) published in 1901, all had 
selected fable(s) in them.     
And yet, the literarily embellished type of fables went along with the birth of the modern 
Chinese yuyan. According to Chen Puqing, the modern Chinese yuyan was founded during 1917-
1927 by a group of literati who were learnèd in western education and promoted both political 
and cultural reforms in China. They included scholars such as Lu Xun 魯迅, Hu Shi 胡適, Mao 
Dun 茅盾, Zheng Zhenduo 鄭振鐸, Guo Moruo 郭沫若, and Zhou Zuoren 周作人 (Outlines 70, 
75). As he observes, the modern Chinese yuyan composed by these authors, were presented not 
only in prose, but also in verse and drama (ibid. 75). These works symbolized new 
representations under the current of May Fourth Literary Revolution around 1919 (ibid. 73). 
Since Chen’s definition of yuyan is broad, it is necessary to determine if their works really 
involve Aesopic elements to decide if they are Chinese Aesopic fables. One of Lu Xun’s modern 
yuyan or fable, “Pangxie 螃蟹” (“The Crab”), should shed some light on the transformation: An 
old crab feels restless because he knows that he is going to need to come out of his old shell and 
obtain a new one.  
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He kept running to and fro, trying to find a hole to hide his body and then use a 
rock to block up the hole, so that he could cast off his shell secretively. He knew 
that casting off a shell outside would be dangerous. The body would be soft and 
could be eaten by other crabs. This was not pointless anxiety. He had really seen 
it happen once. He rushed nervously.  
            A crab nearby asked him, “Brother, why are you so anxious?”  
            He replied, “I’m going to come out of my shell.”   
            “Isn’t it nice to cast off your shell right here? I can give you a hand.” 
            “That would be horrifying!” 
            “Are you not afraid of whatever else in the hole, but afraid of your own kind?” 
            “I’m not afraid of my own kind.” 
            “Then what are you afraid of?” 
            “I only fear that you would eat me!”465 (Q. Wu, A History 334-35; my translation) 
This Aesopic fable presents the depth of the crab’s mind, like that of a human being. Lu Xun also 
creates suspense by dividing and delaying the old crab’s replies to his fellow crab. The way of 
the dialogues progressing without identifying the speaker must have come from the writing of 
novels. Under such a design of suspension, the epimythium is of course omitted. The ingenuity 
                                                
465 老螃蟹覺得不安了，覺得全身太硬了，自己知道要蛻殼了。他跑來跑去的尋，他想尋一個窟穴，躲了身
子，將石子堵了穴口，隱隱的蛻殼。他知道外面蛻殼是危險的。身子還軟，要被別的螃蟹吃去的。這並非
空害怕，他實在親眼見過。他慌慌張張的走。 
   旁邊的螃蟹問他說：「老兄，你何以這般慌？」 
   他說：「我要蛻殼了。」 
「就在這裡蛻不很好麼？我還要幫你呢。」 
「那可太可怕人了。」 
「你不怕窟穴裡的別的東西，卻怕我們同種麼？」 
「我不是怕同種。」 
「哪還怕什麼呢？」 
「就怕你要吃掉我。」 
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of the author makes the moral both explicit and implicit. The fable indeed shows the 
characteristic of modernism, which emphasizes individuality and the psychological aspect of 
characterization. Sun Yushi 孫玉石, a scholar of modern Chinese literature specializing in Lu 
Xun’s works, interprets this fable as implying the conflicts of the old and the new cultures during 
the May Fourth Movement in 1919. He says that the old crab does not fear foreign enemies, but 
fears his own kind that would impede the progress of transition (Y. Sun). This fairly represents 
the anxiety of the reformists in that era. 
This dissertation has shown that the transmission of Aesop’s fables to China takes place 
in three major phases. In the first phase, two variants of a fable by Aesop appeared, respectively, 
in two Chinese historical books as factual narratives. The first of these two was written no later 
than the mid-sixth century. This first transmission involved a variety of factors: the traffic on the 
Silk Road due to politics, religion, or trade, and the political relationships between the Han clan 
and the northern tribes in the north-western regions. When the second transmission occurred in 
the early seventeenth century, more than ten centuries had elapsed. At this time, fables were 
integrated into Jesuits’ sermons as illustrations of Christian messages. Later, the Jesuit-Aesopic 
fables were published independently in a collection, though not in large numbers. The effect of 
the Jesuits’ works was diminished due to the Chinese Rites Controversy. The third phase in the 
transmission of Aesop to China occurred in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries; this 
transmission was more successful, not only because the fable form suited the people’s needs at 
the time, but also because the genre became highly sinicized and was transformed in accordance 
with indigenous criteria. The whole process was a long one, and it was complicated by trans-
national and trans-cultural activities, by the presence of different agents, social-historical 
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environments, cultural and literary traditions, as well as by fundamentally different modes of 
thinking and writing. 
The case of the fable can thus serve as a good example of how genres may migrate from 
one culture or civilization to another in different historical epochs and with divergent final results. 
Further research is needed on the variety of modern yuyan in order to clarify the Chinese 
acculturation of Aesop and how the form has developed in more recent eras. In addition to 
Children’s literature and revolutionary propaganda, a rich field of study, which has not been 
undertaken in these pages, is that of the resonance of the Aesopic fable in Chinese folklore and 
songs. It is my hope that this dissertation can provide a framework for further research in this and 
other areas. 
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Appendix A: Major Chinese Dynastic Periods 
 
Shang 商 ca. 1523 BCE—ca. 1028 
Zhou 周 ca. 1030—256 BCE 
Spring and Autumn 春秋 770—404  
Warring States 戰國 403—221 
Qin 秦 221—206 
Western Han 西漢 206 BCE—25 CE 
Eastern Han 東漢 25 CE—220 CE 
Three Kingdoms 三國 220—280 
Western Jin 西晉 265—317  
Eastern Jin 東晉 317—420  
Southern and Northern Dynasties 南北朝 420—589  
Sui 隋 581—618  
Tang 唐 618—907  
Five Dynasties 五代 907—960  
Northern Song 北宋 960—1127  
Southern Song 南宋 1127—1279  
Liao 遼 907—1125  
Jin 金 1115—1234  
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Yuan 元 1206—1368  
Ming 明 1368—1644  
Qing 清 1616—1911 
 
*The periods that cover the Three Kingdoms, Western Jin, Eastern Jin, and Southern and 
Northern Dynasties from 220—589 CE are collectively called the Six Dynasties.  
**This appendix was inspired by, and basically based on, Victor H. Mair’s chronology of 
dynasties in his Painting and Performance: Chinese Picture Recitation and Its Indian Genesis 
(xvii), whereas I modified, according to the appendix in Wang Li guhanyu zidian (Wang Li’s 
Dictionary of Classical Chinese), some places where arguments existed about the time frame of 
certain periods or the years around the division between two dynasties (1793-1806). 
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Appendix B: Fables in Robert Thom’s Yishi yuyan (Esop’s Fables) 
 
In Thom’s Esop’s Fables there is a table of contents of English titles, whereas the 
Chinese titles can only be seen in the contents. For the sake of clarification and comparison, I 
juxtapose them in the following table. The Chinese title tends to reveal more about its story. This 
is a sign that shows the fables have been treated as independent literary works. The English titles 
listed here are taken from the table of the contents, though the Chinese translated titles and the 
titles of the corresponding original texts in L’Estrange’s collection may be otherwise.  
 
1. The Wolf and the Lamb 豺烹羊 42. The Ass and the War-Horse 戰馬欺驢 
2. The Cock and the Precious-stone  
雞公珍珠 
43. The Stag and his Horns 鹿照水 
3. The Lion and the Bear Contending for 
the Spoil 獅熊爭食 
44. The Hen, the Snake’s Eggs, and the 
Swallow 雞抱蛇蛋 
4. The Goose that Laid the Golden Eggs 
鵞[同「鵝」]生金蛋 
45. The Trumpeter (sinicè drummer) Taken 
Prisoner 鼓手辯理 
5. The Dog and the Shadow 犬影 46. The Ass and Lap-Dog 驢犬妬寵 
6. The Lion and the Ass Hunting Together 
獅驢同獵 
47. The Lion and the Mouse 報恩鼠 
7. The Wolf and the Stork 豺求白隺[同「
鶴」] 
48. The Frogs Beg Jupiter for a King 蛤求北帝 
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8. The Country-Mouse and the Town-
Mouse 二鼠 
49. The Viper and the File 毒蛇咬銼 
9. The Countryman and the Snake  
農夫救蛇 
50. The Treaty of the Wolves and Sheep  
      羊與狼盟 
10. The Contention of the Ass and the Lion 
獅驢爭氣 
51. The Axe in Want of a Handle 斧頭求柄 
11. The Lion and the Gnat 獅蚊比藝 52. The Stag, the Oxen, and their Master  
      鹿求牛救 
12. The Little Dog and the Wolf 狼受犬騙 53. The Lion and the Stag 鹿入獅穴  
13. The Ass and the Lion’s Skin 驢穿獅皮 54. The Contention of the Sun and the Wind  
      日風相賭 
14. The Daw and the Borrowed Feathers  
鴉插假毛 
55. The Old Man at the Point of Death and his 
Sons 農夫遺訓 
15. The Eagle and the Tortoise 鷹龜 56. The Fox and the Stork 狐鶴相交 
16. The Hare and the Tortoise 龜兔 57. The Waggoner and Hercules 車夫求佛 
17. The Two Cocks 雞鬦 58. The Honest Dog and the Thieves 義犬吠盜 
18. The Two Bitches (Canis Parturiens)  
黑白狗乸 (nă) 
59. The Treaty of the Birds and Fishes  
      鳥悮[同「誤」]靠魚 
19. The Fox and the Grapes 狐指罵蒲提 60. The Horse and the Ass 驢馬同途 
20. The Boys and the Frogs 孩子打蛤 61. The Ass and the Image 驢不自量 
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21. The Frog and the Ox 蛤乸水牛 62. The House-Dog and the Wolf 馴犬野狼 
22. The Eagle, Cat, and the Sow  
鷹貓豬同居 
63. The Sow and the She-Wolf 狼計不行  
23. The Horse, the Stag, and the Man  
馬思報鹿仇 
64. The Wolf, the Dog, the Eagle, the Kite, and 
the Sheep 狼斷羊案 
24. The Bear and the Bees 蜂針人熊 65. The Foolish Swain and his Cat 愚夫癡愛 
25. The Gardener, the Huntsman, and Hare 
獵戶逐兔 
66. The Cocks and the Partridge 雞鴣同飼 
26. The Belly and Members 四肢反叛 67. The Unnatural Son 縱子自害 
27. The Fox and Raven 鴉狐 68. The Fox and the Farmer 指頭露奸 
28. The Tailor and Mountebank 裁縫戲法 69. The Raven and the Sheep 鴉欺羊善 
29. The Dyer and Fuller 洗染布各業 70. The Avaricious Landlord Disappointed  
      業主貪心 
30. The Iron Pot and the Earthen Pot  
瓦鉄缸同行 
71. The Oak and the Willow 杉葦剛柔 
31. The Fox and the Goat 狐與山羊 72. The Boasting Traveller Reproved  
      荒唐受駁 
32. *The Dog in the Manger 牛狗同羣 73. Esop Decries the Use of Torture 意拾勸世 
33. The One-eye Stage 眇鹿失計 74. The Wild-Boar and the Wolf 野豬自護 
34. The Man and his Image 愚夫求財 75. The Beasts Elect a King 猴君狐臣 
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35. The Old Man and Death 老人悔死 76. The Shepherd Boy and the Wolf 牧童說謊 
36. The Simpleton and his Two Wives  
齊人妻妾 
77. The Lion and the Man 人獅論理 
37. The Fowler, Wild Geese, and Stork  
鴈[同「雁」]鶴同網 
78. The Rats Wish to Bell the Cat 鼠妨貓害 
38. The Eagle and the Daw 鴉効鷹能 79. The Fortune-teller Duped 星者自悮 
39. The Old Man, his Sons, and the Bundle 
of Rods 束木譬喻 
80. The Thunny and the Dolphin 鰍鱸皆亡 
40. The Mountain in Labor 大山懷孕 81.  The Old Crab and the Young Crab  
       老蠏[同「蟹」]訓子 
41. The Huntsman and Hound 獵主責犬 82. Mercury and the Sculptor 真神見像 
 
*In the original text, “The Fox and the Goat” and “The Dog in the Manger” are both numbered 
31. Here, the mistake has been corrected. 
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Appendix C: Fables in Zhang Chishan’s Haiguo miaoyu (Marvellous Fables of the 
Seabound Countries) 
 
      This list is meant to be used as a reference in order to see how many fables in this 
collection, which, we know, circulating in Chinese newspapers in the mid-nineteenth century, 
were actually rewritten or created by the Chinese or, as Zhang says, by the westerners who were 
then staying in China. Zhang declares in the introduction that he gathered texts sporadically 
published in his time. Since, by the late nineteenth century, there was already a large corpus in 
the Western fable tradition; and the Chinese yuyan, historical anecdotes, and any indigenous 
short story may also have been reshaped and appeared here without my notice, the marks and 
suggestions of narrative models in this table are by no means finalized. They should be revised 
whenever any undiscovered source is identified.  
In the table below, the numbers of translations are 44, of rewrites 12 (#), and of creation 
14 (*). Thirty-five of the translated fables were borrowed from Thom’s Esop’s Fables, but some 
of them have been modified. Th refers to Thom’s Esop’s Fables; T: Trigault’s Analogy; TS: the 
supplement 16 fables to Analogy; A: fables that can be found in Perry’s Aesopica and Daly’s 
English translation of it; B: Babrius; BaP: Babrius extant in prose paraphrase; Ph: Phaedrus; P: 
appendix that records fables after antiquity in Perry’s Babrius and Phaedrus; L’Estrange: 
L’Estrange’s 500-fable collection (referring to only those that have not been previously 
translated by Thom and seem to be modeled on L’Estrange’s fables directly); SU: source 
unavailable. 
Title Narrative Model or (Indirect) Source 
#1. Words of the Flies 蠅語 SU 
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*2. Walking on the Tightrope 踏繩 SU 
#3. Being Content with One’s Lot 守分 The Oak and the Willow Th71, The Camphor 
Tree and Reeds TS16, A70 
4. The Mice on Guard because of the Cat  
    鼠防貓 
Belling the Cat Th78, P613 
5. The Intelligence of the Dog 犬慧 The Faithful Dog Th58, Ph I.23 
6. Saving the Snake 救蛇 The Traveler and the Snake Th9, TS12, A176, 
B143, Ph IV.20 
7. The Repartees between the Fox and the 
Crane 狐鶴酬答 
The Fox and the Stork/Crane Th56, A426, Ph 
I.26,  
*8. A Theft 賊案 SU 
9. Two Mice 二鼠 The House Mouse and the Field Mouse Th8, 
T12, B108 
10. Learning to Fly 學飛 The Turtle and the Eagle Th15, TS13, A230, 
B115 
11. Loving Flattery 喜媚 The Fox and the Crow Th27, T9, A124, B77, 
Ph I.13 
12. Forgetting the Favors of Others 忘恩  The Wolf and the Heron/Crane Th7, A156, 
B94, Ph I.8 
13. Wishing to Die 求死 The Old Man and Death Th35, A60 
14. The Golden Eggs 金蛋 The Hen that Laid Golden Eggs Th4, T4, B123 
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15. The Reflection of the Meat 肉影 The Dog and the Shadow Th5, T6, A133, B79, 
Ph I.4 
16. The Soft Overcoming the Hard 柔勝剛 The (North) Wind and the Sun Th54, A46, 
B18; The South Wind and the North Wind T2  
17. The Words of Bugs 蟲言 The Ant and the Tumblebug A112; The Ant 
and the Hungry Cicada B140 
18. The Deer Begs the Oxen for Shelter  
      鹿求牛救 
The Stag, the Oxen, and their Master Th52, Ph 
II.8 
19. Losing the Ass 喪驢 The Old Man, His Son, and the Ass T19, P721, 
L’Estrange 358 
*20. Looking for Food 覓食 SU 
*21. Two Sages 二賢 SU 
22. Accepting Advice 納諫 The Hen, (the Snake’s Eggs,) and the Swallow 
Th44, TS4, A192 
23. The Argument between a Man and a Lion  
      人獅論理 
The Archer and the Lion Th77, A284, BaP194 
24. The Axe in Want of a Handle 斧頭求柄 The Axe in Want of a Handle Th51; The 
Unkindest Cut of All B38 
*25. Worrying too Much 多慮 Cf. Two Travelers of Differing Humours, 
L’Estrange 393; Liezi, I.13, “The Man of Chi 
Worried about the Sky Falling 杞人憂天” 
26. Telling Lies 說謊 The Shepherd and His Practical Joke Th76, 
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A210, BaP169 
27. A Bundle of Rods 木條一束 The Father and His Quarrelsome Sons Th39, 
A53, B47 
#28. The Web 羅網 The Wasp/Fly and the Spider P598 
29. The Deer Entering the Lion’s Den  
      鹿入獅穴 
The Deer and the Lion in a Cave Th53, A76 
#30. Catching the Shadow 捕影 Cf. #15 of this collection 
*31. The Advice of the Dog 犬勸 SU 
32. Two Friends Picking up a Lost Article  
        二友拾遺 
The Wayfarers and the Axe A67; Two 
Travelers and a Bag of Money, L’Estrange 164 
33. The Difficulty of Satisfying Everyone  
      人意難全 
The Father and his Two Daughters A94 
#34. Competing for Victory 爭勝  Two Laden Asses, L’Estrange 408; cf. The Ass 
who Carries Salt and Cotton T14, A180, B111 
35. A Beauty 美女 The Cat and Aphrodite/Venus A50; cf. The 
Foolish Swain and his Cat Th65; The Weasel 
as Bride B32 
36. Lying to the Wolf 騙狼 The Little Dog and the Wolf Th12, A134 
37. Sharpening One’s Tusks 磨牙 The Wild Boar and the Wolf Th74, A224 
#38. Slow to Help in an Emergency 緩以救急 Cf. The Old Man and the Tiger T11; The 
Wayfarers and the Bear A65, L’Estrange 227; 
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Zhuangzi ch. 26, “External Things”—“The 
Carp 鮒魚”  
39. Offering Slander 獻饞 The Fox, Wolf, and the Sick Lion T8, A258 
40. The Waggoner 車夫 The Waggoner and Hercules Th57; Heracles 
and the Ox-Driver B20; cf. The Shipwrecked 
Man and Athena A30 
*41. The Eagle Seeking Shelter from the Wind 
and Rain 鷹避風雨 
SU 
42. Faking Power 假威 The Ass in the Lion’s Skin Th13, A358, B139 
#43. The Rotten Confucian 腐儒 The Boy Who Went Swimming A211, BaP 
165; cf. Song Lian宋濂 Yan shu 燕書 “Cheng 
Yangnü Observed Courtesy before Fighting 
Fire 成陽朒揖讓救火” 
44. Homeward Bound 歸去來 The House Dog and the Wolf Th62, B100, Ph 
III.7 
45. The Fight between the Lion and the Ass  
      獅驢爭氣 
The Fight between the Lion and the Ass Th10 
46. Two Frogs 二蛙 The Frogs and the Ox Th21, T11, Ph I.24; cf. 
B28 
 47. The Birds Look to Fish for Help 飛鳥靠魚 The Treaty of the Birds and Fishes Th59; cf. 
The War between the Birds and the Beasts TS7 
48. The Astrologer Making Mistakes about The Fortune-Teller Duped Th79; cf. The 
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Himself 星者自誤 Astrologer/Astronomer A40 
49. Mediating a Dispute 解紛 Two Travelers Find an Oyster, L’Estrange 411; 
cf. The Lion and the Bear A147; Zhan guo ce 
(Legends of the Warring States), Ch 30, 
“Strategies of Yan II”: “The Dispute between 
the Snipe and the Clam 鷸蚌相爭” 
*50. Rusted Sickles 鏽鐮 Cf. The Huntsman and Hound Th41 
51. Grapes with a Bitter Taste 葡萄味苦 The Fox and the Grapes Th19, A15, B19, Ph 
IV.3 
#52. Change in Warmth or Coldness in 
Attitude 炎涼情態 
The Cook and the Soup Taster T17; The Man 
and the Satyr A35, BaP192  
53. The Bat 蝙蝠 The Bat and the Two Weasels A172 
*54. Casting the Anchor 拋錨 SU 
55. A Talent Competition between the Lion 
and the Mosquito 獅蚊比藝 
The Mosquito and the Lion Th11, A255 
56. Being Self-Conceited 自負 The Ass Carrying a Statue Th61, T16, A182, 
BaP163 
*57. The Lament of the Cricket 蟋蟀歎 Cf. Zhuangzi, ch 20, “The Mountain Tree” 
58. The Farmer 農人 The Farmer’s Bequest to His Sons Th55, A42 
59. The Ass and the Horse Travel Together  
      驢馬同途 
The Horse and the Ass Th60, B7; The Ass and 
the Mule A181 
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#60. Blowing the Horn 吹角 The Trumpeter Taken Prisoner Th45; cf. The 
Fowler (or Farmer) and the Stork Th37, A194, 
B13 
#61. The White Lark 白鴒 Cf. The Shoe Salesman Criticizing a Painting 
T18 
62. The Exaggeration 荒唐 The Boasting Traveler Reproved Th72 
63. Competing for Food 爭食 The Lion and the Bear Th3, A147; cf. #49 of 
this collection 
64. Secret Advice about Making Friends  
     密囑慎交 
The Old Man and the Tiger T11; The 
Wayfarers and the Bear A65, L’Estrange 227; 
cf. #38 of this collection 
#65. Looking into the Mirror 窺鏡 Brother and Sister Ph III.8, L’Estrange 473; cf. 
Legends of the Warring States, Ch 8, 
“Strategies of Qi I”: “Zou Ji Looks into the 
Mirror 鄒忌窺鏡” 
#66. A Bone of the Eye Socket 眶骨  Li Boyuan’s Nanting biji, vol. 1 
*67. Rain Dropping into the Sea 滴雨落海 SU 
*68. The Gold Chain Getting Shorter Everyday  
        金索日短 
Cf. A Man in Tears for the Loss of His Wife, 
L’Estrange 443 
*69. The Butterfly 粉蝶 SU 
*70. The Iron Cat 鐵貓 SU 
 
